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INTRODUCTION

There were six editions of *The Castle of Wolfenbach* since its first publication in 1793 until 1854; but this novel was not reprinted until 1968, as part of the Northanger Set edited by Devendra P. Varma. Despite being a remarkably popular novel in its time, it was only saved from being entirely forgotten by a mention of it in Austen’s *Northanger Abbey*, which enabled it to be retained in the memory of some readers and scholars.

Although it may be hazardous to attempt to formulate a reason for the oblivion of *The Castle of Wolfenbach*, one may wonder why a novel which was successful enough to have five editions in sixty years, and which was judged after its first edition as “more interesting than the general run of modern novels”, has never deserved much attention. Furthermore, one may ask why this is the case with Parsons and with other writers of Gothic novels who, as Maurice Lévi pointed out, “perhaps deserve (...) more than the total obscurity to which they are condemned nowadays”. Ironically, it may have been precisely the popularity of Gothic which led, in turn, to the profusion of novels of this genre, and to the general belief that they were unoriginal and mediocre, thus deserving of disappearing into oblivion. The question is undoubtedly much more complex and long-lasting than that, since it involves the moral discourse that warned against a type of fiction that obsessed the reader and exposed her to such condemnable passions as vanity and lust, not to mention the possibility of her becoming a “Female Quixote” or a Catherine

---

1 In 1793, 1794, 1824, 1839 and 1854, according to Garside, Raven and Schowerling, p.592. We also worked with an 1835 edition found at the British Library not recorded in Garside, Raven and Schowerling, in which the novel was published together with *Longsword* in a single volume.
3 “méritent peut-être (...) mieux que l’oubli total où ils sont aujourd’hui tombés” (Lévi:436, my translation). He mentions the names of John Palmer, W.H. Ireland, Francis Lathom, T.J. Horsley Curties, Regina Maria Roche, Eleanor Sleath and Eliza Parsons.
Morland. As E.J. Clery states in *The Rise of Supernatural Fiction*, “[t]he connection between female readers and improbable, unimproving fictions was well established by the 1790s, both in literary satire and in sober treatises on conduct and education”. This was part of a rhetoric that could have been founded in the circulation of library books, a “series of metonymic contaminations” whereby the “commercial promiscuity” of books leads to “a parallel fate for the (de jure) female readers who devour and internalise the stories”.

Another mechanism at work to make a novel like *The Castle of Wolfenbach* inessential, and therefore marginal, is that of the canon. This would instantly label dozens of novels as mere imitations of *The Mysteries of Udolpho*, or *The Monk*, by virtue of these novels’ superior quality, which results in a tendency to assume that a study of the genre could dispense with the minor works on the grounds of their status as mere imperfect copies of the original. *The Castle of Wolfenbach* exemplifies the tendency to forget the mass of Gothic fiction in favour of a few titles that have been deemed worthy of study or mere consideration in a narrow “Gothic canon”. We would like to step out of the vicious circle that a canon imposes, whereby only a few literary works are studied and constitute the whole catalogue of valid subject matter for study, effacing through time the interest that other works may have had, on the basis that these are inferior to the already established canonical texts. We believe that a suspension of this criterion of quality on which the canon is built can break fresh ground that will provide new viewpoints and approaches to the study of the genre. Thus, we will see how those characteristics for which *The Castle of Wolfenbach* could be criticized or even ostracized, such as its formulaic repetitiveness or the predictability of its plot, are precisely those which make it the more interesting when they are carefully examined. We want to turn a discussion of the novel *in spite of* its language into a

---

4 The inclusion of *Wolfenbach* in the set of “horrid novels” in *Northanger Abbey* was beneficial insofar as it kept the novel “alive” as a reference of Gothic fiction, yet it did so in the context of a satire of these novels. Even though Jane Austen’s novel can be recently seen as much more than a critique of Gothic fiction, the titles of the seven “horrid novels” would be evoked as the material instances of the satirized genre.
5 Clery, 2005:96
6 *ibid*:97.
discussion of its language, as we believe in the fruitfulness of analysing this novel from a formalistic point of view, where language is a point of departure to explore the position of the novel within the genre and within the larger frame of eighteenth-century literature.

In Part 1 we try to go beyond the common assumption that repetition is an element that signals lack of quality in a novel, to view it as an instance of formulaic language, a feature that brings it closer to folklore, and which is not to be regarded as a mere combinatorics, but as a form of creating complex networks of meaning. We will explore the intricacies of character description through an analysis of formulaic expressions and collocations of frequent words in the novel, which will lead us to a reappraisal of Matilda’s character in Part 2. We will try to show how the very language that seeks to present Matilda as a model of virtue paradoxically jeopardizes her position as a virtuous character, and how conflicting depictions of her character, emanating from opposing perceptions of herself (her own and others’), make her stand on the threshold between virtue and vice, the bearer of truth and the impostor, the child and the woman.

In part 3, we are impelled to considering how this ambiguity in the characterization of Matilda affects the way we understand her motivations and actions. What moves Matilda to act as she does? The novel’s language offers us the possibility of prying into her motivations to act in what is termed as a “virtuous” way, and invites us to deal with two contrasting discourses that build a very intricate definition of what is (or should be) the heroine’s free choice. Is Matilda predestined to be happy? Is her destiny determined beforehand, either by a supreme power or by any innate qualities of hers? Or is she, as she puts it, “mistress of her own destiny”, directing herself to a prosperous future by the exertion of a voluntary self-denial? We encounter this dilemma
when analysing the interplay between two different languages that push their way through the novel, which we have termed as the “discourse of determinism” and the “discourse of free will”. By carefully analysing this interplay, we will attempt to delve into aspects such as the influence of the folktale in Gothic fiction, the binary oppositions predestination/free will and nature/nurture, or the significance of social conventions in some of Matilda’s motives. Finally, we will present some of these aspects against the background of eighteenth-century moral philosophy, since we believe that the unresolved tension between the two discourses reflects the complexity surrounding the definition of reason, free will and, ultimately, the human character at the time of its publication.

This edition, inscribed within The Northanger Library Project (HUM2006-03404, directed by Professor Manuel Aguirre at the Universidad Autónoma de Madrid), is the first long piece of research we contribute to the production of the LIMEN group (Liminalist Investigations Into Modern English Literature), also based at that university. Given that the study of the novel that is offered here concerns mainly its language, it is advisable to start by reading the novel before the introduction to recognise the excerpts; notwithstanding this, we also provide a detailed summary of the plot in the first section of this introduction to clarify the chronology of events and the connection between characters where necessary. This work should constitute the only European edition of The Castle of Wolfenbach since Devendra P. Varma’s edition for the Folio Society in 1968, which has long been out of print. Apart from that very restricted edition (Folio Society editions are sold directly to members only), the novel has not been published in Europe since the mid-nineteenth century, while Diane Long Hoeveler’s edition for Valancourt Books in the United States, published in 2007, focuses on aspects like the author’s biography and the significance of the novel in its historical context, as well as on an overview of its possible influences. Another American edition by Wildside Press (2003), which
bore no introduction, is now out of print. It seemed necessary to provide a scholarly edition of a book that had not been studied for an extremely long period of time, but whose popularity (suggested by the number of editions until 1859 and its presence in Austen’s choice) induces us at least to consider it as an influential piece of writing at the time of its first publications. Despite this fact, criticism on The Castle of Wolfenbach is hardly anywhere to be found, a circumstance that we can ascribe to the vicious circle created by the “Gothic canon” to which we made reference at the beginning: a novel which is not considered to be good enough for publication will scarcely be mentioned by critics, and this in turn makes it hard to attempt (or justify) a new edition. It is difficult to agree or disagree with claims like Varma’s that Austen’s “horrid novels” were “a very representative choice of the typical works of fiction of the period” if we do not open the path to discussion of this or other neglected Gothic writings by making them available and providing a first impulse to their criticism, a task which we intend to be the main objective of this edition.

---

7 Varma:xvi. It would be equally difficult to object or adhere to the claim we find in the advertising for the Valancourt edition that “The Castle of Wolfenbach is perhaps the most important of the early Gothic novels, predating both The Mysteries of Udolpho and The Monk” (in Valancourt Books’ website, http://www.valancourtbooks.com/thecastleofwolfenbach.html)
PART 1: The construction of meaning in characterization

1.1. FORMULAIC LANGUAGE IN THE CASTLE OF WOLFENBACH

*The Castle of Wolfenbach, A German Story* was Eliza Parsons’ first incursion into the genre of the Gothic novel, and it seems that it constituted at the time a successful blend of horror and sentimentality. Its title anticipated a story of Germanic horrors, and the novel indeed opens with the heroine, Matilda Weimar, arriving at an ancient castle in Germany in the midst of a thunderstorm; but, central as the Castle of Wolfenbach is to the unfolding of events, it is not the main setting of the novel. A contemporary reviewer of the book apprised the readers that they would see “the whole turn out to be a company of well-educated and well-bred people of fashion”. ¹⁸ Indeed, when Matilda discovers that the supposedly haunted wing of the castle is in fact the dwelling of a mysterious lady and her attendant, she actually finds the door to high-class society in Paris. Matilda is encouraged by the lady to tell the story of her misfortunes: she then relates how, with the help of a faithful servant, Albert, she has fled her uncle’s house. Upon overhearing a conversation in which her uncle, Mr. Weimar, made plans to dishonour her the very next day, she had escaped and sought shelter in the castle on her way to Zurich. Her uncle being the only relative she has ever known, she is now friendless and uncertain about her future. The lady, moved by this story and convinced of Matilda’s worthiness, provides her with better protection by writing to her sister in Paris, the Marchioness de Melfort, who is delighted to take Matilda as if she were her own little sister. On her arrival in Paris, however, the girl is disconsolate, since she has to inform the Marchioness that her sister disappeared from her rooms before her departure. The Marchioness then tells Matilda that her sister is in fact the Lady of

that castle, the unfortunate Countess of Wolfenbach, a woman imprisoned by her husband and believed to have been dead for eighteen years. They surmise that the villainous Count Wolfenbach has abducted her, but nevertheless entertain hopes of her safety.

While in Paris, Matilda makes the acquaintance of some worthy families, and meets the Count of Bouville, an honourable young man who has just returned from his travels, and with whom she feels an immediate affinity. She also meets Mademoiselle de Fontelle, a dissipated young woman who envies Matilda to the utmost degree and wishes to ruin the girl’s reputation, not least because she is jealous of the incipient attraction of the Count for Matilda. When Mr. Weimar turns up at the hotel de Melfort to reclaim his niece, Mademoiselle de Fontelle spreads a rumour in Paris to make Matilda appear as a dissolute impostor. Even though Matilda knows nothing of this, her situation becomes pitiable enough when Mr. Weimar confesses that he is not her uncle, and that she had been abandoned by her parents, whose identity is unknown. Aware of the change of circumstances regarding her birth, and feeling exceptionally indebted to this man for her upbringing, she is on the verge of accepting his offer of marriage, but she finally refuses on the grounds that it would be degrading to any man to marry a destitute creature like herself. Enraged, Mr. Weimar threatens to force her to leave the house, and the Marquis urges Matilda and the Marchioness to fly to England the following day; this decision proves to be a decisive one, since Mr. Weimar has recourse to a lettre-de-cachet to recuperate her, as the Marquis suspected he would. Once joined by the Marquis in England, they enjoy a considerable time of relative happiness: they meet the Countess of Wolfenbach, who has miraculously escaped from her captors. She explains how her husband, the Count of Wolfenbach, had taken her out of the castle, and how thanks to his falling off his horse she had had the chance to escape and be rescued. Her saviour was an English woman, Mrs. Courtney, who had offered her protection and had taken her to London. Once the family is reunited in England, the Countess is absolved from the vows of silence that the Count had forced upon her by threatening to kill her
only son, so that she is free to recount the atrocities perpetrated by her husband over the last eighteen years.

The change of setting does not deprive the reader of Parsons’ depiction of “a company of well-bred people of fashion”, and a considerable part of the narrative is again occupied by the conversations and entertainments of a group of high-class friends. This “family party”, as it is sometimes called (pp. 60, 81), is now formed by the Marquis and the Marchioness, Matilda, the Countess of Wolfenbach, Mrs. Courtney and her brother Lord Delby, as well as the Count of Bouville, whose love for Matilda is increased to the point of disregarding class distinctions and proposing to her. Unwilling to degrade the Count, the heroine declares that she will only consent to marry him when they are equal in fortune. The misery of the Count is complete when she communicates her intention of retiring to a convent in France, for she has learned about the rumours spread in Paris by Mademoiselle de Fontelle and wants to spare her friends the discredit produced by a connection with her. Once in France, Matilda lives a peaceful life in the company of Mother St. Magdalene, an unfortunate woman whose tragic story encourages Matilda to endure suffering. She is only upset by some deceitful letters from Mrs. Courtney from which Matilda infers that the English lady and the Count of Bouville are to get married. But life in the convent comes to an end when Mr. Weimar uses, this time successfully, a lettre-de-cachet to forcibly remove the girl from the convent. While travelling by sea, their ship is boarded by Turkish pirates and Mr. Weimar is seriously wounded. He decides to confess to Matilda the true story of her birth and all the crimes he has committed: he is indeed her uncle, but out of jealousy he had killed her father, the Count Berniti, to usurp his title, and had made her mother believe that she had died by swapping Matilda with a disfigured dead baby when she
was only six weeks old. He had then taken her to Switzerland, and had fallen in love with her as she grew older, until he had been swayed by an irresistible passion which had moved him to pursue her and attempt to make her his wife at all costs.

After this confession he prodigiously recovers and, deeply regretting his crimes, resolves to become a monk. The captain of the pirates, a generous Turk son of an Englishwoman, takes Matilda to Italy where she discovers her mother is alive, and where she is reinstated as the rightful heir of her family’s title and fortune, for which purpose they have a written confession signed by Mr. Weimar. Matilda thus finds her family, and joins her friends at the Countess of Wolfenbach’s residence. During Matilda’s adventures, this lady’s story has run parallel to hers: the Count of Wolfenbach has confessed all his crimes in his deathbed, and has allowed her to regain her title, her fortune and her son, now a worthy officer at the Emperor’s service. The Count, who has repented of his sins, dies with the forgiveness of the Countess. The two women’s misfortunes end with two happy marriages, as the Countess of Wolfenbach marries Lord Delby and Matilda, once the deceit orchestrated by Mrs. Courtney is uncovered, receives her mother’s consent to marry the Count of Bouville.

This summary of the plot enables us to corroborate the assertion we made earlier that the castle, the quintessential setting of Gothic novels, is not the main scene in The Castle of Wolfenbach. The 1794 review to which we alluded at the beginning already called attention to the anticipation of a whole set of motifs and episodes generated by the title and the opening of the story. The reader finds that the castle is destroyed early in the first volume of the novel, only to reappear as the site of the torture and imprisonment of the Countess of Wolfenbach in the relation of her misfortunes. It becomes essential to the story of Matilda inasmuch as it

9 “This novel is opened with all the romantic spirit of the Castle of Otranto [sic], and the reader is led to expect a tale of other times, fraught with enchantments, and spells impending from every page.” (loc.cit., author’s emphasis)
represents her passage to the world of high-class society, thanks to its secret inhabitant’s recommendation. Once there, the attention will turn to Matilda’s life with the Countess’ family, and much of the tension and suspense of the novel, at least in what concerns Matilda’s narrative thread, will arise from the menace of her being separated from the “company of well-educated people of fashion” rather than from any apparitions or spectres in the castle. Notwithstanding this shift of focus, the novel is not lacking in cliché situations, characteristic both of Gothic fiction and of the sentimental novel: tears, fainting fits, equivocal letters, confessions of past crimes, and such devices as have been termed the “ingredients” of the recipe for a Gothic novel.\(^\text{10}\) It is in this sense of iteration, of a combination of motifs and themes, that the appellation “formulaic” has often been employed to refer to the Gothic novel. Little has been said, however, of Gothic fiction as a formulaic genre from the point of view of language.

How many times do the characters in \textit{Wolfenbach} “burst into a flood of tears”? And how many characters can be described as “an amiable woman”? The repetition of words or phrases is a pervasive feature of the language of this novel, which adds further complexity to the repetition of situations, characters, plot turns, etc. that is also characteristic of it. Far from simply dismissing this use of language as a mere expression of an author’s “improvised” or unsophisticated style, we would like to take the opportunity that it offers to explore the building of meaning in \textit{The Castle of Wolfenbach}. Albert B. Lord, in his book \textit{The Singer of Tales}, already suggests that formulae can be productive of meaning, and not just “ossified cliché”\(^\text{11}\). Allen W. Grove likewise argues that through repetition “meanings can be constructed and amplified”.\(^\text{12}\) Grove’s application of chaos theory to literary analysis, which implies that meaning grows and becomes increasingly complex through each iteration, concerns mainly “formulae” such as conventional motifs, names or situations in Gothic fiction, but it seems that this approach could be pertinent to an enquiry that moves from an analysis of the isolated

\(^\text{10}\) Clery 2005:147.
\(^\text{11}\) Lord 1960:4.
\(^\text{12}\) Grove 2000:115.
linguistic formula to the theme, in a progressive widening of scale than can ultimately lead to intertextual readings of both linguistic and thematic aspects of the novel.

Chaos theory (or, more scientifically, dynamical systems theory) is employed in a variety of disciplines to study phenomena that present a highly complex, unpredictable behaviour, such as meteorology, epidemiology, and nonlinear dynamics. Foreign to literary criticism as these systems may seem, the definitions of their shared features (namely, nonlinearity, complex forms with recursive symmetries, feedback mechanisms and sensitivity to initial conditions) are useful to literary theory since, as N. Katherine Hayles has observed, “metaphoric parallels between the science of chaos and literary texts allow critics to treat these texts as if they were chaotic systems.” She goes even further in defining a “multi-disciplinary space” for “the study of the cultural and scientific implications of chaos”, which she terms chaotics. Like Allen Grove, we consider that analysis of Gothic fiction can benefit from chaos theory in that it would offer a positive approach to its formulaic language and the predictability of its plot, usually deemed to be the negative aspects of a genre measured by standards that favour originality and realism: from the perspective of chaos theory, Grove tells us, we can “recast those same features as the very dimension that generates both a novel’s politics and its complexity.” Seen in this light, the construction of meaning through iteration becomes complex and scale-dependent, so that meaning and significance may vary greatly whether observed at the level of a sentence, a particular novel or a genre. This approach warns us against oversimplifying by frustrating any attempts at predictability and rigid definition: like a nonlinear function that generates chaotic behaviour in Mathematics, we are confronted with results that are neither purely random (as they are obtained through a process we can understand and reproduce) nor merely deterministic and predictable, since the description of every condition in the system would require of us an infinite degree of detail. Dealing with

13 Hayles 1990:11-15
14 Hayles 2000:2.
15 Loc. cit., her emphasis.
16 Grove, op.cit, p.116.
complexity, then, means facing a space between order and disorder, which makes the liminalist approach we will take later on fully relevant (viz. section 2.1.). In this space nothing can be fully understood: to do so we would need to handle maximum information. But that, frustrating as it may seem, makes features like repetition and iteration acquire connotations of productivity and many-sidedness: no longer devoid of meaning, repeated formulae convey a significant amount of information—they can be viewed as points in a network of meaning that is built intra and intertextually.

As we have mentioned earlier, Grove discusses the chaos theory approach to Gothic, and defends a definition of “formulaic” that departs from the reductionist recipe of motifs for a Gothic novel: he claims that repetitions of names or type characters (he cites, for example, the all-pervasiveness of Matildas, monks or nuns) accumulate connotations in their appearance across novels that enable complex intertextual dialogues. But what can we find if we carefully observe every character in one single novel? What is the degree of iteration, of construction of meaning in the very process of characterization? In other words, does the model of a complex system still apply to the Gothic novel when we observe it at a smaller scale? We will try to show how the level of language displays the same complex relations as the levels of character, motif or plot, thus bringing into light one of the features of the chaotic system: recursive symmetries, by which term we mean the replication of the model over different scales. At the smallest scale observable, then, we will locate the formula or formulaic expression, an element that we consider to be very similar to the formula in oral epic poetry as described by Milman Parry in his study of Homeric style. To set a starting point to our analysis, therefore, we will refer to Albert B. Lord’s study of oral epic literature The Singer of Tales, which presents and develops Parry’s theory.

17 Grove, op.cit., p.115-118.
Despite the many differences that can be found between oral epic songs and Gothic fiction, Lord’s theory and analysis can find their application in a study of a Gothic novel, particularly insofar as it can give insight into an aspect, linguistic repetition, which is usually disregarded in critical approaches to this genre, while at the same time it relates this feature of the text to oral literature and folklore, an interrelation that we do not want to overlook. Another reason for adopting the concept of the formula instead of discussing the iteration of words is that the former accepts variation. The formula, defined by Parry as “a group of words which is regularly employed under the same metrical conditions to express a given essential idea,”18 is central to oral epic poetry because it becomes the basis for composition and performance: it is at the same time a fixed and an extremely flexible object, whose paradigmatic dimension must be taken into account. Parry named a group of formulae in which only certain key words were subject to variation a system.19 By considering a group of words that can function in this way, we must account for collocations and relationships between formulae within the system, which unavoidably involves handling concepts like substitution, variation, flexibility, complexity. Crucially, it allows us to refine our analysis, making it possible to distinguish nuances of meaning between, for instance, “she shed a flood of tears” and “a friendly flood of tears preserved her from fainting”. We can then conclude that Parry’s definition can prove extremely useful to our purpose, given that an examination of the formula is more akin to theories of chaos than an analysis of repetitions of words in isolation. Nevertheless, we must disregard aspects of great importance to Parry’s definition, such as metre or performance, which are not relevant to the genre of the Gothic novel.

19 Parry, L’Epithète traditionelle dans Homère, pp. 11-15, et passim, quoted in Lord, op.cit., p.35.
1.2. “THE AMIABLE MATILDA”: REPETITION AND THE AMPLIFICATION OF MEANING

The heroine of the novel, Matilda, is described as “amiable” on no less than 12 occasions, and she is not the only character to possess that quality, since 14 other characters are endowed with it. Young people are “accomplished”, and display their “polished manners”, whereas villains are “envious”, “malicious” or have “a malignant heart”, and so the depiction of character in the novel seems to be built by a number of combinations of a set of features. We will argue that the recurrence of these short delineations of character aims at encompassing larger sets of connotations, thus constructing meaning by each iteration throughout the novel by a cumulative effect. As a result, when young Frederic is introduced to Matilda at the end of the novel, his characterization as a man with an “elegant form and polished manners” (p.127) evokes a whole range of “elegant” and “polished” individuals whose image and behaviour will add meaning to the brief portrait of Frederic. This does not mean that the first descriptions in the novel are devoid of meaning, and that this is only to be built as the novel advances: it is impossible to tabulate the exact occasions on which a given expression acquired all its connotations, since that would eliminate the very complexity that the system evinces. In the same sense as the name Matilda already summons up the mental picture of other Gothic and sentimental heroines which can even serve to predict, at least, part of her fate as the heroine of the novel, so the use of a specific word or expression carries with it elements and connotations accumulated through its use in other contexts (be it an intratextual or an intertextual construction of meaning). To return to Grove’s explanation of chaos theory, “[c]haos shows that the interaction of components on one scale can lead to complex global behaviour on a larger

20 From the virtuous daughter of Manfred in The Castle of Otranto (1764) to the tempting demon in The Monk (1796), we find, to name just a few, the Lady Matilda in The Recess by Sophia Lee, the Countess Matilda in The Castles of Athlin and Dunbayne (1799), the heroine of Elizabeth Inchbald’s A Simple Story (1791), or the heroines of numerous lesser known titles such as George Moor’s Grasville Abbey (1793-7), or Matilda and Elizabeth: A Novel (1796), as well as those in countless short stories like Courtney Castle; or, the Robbers’ Cavern.
scale that can not be calculated from a knowledge of the individual components”. Similarly, we could argue that an understanding of the novel that accounts for its complexity should be engaged not only with consideration of larger scales, such as major themes, genres or historical contexts, but also with the construction of meaning within the finer scales of the language of the novel itself: semantic fields, formulaic expressions or even the recurrence of isolated words.

The depiction of character is one of the aspects that present a larger proportion of formulaic expressions: three people are described as “accomplished” at least once, there is a reference to the “elegant form” or “manners” of six other characters, whereas the word “amiable” is employed to allude to 15 people, although it is the heroine who appears as the epitome of the amiable woman: this last adjective is used to refer to her so often that “the amiable girl” becomes almost equivalent to “Matilda”. Very generally, “amiable” seems to stand, at a first level, for “virtuous” or “praiseworthy” (although, as we will see later, there are some differences in the connotations that it can call forth when applied to women or men). The word acquires this meaning to the greatest extent through its reiterative attachment to the character of Matilda: her behaviour and her words enable the reader to understand the meaning of the Count’s compliment “I know you (...) for the most amiable of your sex” (p.77) as a recognition of her many virtues (and almost as nothing short of a declaration of love, as we will later see). Once we become acquainted with Matilda’s stance, our expectations as to the virtuous attributes of a Matilda are fulfilled and absorbed by the adjective that most often describes her, a process which is the effect of a consistent repetition. The name Matilda is replaced by a phrase containing the word “amiable” a total of 8 times: “an amiable companion” (p.28), “this amiable girl” (p.55), “an amiable young woman” (p.75), “my amiable protégée” (p.80), “the amiable girl” (p.82), “an amiable girl” (p.120), “[a]miable, good young people!” (referring to the Count and Matilda, p. 131), “an amiable woman” (p.133), and this adjective accompanies the name Matilda three times in the construction “the amiable Matilda” (pp.87, 92, 120).

As the plot advances, new characters are introduced, and a more complex interchange of meaning is allowed. Thus, we observe how every character that becomes a member of the party of friends of Matilda is at some point described with a formulaic expression containing “amiable”, and so is every person who is to be understood either as a helper of Matilda (the Marchioness, the Countess, Mother Magdalene) or as a victim of tyranny (Matilda’s father). Thus, at the same time as part of Matilda’s traits can be transposed to Mademoiselle de Bancre, or the Count of Bouville, the personalities of those characters defined as “amiable” also contribute to amplify the meaning that the adjective has.

The first account of the Count’s personality is made upon his first appearance in the novel, a conventional first meeting between the heroine and her husband-to-be in which the reader is regaled with a full description of the virtues of both. The first impression recounted, however, is Matilda’s, whose uncommon penetration proves to be infallible when it comes to discerning a character’s worth (except her own, as we will see in section 2.1.). Just in case, the narrator sanctions her judgement by adding an opportune commentary between brackets, when explaining that she “thought him (with justice) the most amiable man she had ever seen” (p.36, my emphasis). By means of a persistent adjoining of formulaic constructions with the word “amiable”, the Count becomes identified with “an amiable man”, in the same way as Matilda is thoroughly identified with the virtues that “amiable” comprehends. Here, we have to widen our scope to observe how, on a larger scale of genre, the word is attributed with a sense of “marriageable”, given that the typical roles represented by Matilda and the Count, as well as their predictable marriage at the end of the novel, act as a powerful referent for the word. At this point, two factors are central to apprehend the “global complex behaviour on a larger scale”22 to which we referred earlier, and which this change of scale evidences: first, a two-way flux of connotations when the character is sufficiently stereotypical, which could be said to be at work

22 loc.cit.
in a highly conventional genre like this. That very stereotypical feature of the characters enables us to attribute to them certain characteristics, as well as spheres of action and narrative functions (in this case, we can safely predict that Matilda and the Count will fall in love and get married in the end against all odds). Thus, the attribution of connotations of “marriageable” to the adjective “amiable” by virtue of our anticipation of the heroine’s marriage leads us to regard the words employed for characterization as permeable elements, which can gather connotations from the figures they depict and not exclusively vice-versa. A second premise that we must bear in mind when dealing with complexity, closely linked to the first, is that the intertextual associations are inextricable from the process of iteration, even though what we are now analysing in detail is its intratextual domain. Finally, we observe that for this bidirectional system of connotations to operate we must consider a genre with a significant degree of convention, which can allow for typical characters, recognisable across texts; that is, the stereotypical Matilda or count, and the typical plot turns that we associate with them, can only be nodes in this network of meaning insofar as our appreciation of the convention will allow. The influence of plot predictability and narrative function on characterization, as well as the more strictly intertextual associations, will occupy us in section 3.1.

We must note that Matilda never uses the adjective “amiable” to refer to any male character other than the Count, whereas the narrator expands the web of meaning by attaching that word to the rest of virtuous men in the novel. Thus, the son to the Marquis of Clermont, introduced as the future husband of Adelaide de Bouville, is solely described as “an amiable and accomplished young man” (p.29); the only reasons we know that allow the Marquis to obtain the Marchioness’ hand are his “amiable character” and “his very large fortune” (p.31); and the Countess’ frustrated lover, the Chevalier de Montreville, deserves the appellation of “one of the most amiable men in the world” (p.31). In spite of the fact that he does not marry the Countess, his worth as a man capable of ensuring her happiness is secured in the first place by the contrast to Count Wolfenbach, who “kills” all the chances of a happy marriage for her by actually
murdering the man she loves, even though he had effectively eliminated those chances by making her his wife. On the level of language, the Chevalier’s quality as a good husband had already been expressed through his definition as an amiable man. To make the happy ending of the novel complete, the Countess finds a second chance to love and be loved in her marriage with Lord Delby, appropriately defined by herself as “one of the most amiable men I ever knew” (p.63). Finally, Matilda’s father shares with the Chevalier an untimely end at the hands of a jealous man, and as a model of virtuous victim, he is said to have “every good and amiable quality that could dignify human nature” (p.111).

The difference in connotation that the adjective shows when referring to men or women deserves careful examination. While it is consistently used as a brief (but sure) indicator of a good husband (either realized or not) for men, it seems to be assimilated to a more general quality of virtue when applied to women. As we mentioned above, practically every woman who behaves as a friend or helper to Matilda instantly qualifies as “amiable”: Mademoiselle de Bancre, the Marchioness, the Countess, Mother Magdalene, the captain’s wife or Mrs.Courtney are some examples (although the case of Mrs.Courtney, one of the few where personality appears to be subject to change, is slightly more complex, as we will see later). The formulaic expression is more rigid when referring to these characters, confining itself to a mere “my amiable friend”, “my amiable preserver”, or simply “an amiable woman”. When referring to Matilda, however, the word seems to retain its connotations to define her as marriageable, both through a more flexible set of collocations and through the immediate context of the expression: the Marquis uses it to justify his great love for her (“she has every amiable quality, joined to an excellent understanding, that can adorn a human being”, p.73), whereas the Count uses it to establish her superiority over the rest of women, and to justify his desire to marry her; thus, he asserts that she “is as much superior to [other women] in every amiable quality of the mind, as she is in the beauty of her person” (p.56), and confesses to the Marquis that “with the Marchioness’s protégée, as you call her, [he] should be the happiest of men: (…) she has more
than beauty—she has a soul; she has those virtues, those amiable qualities, which must render any man happy” (p.73). This prepares the reader to understand the words he addresses shortly afterwards to her as a downright declaration of love: “‘You know me then for an unhappy deserted orphan?’ (said she, blushing and mortified.) ‘I know you (replied he, eagerly) for the most amiable of your sex’” (p.77). In Matilda’s own words, the Count could one day “be united to an amiable woman, deserving and possessing his affection” (p.87): if one adjective only must be chosen to define the woman who is worthy of his heart, the most satisfactory seems to be “amiable”.

An analysis of the collocations of the word when referred to men reinforces the hypothesis that “amiable” is used as a by-word for a suitable husband and as a descriptor for the ideal of the educated man. Monsieur de Clermont is “an amiable and accomplished young man” (p. 29), a sufficient description to confirm his right as a worthy fiancé; the Marchioness tries to convince Matilda’s mother to let her daughter marry the Count by glossing over “his merit and amiable disposition” (p.131). Matilda’s mother, on her part, finds an obstacle in the fact that their marriage would separate her from her long-lost daughter, while she acknowledges in the Count’s favour that he is “good and amiable” (p.131). When the Count first meets the party of friends in England, we are told that the traits of his character that engaged “every one who had taste and discernment” were “[h]is amiable person, his polished manners, and enchanting vivacity” (p.72). As we can observe from the variations on the formula, the word “amiable” is coupled with signs of virtue and kindness (“good and amiable”, “his merit and amiable disposition”) as well as with attributes that allude to the character’s education (“an amiable and accomplished young man”, “his amiable person, his polished manners”).

The refinement of meaning that this coupling allows seems to suggest the centrality of politeness when it comes to accounting for the character’s suitability as a husband: the polite
character of the Count must be stated explicitly in order to complete his characterization as the
perfect husband-to-be (and, as we will see, he has to be perfect to fit the stereotype accurately).
The only character that could possibly match up to him is Frederic, the Countess’ son, who
makes his appearance at the very end of the novel. He finds himself at a disadvantage with the
Count because of his youth, the only aspect which “prevented him from being a formidable
rival” for the love, and therefore the hand, of Matilda (p.134). This boy is first seen as “a tall
elegant youth” (p.117), who appears to have profited greatly from the education he has been
given. Matilda’s impression almost redeems his late father’s crimes, as she finds that “his
elegant form and polished manners, in some measure, reconciled her to his late father, for
having done his son so much justice in his education” (p.127). The expression of the family’s
opinion, the conclusive “[e]very one was charmed with him” (p.127), gives the finishing touch
to a description that echoes the impression made by the Count upon his arrival in England:
“[h]is amiable person, his polished manners, and enchanting vivacity, could not fail of engaging
the esteem of every one who had taste and discernment” (p.72). A slight variation on the
formula is found in the relation of Mrs. Courtney’s infatuation with the Count: while it is true
that her passion for him was increased by closeness and jealousy, the effect that his elegance has
upon first acquaintance is confirmed when we are later told that “from the first moment she
beheld the Count, [she] was charmed with his person and manners” (p.88).

Elegance and manners, as well as intelligence (suggested by the ubiquitous
“understanding”) are also highly valued in a woman, as the Count’s final determination
to marry Matilda makes clear: “he had so many opportunities of admiring her strong
understanding and polished manners, that his affection was insensibly engaged beyond
all power of resistance, and he determined to brave the censures of the world, and marry
her, if he could obtain her heart” (p.78). But in the case of a man, and especially if he is
French, a thorou gh report on his education is called for:
The Count De Bouville was indeed deserving of approbation: he had all the
elegance of French manners, without their frivolities, an excellent understanding,
and a desire of improving it induced him to visit England, after his tour through
Italy and Germany; he had gained knowledge from the different manners and
customs of each nation, and returned a truly accomplished young man, with much
good sense and polished manners, a strict integrity of heart, and the highest sense
of duty and love for his mother and sister. (p.36)

Thanks to this minute description we understand why Matilda was “uncommonly
struck” by the Count (p.36). He certainly is an extraordinary man, not only thanks to the
connotations of good sense, integrity, and a sense of duty that collocation assigns to the “truly
accomplished man”, but also because he steps out of the stereotype of the frivolous, effeminated
French, to become an unimpeachable model of a polite gentleman. From the mid-eighteenth
century, the prevailing discourse on men’s education in England warned against the dangers of a
strict imitation of French manners, which were increasingly associated with effeminacy and
affectation, as opposed to the masculinity and sincerity of English straightforwardness.
Furthermore, the youth that sets on his travels without the necessary maturity to grasp the
essence of polite manners, risks becoming eventually a “fop”, a superficial gallant without inner
virtues to support their polite appearance, hence the need to qualify the adjective and dub the
Count “a truly accomplished man”. Consequently, any reference to manners, and particularly to
“polished manners”, must be carefully elaborated to dismiss the implications that being “too
French” could evoke.

23 See Cohen, 1996, ch.2 “The English gentleman and his tongue”. Although Cohen points out that the
“fop” appears to be a category referring to a number of meanings”, she does explain quite thoroughly his
two most prominent features: his exhibition of “Frenchified manners and language”, and his effeminacy,
produced by an excessive fondness of the company of women. These two traits characterised the fop as
the antithesis of the English gentleman (Cohen 1996:38).
When presenting a Frenchman as a model of polite gentleman in the novel, Parsons does not attempt to challenge the French stereotype; on the contrary, she tries to “Englishize” the Count as much as possible. His Grand Tour, and the benefit he derives from it, serve as an example for Englishmen travelling to France rather than for Frenchmen travelling around Europe. The centrality of “manners”, properly qualified, is illustrated by the three instances of this word in the passage: the Count retains the essence of his “French manners, without their frivolities”, opens his mind to the uses of other countries, in learning “from the different manners and customs of each nation”, and his “polished manners” are coupled to a stock of “good sense” that will keep him far from the dangers of superfluous foppery. The seat of reason is established in England, where he travels to improve his already “excellent understanding”. This trip will appear as a crucial experience to the shaping of his character; however, the ambiguities and irresolutions that result from it could justify a more thorough approach to the Count’s characterization in a longer piece of work.

The theme of the reward of virtue is a pervasive one throughout the novel: the position of the characters at the end of the novel will be directly related to their moral stance. Thus, although outward appearance is indispensable to complete the portrayal of the character (viz. section 1.3), the description of beauty shows less variation and is pushed to the background when moral virtues are enumerated, as in the Marquis’ profession of fatherly love for Matilda: “beauty is her least merit; she has every amiable quality, joined to an excellent understanding, that can adorn a human being” (p.73). The author seems to focus on a limited set of words and formulaic expressions related to virtue and vice, which deserve that we enquire further about them in the following sections: there are multiple references to the characters’ “good sense” (7 instances) and “strong”, “excellent” or “cultivated understanding” (8 instances), which stand for the exertion of reason, a virtue we will examine thoroughly in section 3.4. The descriptions of villainy are resolved with combinations of “envious” (7 instances), “malignant” (5 instances, all referring to Mademoiselle de Fontelle), and “malicious” (10 instances that include Count
Wolfenbach’s “malicious air” (p.32), “malicious smile” (p.35) and “malicious expression” (p.66). Other expressions of lower frequency include the words “mean” (3 instances) and “meanness” (4 instances). This language betrays a tendency to establish a sharp contrast between good and evil, and a penchant for stereotype that we will see in the following section. Finally, as we have seen, the description of a character does not only define him or her as virtuous or unprincipled with a view to clearly stating their reward or punishment, but also aims to determine the extent of the character’s compliance with the ideal of a good husband or wife, as the analysis of the use of “amiable” has shown.

24 Rather surprisingly, the latter is twice employed by Matilda to refer to her own conduct, an inkling of the heroine’s severe self-judgement, which we will discuss in section 2.1.
1.3. “SHE IS TRUTH AND GOODNESS ITSELF”: INTENSIFIERS AND THE STEREOTYPE

The declaration of a sinner who repents after finding due punishment could well be the following sentence: “I have been punished for my presumption and duplicity—it has made me look into myself” (p.83). Uttered by the heavenly Matilda, however, it makes us wonder at her severity on herself. For who would doubt Matilda’s virtue? Hers, we are told repeatedly throughout the novel, is not a common personality. A young woman “with uncommon attractions” (p.10) in an “uncommon situation” (p.10), who has the advantage of being “blest with uncommon penetration” (p.90) and of possessing “the Count’s disinterested and uncommon passion” (p.131), the use of “uncommon” seems to counteract any attempts to find verisimilitude in the novel. Where Walpole signalled the improbability of plot when explaining that he wanted to show what “mere men and women would do in extraordinary positions”, Parsons signals the extraordinary in her characters. This, we believe, is a manifestation of the tendency to accentuate the extreme in the character, to overemphasize beyond what the actions of the characters can tell about either their incorruptible or their monstrous nature (which is not to say that actions, gestures, situations are not eloquent in their depiction of unconventional character, a topic that will occupy us later). With the reiteration of notions of excess, of extremity, language repeats, restates, retells, with the aim of maintaining the character within the confines of the stereotype. The delineation of characters who, by their uncommon attributes, are detached from conventional reality, is a technique shared with the fairytale.

26 This emphasis placed upon the unconventional in the characters shares with characterization in the fairytale an aim at “shaping (…) the Marvellous through enhancement”, in Aguirre’s words (2007:120), a technique that, conveniently undertaken by other texts within the Gothic genre (and we could argue that it is a common feature of much Gothic fiction) “sets up patterns which abstract these characters from the ordinary and raise them to the level of the archetypal” (ibid:120). In what concerns Matilda, this confinement within the bounds of a type determines our interpretation of the heroine’s actions, as it helps to configure what we have termed “a discourse of determinism” opposed to a “discourse of free will”, which deserves an in-depth analysis in Part 3 below. In that section we undertake a more thorough discussion of the relation between the novel and fairytale. Furthermore, this “conventionally unique”
with the use of formulaic expressions with formulaic adjectival expressions, iteration operates at the level of the individual text, providing the character with a certain stability, seeking to “fix”, as it were, the position of the character on either side of the line that separates virtue and vice (how successful this attempt at stability is we will see later); at the level of the genre, it generates archetypes whose attributes can be increased, reinforced, challenged, or distorted across different novels. In this sense, the Count’s depiction as “the most amiable man [Matilda] had ever seen” contributes to constructing an out-of-the-ordinary personality, to be confirmed with other expressions of his superlative worth (and, of course, with his behaviour and words). At the intertextual level it fulfills the function of complying with the pattern of the archetypal suitor of the heroine, worthy of her singular virtue and beauty, while at the same time adding to the composition of the archetype out of which other individual characters will be moulded. Finally, the contrast between extreme characters serves to convey a moral message more forcefully, since it becomes easier to make them stand for abstract notions like virtue, self-command or envy.

We have already observed the recurrence of the word “uncommon” as a form of highlighting the unconventional and extraordinary in the novel, a function also performed by superlative constructions. Matilda is said to be “under the most unfortunate circumstances” (p.75), “overwhelmed with the most painful emotions” (p.83), “a prey to the most dismal apprehensions” (p.110); as the daughter of “the most beautiful woman in Naples” (p.112), according to her uncle, she must be nothing less than “the most beautiful infant [Weimar] ever saw” (p.46). The list amounts to 102 instances of the word “most”, of which 53 are constructions with a superlative sense, not including expressions like “the utmost” (3 instances), “more than ever” (4 instances) and “more … than any” (1 instance). Combinations of the superlative with “ever” are also numerous, so that, in being reminded that something
establishes a maximum in somebody’s life, the feeling of momentousness is never lost. Thus, Matilda’s first encounter with the Countess of Wolfenbach was not only an enjoyable time, but “the most pleasing she had ever known” (p.13). Bertha considers the girl “the best and most courageous lady [she] ever saw in [her] life” (p.13), English women are for the Count “more fascinating than any other nation [he] ever saw” (p.39), and so forth. Finally, an element that leads to the abstraction of Matilda’s character is the identification with values she displays: “she is truth and virtue itself” (p.42), and “she is truth and goodness itself” (p.87), an embodiment of virtue that other characters can only try to imitate to improve themselves, as the Marquis advises the Count to do when Matilda refuses to marry him: “prove your esteem for such an extraordinary exertion of virtue and prudence, imitate an example for deserving praise, and be assured the trial, however severe at present, will afford you satisfaction hereafter” (p.80).

Such extraordinary characters can only excite the most extraordinary feelings in those who know them. In consequence, passions grow inordinately, bringing about the most exceptional events. Matilda’s qualities make her increasingly attractive in the eyes of the Count, until he falls passionately in love with her (as witness his fervid declaration of love before the whole group of friends, where he uncovers his “violent” emotions (p.84)). He is already the second man to fall a prey to her charms, since Weimar also confesses that, as the years rolled by, he grew “passionately fond of her” (p.115), while the young Count, Frederic, is said to admire her “exceedingly” (p.134). Not in a romantic fashion, but as a father, does the Marquis love her, to the extent that he says he “could not love [his] own child better” (p.73). The whole family “love her exceedingly” (p.73), the adverb recurring (ten times in the novel) to account for the excess of feeling that proliferates around these phenomenal people. But although these feelings appear to be increased with greater acquaintance, the attributes of the character, whether inner or outer, are evident enough at first glance. The virtues of Matilda are not so much shown as confirmed by her actions, since her very face heralds her excellence. The recurring theme of a correspondence between Matilda’s internal and external beauty is
expressed in terms that give corporeality to virtue (as virtue surfaces and is literally seen by other—virtuous—characters), making of Matilda an eminently “transparent” person, one for whom duplicity or artfulness are impossible. References to her candour or sincerity accentuate this quality, which in the case of the Count, who possesses it as well, is an expression of his conformance to the stereotype of the English educated man.27 This coincidence between inner and outer beauty is embedded in the larger frame of the theme of appearance and reality in the novel, whose examination we will start by the analysis of the formulaic expressions featuring the word “countenance”.

We have seen that Matilda is capable of exciting intense emotions in those who get to know her, that is, as a result of a long acquaintance in which they have the opportunity to witness her various merits. On the other hand, the transparency of her character, her lack of duplicity, also allows her personality to be perceived as early as upon a first meeting, as is pointed out when the Count sees her for the first time: “A character so new to the world, which was easily understood in a short visit, from the frankness and naivety of her manners, could not fail of engaging the attention and esteem of the Count” (p37). Her face is also endowed with similar features as her manners28 (as both are part of her outward self), so that “naivety” is replaced by “ingenuity” in a subsequent account of her personality made by the Count: “that ingenious [sic] countenance speaks a heart which never knew deception” (p.42). The formula finds different variations throughout the novel, and thus we see that her merit, or her mind, are “legible in her countenance” (pp.26, 28); or that she can be introduced to the most respectable people, fearless of the consequences, since her countenance “is a letter of recommendation to

27 The Count declares his wish to speak his mind, like the English do: “I hope (…) I have acquired the sincerity of that nation, at least, to speak as I think” (p.56). This, which in the eyes of the French, who in the novel also present traits of their stereotypical politeness, is nothing but “the English roughness of manners” (p.55), according to Mme. De Fontelle, is nevertheless presented as a merit by constituting the vehicle for justice, in his denunciation of Fontelle and Mrs.Courtney’s hostilities towards Matilda. We will examine this aspect of the Count’s personality in section 2.2. below.

28 Manners were in the 18th century a further field for the display of inner virtue (as we advanced in our discussion of the portrayal of the Count as a desirable husband). As such, they were susceptible of manifesting either inner beauty or mere superficiality (Cohen, 1996:42-54).
every heart” (p.6), or “needs no recommendation” (p.25). The accord between personality or feeling and image is not exclusive of the heroine: the Marchioness receives Matilda “with that delight in her countenance which plainly testified the pleasure she expected in the company of her young friend” (p.25), and later anticipates the Count of Wolfenbach’s cruelty by stating that “[n]ever surely there was a man with a more ferocious countenance” (p.33).

The inner self, this discourse seems to point out, is mirrored by the outer, affecting our concept of beauty: beauty must be, strictly speaking, the letter of introduction to a virtuous soul: “[c]andour and good nature will give beauty to the most indifferent faces, whilst envy and malice will render the most beautiful persons truly contemptible” (p.138, my emphasis). What changes is not so much our perception of beauty, but our appreciation of it. The message conveyed by a sentence like the one quoted seems to be that beauty, like nobility, signifies nothing if not accompanied by virtue. As was the case for the prototype of the educated man, there must be a balance between outward and inward virtues: polished manners without a true education of the mind render a caricature of accomplishment, a garrulous gallant that is the object of mockery. For a woman, fairness is not enough either; moreover, it is the source of vices like vanity or envy (of which Mme. De Fontelle is accused in the passage cited), while virtue, in its turn, has the power to convey beauty to the face.

We have seen, then, that given the congruity between inward and outward qualities that the descriptions of the novel shape with these constructions, it is impossible to describe Matilda’s appearance without resorting to her inner beauty (her understanding, her amiable qualities, her soul, etc). The agreement between both makes of Matilda’s person an ideal of harmony, as well as of virtue and beauty separately. Manners, like physical appearance, were part of the “public” extension of the self, and their correspondence with inner feelings,
especially when opposed to artificious sophistication, has strong connotations of innocence and virtue.

The insistence on the fact that Matilda’s face “needs no recommendation” is meant to emphasize that her goodness transpires to her very face, but it also implies that her new family do not need further proof of her worthiness once they have perceived her virtue by looking at her. Paradoxically, she manages to astonish those who know her by showing an ever-increasing exertion of fortitude, yet she is merely meeting the expectations created by that countenance which betrays her extraordinary value. Judgement, understood as the ability to pierce through appearances and make a correct assessment of somebody else, is a quality that borders on the visionary for virtuous characters in the novel, who can discern perfectly between truthfulness and duplicity: they read innocence and sincerity in Matilda’s countenance, and she turns out to be the most admirable lady; Matilda, the person who is several times said to have a wonderful understanding (“excellent”, p.73; “strong”, p.78, even “natural”, pp.13, 49), does not need any guidance to “distinguish the selfish and fulsome attentions of the officious, from the approbation of the worthy and humble few who looked on her with eyes of kindness” (p.90), thanks to “her uncommon penetration”, and the fact that she is “capable of the nicest discrimination” (p.90). Other less virtuous characters will find that their immorality affects their judgement, and suffer the consequences of “judging of persons and appearances from the malignancy of their own hearts” (p.138). Judgement is thus equated with virtue, blindness with vice, as the force of passions (like envy in the case of Mademoiselle de Fontelle) prevents some from truly apprehending what lies behind appearances. Those who, owing to their good disposition and their reasoning faculties, make a fair judgement, are hardly ever wrong—this seems to be the conclusion. Or is it? In the following section we will provide different

29 A hint to the conflict between “determinism” and “free will”, which we deal with in Part 3 below. In section 3.1. we discuss further implications of the “countenance” formula and other elements of her characterization in an analysis of Matilda’s exertion of self-denial.
interpretations of the language we have just dealt with, to show the indeterminateness of characterization in the novel, particularly as far as Matilda is concerned.
Part 2: Blurred boundaries

2.1. “WHO, OR WHAT, AM I?”: MATILDA’S SHIFTING IDENTITY

The Castle of Wolfenbach, as we have seen, allows for no half-hearted portrayals of character. This is partly due to the strong didacticism of the novel: exemplary behaviour must in this case be not merely laudable, but the most admirable one has ever seen. The reader is called upon to compare the usual hardships of life with the heroine’s tribulations, and to conclude that the power of a virtuous mind can surmount any obstacles. However, for eighteenth-century criticism of fiction this principle was considered to be inoperative: models that thrive on extreme virtue do not resemble reality, and so they are unfit for imitation.\textsuperscript{30} Paradoxically, the more the character is forced towards an extreme in an attempt to evade the boundary between good and evil, the more blurred this boundary becomes, virtue becoming dangerously close to vice. George Canning, in a discussion about fictional characters’ suitability for imitation, asked already in 1787 “does not the excess of [Tom Jones’s] good qualities bear so strong an affinity to imperfection as to require a more matured judgement, a more accurate penetration, to point out the line where virtue ends and vice begins?”\textsuperscript{31} This view testifies to the claim that, at least in what regards characterization, Gothic fiction is a liminal genre, concerned, as Fred Botting suggested, with “the disturbance of boundaries”.\textsuperscript{32} And liminality, the study of thresholds, transition areas, interface spaces, is central to our approach to the instabilities in the characters’ personalities insofar as any attempts at accurate definition must focus on the lines that delimit concepts. As for the type of analysis that occupies us, the assumption of a system’s complex nature will demand that we give the utmost attention to the boundary, to the threshold between

\begin{footnote}
\textsuperscript{30} Botting 2000:9-10.
\textsuperscript{31} Canning (1787), quoted in Botting 2000:10.
\textsuperscript{32} Botting 2000:9.
\end{footnote}
notions; at the same time, it will demand that we be aware of the instability of those border
lines, since non-linearity pertains to an organizational level between order and chaos (viz.
section 1.1.). Besides, the system’s self-replicating quality can provoke a feeling of neverending
intricacy: if we viewed this analysis as the mapping out of a fractal figure we would find that, as
we delineate the boundaries with an increasing degree of detail, these reveal further fluctuations
and paradoxes. Whenever we deal with complex elements, magnification does not render a
neater image of the margin between two opposing categories, but a convoluted interaction that
is never smoothed out.

The multiplicity of paradoxes that arise from such a scrutiny could start, as we
suggested at the beginning, by the complications that an extreme characterization entails
respecting the didactic purpose of the novel. These do not only extend to the paradoxical
indeterminacy that Canning called attention to, but also to the difficulties it causes for imitation.
Botting would illustrate this point by equating romances and Gothic fiction with a distorting
mirror, “its reflections exceeding the proper balance of identification and correction”.33 Let us
consider again Matilda’s self-reprimand, “I have been punished for my presumption and
duplicity”. Regardless of the extent to which we, as readers, may agree with these words, the
fact that the character held up as a model of unblemished virtue accuses herself bespeaks the
difficulty of defining virtuous and unprincipled behaviour in the novel. Her own nature as a
virtuous character is compromised as different spheres of her identity are diametrically opposed:
although her friends see her as an honourable companion, the heroine’s perception of herself
seems to be marked by an excess of sensibility, which makes her see iniquity in her own
actions, and accept she truly is an impostor. Curiously enough, when it comes to judging
herself, Matilda does not stand on the side of the people who have “taste and discernment”
(p.72), but agrees with the envious Mademoiselle de Fontelle. The two Matildas we had seen
living in Paris—the true and the false, the poor orphaned girl whose natural goodness makes her

worthy of respect, and the little hypocrite who seeks to deceive decent people—are confused in this moment of reflection, in which she inverts the truth and falseness that had been established previously to identify herself with the pretender, shattering for an instant the harmony between appearance and reality constructed with the discourse we have analysed in the previous section: “I am humbled, my dearest madam, as all false pretenders ought to be” (p.82), she says to the Marchioness, once she has come to the conclusion that the only possible reparation of her fault is to retire to a convent. This decision, born after her reflection on her own behaviour, is instigated by her respect to her friends, but it is quickly suggested that, in leaving the family, she is hurting those who love her, as well as evidencing her too strict conception of right and wrong. The Marchioness insists on the fact that she is “too susceptible” (p.83), while the Count of Bouville accuses her of making a decision “from romantic notions” (p.84). If the readers of romance and Gothic fiction had to beware of imitating the unlifelike heroines in them, they could find a clear warning in the Count’s and the Marchioness’ words. Whether we interpret these comments as an endeavour to bring in realism by acknowledging Matilda’s extraordinary goodness, or a turn of the screw of extreme characterization, their immediate effect is that they set the heroine above the average goodness, both in reality and within her own world of preternatural virtue. She is too righteous by any standards but her own judgement’s. This is problematic insofar as a misjudgement of her personality on the part of another character, once her personality has been consistently constructed as virtuous, can be considered to be a problem of perception, a matter which we have discussed earlier: the character in question was wrong (and malicious, given that virtue and judgement, as we have seen, go hand in hand); however, the suggestion that Matilda’s identity can have been misjudged by herself, by precisely the character whose judgement is deemed exemplary, destabilizes the boundary between virtue and vice. While it is true that her judgement is alternatively considered as “excellent” or possessed by “romantic notions”, her decision to retire from the world ultimately leads to a happy ending, and so it is not regarded solely as an act of cruelty towards her suitor and her friends, but it becomes a further example of her much-praised self-denial. It is at the same time the epitome of
her virtue and the excess that contaminates the image of perfect integrity, the best example of her exceptionality and its only blemish.

But there is one further loophole in the equation of judgement with virtue in the most extreme terms, in that it is at variance with Matilda’s innocence. Even if we assume that her inbred understanding will enable her to trust herself only to the worthy, her innocence and artlessness demand of her protectors some attention to indoctrinating her about the cunning that surrounds her—indeed, why should she call the Marchioness her “monitress” if she did not regard her as someone she can learn from? The infallibility of Matilda’s judgement, and with it, the superiority of virtue over the passions, will be put to the test with an artful character that nobody will assume to be so: Mrs.Courtney, who nobody suspects (not even the exceptionally sensitive heroine) can be deceitful in any way. Although nobody knows about the letters she writes to Matilda, everybody is surprised at the attitude she takes when the girl is about to leave the family for the convent (“Can this be Mrs. Courtney? (cried the Countess) my God, what a change!” p.91). Only the Marquis senses her infatuation for the Count, but he does not seem to guess that she is going to deceive Matilda either. To account for this change in her behaviour, it is suggested that she has been led by other people more deceitful than herself, and her changeable disposition is finally explained as a problem of fortitude: she lets herself be dominated by her passions, and does not exhibit “active virtues” (like self-denial or endurance, as we will see in section 3.6 below). However, we believe that, although there has been a change in Mrs. Courtney’s behaviour, there is no such thing as a change in her character, but a faulty apprehension of it, which is later corrected when she lets out her true self. Our attention

34 We pursue this line of discussion, which inquires about the concepts of nature and nurture in the novel, in section 3.3.
35 We are considering here that the problem is not a change of character on the part of Mrs. Courtney, but a deficient perception of a character whose actual inclinations are difficult to discern, as they bear resemblance to “true” virtue. We observe that, as soon as a change in her attitude towards Matilda is hinted at, the narrator provides a detailed account of Mrs.Courtney’s personality and circumstances (including a brief background biography) in which she is described as “polite and friendly where she had no temptation to be otherwise; in short, she had many negative virtues, without any active ones.” We interpret this lengthy report to be an attempt towards defining Mrs.Courtney’s character, who had only
must turn then to those who saw in Mrs. Courtney the “amiable preserver” of a woman in
distress (p.62): if some characters, and especially the heroine, are extremely perceptive thanks to
their virtuous hearts, how can they be deceived? The answer could be that they are indeed too
virtuous to suppose that she is capable of deluding anyone (let us remember the Marchioness’
moral: “may [Fontelle’s] example teach others how cautious they ought to be in judging of
persons and appearances from the malignancy of their own hearts”, p.138). Ill-disposition
precludes understanding and fair judgement (this is logical, insofar as reason is then subdued by
passions like envy), but the mechanism must also work inversely, leaving the suggestion that a
good disposition enables us to perceive goodness in those around us, which agrees with the
discourse we have just analysed: the most virtuous characters instantly seduce “those who have
taste and discernment”. We have, therefore, two ways to account for Mrs.Courtney’s success in
deluding the family: either they tend to perceive more good than there really is around them, or
they have misjudged Mrs.Courtney. In both cases, their identity as wondrously virtuous
characters tottters: if we assume that they have overestimated Mrs.Courtney’s worth, we find
that, probably, in the opposite extreme to “judging from the malignancy” of one’s heart, there
must be something which we could term as “judging from an unconventional goodwill”, and
which can equally blind one’s discrimination. In the case of Matilda, this excessively good
disposition only makes her the more naïve (an attribute which we have seen was considered
positive), but at the same time it makes her more vulnerable to evil. Her astonishment at finding
that the Count was not married to Mrs.Courtney bespeaks in a way her immense modesty, as a
person who, not believing she possesses any extraordinary qualities, does not think she can be
envied; but on the other hand, her good understanding, her judgement, is impaired. We thus
perceive the contention between two discourses on moral sentiment: the discourse of an
exceptional perceptiveness as the epitome of virtue, where innocence must be shaken off to
learn about the means “the officious” employ to deceive us, counterbalanced by one in which

been described by other characters with the all-encompassing word “amiable”, as one in which some
undesirable qualities can be unlatched by an indulgence in passions. This would make of her a consistent
character whose negative attributes had simply not been awakened, and serves the purposes of
highlighting Matilda’s “active virtues” and of warning against the difficulty in recognizing personalities
like hers.
innocence is the preferred attribute, in which too unerring a judgement would betray knowledge of the ways of the world. The set of paradoxes that pervade the novel evinces that both virtues, innocence and discernment, have been destabilized by bringing them too close to the blurred boundary, the limit where virtue becomes vice.

We have already observed that Matilda’s perception is somewhat different to that of other characters in that she is, according to the Marquis, too sensible of her forlorn situation. She sees herself as an impostor where others only see candour, and she feels her orphaned condition most acutely while others call her their “adopted daughter” (p.44). This last identity of hers, the orphan, is one she seems reluctant to relinquish, as she clutches to it whenever she receives attention from her friends: every attempt to show her their affection only produces in her a revival of her feelings of abandonment and destitution, expressed in terms that emphasize her isolation from the rest of the world, a reaction that feeds into the all-pervasiveness of paradox in the novel. When her friends receive her with joy after they see her recovered from the fainting fit she suffers upon seeing Mr. Weimar in Paris, she spends the night musing upon her disgrace:

What a poor creature I am, (cried she;) no father, brother, or protector, not even the clothes I wear my own property; if this man, this uncle claims, who can dare detain me? what are the evils which may befall me?—whatever becomes of me, I will not embroil my friends. (p.41)

Thus, precisely when she should realize that she does have protectors and friends who have been worried about her state, she reasserts her condition as an outcast. The same circumstance is repeated when Adelaide de Bouville visits her some days later to enquire about her health. Adelaide’s attentions only serve to heighten Matilda’s image of herself as a pretender, not deserving of her friends’ esteem:
Ah! thought she, if the Count, if Mademoiselle De Bouville knew me, for what I am, a poor dependant, without friends or family—I should have few pretensions to their notice (p.45)

It is noteworthy that she gives no concessions to her image of herself: she dubs herself “a poor dependant, without friends or family”, forgetting (or ignoring, or not realising) that the Marchioness would love to have her as an adopted daughter, and that Adelaide, one of the worthiest acquaintances she has made, is visiting her like a good friend would do. At the same time she is here ascribing a poor understanding to her friends in believing that they do not know her for what she is, while in fact it is she who does not know that her friends have learned about her misfortunes, and, what is more, their admiration for her has increased as a result of their knowing her as a “poor dependant”. Therefore, we see again how her acute sensibility thwarts her understanding whenever the object of evaluation is herself.

Her description of herself as “a poor dependant” helps us to understand Matilda’s unstable identity better, since “dependent” is one of the words that are most often repeated in her reflections upon her situation. The Marquis, then, was accurate when he explained her excess of sensibility as her “feel[ing] her dependent and unprotected state too keenly” (p.73). Again, the closer she is to a certain autonomy, the more strongly she feels dependent on others. When the Marquis offers her a settlement it is to realise his “design of making her independent” (p.73); however, Matilda tells the Count shortly afterwards that she will not receive favours from anyone except from the family, “where [she] conceive[s] it no disgrace to hold [her]self dependent” (p.79). A “dependent of charity” (p.82), “dependent on the bounty of friends” (p.27), she feels the burden of obligations upon her shoulders that restrict her independence and, as we will investigate later, her liberty to act. Matilda’s interpretation of marriage as a new
subjection, this time to the generosity of her husband, and her wish to remain under the
protection of the Marquis, represent her refusal to cross the threshold between childhood and
womanhood, preferring an in-between state of controversial (in)dependence: dependent by her
standards, but independent in the eyes of the family, who have settled a competency for her.
2.2. “SHE SHED FLOODS OF TEARS”: FORMULAIC LANGUAGE REVISITED AND
THE COMPLEX EXPRESSION OF SENSIBILITY

We have observed in the previous section how Matilda’s sensibility prevents her from gaining a clearer understanding of what the people around her feel and think about her. When she decides to enter a convent, she is ready to be secluded out of love towards her new friends, and in so doing she disregards the love they feel towards her, causing some of the acutest paroxysms of emotion in her women friends and even in the Count. We have observed that, paradoxically, the more she appears to act out of sheer benevolence and abnegation, the more she must ignore her friends’ feelings towards her. At the heart of this paradox we will place moral sentiment and excess in both the perception and the expression of feeling, which affects common assumptions regarding a model of sensibility based on sympathy, and also several subjects in a greater or lesser degree, such as the boundary between private and public display of emotions, the interface between the novel and the genres of the melodrama and the fairytale, the didactic purpose of the novel, or the complexity of its plot threads. To fully understand the nature of these associations, we must start by a thorough enquiry into the expressions of sensibility and emotion in the text, which is the purpose of this section.

We already pointed out in the introduction that the expressions of heightened emotion, both linguistic and non-linguistic, are a part of the conventional components of the Gothic and sentimental novel. A rough count of manifestations of extravagant feeling in the novel reveals that expressions with the word “tears” alone occur 65 times, and examples of health problems related to fits of emotion appear several times, a fainting fit or a high fever being almost indispensable to prove the sensibility of fictional heroines in the eighteenth century. There is no doubt, then, that the novel must be distinctly concerned with sentiment—to find out how this concern is to be articulated, and what conclusions we can draw from the import of the
omnipresence of feeling, is the main object of this closer scrutiny we are going to engage in, and which reveals, first and foremost, a rich semantic field. This has led us to test whether the model of complexity we have been developing in previous sections could be applied to expressions of intense feeling in the novel, in the hope that it may be found to be a valuable basis to explore the instabilities and paradoxes which we mentioned earlier, as well as a means to elucidate some of the more perplexing features of Matilda’s character which we discussed in the previous section.

One of the clearest manifestations of extreme feeling in the novel is crying, which is hardly ever a dispassionate reaction: the quantity and intensity of weeping must be such that no doubt is left as to the inevitability of this physical response. Tears, it is suggested, are the result of an uncontrollable outburst of feeling, and appear as “a torrent” (2 occurrences) or “a flood” of tears (11 occurrences). These may even be further qualified, and become “a copious flood of tears” (twice), or “a violent burst of tears” (once). Very rarely do characters simply happen to be crying without “bursting” into tears: this verb is used 16 times, while “shedding” is usually accompanied by another word that makes reference to the large quantity of tears, as in “shed floods of tears” (pp. 66, 71, 99), “shed a copious flood of tears” (p.32), “shed(ing) torrents of tears” (p.17, 113); this verb is employed ten times altogether. Although we have merely scratched the surface of the combinations employed for the description of crying episodes, we can already hint that they constitute one of the best examples, if not the best, of the presence of formula in the sense we described it in section 1.1. Taking the same approach we took to examine the formulaic composition of characterization, we could define the cliché situation of crying, and the rest of displays of emotion we are going to analyse, as events or scenes in a theme. Themes are described by Lord as “the groups of ideas regularly used in telling a tale in the formulaic style of traditional song”.36 Again, we indicated in the introduction that any

36 Lord, op.cit., p.68. A theme that contains a crying scene in the novel, for instance, is the reunion of a mother and a child, or the conferral of a favour that ends with the tears of a grateful servant. Lord acknowledges to be indebted to the fields of folktale and myth rather than epic for the most enlightening studies on the theme (he cites Propp and Lévi-Strauss as the most prominent figures). We will turn our attention to a Proppian approach to the thematic aspects of the novel in part 3.
attention paid to this aspect of the novel could be easily dismissed by interpreting repetition as lack of originality or resources on the part of the author: this is what we, following Grove, consider to be a “reductionist” approach to the complexities of the genre.\textsuperscript{37} The expressions of feeling thus understood—a mere form of words periodically regurgitated by the author—would become “holes” in the meaning of the novel. We perceive that this notion is aligned with structuralist dichotomies of form and content which are insufficient to deal with complexity and liminality. Our aim is to show the complexity of this theme; more visually, we intend to tackle this analysis like the mapping out of a fractal figure.

We have already suggested one of the features of the crying scene in the novel: the amount of tears shed is, just like the characters, extraordinary. Besides nouns like “torrents” or “floods” of tears, which we have mentioned earlier, the author lays stress on the greatness of affect by the use of adjectival expressions such as “all in tears” (p.107), “drowned in tears” (pp.33, 46, 70, 83, 125) or “dissolving in tears” (p.125); sometimes, the characters are merely “in tears” (p.113, 125, 131). They may cry “tears of joy” (pp.28, 33, 135), “of thankfulness” or “gratitude” (pp.50 and 86 respectively), “of expressive tenderness” (p.117), or, more precisely, indicative of more than one feeling: “of mingled joy and sorrow” (p.33), “of sensibility and gratitude” (p.77), “of affection and transport” (p.59). In many cases, tears seem to come directly from the heart, the producer of emotions that the character’s body, like an insufficient repository of feelings, cannot hold: “my heart is bursting with gratitude” (p.77), “Matilda’s grateful heart overflowed” (p.54), “her grateful heart overflowing into tears” (p.57). This metaphor accentuates the image of excess that is to be linked to the act of crying in the novel, and at the

\textsuperscript{37} These would be the positions that view the genre as “formulaic”, meaning the result of a certain combination of ingredients. Grove insists: “[r]ather than diminishing the import of the Gothic castle by reducing it to a simple component of a predetermined equation, we should view it as a signifier whose meaning is expanded and complicated every time an author presents it. Through iteration, the exact nature of what the castle signifies grows—quite the opposite of suggestions that it becomes devoid of meaning as it becomes formulaic” (Grove:116, our emphasis). On the other hand, we also agree with him in that any approach to a complex system must be defective in some way. As he points out, “the scale that most accurately describes a complex, chaotic system is the whole, but the whole is often unknowable” (loc.cit.).
same time is consistent with the expressions that build an association between crying and relieving the oppression caused by strong emotions, although speaking or sighing may also be means of abating them: “[u]nable any longer to struggle with the grief and horror that opprest her, [Matilda] burst into tears” (p.52); “overcome with grief, she retired to her apartment and gave loose to the painful emotions that oppressed her” (p.94); “after a few sighs, that removed the oppression from her heart” (p.125); “otherwise I will certainly put him out of the pain that now oppresses him, by telling the whole story” (p.129).

Crying remains the most common channel through which an excess of feeling can find its escape, in great measure thanks to other connotations acquired through collocation—unlike other ways of displaying emotion, tears become *useful* against the dangers of contained feeling. Only tears, for instance, can prevent a character from losing consciousness (“I threw myself on the ground, and preserved myself from fainting by a copious flood of tears”, p.9; “[Matilda] burst into a flood of tears, which preserved her from fainting”, p.129). But these instances (which we perceive to be quite “rigid”, that is, very similar in the choice of words and so very easily recognizable as “repetitive”), are combined with other, “looser” collocations that strengthen the link between consciousness and crying, while at the same time they give positive connotations to the act of weeping: words like “kindness”, “friendly”, “thank”, are present in crying scenes that help characters if not to regain consciousness, at least to recover from its partial loss, “stupor”. We thus witness how Matilda, “who sat almost breathless and stupified”, finds some ease when “[a] friendly burst of tears relieved her beating heart” (p.47). The Countess of Wolfenbach wakes after remaining “senseless” for an indeterminate length of time to find “Therese bathing [her] with her tears”. In this case, both the maid’s and the Countess’s tears prove to be useful for her recovery, as we hear the Countess recount how “[Therese’s] kindness was of service,—I shed a copious flood of tears” (p.32), after which she is able to go downstairs and meet her fate as the fiancée of the Count of Wolfenbach. We can also cite mother St. Magdalene’s account of how a merciful servant was thankful to see her crying.
which is interpreted a sign of normality after the calamities she has suffered: “she gave me some
drops and water that rouzed me from the stupor which had seized upon my faculties, when,
looking round the room for my departed friend, and then on my helpless parent, I burst into a
flood of tears. ‘Thank God! (said the good creature) that you can weep’” (p.98).

These formulaic constructions, in short, result in associations of expressions of
extravagant feeling with a necessary relief, as these expressions come to represent a natural
discharge for an overabundance of passion that can be highly pernicious—the heroine,
conspicuous for her extreme sensibility, warns that she “must have vent for [her] feelings, or
[she] shall be opprest to death” (p.77); in contrast, the inability to cry denotes a serious state of
shock or a hardened heart. Mother St. Magdalene’s “stupor” was characterized by an inability to
cry or to speak (“I was stupid with sorrow; I hung over my almost lifeless parent, without
speaking, and unable to shed a tear”, p.97), while the Countess of Wolfenbach grows resigned
to her unhappy marriage and is thus capable of interrupting the current of emotion from the
heart (“I met you with tears of joy, ‘tis long since they were shed for grief. Here, (putting her
hand to her heart) here my sorrows are buried, too deep for that relief”, pp.33-4). She excites
admiration precisely due to the degree of self-command that her resistance to crying, to an
alleviation of her overwhelming feelings, represents. Sympathy towards those who exhibit such
fortitude must ensue, as Adam Smith explained:

“The man who under the severest tortures, allows no weakness to escape him, vents
no groan, gives way to no passion which we do not entirely enter into, commands
our highest admiration … We approve of his behaviour, and from our experience of
the common weakness of human nature, we are surprised, and wonder how he
should be able to act so as to deserve approbation.”\(^{38}\)

\(^{38}\) quoted in Porter:340.
Although Adam Smith was here referring to bodily pain rather than sorrow or grief, we could easily draw very similar conclusions for the sympathy inspired by the stoical Countess of Wolfenbach. Smith aptly makes the point that the spectator’s admiration stems from the comparison with a more usual behaviour, with “the common weakness of human nature”, which these characters (qua extraordinary beings) can rise above (viz. section 1.2.). As we will later examine, the arousal of sympathy is paramount in this construction of the theme of sensibility in the novel.

The Countess of Wolfenbach’s strength of mind becomes the more admirable inasmuch as feelings in the novel are persistently defined as an irresistible force. Characters are very often “overwhelmed” (7 instances), “overpowered” (5 instances, in different forms) or “overcome” (11 instances) with different sentiments, among which gratitude, painful emotions, grief, horror, or astonishment are frequently found. As we stated at the beginning of this section, the ubiquity of these key words adds up to the notion that excess is one of the concepts around which the theme of sentiment gravitates in the novel. Against this tide of irresistible feelings the characters are left not even to endure, but merely to “endeavour”, to “try to exert [their] fortitude” (p.128). As the words “tried” and “endeavoured” resonate through the text, these characters’ resolution emerges more forcefully, as if they were incessantly attempting, aiming at something—be it to recover themselves, to amuse, to console or to persuade someone—in spite of the life of idleness and luxury which is all the reader is allowed to witness. In fact, it is those pervading endeavours that obscure the rest of their occupations, although we will presently argue that they are very closely linked.

The only occupation of the group of friends that remains at the background of the plot is to enjoy an extended holiday in company, that is, to take pleasure in society (let us remember that Matilda is initially admitted in the Marquis’s house as a sort of companion to the
Marchioness). The reader can suppose that the aristocrats may have other affairs to attend to, but these are never visible. To simply delight in the company of the rest of the party and to travel occasionally are the only activities they seem to engage in while they protect Matilda and the Countess of Wolfenbach, and this demands of them a certain observance of rules of propriety. While we saw before that the expression of violent bursts of feeling carried connotations of naturalness, of necessity and relief, one of the main endeavours that the characters’ social life inspires is the attempt to hide, to repress, or to control feelings: Matilda “tried to acquire new spirits; but it was an endeavour only” (p.41); she “endeavoured to compose her spirits” (p.46); “to assume a composure she did not feel” (p.132); “to be better company” when she looks too dejected (p.75); Mrs. Courtney “depended upon time, absence, and her own endeavours, to conquer a passion she could not but look upon as hopeless” (p.89); the Marchioness addresses Matilda “[w]ith a deep sigh, which she endeavoured, though in vain, to repress” (p.26); when the Countess of Wolfenbach is commanded to marry the Count, she “endeavoured to reply, but burst into tears”, causing her father to call her a “[f]oolish girl”, who must “receive the honor (…) in a manner more worthy of [herself] and [him]” (p.32). Society, and particularly “polite” society, we could conclude, imposes a restraint on the spontaneous display of feelings—a notion we are familiar with, but which proves somewhat incomplete in a complex system like the language of sensibility in this novel.

First of all, even the relationship that binds the characters together is difficult to define, and so the context to which they must accommodate their behaviour is in turn unstable. Regardless of the time they have known one another, and in spite of the fact that the true identities of the Countess of Wolfenbach or Matilda are concealed from some of them for a long time, they become a sort of tightly-knit family. We have thus observed how the Marchioness insists on welcoming Matilda into her family from the first day they meet, and even calls her her “adopted child” (pp.76, 131), assuring her that she will behave like a mother to her (“I have adopted you, I love you as a child, and will protect you; in me you shall find the mother you
have lost: fear not therefore, my dearest Matilda”, p.47). Even a more unrelated character like Lord Delby feels it his duty to take care of Matilda and escort her to Boulogne when she leaves the family, or to accompany the Countess of Wolfenbach to Vienna to meet her son.

On the other hand, we have devoted some time to the numerous characterizations that make mention of “manners” or “politeness”, a quality which, ideally, can only be recognized and defined in the “public” realm (although this was rapidly changing in favour of a model of “domestic politeness” for women which was not devoid of controversy itself). Alternatively (or simultaneously) behaving as friends, protectors, hosts or hostesses, guests, counselors, even parents and daughters, the relationship between these characters varies greatly, and so the society they enjoy when being together can be called neither “domestic” or “private”, nor truly “public”. The liminal character of this company is accurately expounded in Cohen’s definition of “social spaces”, among which she cites “the tea-table, assemblies, mixed social gatherings, visiting, the spaces for cultural production, company”. These “were both more ambiguous and less stable than the salon in France, because they referred to a ‘space-between’, hovering between inside and outside”.

The conflicting coexistence of attempts to hide one’s feelings and inordinate outbursts of tears arises both from this liminal nature of social spaces and the tendency to dwell on extreme actions: either rushing out of the room to hide every tear, or to burst out crying before

40 We are using the words “public”, “domestic” and “private” in the most general manner possible in order to define the in-betweeness of the characters’ social relation, but we are aware that they respond to very contested concepts themselves, and have been object of extensive criticism (see, for example, L.E. Klein, “Gender and the public/private distinction in the eighteenth century: some questions about evidence and analytical procedure”, Eighteenth-Century Studies, vo.29, no.1, 1995, pp.97-109).
41 Cohen 1995:66. Cohen is characterizing the English spaces of socialization, which where brought about by “eighteenth-century practices of sociability” in Britain (loc.cit.), as opposed mainly to the French ones, and indeed the social activity of the party bears more resemblance to this type of spaces than to the French salons, even when the action is not set in England.
feeling becomes overpowering. The Count is careful not to disclose how affected he is when Matilda wishes she would die soon to be free from Weimar (“The Count of Bouville rose and left the room to conceal his emotions”, p.76), but when she announces her retirement, he enters the room “with an air of wildness and distress”, and shouts while “throwing himself at her feet, with a frantic look”. To make it clearer that he is not restraining himself, the narrator states that “[h]is emotions were violent” (p.84). Matilda hides her tears with a handkerchief, something that does not in the least hide her reaction, but rather betrays her feelings. She nevertheless recovers her composure and declares the situation “unbecoming” of them, and it is not long before she runs out of the room to vent her feelings. In these scenes where emotion is alternatively suppressed and unbridled, we must turn to greater scales to progress in the analysis; we thus explore in the following section how expressions of sensibility are connected to the development of the plot and the relation of the genre with melodrama.

Due to the limited scope of the study, we have shown the various formulae isolating key words, without entering much into their many combinations. This would doubtlessly enlarge and interweave the network of meaning we intend to bring to light, which is nevertheless complex and pervasive enough to deserve attention. One conclusion we could draw from this approach is that, given the persistence of the theme of the expression of feeling, the words must be repeated ineluctably, and this enables us to delve into the construction of meaning through repetition, association and cumulativeness, in a process where excess in sensibility is represented recursively with an excess of expressions. We could also argue that repetition is a sign of a formulaic construction which is profoundly embedded in the type of representation of the genre, a symptom and a consequence of its liminality: while it helps to construct a somewhat “rigid”, heightened, overpatterned system, it also allows for a greater instability as a consequence of its complexity and of the paradoxes caused by a discourse based on extremes and excess.
2.3. “EASIER CONCEIVED THAN DESCRIBED”: SYMPATHY AT THE BOUNDARIES WITH DRAMA AND FAIRYTALE

In a study of the expressions of feeling in the novel, the very word “expression” cannot go unnoticed: it points to the transmission of feeling as a crucial aspect of the analysis. Sympathetic response, given a system with shared references, assumptions and conventions regarding feeling and sensibility, allows the listener or reader to conceive the emotions another person is going through, even when these are termed as “undescribable” (p.98), “undefinable” (p.126) or “inexpressible” (pp.35, 47, 104, 125). In the previous section we touched briefly on the context where emotion is displayed, which involves entering into how, when, or to whom feeling is communicated. The fluidity of feeling and the experience of sympathy are now to be examined both within the fictional bounds of the novel and as a source of pleasure to the reader.

Placing sympathy at the centre of the rhetoric of emotion enables us to understand not only the frequency and intensity of passionate outbursts, but also the nature and import of mediating discourses to render it a pleasurable and morally elevating object. In a discussion of the effect of words, Burke explained in his *Enquiry* that poetry and rhetoric were concerned with “affect[ing] rather by sympathy than imitation; to display rather the effect of things on the mind of the speaker, or of other[sic], than to present a clear idea of the things themselves”.\(^\text{42}\) Words, he argued, influence the passions when we make use of what he terms “a strong expression”. As opposed to “a clear expression”, which “regards the understanding”, a strong expression “belongs to the passions”; and while one “describes a thing as it is[,] the other

The effect the latter have on our minds makes us “yield to sympathy, what we refuse to description”. In other words, there are expressions that appeal to our reason, while others appeal to our passions, working upon our capacity for sympathetic response.

At this point, however, it seems indispensable to point out that the term “passion”, or rather, “the passions”, still evades clear-cut definition. Ranging from “the antithesis of reason” (an equally slippery term) to a violent emotion, it is usually charged with connotations of lack of self-control and unchecked impulses. According to those premises, Matilda’s sudden fits of desperation and grief, or Weimar’s attempt to kill Matilda when he is cornered by pirates, could be termed as passionate reactions. In terms of sympathetic response, however, they are opposed: the first arouses feelings of pity, usually labelled a “tender” feeling, whereas in the second, characters and readers alike perceive the proximity of death, a sensation productive of sublime feelings in being related to primal instincts of survival. It is from this perspective that a distinction can be made between expressions of sentiment and those of passion, respectively. Even though we have not delved into that discrimination previously in our study, it will serve us (now) to probe the significance of the communication of feeling further, as well as a first introduction to the mediation of feeling expressions in narrative later on.

In the light of this distinction, the strongest passions become associated with self-preservation and individualistic impulse, whereas its much safer counterpart, sentiment, promotes outwardness and strengthening of social bonds. The line that separates them,

---

43 Ibid.: 175.
44 Again according to Burke, “[t]he passions therefore which are conversant about the preservation of the individual, turn chiefly on pain and danger, and they are the most powerful of all the passions”, and so the suggestion of closeness to death falls into “[w]hatever is fitted in any sort to excite the ideas of pain, and danger, that is to say, whatever is in any sort terrible, or is conversant about terrible objects, or operates in a manner analogous to terror, is a source of the sublime” (ibid.:38-9, his emphasis).
therefore, is the one that delimits acceptability.\textsuperscript{46} This means that we can refer to an excess of emotional discharges in the novel not only in relation to the frequency of the scenes and expressions (as we have seen in the previous section), but also in relation to the intensity of their effects, as they oscillate between the pathos of the numerous scenes of tearful confidence and reunions with long-lost relatives on one extreme, and terrifying, sanguinary tableaux on the other. Although differing in force, all these displays of emotion can be assimilated and, so to speak, safely consumed, by virtue of the positive effects that sympathetic response can have on the rest of the characters and on the reader. In this potential for catharsis we place the first of a series of associations of the novel with stage tragedy that will occupy our analysis presently.

\textit{The Castle of Wolfenbach} is a perfect illustration of how the rhetoric of heightened emotion in the Gothic novel was indebted to tragedy in several respects, establishing what Clery calls “a fundamental kinship” that accounts to a great extent for aspects such as the falling from grace of high-rank characters, the historical or exotic settings or the presence of the supernatural, on the basis that these were justified as techniques envisaged to excite more acute feelings of pity and terror.\textsuperscript{47} Taking tragedy as a model, therefore, responded to the necessity to ensure the transference of emotion to the reader. But what shaped much of the expression of feeling in novels, bringing in new, intergeneric spaces, was the approach of eighteenth-century audiences to the \textit{performance} of tragedy. Here the language of the novel finds a new scale, and with it new references and interconnections. We do not refer here only to the fact that some Gothic romances were considered as performable (with due adaptation and abridgement), but rather to the tendency to give form to accounts of intense feeling in narrative according to the same conventions as in dramatic representation. So, while it was still affecting to read how the characters voiced their feelings, the verbalization of passion is most frequently accompanied by the depiction of those actions, movements and gestures that the passion in question would

\textsuperscript{46} Burke:38-44 and Clery 2000:31.  
\textsuperscript{47} Clery 2000:14.
provoke. In the experience of the reader, the highly conventionalized visual element involved in the representation of emotion is replaced by linguistic description, creating a doubly formulaic, aural-visual echo throughout the text.

Although there is not an extensive catalogue of set manifestations of emotion in the novel, those instances where bodily reactions to feeling are more vividly described are clearly codified. The image of the character who rushes out of a room to cry without being observed becomes familiar enough to the reader, so that the humility and gratefulness shown by Albert resonate in the scene staged by Joseph, bringing both characters together as prototypes of faithful servants: “Albert, overcome by this acknowledgement, hurried from her, tears of joy running down his cheeks” (p.28); “Joseph again dropped on his knees (…) and he hurried out of the room, tears of thankfulness running down his cheeks” (p. 50). Though the formulation varies slightly, making the reference fainter, the evocation of those scenes attributes sensibility and humbleness to Matilda when she first declines the Count’s offer of marriage and when she communicates her desire to leave the family, both of them scenes where she also hurriedly retires to cry: “Dear Count, (said [the Marquis]) what have you done or said to my amiable protegée; I met her running up stairs, out of breath, and tears trembling in her eyes?” (p.80); “[Matilda] rose quickly from her chair, and ran into Mrs. Courtney’s dressing-room, giving way to a violent burst of tears” (p.84). The present participles in three of these four scenes show us the reaction of the character through a much more static, stage-direction-like description than if full clauses had been used: Joseph and Albert are not said to have “left crying”, but the attention is directed to their faces only, with “tears (…) running down [their] cheeks”. A passage which even presents the same formula describes Matilda’s feelings in a similarly impressionistic manner: “O, my beloved friends, (cried she, wringing her hands, tears running down her cheeks) save me from future insults, save me from self-reproach!” (p.83). In this case, hands and tears transmit the emotion, which must be clear to the reader by merely observing movements, reactions and facial expressions. For other characters, too, feeling can and must be
communicated this way when the power of speech is lost, or when words are not eloquent enough. The protagonist’s gratefulness is patent when she kisses the Marchioness’s hand “with an expression in her eyes that spoke volumes to the heart” (p.25), and when she finds that “speech indeed was not lent her, but her tears, her expressive looks forcibly conveyed the language she could not utter” (p.54). The verb “speak” is used several times more to allude to externalisation and communication of feeling, as in the reaction to Matilda’s parting, where “every countenance spoke pity, grief, and admiration” (p. 84), and in the girl’s introduction to the Marchioness, in the course of which she “cried out, whilst sobs spoke the genuine feelings of her heart” (p.26). Each of these iterations reinforce the visual quality of speech.

Quotations like the one above lay stress upon the frustration of any attempts at deception or hindrance of feelings that the uncontrollability of passions produces: not only were bodily reactions irrepressible, but they could, as a consequence, be relied upon to show the truest inclinations of the heart. For feeling, as for character, truth emerges in the outward demeanour and the unavoidable physical responses to emotion. This is particularly so in the case of fits of intense emotion, where this lack of control takes the form of different inabilities. No longer masters of their actions, the characters cannot cry, speak or move, their bodies frozen in a paroxysm of grief or immeasurable joy. By means of this convention, a nearly unconquerable power is bestowed upon the passions: all the characters are at some point moved by them to some degree, as even those who are more extraordinarily rational are at the same time so acutely sensitive that every fit of strong feeling actuates or paralyses them. This could point to a way of expressing what is involuntary, externalising an impulse that the character cannot control as a force that “possesses” them, even though that force emanates, paradoxically, from themselves, from their own feelings. Verbs or adjectives related to ability and inability are common in the expressions that illustrate this convention, like Mother St. Magdalene’s account of her misfortunes, “I was stupid with sorrow; I hung over my almost lifeless parent, without speaking, and unable to shed a tear” (p.97), or Matilda’s reply to Weimar’s pressure, “[s]he
trembled, and for some moments was incapable of speaking; but endeavouring to collect fortitude from necessity, she thus addressed him …” (p.123). The most pungent sorrow is the reason for the Marchioness’s incapacity to speak when she first meets her sister in Vienna (“I was drowned in tears, her manner was so solemn, so touching, so resigned, that my heart was wrung with sorrow, and I could not speak”, p.33), but in other episodes what causes such dumbness is unparalleled elation: “[t]hey threw themselves at her feet: she blessed them with tears of joy and joined their hands. Both were speechless, but language was not necessary to prove their mutual transports” (p.135). These reactions take us to Burke’s definition of the reaction in a sublime experience, so intense that the mind can be deprived “of all its powers of acting and reasoning”. 48

Moving with difficulty is another instance of the incapacitating power of the passions. A whole sequence of movements and reactions starting with a staggering search for support, is employed at least twice to describe Matilda’s reaction: when she overhears Weimar’s machinations to dishonour her, and when she learns about Mrs.Courtney’s lies. This last piece of information, which implies that the Count is free to marry her, echoes the first scene forcefully in both action and wording, and so marks the end of the adversities that Weimar’s plans generated:

“I was scarcely able to support myself. Having heard thus far I tottered from the summer house, and got into the shrubbery, where I threw myself on the ground, and preserved myself from fainting by a copious flood of tears” (p.8)

“Joy, transport and unexpected relief from the painful thoughts she long had entertained were now too powerful for her feelings: with difficulty she tottered to a seat, and leaning her head on her friend’s shoulder, burst into a flood of tears, which preserved her from fainting” (p.129)

48 Burke:57.
The high degree of conventionalization in the depiction of intense emotion can be corroborated by examining the coexistence of several manifestations of feeling in the same scene. In the following passage, which is preceded by Matilda’s learning that she is finally going to meet her mother, nothing but the response to feeling is described, leaving to the reader the task of interpreting the girl’s gestures and “inexpressible agitations”. This demands a clearly identifiable code whereby the feelings of nervousness and apprehension can be recognised. Excitement being commonly related to agitation and restlessness there emerges a contradictory succession of movements once the conventional immobility or insensibility that permeates the expressions of intense emotion in the text appears in the description:

“This intelligence, though so anxiously wished for, gave her inexpressible agitations; she got up and sat down, two or three times, without speaking, or being able to move; and at length, with trembling knees, was conveyed to the carriage”

(p.125, our emphasis)

As we have just remarked, conventional responses enable the reader to identify the emotion in question, and therefore the image facilitates the correct operation of the mechanism of sympathy. What transpires, moreover, is that the passions are somehow kept under control by making them easily identifiable, something whose effects—particularly in a novel where iteration is a prominent feature of the portrayal of emotional outbursts—we can recall and even predict. This produces an underlying tension between the depiction of excess in sensitivity and feeling, and the confinement of those excessive feelings to a recognizable, stable representation as a means of constraining the force of passion, if only within the bounds of our understanding.
One of the most compelling scenes in terms of emotional discharge is the narration of the Cavalier’s death in the Castle of Wolfenbach, an episode that makes use of repeated allusions to several inabilities (among other conventional phrases) to maintain the feeling of horror through sympathetic identification with the narrator, the Countess of Wolfenbach:

“I got up, and was under the most dreadful apprehensions of what might happen; my eyes were continually turned to the window; I suffered the most agonizing terrors, when in a moment they were realized beyond whatever I could conceive of horror (...) the Count and his man appeared, dragging in the Chevalier, with his mouth bound, his hands tied, and every mark of cruel treatment; I screamed, and clasped my hands, but could not speak (...) I tried to speak, I threw myself on my knees, Spare, O spare! was all I could say, and fell senseless, but I was soon recovered by the officious Margarite, to still greater horror (...) I sat like one petrified; I neither spoke, shrieked, or groaned, but with my eyes fixed on the closet I appeared insensible to every thing (...) finding I was unable to speak or move, [the Count of Wolfenbach] pushed me farther into the closet, locked the door and left me. How long I continued in this state, I know not; I believe I swooned, for it was day-light when I found myself on the floor, my clothes covered with blood, and the unhappy murdered Chevalier dead before me. ‘Tis impossible to describe the horror of that moment” pp.66-7

This story is one of the longest accounts of past crimes in the novel, this bloodthirsty scene in particular being the one that finally reveals the castle as a site of torture, horror and secrecy. The novel presents four other inset stories that encapsulate a horrifying experience (“a tale of horror” on pp.64, 111) and, within the frame of narrative (usually a character’s confidence to another), they are recontextualised to serve as a vehicle for forgiveness, as is the case of the Count’s and Weimar’s confessions, a petition of help in the case of Matilda’s story, or an attempt to put someone else’s sorrows into perspective, like Mother St. Magdalene’s recollections. Ultimately, therefore, the inset story serves as a means for social bonding, framing the expression of passion within an act of sentimental intimacy. Here, we note that the conflict
between intense dramatic effect and moderation of passion increases in complexity as the intricacies of narrative and plot present new levels of reference. The inset stories of the novel are, on the one hand, narratives that allow for direct uninterrupted transmission in the form of uncommonly extensive passages in the first person with hardly any paragraphing; on the other hand, they work as a mediating device that anticipates and regulates the reader’s response to intense feeling. They comprehend not only a bare narration of events, but also a vivid description of the characters’ reaction (both the storyteller’s and her or his confidantes’), constituting a visual-narrative representation that accompanies the reader’s reaction, a sort of fictional mirror where sympathetic response is reduplicated, and presented to the reader conveniently filtered through the characters’ responses at the different levels of narration.

The plot is precisely one of the elements of the Gothic novel most often described as “formulaic”, together with characters, and so one of the elements most susceptible of being analysed and outlined intertextually. In contrast, the inset narratives of the Countess of Wolfenbach and Mother St. Magdalene find their references also within the novel itself, which alters their interpretation significantly. And thus, although we could consider the Countess and the nun as figures that echo Matilda, the repetition that takes place is not a replication. Their stories do not reproduce exactly Matilda’s, but could configure hypothetical evolutions of the protagonist’s tale: in the case of the Countess of Wolfenbach, it presents what her life could have been like if married to the man imposed on her as a husband; in the case of Mother St. Magdalene, it shows her the life she could have led as the orphan who finally takes the veil and grows reconciled with her misfortunes. We are less likely to read these parallel stories as alternative denouements, however, due to the marked intertextual influence of other heroines.

49 As we remarked in section 1.1., the analysis of a complex system is scale-dependent, which implies unpredictable variations of interpretation at different levels. In this study, this is particularly so when analysing the parallels and divergences of the stories within the same novel instead of doing so between various novels, as the amount of information that shapes meaning increases greatly when we take into account intertextual rather than intratextual associations.
that act as referents for Matilda’s story. As we will thoroughly examine in the following sections, it is practically impossible not to predict the heroine’s marriage despite all obstacles.

But what brings these three stories together most forcefully, that is to say, the feature that is repeated most effectively in terms of reverberation and creation of symmetry, is the expression of feeling. Fits of passion and episodes of emotional intensity run through the framed narratives of the novel providing spaces for evocation and reiteration, and suggesting that the unifying thread of the three stories is feeling. The foundations of the referential network in the stories are laid by the recital of the passions the three women are victims of, as well as the paralysing horror and desperation they endure. The first intimations of the Countess of Wolfenbach’s and Mother St. Magdalene’s tragic stories (which are then typically deferred to a greater or lesser degree) introduce them as examples to Matilda in their management of their feelings. They advise the girl to trust in Providence and endure all trials, voicing the moral of the novel (directed precisely at exercising control over unbridled passions, especially grief and desperation), and then epitomising it, as with their stories they prove the wisdom of both their words and their actions. Sympathy acts as a catalyst in permitting the first emotional affinity that leads them to expound their exemplary conduct, which is supposed to transcend Matilda’s experience and produce a similar affinity with the reader that will improve its efficacy as a didactic story.

The fact that Matilda encounters these two characters with parallel sufferings to hers runs counter to the uniqueness assigned to her situation, since the iteration of feelings here leads to universalisation with a didactic aim, revealing a recurrent tension between the extraordinary and the typical that is to be found at the levels of characterization (as we saw in Part 1), the protagonists’ actions (analysed in Part 3), and the portrayal of feeling. In section 1.3. we formulated this tension as by means of the oxymoronic expression “conventional uniqueness”, a
definition that encapsulates the whole set of paradoxes than can emerge from the opposition of two discourses or systems of representation: one would advocate the depiction of extreme feeling, repetition and heightened effect, whereas the other would favour probability for the sake of didacticism, as the heroine’s experience is no longer an isolated case, but is analogous to other women’s. This would also serve, among other things, to prevent the interest of the readers from waning, while keeping the events close enough to their real experience so as not to lose their exemplary purport.

Extreme sensibility was as ubiquitous as it was condemned in the eighteenth century. Mary Wollstonecraft fought incessantly against the penchant for “over-exercised sensibility”, claiming that “a distinction should be made between inflaming and strengthening [the passions]”. She (and many feminist theorists after her) saw this tendency as a manifestation of submissiveness. It seems clear that Matilda yields to passion (understood as extreme feeling) when she decides to leave the family in a fit of profound contempt for herself. The Count’s accusation that she meant, out of “romantic notions”, “to abandon [her] friends, to distress the most affectionate hearts in the world, to give up society, and (...) bury [her]self in a convent” (p.84), seems to imply that a more unemotional reaction would have been more appropriate, as if judgement were, in this case, tantamount to a sympathetic consideration of the distresses of others. At the same time, it points to the close relationship that existed between sympathy and society, by presenting Matilda’s decision as a socially disruptive action. On the other hand, it is regarded as positive mainly for two reasons. First of all, she did not display “inflamed” passions, but those that, in Wollstonecraft’s words, have been strengthened, in that they are directed and become resolutions. In this light, the heroine’s merit stems not so much from her capacity to subdue her most powerful emotions, but from her resolve to sublimate them by redirecting their force to an eventually harmless and virtuous end. In addition to any conclusions we may draw regarding the nature of Matilda’s impulses or motivations, which we will tackle

50 Wollstonecraft:67.
thoroughly in the following sections, we observe again, as we did at the end of 2.2., the fragility of the line separating virtue and vice, in that there is a discourse in which passions are inherently uncontrollable, and must therefore counterbalance the more self-possessed behaviour which is guided by reason. And even though Wollstonecraft’s distinction seems perfectly valid, and accounts partly for the extolling of the heroine’s determination, there must have been an inevitable contradiction when referring to passions as something positive or productive of benefits. Clery illuminatingly argues that the tendency to define or classify the passions, as in this case to discriminate between “strong” and “inflamed” ones, obeyed to an impulse to control what cannot be reigned over, to turn them into something either manageable or at least more understandable, as if, when defined, the passions could finally be subjected to our reasoning power.  

The second reason why Matilda’s decision can be construed as positive is the opinion, shared by most of her acquaintance, that she is acting according to an extraordinary sense of integrity behind her desire to be independent, a desire from which all selfishness is denied, and which becomes the epitome of her generosity. In pursuing this laudable goal, she hurts everybody’s feelings, so that in order to agree that her motives arise from “a superior greatness of mind” and to consider her decision as virtuous despite the pain she causes to others, Matilda as well as the rest of the characters must be conscious of the existence of a common good: in this case, the preservation of a conservative system of rank and social reputation (viz. section 3.6.) It is on this assumption that the novel’s moral basis lies, a moral which rewards Matilda’s virtue because of the general benefit it will bring to society beyond her limited social circle. However, this moral precept must be suspended to a certain degree to allow for sympathy towards the Count, who fights against those conservative values in favour of unequal marriage and the passion of unconditional love. This gives us a clue to the criticism that would deem this novel and other similar romances morally threatening to their female readership (in spite of the

51 Clery 2000:15
strong didacticism present in the novel), if we consider that suspension of the moral principle to be an indicator that even social conventions were not immovable, and that even in a world where Matilda’s position is repeatedly defended and prevails in the end, the Count’s differing views could find their way through a little crevice opened by feeling and sympathy. The ambivalences surrounding Matilda’s decisions, however, are far from being resolved, and so we attempt an extensive inquiry into this topic in the following sections.
Part 3: The heroine’s motivations and actions

3.1. “YOU ARE NO BASE UNWORTHY OFFSPRING”: INNATE QUALITIES IN MATILDA

The intricacies of family connections and title usurpation can have sometimes very ironic results: when she refuses to marry Weimar, Matilda is actually refusing to become the Countess Berniti, though she is unaware, of course, of her uncle’s aristocratic origin. The turns of the plot will ensure that she later becomes heir to the title that has always rightfully belonged to her, this time legitimately. Matilda thus chooses the correct option even when she does not know the full import of her decisions. There is here a certain perversion of the type found in classical tragedy, which Clery sees as a spirit of tragicomedy, its structure summarized as “[t]he structure of past crime discovered and set to rights in the narrative present”, which culminates in an inescapable happy ending.\textsuperscript{52} Oedipus had to disrupt the order of Thebes to discover who had murdered his father, and in so doing he was fulfilling his own tragical destiny, even though he ignored the consequences of his actions; similarly, Matilda does not know that the decisions she makes lead to her happiness, and so in disrupting the order of her social circle to find out the truth about her birth she fulfills her—happy, as it could not be otherwise—destiny. The feeling that the plot is constructed by joining several pieces that must (and do) fit together in the end to yield a happy ending owes much to the classical tradition, but also to a high level of abstraction that Max Lüthi described to account for what he designated “universal interconnection” in the

\textsuperscript{52} Clery 2000:60-1.
folk tale. This was a feature closely connected to a tendency to “isolate”, that is, to abstract a character to endow it with “unnatural clarity”, a process cognate with the attribution of uniqueness we have examined in previous sections. According to Lüthi, “the entire abstract style of the folktale (...) isolates things in a way that would be inconceivable in a realistic story. However, this very isolation makes possible that effortless, elegant interplay of all its characters and adventures with which the folktale delights us and which is as fully a part of its abstract style as is the tendency toward isolation”. 53

The study of Matilda’s characterization, therefore, cannot be complete until we explore the perplexing nature of her motivations and actions, and the way in which she seems to find the path to happiness, further elements of her complex essence. In this section we will be concerned mainly with those traits of her character that bring her closer to the fairytale heroine, to unveil how its “abstract” characterization can explain the precision and predictability of her destiny. In addition to Max Lüthi’s fundamental analysis of the style of the European folktale, The European Folktale: Form and Nature (1948), which we have quoted above, we will be referring to Vladimir Propp’s formalist study Morphology of the Folktale (1928), in which he proposed a structural pattern for the plot of the Russian fairytale. It basically consisted in a system of thirty-one actions or events in the tale, identified with Greek and Roman letters, that he termed functions. These were formulated in fairly abstract terms, and usually presented a number of more concrete formulations, also codified and numbered. This means that, when a tale features a villain kidnapping a girl, for instance, the function would be identified as the more abstract A (Villainy), which in the said tale takes the form A₁ (kidnapping of a person). Thus, the model predicts that these functions (often in the incidental shape of their different subtypes) will appear in any given tale forming sequences, in a certain order, the alphabetical code giving the resulting pattern the appearance of a formula. Propp’s approach provided the ground for a “grammar” of narrative, constructed along the syntagmatic axis of the plot, and the paradigmatic

combination of the functions, however restricted by order and required elements, considering that some of the functions are indispensable to every tale. The fairytale obtained is different each time but with a structural relationship with the basic pattern, establishing action as the structure-forming element of the genre. The relevance to our study lies in the centrality attributed to action against motivation, as the characters are defined according to the spheres of action that correspond to their stereotyped roles, limited to seven *dramatis personae*, very abstract categories such as “donor”, “hero”, “villain” or “helper”). The discourse that we have called “deterministic” points precisely to this abstraction of character that divests the heroine’s actions of any motivations arising from her resolution and will. In this section we seek to present how this discourse is constructed.

From her encounter with the peasants Jaqueline and Joseph on her escape to Zurich to her final acquaintance with the family of her mother in Nice, humble servants and members of the nobility alike are subdued by “the charming Matilda”. She is a character designed to “engage the affections of all”, and the feelings that most of the characters in the novel entertain towards her are not only of love, but also of admiration. After her refusal to marry the Count de Bouville on the grounds that such a marriage would be degrading to him, which represents her climactic exertion of self-denial, the Marquis expresses his opinion of her decision in these words: “it would have given me pain, had she acted otherwise. I applaud, I admire, I love her more than ever” (p.85). Sympathy working at different levels, this exclamation should also appeal to the reader, a man or woman “of sensibility”, to excite the same feelings of admiration and probably even of affection. In a statement that could be directed to the readers themselves, Lord Delby points out: “I adore your sensibility, madam, (…) in my opinion, whoever loves Miss Matilda does honor to their own heart” (p.85). Matilda’s capacity to continue undaunted by her misadventures is set forth as an example to the reader, despite the claim that her

54 The possibilities for combination are also quite numerous here, given that some roles or *dramatis personae* can undertake a typical number of functions, which compose a *sphere of action*; while others can undertake several spheres of action and become, for instance, a donor-helper or a donor-villain.
extraordinary circumstances and virtues question her validity as a model, a point we have extensively discussed in section 2.1.

As we have analysed in section 1.3., Matilda’s are not ordinary tribulations, but neither is she an ordinary young girl. The descriptions of the protagonist as an innately virtuous and extremely innocent being depict a stereotyped heroine out of a fairy tale rather than what the readers could identify as an exemplary woman. Her actions and her words are nearly always interpretable as manifestations of courage, self-sacrifice, generosity or modesty, making of her character a vessel of virtue. She is often presented as the embodiment of a quality, a type character, said to be “truth and virtue itself” (p.42), and “truth and goodness itself” (p.87). These are the first hints to a language that we have termed as the “discourse of determinism” in the novel, which also establishes that Matilda is endowed with such qualities from her birth: “born with sentiments of virtue” and endowed with a “natural understanding” that “pointed out the right path to happiness” (p.13); she is said to have “many natural if not acquired graces” (p.37), and Matilda justifies her repulsion for her uncle by expressing her belief in an innate sense of morality: “although I had never received any particular lessons on delicacy or modesty, yet there is that innate virtuous principle within us, that shrinks involuntarily from any thing tending to violate that sense of decency we are all, I believe, born with” (p.8). In this claim of an “innate virtuous principle” she finds the reason why she “could not account for the increasing coldness of [her] behaviour” to her uncle (p.7), o why she “repulsed his caresses involuntarily” (p.7): she was not consciously rejecting an objectionable liberty herself, but an inborn sense of modesty was moving her to act in such a way. We can therefore anticipate her future behaviour to a certain extent, as we have perceived an ingrained sense of propriety in her that will guide her through life. As for the mystery of her birth (something she places at the very heart of her

55 We can only find one exception: the special care she puts in her dress the second time she is to meet the Count de Bouville. This instance of vanity seems to be exempt of fault by the fact that it is “the first time in her life” that she is concerned about her appearance, and she does it “unconscious of her motives” (p.38). Her conscious motivation is to please the Marchioness, a far more honourable purpose than to show off in front of a man. It would be an interesting study to determine if this unconsciousness of the object of vanity is in fact an excuse for this stain in her otherwise immaculate virtue.
identity, as we will later see), the outcome can also be anticipated by suggestions of inherited nobility.

The aristocratic descent of Matilda is not presented as a characteristic that she acquires, but as a quality inherent to her, perceptible through her behaviour, implying that, like in a fairy tale, the true nature of the heroine, despite being shrouded in mystery for a long time, will be revealed at the end. In the words of the Marquis, both her behaviour and her physical appearance betray her noble origin: “I have little doubt but her birth is noble; her person, her figure, the extraordinary natural understanding she possesses confirms my opinion that so many graces seldom belong to a mean birth or dishonest connexions” (p.49). This view is briefly challenged by the Marchioness, who defends that “we have seen and heard of many instances where a noble soul has been inclosed within a vulgar body” (p.49), but she readily agrees with the Count de Bouville when he excludes Matilda from these exceptional cases: “but there are so many natural graces in this lady, that I think with the Marquis, they never could spring from a mean or improper connexion” (p.49). There are “natural” signals, therefore, that mark Matilda as a noble creature, since her “virtues (…) are hereditary ones” (p.83). Matilda herself endorses this view, claiming that she has “a pre-sentiment [she is] no base-born unworthy offspring” (p.57).

Armed with these inbred graces and notions of virtue, it would seem that Matilda confronts adversity in a very advantageous position, since she only needs to let her “natural understanding” point out “the right path to happiness”, as the Countess of Wolfenbach puts it. Matilda must note, however, that once the path is indicated she must follow it (we will discuss this necessity later). Considering the discourse of determinism, however, failing seems improbable. Her natural predisposition to goodness implies that she would have to contradict

56 Lüthi, *op.cit.*:72.
her own nature in order to follow the wrong path. In the Countess’ advice, the role of learning, of education, is reduced to a blind adherence to her innate principles: “judge always for yourself, and never be guided by the opinions of weak minds”, she adds (p.13). The heroine appears in this light as a figure whose only role in the story is to be herself as the plot unfolds—a trait of the folktale character signalled by Lüthi (op.cit.:72). Her decision to leave the familiar home to escape from dishonour is, in the Countess’ view, the path that “natural understanding” pointed out for her, reducing Matilda’s accountability for it to a minimum; she simply fulfills the role of heroine, and in escaping she performs her first function as such: leaving to start her adventure.57

The description of Matilda as an inherently virtuous and noble individual thus contributes to perceiving her as a fantastic creature, a fairy tale heroine, which other traits of her character help to construct, as we saw in section 1.3: her extreme beauty, her ability to subdue the worthy and excite the envy of the vulgar, even her orphaned condition configure for the reader a frame of reference to the fairy tale related to a fixed course of events that can be anticipated by the reader that recognises the reference.58 It would even be possible to study the novel on the basis of the similarities, deviations or subversions of the fairy tale structure and characterization, although it would demand a more thorough analysis that cannot be undertaken in this introduction. Therefore, we are simply considering these references to the fairy tale to be a part of what we have termed as the “determinist” discourse of the novel, which presents the heroine merely in the form of a figure driven by her instinctual principles towards a preordained destiny, neutralizing the function of human will in favour of the command of Divine Will.

57 One of the Proppian functions is the departure of the hero (heroine in this case), which signals, as for Matilda, the beginning of the hero’s adventure. A thorough study of the application of Propp’s model to this novel would serve to determine the extent to which Matilda is assimilated to a folktale hero.

58 Thus, the reader that recognised traits of the fairytale heroine in Matilda would be able to anticipate, for instance, marriage (Propp’s function W) as a very probable denouement of the novel.
3.2. “PROVIDENCE INTERVENED”: THE SUPREMACY OF DIVINE WILL

“Behold the hand of Providence in every event” (p.124). With this exhortation, the reader is invited to consider the predestination in the lives of the characters of the novel. Far from being an isolated allusion, it is part of a consistent Christian discourse that emphasizes the reality of Divine intervention, promises consolation in resignation and endurance, and, as we will see, establishes a due punishment or reward depending on our moral stance.

“Do not despair” seems to be one of the principles that Matilda is told to observe. She is exhorted to “trust in Providence” (p.76), and never to doubt that “Providence will provide for you” (p.98). In statements like these lies a faith in the existence of Divine intervention, which the references to Providence at the end of the novel will confirm: behind every incident lies a divine design. “Providence preserved [her]” (p.115) in her childhood from the evil intentions of her uncle, and from her escape to her final reunion with her friends, she is encouraged to perceive the role of Providence “in every event” (p.124): “had not all these singular events happened, through Divine permission, you might, to this hour, have been ignorant of your birth” (p.124). Hers is a life devoid of chance, where every suffering is finally endowed with meaning in its belonging to a divine plan. As an infallible protector of the virtuous, “Providence has now brought you out of all your troubles” (p.128), revealing the task of the Marquis and Marchioness to be a mere vicarious protection, since Matilda “has been committed to [their] care by the hand of Providence” (p.47).

But if trusting in Providence is an expression of our hopes of a better future, it also involves the acceptance of present miseries. “[H]eaven in its own good time, will send you relief” (p.49); “Providence never forsakes the virtuous, but in its own good time will relieve us
from every difficulty” (p.10). “In its own good time” implies that, for the time being, suffering is our lot. Free will is then deprived of power, since human will must accommodate itself to the Divine decree. The female characters (it is nearly always women) must try to reconcile themselves with their situation. When the heroine confronts one of her most difficult circumstances, oppressed by obligations and an insurmountable loathing for her uncle, she reduces her choice to only two options: “there is no alternative but Mr. Weimar or a convent” (p.53). Once the convent is revealed to be the only possible solution to her dilemma, she learns to be resigned to it, finding in it at least the satisfaction of abiding by the divine will. It is “the lowly path Providence seems to have pointed out” for her (p.83). This is the posture adopted by Matilda when confronting another difficulty with very limited possibilities of action: when Victoria is kidnapped by the Count during her stay in the castle, Matilda acknowledges that the only alternative for her is resignation and acceptance of the ways of Providence:

After giving free vent to her tears, she endeavoured to compose her mind, by addressing the Almighty Power to protect her.

Sweet are the consolations which religion affords! In all our difficulties and distresses, when supplicating the Supreme Being with fervor and a perfect reliance on his goodness, we feel a resignation and confidence, that enable us to support present evils, and look forward with hope of happier days. Such were the feelings of Matilda: she rose from her knees with serenity; she recovered resolution and firmness; “I will not despair, (said she) the Almighty will preserve a friendless orphan, unconscious of guilt, that relies on his protection.” She dried up her tears, and met the family as usual. (p.18)

Endurance can simply be a consolation, a way of “composing the mind”, but it is also an example of virtue. The passivity of acceptance becomes pious abnegation, and recounted in the heroine’s own words in the final paragraph of the novel, it is supposed to be retained as the

59 This alternative is what Robert Miles has termed the “Radcliffe choice”, due to its recurrence in Radcliffe’s novels. It presents a crisis for the female protagonist, which is usually “couched as a deeply uncongenial offer of marriage the subject is unable to refuse. Often the Hobson’s choice offered is between the veil and marriage to a misogynistic, sometimes murderous, surrogate of the father” (Miles 2002:126), a crisis that for Miles illustrates the heroine’s incapacity to “enter the world”. However, a third option is presented for Matilda in her six months’ deferral with the Marquis and Marchioness, and when she finally decides to take refuge in a convent it is to prevent her protectors from suffering public shame. We will discuss the implications of this decision, actually a deviation from Miles’ model, in section 3.6.
most important lesson that Matilda learns from her vicissitudes: “[f]rom you, (said she), I learned resignation, and a dependence on the Being who never forsakes the virtuous; from you I learned never to despair” (p.138). It belongs to a virtuous heart, then, to believe and yield to the decrees of Providence. In return, the shield of protection from above safeguards those who are worthy of it. Providence “never forsakes the virtuous” (pp.10, 138): beside the infallibility of divine protection implied in this “never”, a requisite virtuous character is also established in order to deserve such care, and so for those who choose the path of evil, divine protection turns into due punishment. The Count of Wolfenbach admits that Providence “counteracts the designs of wicked men, and turns those very measures we take to secure ourselves to our destruction” (p.102).\(^6\) It is not without effort, then, that Matilda will be protected from every evil, and she is aware of these terms: “heaven will preserve me, if I persevere in virtue and integrity” (p.27), she claims, conscious that “if we perform our duties towards God and man, Providence will always preserve us from evil” (p.10). In this precondition lies the responsibility that Matilda has in order to determine her destiny, and it is here that the discourse of free will leaks in. Taking up the Countess’ words again, “natural understanding pointed out the right path to happiness”, but Matilda will have to “pursue it through life”(p.13). The opposing discourse will suggest that pursuing this path does not merely amount to the effortless task of following her virtuous nature. On the contrary, it presents it as wilful decision, as choosing the correct way at the various crossroads that she will encounter throughout her life, an interpretation derived from the expression of hesitation, sacrifice, and self-denial that we now proceed to examine.

---

\(^6\) The punishment that Weimar and the Count of Wolfenbach suffer at the end, however, does not seem to be eternal condemnation. In contrast to other condemned villains, like Ambrosio in *The Monk* or Victoria in *Zofloya*, or *The Moor*, their consummated murders are secrets of the past, only known through an extensive confession (except for the death of the servant Margarite), and all their attempts to kill during the time of the main narrative fail (one implied purpose of this could be to stress the intervention of Providence in thwarting their schemes and protecting their victims). But it would seem that the most significant element that procures a relatively peaceful end to Weimar and the Count of Wolfenbach is their final repentance. The benevolence of their victims in conferring instant forgiveness would then mirror God’s mercy, although it does not prevent them from suffering the pangs of guilt.
3.3. “I LEARNED RESIGNATION”: NATURE AND NURTURE IN THE NOVEL

As we have seen in the preceding sections, Matilda can rely on divine protection on condition that she keeps on the path of righteousness, but the language that establishes her innate virtue and the presence of predestination in her life makes of this condition an unnecessary one: she can do nothing but follow the life trajectory designed for her. Beside this discourse, present for millennia in folklore and religion, there is a more recent one, a discourse that brings to light the weight of education against nature, the possibility of choice, and therefore, the role of free will as a determining factor in our destiny. Although this second discourse appears to be predominant in the novel, we cannot argue that it prevails over the discourse of determinism. In the following sections we will try to explore how, echoing the philosophical discrepancy of the 18th century concerning this subject, the novel seems to build a compromise, albeit a very unstable one, between the two discourses.

Matilda’s letter to Mother Magdalene, which we have partially quoted above, constitutes the final paragraph of the novel. It emphasizes that the heroine has learned something from her (in this case, how to trust in Providence and endure pain), and we often find scenes of counseling and instruction (something that seems reasonable if we consider that other characters usually refer to her as a “girl”, and for most of the time in the novel she must be only 16). In his book *Essay concerning Human Understanding* (1690), John Locke expounded his concept of the “*tabula rasa*”, an untouched ground on which no ideas are implanted before birth. This theory encouraged the publication of treatises on education foregrounding the importance of example and indoctrination. Locke’s views did not deny that some truths were indeed known to man, but simply stated that they were attained through experience, so that such moral concepts as virtue and vice were sufficiently understood, but not etched in our minds from birth. The juxtaposition of these ideas next to the discourse of innate qualities illustrates
the ambivalent language that the novel presents. In this excerpt of a conversation with Victoria, Matilda’s views are immediately counterbalanced by Victoria’s assertion of the girl’s natural attributes:

“I shall think myself particularly fortunate if you will condescend to instruct me, for it is with shame I confess, more attention has been paid to external accomplishments than to the cultivation of my mind, or any information respecting those principles of virtue a young woman ought early to be acquainted with.” “You are truly good and amiable, (said the lady;) born with sentiments of virtue, and natural understanding pointed out the right path to happiness, pursue it through life” (p.13)

None of the main characters of the novel appears to advocate for either of the two views one-sidedly, but reveal the same conflicting notions we have just seen in the dialogue. Matilda herself had claimed that she had repulsed her uncle’s lewd books out of an “innate virtuous principle” (p.8), whereas Victoria, after expressing her ideas of inborn “sentiments of virtue”, advises Matilda about the decisions she has to make in life (while Matilda’s innate virtue would make these pieces of advice unnecessary), and justifies her authority by claiming that she is “qualified to speak from very painful lessons” (p.13). Mr. Weimar alleges to be Matilda’s main instructor in her childhood by stating that he “must applaud her adherence to those ideas of virtue and propriety [he] had always inculcated in her mind” (p.44). In contrast to this, Matilda explains that “confined as [her] knowledge of mankind was, nature and decency had taught [her] the impropriety of such behaviour” (p.46). Although this sentence alone does not clarify whether decency is an acquired virtue or not, “confined” implies that this knowledge was at least not acquired from social intercourse.61 It is significant that the behaviour Matilda alludes to is her uncle’s, which could imply that, despite his lessons on decency, his negative example

---

61 “Confined” here can refer metonimically to the person whose knowledge is limited, that is, Matilda herself. Her words imply that her understanding of social conventions could be constrained, and therefore this intellectual confinement is connected with physical confinement as well (“knowledge of mankind” standing for “worldly” knowledge, of the kind that can only be gained by socialising).
Mr. Weimar’s confession of his crimes also shows a contradictory statement on the role of parental education, since he himself describes his boyhood as afflicted with an “early propensity to wickedness” (p.111), and blames his parents for having “neglected to eradicate those seeds of vice in my nature” (p.111). The notion that parents are responsible for the elimination of native vices in their children appears in several other Gothic novels, and it seems related to an identification of nature with passions and nurture with the cultivation of reason. The reference, then, would be familiar to readers, who may have also been able to perceive the resonances of an ingrained Christian doctrine that stains every human being with the impurity of the original sin before their birth. The “cleansing” duty of the parents, however, vindicates human perfectibility, or rather permeability, since the opposite (the corruption of the mind by a parental figure) is also possible. Weimar’s ensuing lesson to parents, embedded in his narrative as a moral to readers, maintains that “partialities, visibly bestowed on one child, whilst others are neglected, (...) creates [sic] every vice which envy and malice can give birth to” (p.111).

The impossibility to resolve the ambivalence of the novel’s language on the subject of Nature/Nurture may be an indication of the complexity of the Gothic genre itself. One discourse seems committed to the ideas on education circulating in the 18th century, and in its reflection of the didactic issues (and social conventions, as we will later examine) of the time, it brings the novel close to a novel of manners. A heroine that evolves and gains knowledge is perceived through this language, presenting signs of the Bildungsroman. The opposite discourse, however, seems bound by the influence of folklore in the genre, and retains those traits of the characters

62 Charlotte Dacre’s Zofloya, or The Moor makes of this assumption a recurrent theme.
that we have previously analysed, including the imprint of innate, unalterable attributes in the characters. Whereas the former, in its defence of human perfectibility, offers a progressive, historicist view of the story, the latter speaks of an affirmation of a nobility of mind that was already present but hidden, intimating a return to order that presupposes a cyclic pattern of events.
3.4. “IT WAS MY OWN VOLUNTARY CHOICE”: THE DISCOURSE OF FREE WILL

An important part of Matilda’s education, a lesson which will be reiterated throughout the novel, is the necessity to guard herself from “the officious” (p.90), from flattery and false attentions. In a world where the correspondence between a noble deportment and a noble soul is destabilized, some people may indeed use “delusive compliments” (p.40) to betray others. Placed in opposition to those characters, Matilda again appears to be an exception, and embodies the traditional assumption that a “countenance is a letter of recommendation” (p.6). Her “ingenious [sic] countenance speaks a heart which never knew deception” (p.42), so that among her motivations to act, we can dismiss an intention to deceive others. Quite the contrary, one of the reasons that prompt her to go into a convent is her oversensibility, which we have discussed in section 2.1. above, which produces in her the feeling that she is pretending to be somebody else in being treated like the Marquis’ daughter: “why assume a character and appearance I have no pretensions to?” (p.82), reflects Matilda, to whom no favours and attentions bestowed by the Marquis and Marchioness will elevate her from her condition of “friendless orphan”. When she arrives in Paris, changing the more Gothic scenario of the Castle for an eighteenth-century-like capital city, the Marchioness compels her to pass herself off as her little sister, an act that represents her first social lie. However, she feels this imposed personality is not her true self: “Ah! thought she, if the Count if Mademoiselle De Bouville knew me, for what I am, a poor dependant, without friends or family” (p.45). For the Count, this modesty and her natural manner are more valuable than all the “gay females of fashion” he encounters in Bath, the centre of amusement and frivolity: “Ah! thought he, where is the modest retiring sweetness of Matilda? Where those unaffected charms—those natural graces of her deportment?” (p.119). Matilda’s modesty is genuine, a quality that distinguishes her from other women that, falling victims of fashion and an imposed role of social adornments and husband-
seekers, affect a modesty that is in fact part of the game of seduction. But Matilda is not moved by an urge to find a husband. Mr Weimar’s attempts to convince her to marry him appealing to her desperate situation (“in France you could not hope or expect any proper establishment”) did not cause the effect he desired, and Matilda vehemently refuses to renounce her independence or to give herself up to a husband: “I never will owe the obligation to any man, nor have the chance of being upbraided, that I belong to nobody” (p.52), giving voice to Mary Wollstonecraft’s desire for women: “I do not wish them to have power over men; but over themselves”.

It is power over herself indeed that Matilda seems to be striving for throughout her adventure. Constrained by the intrigues of a tyrannical uncle, and the victim of continual turns of fate, she expresses the desire of freeing herself from her circumstances and being in control of her destiny. Mother Magdalene exposes her total submission to parental rule, a situation that deprives her of the power to act for herself: “you have no right to dispose of your future destiny, whilst there is the least probable chance you may be reclaimed” (p.100). In trying to prevent Matilda from taking the veil, and giving her some hope of finding her real family, Mother Magdalene appeals to social and familiar traditional precepts that Matilda seems to assume, promising to come back “if my wishes are gratified, and I have ever any power over my own actions” (p.108). When she finally finds her mother, her power to accept the Count’s proposal is totally subdued by her duty as a daughter: “no longer mistress of my own destiny, she must determine for me” (p.133), she replies. But she is also aware of the limitations of this rule, and is jealous of her freedom. Consequently, when Weimar takes her by force from the convent, she protests claiming that “since I am not your niece, you have no legal authority over me” (p.108). Probably due to the injustice that she perceives in his abuse of power, she makes at this moment her most ardent defence of her liberty: “this you may be assured, no force shall prevail upon me

63 Mary Wollstonecraft complained of this “objectification” of women in her book A Vindication of the Rights of Woman (1792).
64 Mary Wollstonecraft, A Vindication of the Rights of Woman (2004:70).
to act contrary to my own inclinations and judgment” (p.108), she exclaims, and when pressed further towards marrying him, she is ready to exercise her freedom by taking her life, her death being at that moment the only thing on which she can still choose, thus rejecting a life of illegitimate submission.

Matilda asserts her capacity of choice in situations where choice is practically impossible. As we mentioned above, her final decision of retiring into a convent is prompted by the necessity of assuming the place in society that she believes truly corresponds to her, although she will later insist that “it was [her] own voluntary choice” (p.108). According to Matilda, a sense of “the duty [she] owe[s] herself” (p.84) and peremptory circumstance demand of her that she leave her friends and reject the Count’s proposal, and therefore what is termed several times her own “resolution” is at the same time instigated by a dutifulness that seems to impose itself over her wishes. Being a virtuous woman, however, her reason will not oppose it: “ The resolution I have formed is such as my reason approves, and my particular circumstances call upon me to adopt” (p.84). The decision that duty dictates, therefore, is immediately sanctioned by her reason, suggesting that Matilda takes no precipitate decisions, but tries to observe every limitation, disregarding no rules.

The existence of alternatives for Matilda, therefore, challenges the image of a heroine swept away towards her destiny. There are moments of discrete decisions which build a tension between the force of circumstances and a personal choice: traits of her character, related to her virtuous disposition, are depicted both as exemplary motivations and as insurmountable difficulties for the fulfilment of her desires. The definition of her motives as “a dignity of sentiment” (p.80), “nobleness”(p.136), or “a rectitude of principles” (p.79), terms that, with slight variations, will be reiterated throughout the novel, emphasizes that Matilda is making the right decision, but these noble motives also represent obstacles to the Count’s and her own
happiness. The Count claims that “her dignity of sentiment, her true greatness of mind are the bars to my happiness” (p.106), and insists: “[her] very virtues preclude my happiness” (p.119), while in the words of the Marquis, Matilda’s decisions represent “sacrifices (…) made to honor and principle” (p.85), and are defined in several instances as the expression of her “self-denial”. These words imply the negation of something which is more desirable in favour of what is morally correct, and in this light they can be viewed both as an external authority that opposes her desires, and as an internal obstacle: what she is observing, after all, are her moral principles sanctioned by her own reason, not trying to avoid a public judgement, but “self-reproach”, conscious that “reason can subdue every affliction but what arises from a condemnation within” (p.95). In the following sections we will see how this tension between inner and outer motives is strengthened by the identification of Matilda’s sense of duty and social conventions. The consequence for her autonomy to decide, however, is still the same: even if choice is available to her, Matilda cannot act unless according to what in the novel is described as virtuous principles, and with that restriction her possibilities for choice are considerably reduced. Free will appears to be a right which Matilda is desirous to enjoy, but she is also ready to observe every limitation to it.
In the previous section we have seen that Matilda’s freedom to make a decision is thwarted by forces beyond her control: oppressed by the weight of “duty” or “obligation”, her motives seem to be imposed from without. The idea that her opposing motivations (desires/exercise of virtue, passion/reason) are equally sprung from the heroine’s mind might be more logical to a reader familiarised with the concept of the unconscious, or of internal struggles within a divided mind. We believe, however, that in Gothic fiction there is a marked tension between a discourse of free will that assigns the self the power to decide, and a discourse that seeks to “externalise” either of those antagonistic impulses, passion or reason. In the first we tend to perceive conflicts taking place inside the ponderer’s mind, in the second the liberty to act is curtailed by forces beyond the heroine’s control. This externalising tendency of language can be traced back at least to the folktale tradition. According to Lüthi, “[w]herever possible, the folktale expresses internal feelings through external events, psychological motivations through external impulses”.65 In short, this externalisation is merely an expression of the discourse of determinism that we have analysed above, inasmuch as it presents choices as imposed upon the protagonist.

From the beginning of the novel, Matilda expresses a profound awareness of her position as a destitute being, which, combined with her character, in her own words “naturally affectionate and grateful” (p.7), makes her particularly sensitive to the protection of others, to favours conferred on her. She tends to overemphasize their

---

65 Lüthi, op.cit.:15.
import, and thus she speaks of “unbounded obligations” owed to Mr. Weimar (p. 48), and the feeling of what she owes to her benefactors is so acute that to the Marquis and Marchioness she claims to have “a thousand obligations” (p. 28), amounting already to owing her life: “my whole life is and must be a state of obligation” (p. 25). The same measure she employs to consider what she ought to return to Mr. Weimar in exchange for her upbringing when he proposes to her: “I have no right to refuse, nor any way of discharging the obligations I owe you for the care of my early life, but by the sacrifice of the maturer part of it” (p. 52). These obligations “oppress” (p. 26) and “crush” her (p. 56), “burden her feelings” (p. 74), and ultimately affect her power of decision: “I do not think myself at liberty absolutely to refuse” (p. 52), she exclaims, conscious that her position makes it impossible to return any favours. “Oh! That I had died, (cried Matilda, in an agony) rather than to live and be thus upbraided for favors [sic] I never can return” (p. 57). The capacity to return what she owes is for her estimated in social status: while she is destitute, she will be unable to return favours properly, but she cherishes the hope of climbing up the social scale and requiting what she owes: “I have a pre-sentiment I am no base-born unworthy offspring; one day, Sir, I may yet have the power to prove my sense of the obligations you reproach me with, and it will be the happiest moment of my life” (p. 57).

The concept of social rank thus enters the picture of a question that in principle seemed to be strictly moral. Not believing the Countess’ assertion that she is repaying

---

66 Yet it corresponds to a noble mind to confer favours without expecting anything in return. Both the Countess and the Marchioness express their aversion to a heightened sense of obligation, and feel contented with the satisfaction of Matilda: “be assured your acceptance of my little assistance is a sufficient return for what you consider as an obligation” (p. 12), “let the words favor [sic] and obligation be blotted from your vocabulary” (p. 28), etc. A paragraph of moralistic tone establishes their humble behaviour as the appropriate one: “This is true benevolence; ’tis the mode of conferring [sic] favours that either obliges or wounds a feeling heart. Many people are generous, but they forget how painful it is to ask favors, and think it quite sufficient if they give, let the manner of giving be ever so ungracious, and their superiority ever so ostentatiously displayed.” (p. 54)
her favours by merely accepting them, Matilda waits for a future of social prosperity to return them. In order to achieve that position, however, she rejects an advantageous marriage, first with Mr. Weimar and later with the Count, on the grounds that such marriages would be degrading to them. The decision of entering a convent, in fact, appears as a last resort in situations where her acquaintance would be degrading to those around her. In the case of Mr. Weimar, she is forced by her sense of obligation not to stay with the Marquis’ family without Weimar’s permission, but she is also unable to marry a man whom she would degrade due to her status. The basis for this reasoning, which is also behind her refusal of the Count’s offer, is two-pronged: on the one hand, Matilda is observing social conventions in considering herself a low connection to Weimar and the Count, and in that respect her decision is an example of self-sacrifice. She preserves the other person’s reputation by refusing the means of achieving what she so much desires: the opportunity of obtaining a higher rank (with the purpose of returning the favours she owes), and a family. On the other hand, that somebody of a higher social position consented to marry her would mean a downgrading of such magnitude that it would force her to give up her whole liberty in favour of her benefactor: “if you can stoop to degrade yourself by a connexion with a friendless deserted orphan, I never will owe the obligation to any man, nor have the chance of being upbraided, that I belong to nobody” (p.52). Matilda, as we have seen in the previous section, is jealous of her free will, and prefers to be deprived of physical freedom rather than binding her liberty to further, too demanding obligations.

The class consciousness that moves Matilda to refuse the kindness of her friends and the prospects of a convenient marriage is also the object of very ambivalent language, in being alternatively depicted as a laudable principle or as a prejudice. Matilda’s motives, as we saw previously, are defined as “a rectitude of principles” (p.79), “nobleness”, “a sense of rectitude, and a loftiness of sentiment” (p.80), “nobleness of mind” (p.136), and such expressions as denote her virtue and self-sacrifice. In the words of Matilda, this is termed her “duty to [her]self” (pp. 79, 84). But although her friends agree with her and praise her self-denial, the Count dismisses her reasons as “romantic notions” (p.84), and those who praise Matilda’s respect for social rules also applaud the Count’s wish to overstep boundaries of class in proposing to Matilda despite her rank. In their unresolved judgment of those “bars” (p.85) to their connection, they lament the lovers’ difficulties to get married, labeling them as “unjust (...) prejudices” (p.84), yet they believe them unavoidable.

For Matilda, the decision as to whom to marry constitutes at the same time an assertion of her social and her personal self. No mid-position seems to be appropriate for her; the six-month delay under the protection of her French family being useless to solve any of her problems regarding her identity or her freedom to decide about her future marriages, and the awkwardness she feels for receiving a competence from the family without being a relative, are reasons powerful enough to prefer risking losing all connection with the people she loves. This choice constitutes a variation on Miles’s “Radcliffe choice” insofar as a lot of the action takes place during that impasse, but Matilda’s position differs from the Radcliffian dichotomy, which radicalizes the heroine’s choice, and deprives her of liberty either way. Matilda, on the contrary, is somehow free during those six months of liminal existence between infantine dependence and
sacrifice to God’s service, both often interpreted as negations of femininity. Matilda’s freedom, and so her feminine condition, are thus only realized in the liminal space between objective and subjective submission.

However, the threshold must be crossed if an outcome, “happiness or misery in extreme” (p.132), is wanted. As we hinted above, Matilda’s resolution is an obstacle for her and the Count’s desires. Matilda’s duties and social prejudices are identified in this representation as obstacles to happiness. Thus, the Count asserts that “[her] very virtues preclude [his] happiness” (p.119), but he also mentions “her birth” (p.73), his own “birth and fortune” (p.80), “prejudices” stemming from “her want of birth” (p.85), and “the pride of birth” (p.88), as the impediments. This implies that Matilda’s sacrifices, “made to honor [sic] and principle” (p.85), are also made to social codes of conduct. To what extent, then, can we assert that Matilda is subduing her own desires to a collective good? If it is true that both Matilda and the Count renounce marriage in order to preserve each other’s personal reputation (a far more noble motivation than preserving one’s own, which would be a truly private interest, but then again, their ultimate virtue is self-denial), we can also point out that in so doing they observe values which preserve a certain social order, and which thwart individual free will.

The two resulting models of the self, one that pursues private benefit and one whose inherent virtue is in accordance with social harmony, transpire through the language that we have analysed, and their opposition is summed up in one of the Count and the Marquis’ discussions, coloured with a tinge of English-French enmity, which would be worthy of study in itself in a longer piece of criticism:
“Ah! my dear Marquis, (cried the Count) say no more. How happy are Englishmen! Free from all those false prejudices, they can confer honor [sic] on whom they please, and the want of noble birth is no degradation where merit and character deserve esteem; but we are the victims to false notions, and from thence originates all that levity and vice for which we are censured by other nations.” He walked away with a melancholy air: the Marquis felt for him, but national honor [sic] was in his opinion of more consequence than the gratification of a private individual, how great soever the merit of the object. (p.74)

The Marquis, who agrees with Matilda’s decision, vindicates the concept of a social man, one that, with an innate sense of propriety and gregariousness, supports order. In the early eighteenth century, this image was echoed in the theories of the self espoused by philosophers like the 3rd Earl of Shaftesbury, or divulged by the Spectator. In perfecting good breeding, which implies a predisposition to preserve order and virtue, it is our exercise to control our passions with the power of reason. Shaftesbury held that the ultimate aim of this discipline is to get to know ourselves and so attain independence: “a MIND, by knowing it-self, and its own proper Powers and Virtues, becomes free and independent.”67 True freedom, then, is granted to the highborn social being that, fashioned after the Aristotelian social and political man, fulfills his own entelechy of virtue.

On the other side of the philosophical spectre, however, man was increasingly viewed as an individualistic agent of progress. In his own particular pursuit of happiness he (involuntarily) ensures social welfare, suffering no preconceived notions of order to restrain him from attaining his goals. The controversy that this theory, championed by Shaftesbury’s contemporary Bernard de Mandeville,68 created at the time, illustrates the difficulties to define the self in an age that witnessed the rapid development of the

68 Bernard de Mandeville, The Fable of the Bees (1714).
burgeoisie. Attempts to conciliate man’s natural egoism with the desire for social and familiar welfare, and to explore the workings of human motivation and will following Locke’s empiricism, infused the philosophical scene of the second half of the century with anatomies of the mind, Humean causality and utilitarianism. Finally, endeavours to retain God’s will in human life without either impairing free will or falling into Protestant radicalisms of predestination complicated further the enlightened accounts of the self.

What emerged in any case was a focus on human actions, on motivations. No longer derived from our character, our passage through life was determined by our decisions, and to arrive at the right choice, the struggle within our minds was of the same importance as our circumstances. The language of the novel, in leaving the numerous oppositions that we have analysed unresolved, presents the same instability as the philosophical frame of the time in which it was published (even a greater instability, we could argue, revealed by some aspects of the analysis we have carried out, like characterisation or plot). The tension between the two discourses that we have studied is active to the last paragraph, where Matilda states the lessons that she has learned from her eventful life until that moment, and her future plans. Regarding these she claims that she will provide others with the advantages that she now enjoys: “I shall feel it my duty, by active virtues, to extend, to the utmost of my abilities, those blessings to others less fortunate than myself” (p.138, our emphasis). There is only one other mention in the text of “active” virtues. This corresponds to the description of Mrs. Courtney’s character:
Mrs. Courtney was good-natured, not from principle but constitution (…); she was polite and friendly, where she had no temptation to be otherwise; in short, she had many negative virtues, without any active ones. (p.88)

Mrs. Courtney’s passions, it is implied, find it easy to subdue her reason. The “active” virtues that she lacks, therefore, must refer to those derived from an exertion of self-command. If that is how we must understand Matilda’s reference to “active virtues”, this would mean that she will strive to control her passions, following the example of resignation and self-denial that Mother Magdalene taught her. But this emphasis on precisely “active” virtues seems to suggest that she will act according to her reasoning faculties, “to the utmost of [her] abilities”. She will not act appealing to a virtue “from constitution”, like Mrs. Courtney’s, innate and passive, but to a moral sense born of her reason that will help her make the right decision, giving her the reins of her destiny. She will have then evolved from an inherently but “passive” virtuous person, to a free, reasoning, righteous one. We can still question the validity of this reading in the light of the rest of the novel’s discourse of determinism, which still transpires in Matilda’s admitted lesson of “dependence on that Being who never forsakes the virtuous” in the very same paragraph. The two discourses of the novel still merge, unresolved, in its last sentence.
CONCLUSION

In this introduction, we have tried to offer a detailed study of conflicting discourses in The Castle of Wolfenbach taking language as a point of departure to show the compromise between two contradictory world-views. The number of quotations employed to support our thesis (and the number of those left unmentioned for the sake of conciseness) is, in our opinion, a proof at least of the relevance of this approach: the conflicting discourses are not hinted but voiced out, they find their foundation in the most permanent element of the novel: its words. We could conclude that in the novel reveals an insistence upon certain topics that occupy much of the literature of the 18th century, and which are mainly concerned with accounts of the self. Iteration is both a consequence and an effect of the weight of these issues. While it is true that we could simply term the novel “formulaic” in the sense of “repetitive”, or judge it in terms of its originality, we have preferred to analyse how the repetition of elements helps to build complex semantic networks to construct meaning. In some cases the language of the novel has proven revealing enough to suggest ambiguity, instability or inconclusiveness in several aspects, and has proven, most importantly, to be productive of meaning.

Building from the construction of meaning through iteration, we have offered an overview of the intricacies of characterization in the novel, which yields a picture of conflicting accounts of the heroine’s self. We have then used the same method to analyse the expressions of feeling and the passions, finding that there is a persistent tension between the representation of extreme or extraordinary features and the regulation that stereotypes or conventions provide. A very similar undercurrent has been found when studying the heroine’s actions in the novel, whose interpretation is also conditioned by the contraposition of two discourses that we have termed the discourses of determinism and free will. We have continued by working through the various topics that the connotations of both discourses suggest, revealing that the scope of the
ambivalence of the novel’s language offers a clearer image of the instability in many of the novel’s aspects: it is not only actions but also character construction and the system of communication of feeling which are affected by its inconclusiveness. Additionally, the consideration of eighteenth-century views on the self, though extremely brief, has supported the claim that the novel reflects in its language the instability of notions of the self at that time.
NOTE ON THIS EDITION

This edition of *The Castle of Wolfenbach* is set from the first edition of the novel (1793), scanned from a British Library microfilm and manually copied onto a text processor. This task was necessary due to the impossibility to gain access to scanning facilities that could enable eighteenth-century fonts (particularly the long s) to be directly transcribed. We have tackled this edition with the aim of making as few alterations as possible. When alterations have been made, we have adhered to the editing criteria specified below for irregularities in spelling, grammar, punctuation and capitalization. Those errors that could be clearly identified as misprints have been silently corrected. A phrase illegible in the first edition ("a forgetfulness of care", p.131), as well as the rest of irregularities, have been collated with a copy of the second edition of the novel (1794) available at the British Library. A number of irregularities in spelling and capitalization have also been checked against a one-volume edition of *Longsword* and *The Castle of Wolfenbach* published in 1835, obtained from the British Library, and with Devendra P. Varma’s edition for the Folio Club in 1968, available at Chawton House Library. Aid from the Universidad Autónoma de Madrid, thanks to the concession of an “Ayuda a Profesor Investigador en Formación” helped to make this work possible. We are indebted to the British Library and to Chawton House Library for providing copies of the editions used, and to Ms Eva Ardoy for the transcription of part of volume II. Lastly, we are indebted to the Spanish Ministry of Education, whose support with funding from the DGICYT made this edition, and the NLP, a reality.
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As far as punctuation is concerned, we have removed the spaces before semicolon and exclamation and question marks, since we consider that they do not respond to any stylistic purpose and are simply a printing convention that can be excepted for the sake of readability. The occasional profusion of commas, however, has been treated as a stylistic feature that looks, to a certain extent, to faithfully evoke oral language; for instance, to introduce an object instead of using *that* (as in “it was decided, a house should be procured for them”, p. 59), or before the preposition *by*). Therefore, we have only added or removed those commas that could cause confusion between defining and non-defining relative clauses, and in those cases where there was no possibility of interpreting the comma as a representation of a pause in speech due to a resulting highly unnatural rhythm. Following this same criterion, we have not removed punctuation inside brackets. We have also retained as a stylistical preference of the author the use of a semicolon where a full stop seems to be a better choice by current standards, as well as long dashes to express a long pause in speech or an interruption. Any other sentences that could be considered atypically punctuated have only been changed when the punctuation affected the meaning or the syntax of the sentence.

The abundance of dialogue and inset stories seems to be the reason for the inconsistency in the use of inverted commas. We have silently corrected a number of cases where the inverted commas appear to have been forgotten or were repeated, but we have kept the occasional inverted commas for reported speech.
We have regularised capitalization after exclamation and question marks where the author’s dominant practice was discernible: the lower case has been retained where there is not a change of speaker. Therefore, the upper case has been employed when we return to the narrator’s voice after a short exclamatory passage in free indirect style (see p.55, “the Count could not help thinking how happy that man must be who was destined to possess so great a treasure! This reflection caused a sudden alteration in his countenance”). There are also capital letters after a reported question or exclamation embedded in narration without inverted commas (see p.4, “she knocked at the wainscot and called Albert! No answer was made”). Other cases where the atypical capitals appear after an exclamation or question mark are those in which the narrator makes an emphatic comment (“Sweet are the consolations which religion affords! In all our difficulties and distresses, when supplicating the Supreme Being with fervor…”, p.18), or those in which the sentence after the exclamation or question mark conveys a change in the subject matter or in the speech act of the narration or intervention. This suggests that the lower case after exclamation or question marks implies a thematic or pragmatic link between the two sentences. The following example illustrates this point: “What a scene presented itself! a woman on the bed weltring in blood! Both uttered a cry of horror, and ran to the bed” (p.17). The first and second sentences both represent emphatic descriptions of a bloody scene, so there is lower case by virtue of this functional link. In contrast, the third sentence starts with a capital letter because the narrator returns to the narration of events, thus marking a change in the illocutionary force of the sentence.

Irregularly capitalized words have been considered separately. Thus, we have chosen to retain forms of address and titles, as well as the phrase “the Lady of the Castle”, which appears several times in the novel in upper-case letters, probably to give a dramatic effect to the utterance. In the rest of cases we have resorted to regularization of the most frequent form.
the case of the word lady, however, it has been impossible to find any patterns that would support a correction or regularization, so we have chosen to make no changes.

**Grammar**

We have not attempted to make any changes in uses of prepositions or sentence order. We will simply point out the fact that there seems to be a preference for placing never after modal verbs (never will, never could, etc.), as opposed to current practice. For those cases where the aspect of the verb may have appeared confusing we have included an explanatory note in the text, while we have corrected the accord between subject and verb where necessary. We have left any inconsistencies in present/past tense unchanged whenever they were caused by the reading of a letter in the text, and problems with reference have been dealt with in the explanatory notes. In general, the few corrections made have been motivated by an excessive obscurity of the sentence.

**Spelling**

In trying to impose some regularity on the spelling and grammar in the novel, we have started from the premise that, in 1793, the English language was highly variable, and was not subject to any prescriptive set of rules, a circumstance which was not devoid of controversy at the time. What is more, the issue of the necessity to settle the English language was a little short of a political concern that went to the heart of English nationalistic pride. This must show us that the variability of the language was much more evident then than it is now. We have chosen, therefore, to preserve the spelling used by the author whenever possible, and make the following corrections:
In general terms, spelling has been regularized when one form was at least three times more frequent than other. Endings in –or and –our, as in honor/honour have not been changed, as it has been impossible to establish a pattern for their irregularity. Other alternative spellings such as words ending in –ence (expence, pretence), variations in the spelling of sibilants, or past tenses ended in –est have been retained, since their spelling did not affect pronunciation and they were therefore easily recognizable words. Some cases where the spelling has been changed to conform to the modern standard were single consonants instead of double ones when pronunciation was affected (pined, for instance, has been respelt as pinned, p.46), and when there was a possibility of confusing past tense with present participle, as in broke respelt as broken, or present tense with past, as eat respelt as ate and run as ran. The spelling sat off as the past of set off has been kept.

Given that they caused troubles with pronunciation, the accents in French words have been corrected (take for example the expression teté-à-teté), but alternative spellings of place names have not been changed, as these were easily identified (Surry, Turky). As to proper names, the different spellings of Count and Countess Marcellini have been retained. It presents the variations Marsilini, Marsillini, Marsallini, Marcellini and Marcillini. Finally, compounds with every, any, some, have been all written in two separate words (every body, some where, any one), since these were by far the most common spellings in the novel.
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THE CASTLE OF WOLFENBACH;

A GERMAN STORY

By Eliza Parsons
The clock from the old castle had just gone eight when the peaceful inhabitants of a neighbouring cottage, on the skirts of the wood, were about to seek that repose which labour had rendered necessary, and minds blest with innocence and tranquillity assured them the enjoyment of. The evening was cold and tempestuous, the rain poured in torrents, and the distant thunders rolled with tremendous noise around the adjacent mountains, whilst the pale lightning added horrors to the scene.

Pierre was already in bed, and Jacqueline preparing to follow, when the trampling of horses was heard, and immediately a loud knocking at the door; they were both alarmed; Pierre listened, Jacqueline trembled; the knocking was repeated with more violence; the peasant threw on his humble garment, and, advancing to the door, demanded who was there? “Two travellers, (answered a gentle voice) overtaken by the storm; pray, friend, afford us shelter”. “O! (cried Jacqueline) perhaps they may be robbers, and we shall be murdered.” “Pho! simpleton, (said Pierre) what can they expect to rob us of.” He opened the door, and discovered a man supporting a lady who appeared almost fainting. “Pray, friend, (said the man) permit this lady to enter your cottage, I fear she has suffered much from the storm.” “Poor soul, I am sorry for her; enter and welcome, (cried Pierre.) Jacqueline placed her wooden arm-chair by the chimney, ran for some wood, and kindled a blaze in a moment, whilst Pierre put the horse into a little out-house which held their firing and his working implements, and returned with a portmantaü to the lady. They had only some bread and milk to offer, but they made it warm, and prevailed on their guest to take some. The man, who appeared an attendant, did the same. The lady soon got her clothes dry, but she wanted rest, and they had no bed to offer. One single room answered all their purposes of life; their humble bed was on the floor, in a corner of it, but though mean it was whole and clean. Jacqueline entreated the lady to lie down; she refused for some time, but growing faint from exhausted spirits and fatigue, she was compelled to accept the offer; the other sat silently round the fire: but, alas! horror and affliction precluded sleep, and the fair traveller, after laying about two hours, returned again to the fire-side, weary and unrefreshed. “Is there any house near this?” (demanded she.) “No, madam, (replied Jacqueline) there is no house, but there is a fine old castle just by, where there is room enough, for only one old man and his wife live in it, and, Lord help us, I would not be in their place for all the fine things there.” “Why so?” (said the lady.) “O! dear madam, why it is haunted; there are bloody floors, prison rooms, and scriptions, they say, on the windows, to make a body’s hair stand an end.” “And how far from your cottage is this castle?” “A little step, madam, farther up the wood.” “And do you think we could obtain entrance there?” “O, Lord! yes, madam, and thank you too: why the poor old souls rejoice to see a body call there now and then; I go sometimes in the middle of the day, but I take good care to keep from the fine rooms and never to be out after dark.” “I wish, (said the lady) it was possible to get there.” Pierre instantly offered his service to conduct her as soon as it was light, and notwithstanding some very horrible stories recounted by Jacqueline, she determined to visit this proscribed place.
When the morning came, the inhabitants of the cottage set out for the castle. The lady was so much enfeebled, from fatigue and want of rest, that she was obliged to be placed on the horse, and they found it very difficult to lead him through the thickets. They at length espied a fine old building, with two wings, and a turret on the top, where a large clock stood, a high wall surrounded the house, a pair of great gates gave entrance into a spacious court, surrounded with flowering shrubs, which lay broken and neglected on the ground, intermixed with the weeds which were above a foot high in every part.

Whilst the lady’s attendant lifted her from the horse, Pierre repaired to the kitchen door where the old couple lived, which stood in one of the wings, and knocking pretty loudly, the old woman opened it, and, with a look of astonishment, fixed her eyes on the lady and her servant. “Good neighbour, (said Pierre) here is a great gentlewoman cruel ill; she wants food and sleep, we have brought her here, she is not afeared of your ghosts and so therefore you can give her a good bed, I suppose.” “To be sure I can, (answered Bertha, which was the woman’s name:) to be sure I can make a bed fit for the emperor, when the linen is aired: walk in, madam; you look very weak.” Indeed the want of rest the preceding night had so much added to her former feeble state, that it was with difficulty they conveyed her into the kitchen. Bertha warmed a little wine, toasted a bit of bread, and leaving Jacqueline to attend the lady, she made a fire in a handsome bedroom that was in that wing, took some fine linen out of a chest and brought it down to air. “Dear, my lady, (cried she) make yourself easy, I’ll take care of you, and if you aren’t afeared, you will have rooms for a princess.” Pierre and Jacqueline being about to return to their daily labour, found their kindness amply rewarded by the generosity of the stranger, who gave them money enough, they said, to serve them for six months. With a thousand blessings they retired, promising however to call daily on the lady whilst she staid at the castle, though their hearts misgave them that they should never see her more, from their apprehensions of the ghost that inhabited the rooms above stairs. When the apartment was arranged, the lady was assisted by Bertha and laid comfortably to rest; she gave her some money to procure food and necessaries, and desired her servant might have a bed also. This the good woman promised, and, wishing her a good sleep, returned to the kitchen.

“God bless the poor lady, (said she) why she is as weak as a child; sure you must have come a great way from home.” “Yes, (answered Albert, the servant’s name,) we have indeed, and my poor lady is worn down by sorrow and fatigue; I fear she must rest some time before she can pursue her journey.” “Well, (said Bertha) she may stay as long as she likes here, no body will disturb her in the day time, I am sure.” “And what will disturb her at night?”(asked Albert) “O, my good friend, (answered she) no body will sleep in the rooms up stairs; the gentlefolks who were in it last could not rest, such strange noises, and groans, and screams, and such like terrible things are heard; then at t’other end of the house the rooms are never opened; they say bloody work has been carried on there.” “How comes it, then, (said Albert) that you and your husband have courage to live here?” “Dear me, (replied she) why the ghosts never come down stairs, and I take care never to go up o’ nights; so that if madam stays here I fear she must sleep by day, or else have a ground room, for they never comes down; they were some of your high gentry, I warrant, who never went into kitchens.” Albert smiled at the idea, but, resuming his discourse, asked the woman to whom the castle belonged? “To a great Baron, (said she) but I forget his name,” “And how long have you lived here?” “Many a long year, friend; we have a small matter allowed us to live upon, a good garden that
gives us plenty of vegetables, for my husband, you must know, is a bit of a gardener, and works in it when he is able.” “And where is he now?” (said Albert) “Gone to the village six leagues off to get a little meat, bread, and wine.” “What! does he walk?” “Lord help him, poor soul, he walk! no, bless your heart, he rides upon our faithful little ass, and takes care never to overload her, as we don’t want much meat, thank God. But where will you like to sleep? (added she;) will you go up stairs, or shall I bring some bedding in the next room?” Albert hesitated, but, ashamed to have less courage than his mistress, asked if there was any room near the lady’s? “Aye, sure, (answered Bertha) close to her there is one as good as hers.” “Then I will sleep there (said he.) His good hostess now nimbly as she could, bestirred herself to put his room in order, and was very careful not to disturb the lady. Albert was soon accommodated and retired to rest.

In the evening the lady came down into the kitchen, much refreshed, and expressed her thanks to the good woman for her kindness. “Heavens bless your sweet face, (cries Bertha) I am glad to my heart you be so well. Ah! as I live, here’s my Joseph and the ass.” She run out into the court to acquaint her good man with what had befallen her in his absence. “As sure as you be alive, Joseph, she is some great lady under trouble, poor soul, for she does sigh so piteously; but she has given me plenty of money to get things for her,so you know it’s nothing to us, if she likes to stay here, so much the better.” “I hope, (said the old man) she is no bad body.” “No, that she an’t, I’ll swear (cries Bertha;) she looks as mild as the flowers in May.” They had now unloaded their faithful ass, and entered the kitchen with their provender. Joseph was confounded at the appearance of the lady; he made his humble bow, but was very silent. Bertha prepared some eggs and fruit for their supper; she eat but little, and that little was to oblige the old couple; she then asked for a candle, and said she would retire to her room. Joseph and Bertha looked at each other with terror, both were silent; at length Joseph, with much hesitation of voice and manner, said, “I fear, madam, you will not be quiet there, it will be better, to my thinking, if a fire was made in one of the parlours and the bedding brought down.” “There is no occasion for fire, (answered the lady) but merely to air the room; however I am not in any apprehension of sleeping in the room above, at least I will try this night.” It was with great reluctance the honest couple permitted her to retire; Bertha had not even the courage to accompany her, but Albert and Joseph offering to go, she ventured up to make the bed, and her work finished, flew down like one escaped from great danger.

The men having withdrawn, the lady seated herself at the dressing table, and having opened her portmantua to take out some linen for the ensuing day, she burst into tears on viewing the small quantity of necessaries she possessed; she cast a retrospection on her past calamities, they made her shudder; she looked forward to the future, all was dark and gloomy; she wrung her hands, “What will become of me, unhappy as I am, where can I fly? who will receive a poor unfortunate, without family or friends? the little money I have will be soon exhausted, and what is to be the fate of poor Albert, who has left all to follow me!” Overcome with sorrow, she wept aloud. When, turning her eyes to the window, she saw a light glide by from the opposite wing, which her room fronted, and which Bertha had informed her was particularly haunted. At first she thought it was imagination; she arose and placed her candle in the chimney; curiosity suspended sorrow—she returned and seated herself at the window, and very soon after she saw a faint glimmering light pass a second time; exceedingly surprised, but not terrified, she continued in her situation: she saw nothing further. She at length determined to go to rest, but with an intention to visit every part of the house the
following day. She got into bed, but could not sleep. About twelve o’clock she heard
plainly a clanking of chains, which was followed by two or three heavy groans; she
started up and listened, it was presently repeated, and seemed to die away by gentle
degrees; soon after she heard a violent noise, like two or three doors clapping to with
great force. Though unaccustomed to fear, she could not help trembling. She felt some
inclination to call up Joseph, she then recollected Albert was in the next room; she
knocked at the wainscot and called Albert! No answer was made. She got out of bed,
and throwing on a loose gown, took her candle, and, opening the door of the next
apartment, went up to the bed; she saw he was buried under the clothes. “Albert, (said
she) do not be afraid, ’tis your mistress with a light;” he then ventured to raise himself,
and though but little inclined to mirth, he could not refrain from smiling at the fright he
was in; the drops of perspiration run down his face, his eyes were starting, and he was
incapable of speaking for some time. “Pray, Albert, (said his lady) have you heard any
particular noise?” “Noise, (repeated he) O Lord! all the ghosts have been together to
frighten me.” “Here—where, (asked she) in this room?” “I believe so, (he replied;) in
this or the next I am sure they were; there was a score or two in chains, then there was
groans and cries: but pray, madam, leave the candle a minute at the door, I will throw on
my clothes and get down into the kitchen and never come up stairs again.” “Well, but,
Albert (said she) I must stay in my room, have you more cause for fear than I have?”
“No, madam, thank God, I never did harm to man, woman or child.” “Then take
courage, Albert, I will light your candle, and as I shall be in the next apartment, and will
leave my door open, you may either call to me or go down stairs, if you are a second
time alarmed.” It was with reluctance he obeyed, and repeatedly desired the doors might
remain open.

The lady retired to her room, for some time hesitating whether she should dress
herself or go into bed, she at length threw herself down in her night gown, but could not
sleep. Strange and various were her conjectures respecting the lights she had seen, and
the unaccountable noises she had heard; she was not surprised that the weak minds of
the old people should be terrified, or that Albert, who was likewise far advanced in
years, above sixty, should shrink from alarms which had given her a momentary terror;
but as she did not suffer her mind to dwell on the causes being supernatural, she
conceived there must be some mystery which, on the following day, if her health
permitted, she resolved, if possible, to explore. Towards morning she fell into a
profound sleep, undisturbed by groans or noises of any sort.

Albert, who, by his terror and apprehensions of seeing those ghosts that had so
greatly frightened him, was prevented from sleeping, got up the moment day appeared
and crept down stairs, where he was soon after joined by Joseph. “How have you slept,
my good friend? (asked he.)” “Slept! (replied the other;) why, who could sleep, d’ye
think, when chains were rattling, ghosts roaring and groaning, doors banging with
violence enough to shake the foundation of the walls? Lord help me, I would not live in
such a place—no, not to be master of the whole estate.” “Aye, I knew how it would be,
(said Joseph;) it’s always the same business when any body comes here to sleep; we
never hear any noise else.” “Why, then your ghosts are very rude unsociable folks,
(answered Albert) for strangers can do them no hurt, and there’s room enough, me
thinks, in this great house for them to have their merriments, without coming to frighten
honest travellers, that never desire to interrupt them.” “I don’t know how it is, (replied
Joseph) but as to merriment, sure there can be none in groans and cries, and they do say
that cruel wicked deeds have been done in this castle, and I suppose the poor souls can’t
lay quiet.” “Dear me, (cries Albert) I wish my mistress may be well enough to go farther, though, poor soul, she doesn’t know where to go to, that’s true.” “Poor lady, that’s bad indeed; has she no parents, nor husband, nor uncles, nor aunts, nor——” “Yes, yes, (said Albert, interrupting him) she has some relations, but what of that, better she had none, I believe, for her——O, here comes Bertha.” On her entrance the good morrows and enquiries were repeated; Bertha expressed her sorrow for the lady, and immediately ascended the stairs to see if she was not frightened out of her wits by such a cruel disturbance.

She soon returned with the lady, and breakfast being quickly set before her, she endeavoured to eat, but her appetite was so indifferent as to cause great pain to the friendly Bertha.

Joseph mounted his favorite beast and repaired to the town, that he might procure necessaries for his family, superior to what he had bought the day before. After his departure, and that Albert was gone to look after his horse, the fair stranger demanded of Bertha if she could give her any account of the owners of the castle. “Why, madam, (answered she) the present lord of this estate is—a ye, his name is Count Wolfenbach; he married a very handsome lady at Vienna, and brought her here; it was then a beautiful place, very unlike such as it be now; but howsoever they say he was very jealous, and behaved very ill to the poor lady, and locked her up, and there she was brought to bed, and the child was taken from her, and so she died, and ‘twas said the child died, and so every body believes ‘tis their ghosts that make such dismal noises in the castle, for soon after my Lord the Count went away, and Joseph, who worked under the gardener, was ordered to take care of the house; and I lived then under the cook, so we married: all the other servants were discharged, and so we have lived here ever since. My Lord came here once or twice, but the ghosts made such a noise he could not stay. Several gentry have slept here at times, but no body would stay a second night, and so we have all to ourselves by day, and the ghosts, or what they be, have got all the rooms by night, and then they be quiet enough.” “Pray, (interrogated the lady) can I walk through the rooms and examine the opposite wing?” “To be sure, madam, you can, if you be so bold, but neither I nor Joseph ever goes there, because that’s the part where the poor Countess died.” “How many years ago was it?” “Near eighteen, my lady; for next Christmas we have been married so many years, and I was fifty-three and Joseph fifty-two when we came together; not very young, to be sure, what of that, we live very comfortable, only a little lonely or so.” “Well, (said her guest) I shall be glad to walk through all the apartments.” “I will attend you, madam, except to the other side, there I never goes.”

After breakfast was over, the lady and Bertha walked up stairs; they went through several fine apartments, the furniture rich though old fashioned; one hung with family portraits she was particularly pleased with; two attracted her attention greatly, which Bertha told her, she had heard say, were the present Count and his late lady.

After going through the body of the house they came to the doors that led to the other wing: “Now, for goodness sake, dear madam, don’t go no farther, for as sure as you are alive, here the ghosts live, for Joseph says he often sees lights and hears strange things.” “My good friend, (replied the lady) you may return, but I certainly will look into those rooms,” “O, pray good, your ladyship, don’t go now.” She persisted however in her determination, and on Bertha’s leaving her she opened the door which led to a
gallery, and a handsome stair-case, on the right hand she saw a suite of four rooms, all well furnished, two as bed-rooms, one handsome sitting room, the other a library, well filled with books, in handsome cases; these two last rooms, she observed, exactly fronted the one on the opposite side, where she had slept. Having examined those apartments, she saw, on the other side of the gallery, two other doors; these, on trial, she found locked. She then returned and went down the stair-case; after the first landing place the windows where shut, and when she came to the bottom she entered a hall, in which were three doors; one she attempted to open, immediately a murmuring noise was heard, and the instant she opened the door, another at the end of the room was shut to with great violence. The lady for a moment stood suspended; she trembled, and deliberated whether she should return or not; but recovering resolution, she entered; a candle was burning on a table; this convinced her the inhabitants were alive, however, and going to the door, she said aloud, “Whoever resides in this apartment need not be under any apprehensions from the intrusion of an unfortunate woman, whom distress has driven to this castle, and only a melancholy kind of curiosity has induced her to explore a part of it proscribed by every one.”

She had scarcely uttered these words when the door opened, and a lady, attended by an elderly woman, appeared. Both started; but the visitor, in a confused manner, apologized for her intrusion. The other taking her hand, placed her in a chair. “Perhaps, madam, (said she) this may prove the happiest day of my life, and I may rejoice that your curiosity and courage is superior to those terrors by which others have been intimidated.” “At least, madam, you will do me the justice to believe (answered the lady) that I would not have been guilty of this intrusion, had I known these apartments were really inhabited, but be assured, madam, your secret is perfectly safe with me.” “I do not doubt it, (replied the other;) your countenance is a letter of recommendation to every heart.” She then ordered her attendant to bring some refreshments, which consisted of biscuits and fruits.

The woman being withdrawn, the lady of the house said, “However, madam, I may rejoice in seeing a female of your appearance, I cannot help lamenting that one so young should know sorrow, or be driven to seek an asylum in such a melancholy place as this castle.” “I am indeed, madam, an object of pity, (replied the other) without friends, a home, or one acquaintance to soothe my sorrows. I have fled from oppression and infamy, unknowing where to direct my steps, or what will become of me.” “Surely, (said the former lady) heaven directed your steps here, that we might communicate comfort to each other; griefs, when divided become less poignant; I have known years of sorrow, yet I still support life in a feeble hope of one day being restored to happiness.” “Alas! (replied the other) not one shadow of hope can I derive from either past or future prospects; and as I have intruded thus upon you, madam, it is but fit you should know who and what I am. I was born, as I have been told, at Fribourg, and lost both my parents in my infancy. My birth was noble, but my fortune very trifling. The first thing I can remember was a gentleman who I was taught to call uncle, an elderly woman his housekeeper, and a young girl attendant on me; we lived in the country, about three miles from any town or village. As I grew up masters were hired to attend me, and by their skill and my own attention, having nothing to divert my mind from my studies, I became tolerably accomplished at twelve years of age, when my masters were discharged. We received no company; a few gentlemen called now and then, but those I never saw. My uncle was exceedingly fond of me; his name was Mr. Weimar, mine Matilda Weimar. Our ancestors, he said, had been Counts, and persons of high rank and
fortunes, but by war and prodigality, they had been reduced to comparative poverty; therefore it was fortunate for me he had never been married. I think I am naturally affectionate and grateful, yet I never felt any degree of either for my uncle; and, young as I was, have frequently taken myself to task when I found a repugnance to return his caresses. I devoted my whole time to my studies; my uncle, when I was about fifteen, having some property in France, was compelled, by the failure of a house, to go there in person: at first he talked of taking me with him, but changed his mind, and gave me in charge to his housekeeper and an old servant called Albert, with strict orders I should never go beyond the walls belonging to his castle. Nothing could exceed the tenderness of his behaviour at parting, and for the first time in my life I was affected; I returned his embraces and shed some tears. “Ah! Matilda, (said he) are you indeed sorry I should leave you?” “I am, indeed,”(I replied.) “Then you shall go with me, (cried he, eagerly; but striking his forehead, he exclaimed,) “No! that will not do; dear Matilda, my sweet niece, keep yourself retired, apply to your studies, I shall soon return, and, I hope, make you the happiest of women.”I felt at that moment real gratitude and affection; I promised strictly to obey his commands, and by my endeavours to improve my mind, deserve his love and esteem.He quitted me with extreme reluctance, and for several days I found the want of his company and conversation, but by degrees I grew reconciled, and as Agatha and Albert were respectable and intelligent persons, for their stations in life; I made them both my friends and companions. This was really the happiest period of my life; I was capable of amusing myself with music and drawing, in the evening I walked in the garden and adjoining wood with Agatha, returned with a good appetite, and slept quietly. My uncle remained in France near nine months, he constantly wrote to me, and I was punctual in my answers; at the end of that period he returned; I was overjoyed to see him, but the pleasure I felt and expressed fell very short of the rapture and transport with which he embraced and praised me; he dwelt on the improvement in my person with such delight, that I felt confused and uneasy; the attention which used to give me pleasure now was painful, and I repulsed his caresses involuntarily. He told me he had brought me a present of some books and drawings, both of which he knew would be acceptable to me; I acknowledged his kindness with an apparent gratitude, yet I was in reality but little thankful, though I could not account for the increasing coldness of my behaviour. After a hasty supper I retired to bed, notwithstanding his wishes to detain me, and after I was alone I began to reflect on my conduct, so cold and thankless, towards so kind an uncle, whose affection for me seemed greatly increased. I was displeased with my own reflections, and resolved to behave better to him the following day.

“The next morning I rose early; my uncle was not up, Agatha met me going into the garden. “My dear Miss, (said she) you were very shy and unkind to your uncle last night; the good man loves you dearly, and ‘tis not your business to be shewing him such slights, I can tell you.” Though conscious I was wrong I was amazed at the freedom of her observations, as she was not much in the room with us; I therefore made some trifling answer and pursued my walk.

“It was plain my uncle had taken notice of my coldness and complained to her: I was mortified and vexed; after taking two or three turns I went into the house, and met my uncle in the breakfast room; I assumed the kindest manner possible in my salutations to him, and I saw he was highly gratified by it.He produced his books and drawings, the latter were very beautiful, but the attitudes and want of decent drapery confused and hurt me, for although I had never received any particular lessons on
delicacy or modesty, yet there is that innate virtuous principle within us, that shrinks involuntarily from any thing tending to violate that sense of decency we are all, I believe, born with; I therefore could not examine them with the accuracy I wished, much less praise them, as I saw he expected. “Are they not exquisite pieces?”(demanded he.) “They are very fine drawings, I believe, Sir, but I think the subjects of them are exceptionable.” “My dear girl, (he replied, laughing,) you know nothing of the world; whoever excepts against the subjects of drawings, or the attitudes of statues? ‘tis the execution and proportions that attract our notice, and I assure you, my little prude, there is nothing objectionable in any point of view, in those drawings before you, nor in the books, which are now most in repute among the fashionable circles in France.”

“Though my reason was not convinced I made no further scruples, but thanked him for his attention to my amusement, and, breakfast over, retired to my own apartment, having my presents carried there, that I might examine them at my leisure.

“From this time my uncle’s behaviour was to me unaccountable, he was for ever seeking opportunities to caress me, his language was expressive of the utmost fondness, he praised my person in such glowing colours as sometimes filled me with confusion. In short, madam, not to tire you, within three moths after his return I began to be extremely uneasy at freedoms I scarce knew how to repulse. One morning after dressing I went into the garden, a thing unusual with me at that hour, and going round a serpentine walk, which led to a summer-house, I thought I heard voices there; I stopt at the back of it, which, as well as the front, had a door that opened into the garden, and plainly heard Agatha’s voice, saying, “I tell you, Sir, there is no other way, send Albert off for a few days, or turn him off at once, for he loves Miss Matilda as if she were his own child, and therefore we must get rid of him; but you are so long settling your mind—get into her room at night when she’s asleep, I’ll take care nobody comes there, or tell her roundly at once you are not an uncle to her—I would not longer stand upon ceremony.” “Well, Agatha, I’ll take your advice, and dispatch Albert to-morrow, and the next night I will be happy.” You may suppose, madam, I was scarcely able to support myself. Having heard thus far I tottered from the summer house, and got into the shrubbery, where I threw myself on the ground, and preserved myself from fainting by a copious flood of tears.

“Overwhelmed by my own reflections, without a friend or habitation to fly to for protection, uncertain whether this man was really my uncle or not, yet convinced he had the most diabolical designs against me, and that in his house I could not be safe: it is impossible to describe my feelings and distress; at length I arose and recollected what the horrid woman had said of Albert, it was my only resource. I walked from the garden towards the stables; most fortunately I met him coming from them. “Albert, (said I, hastily) I wish to speak with you, follow me into the park.” The man looked surprised— “Me, Miss—I follow you?” “Yes, immediately.”(I replied.) I walked quickly to the park, he came after me; when out of sight of the house I turned to him—“Albert, do you love me? are you willing to serve me?” “Aye, that I will, dear Miss, to the last drop of my blood.” I then, without losing time, told him the plot designed against me, and what was determined with respect to himself. The good creature was struck dumb with surprise, but recovering himself, “By my soul, (cried he) I will save and serve you whilst I have breath, from such devils. My dear young lady, be easy, I have a sister who lives at Lucerne, she will be proud to serve you; ‘tis a long journey, but never fear, you
can ride behind me, as you have often done in sport: I’ll manage the business to-night, never fear—get up a little early in the morning and meet me here.” We then concerted our whole plan, and I returned to the house with a lighter heart, and got to my apartment unobserved. I was soon after summoned to dinner; when I saw my uncle I turned faint, he flew to me with tenderness—“My dear Matilda, are you ill?” “Only a sick head-ach,” (I replied, disengaging myself from him, and sitting down.) “I fear you have been reading too much.” “Very likely, Sir; I shall be better by and bye,” was my answer. I could eat but little, yet I tried to do it, and also to rally my spirits to avoid suspicion. When Albert was removing the cloth, “I have a great favour to ask your Honour.” “What is it Albert?” (said my uncle.) “Why, Sir, I have got a sister married at a village near Lausanne, and the poor soul does so long to see me, that if you could spare me for a week, I should be mightily obliged to you?” “For a week! (replied his master, pleasure dancing in his eyes) you may set off to-morrow and stay a fortnight, it cannot be less time, to give you any comfort with your friends.” The poor fellow bowed his thanks and withdrew.

“I now exulted in our prospect of success in my deliverance: I grew more cheerful, my uncle was tender and affectionate; I bore his caresses without any repulses, but left the room soon as possible. I employed myself in packing a few necessaries in a small portmanteau, with what little valuables I had, and was tolerably supplied with money, as I thought, knowing little of the expences of a journey. I did not go to bed, and at about four in the morning, when the whole house was buried in sleep, I took my portmanteau, and with some difficulty carried it down stairs, opened the doors with the greatest precaution, and to my no small joy, found Albert walking upon the green; he took my load from me, and, without speaking, led the way to the stables, fastened on the portmanteau, and getting me behind him, we rode off as fast as possible. Previous to my quitting the room the preceding evening, I desired my uncle not to wait breakfast for me, as I believed I should scarcely rise sooner than ten, as I had not slept well the night before; I therefore thought we should have some hours start of any pursuit, and we proceeded on to Lucerne, the very opposite road from Lausanne, where Albert had asked permission to go to. After a tedious and painful journey we got safe to Lucerne. Alas! how great was our disappointment; this sister, on whose protection I relied, had been dead three weeks, and her little shop and stock given to a young woman who lived with her, and only a small legacy left to Albert. What now was to be done? The mistress of the house humanely offered me a bed for a night or two; vexation and fatigue compelled me to accept the offer: my poor fellow traveller was more affected than myself. We consulted what was next to be done; he then recollected he had a relation at Zurich, and proposed my going on there. He said it was a good city, and some way or other, doubtless, I might procure a living by my talents. Small as this hope was I had no alternative but to embrace it, and the next morning we pursued our journey; the day before yesterday was the second day of our travelling from Zurich. The storm came on just before our entrance into the wood, we took shelter for some time, but the trees getting thoroughly wet, and the night setting in, we rode through it, in the hope of meeting some friendly cottage; we were fortunate to our wishes, and by the inhabitantas of that cottage we were conducted to this castle.”

She then proceeded to relate the conversation she had heard, relative to its being haunted, with her terror of the preceding night, and determination to explore every apartment in the castle.
“I hope, madam, (added Matilda) the relation I have given, though tedious and little interesting to you, will apologize for my abrupt intrusion here.” “Dearest madam, (answered the Lady of the Castle) can you think it possible I should be uninterested for a situation like yours? Young, new to the world, with uncommon attractions, without friends or protectors, surely misfortunes have taken an early hold in your destiny; but do not despair, my young lady, Providence never forsakes the virtuous, but in its own good time will relieve us from every difficulty; an assurance of that truth has supported me under the bitterest calamities, and though I am at present dead to the world, I flatter myself I may be of some service to you, but do not think of quitting this castle yet; happy should I think myself if I could enjoy your society always, but 'tis a selfish wish and shall not be indulged, however our confidence ought to be reciprocal, and you shall know, in part, the peculiar distresses which have driven me to this asylum, though my confidence must be limited from restrictions I dare not break through.” “I fear, madam (answered Matilda) however eager my curiosity and anxiety may be awakened by your uncommon situation, I must for the present postpone the gratification of it; my long absence will, I am sure, cause much trouble to my hospitable entertainers, and therefore 'tis time I should return.” “Well then, (said the lady) when may I hope to see you again?” “After dinner, madam, I will attend you.” “I shall think every minute an hour till then, (replied the lady.)” They parted with mutual regret. Matilda carefully shut the doors, and returned to Bertha's apartments, with a lighter heart and a dawn of hope.

On her entrance into the kitchen the good creature clasped her hands and shouted for joy; “O good God be thanked, (said she) that I see you once again; my dear lady, where have you been and what have you seen?” “An excellent library of books, (replied Matilda.)” “And did you see no ghosts, nor hear no noises?” “I saw no ghosts, but I certainly did hear noises.” “Lord have mercy upon us! and so, had you courage to stay?” “Yes, I stayed to view the apartments, but I was a little frightened, I must confess.” “O, dear heart, but I hope you won't go again.” “Indeed I shall, (said Matilda) I intend to sit there very often, and shall borrow some books to bring home with me.” “O, madam, don’t be so hardy, who knows what mischief may come of it one day.” “I have no fears, good Bertha; if we perform our duties towards God and man, Providence will always preserve us from evil.” “Ah! Lord, madam, you talk so good; I am sure I never did hurt to any body, nor Joseph neither, and when no company comes here we be as quiet as lambs, and yet methinks I do wish for folks sometimes, because you know 'tis very lonely—but will you have your bed made below stairs to-night?” “No, (replied Matilda) I will sleep in the same room, I have no apprehensions at all now.” Bertha wondered at the lady's courage, but said nothing.

Albert had before this requested to sleep below, for as they were ghosts of quality, who never condescended to visit kitchens, he thought himself perfectly safe on the ground floor.

When dinner was over, Matilda said she should go to the library and fetch some books. Bertha looked quite woe begone, but was silent: not so Albert, who had been informed of the perilous adventure his young mistress had undergone in the morning; he besought her, with tears in his eyes, not to trust herself again in the haunted rooms. “If any harm betides you, madam, I shall be a poor miserable fellow for the short remnant of my days.” “Be not uneasy, my friend Albert, no ghosts can hurt me; 'tis the living only I fear, not the dead; assure yourself I shall return in perfect safety.”
Saying this she went up stairs, leaving Bertha and Albert under great consternation. “Well, the Lord love her, (said the former) she must be a pure good creature to have so much courage—I hope no harm will come on’t.” “I hope so too, (cried Albert, wiping his eyes.) She is the best sweetest tempered young lady that ever lived;—ah! I little thought to have seen such a day as this for her.”

Whilst these two worthy creatures were expatiating upon her praise, Matilda pursued her way to the Lady of the Castle, who was expecting her with impatience, and warmly embraced her upon her entrance. “How mortifying the reflection, (said the lady, leading her visitant to a chair) that the unexpected happiness I enjoy must be purchased so dearly as by your peace of mind; what delight should I feel in your society, if distress and misfortune had not driven you here!” “Believe me, madam, (answered Matilda) your presence and conversation have greatly alleviated those sorrows which oppress my heart; and if my company should be productive of pleasure to you, I shall feel much less regret for the causes which compelled me to seek this castle as an asylum for an unhappy orphan, though but a temporary one only.” “Ah! my dear young lady (replied the other) you are but young in the school of affliction; you can look forward with hope, you can feel only for yourself, and, God forbid, you should ever know the sorrows of a wife and mother, who knows not but that she is childless and cut off for ever from those endearing ties.” “O, madam (cried Matilda, interrupting her) forgive me that I have revived such terrible images to your mind; let not my curiosity occasion such painful ideas, at least we enjoy the present hour with mutual satisfaction, and defer you painful recital ‘till another day.” “Charming girl, (said the lady) I accept the delay you offer me, and am happy that I can assure you of an asylum whenever you grow tired of this castle. I have a sister in France, married to the Marquis de Melfort, she is one of the best of women; she is no stranger to my situation and has repeatedly wished me to come into the world and reside with her, but I have powerful reasons for refusing, though she is the dearest friend I have on earth, and I am certain will rejoice to offer you an accommodation in her house, and a place in her heart, as she has no children to engage her attention.” Matilda made the warmest acknowledgements for this kind offer, but said, unaccustomed as she was to the busy world, she was apprehensive Paris would be the last place she ought to reside in, particularly as her uncle might go there, having property and friends in that city, and she might run the hazard of being discovered.

Whilst she was speaking the lady’s attendant entered with a letter, “Joseph has just brought this, my lady.” “Joseph! (repeated Matilda, involuntarily.) “Yes, (said the lady, smiling) your friend Joseph is my friend also; this letter is from my sister—but bid our old friend step in.” Joseph entered, but started back with surprise when he beheld Matilda seated quietly in the room.—“Good Lord! (cried he) how came young madam here?” “This lady’s courage, you see, has penetrated through our secret, and now we have no occasion for any reserve before her, she will as carefully guard it from your wife as you do.” “Lord! I am sure (answered Joseph) it goes to my heart to keep any thing from poor Bertha, she is such a good creature, but women’s tongues will blab sometimes, to be sure, and as I have sworn to your ladyship, God forbid I should break my oath, though often and often I have longed to tell my wife.” “However, Joseph (said the lady, gravely) I depend upon your honesty and oath.” “You have nothing to fear, my lady, eighteen years practice has learnt me to hold my tongue; have you any further commands?” The lady replying in the negative, he made his bow and retired.
“That man is a faithful good creature, I owe my life to him; I know nothing of his wife, though I am told she is a worthy woman; but as a secret should never, if possible, be trusted to chance or accident, I made him swear not to reveal mine, without permission from me.” Matilda express her satisfaction that the lady had such a faithful servant, and taking a book from the table, requested she would open her letter.

This being complied with, she presently exclaimed, “Alas! my brother and sister are going within a month to England, perhaps to stay some time; yet why should I grieve at that, they cannot come to me.” Then reading on, she again cried out, “My dear Miss Weimar, if you will accept of my sister’s protection, it is now at your service: hear what she says, after expressing her regret that I cannot be of her party, “I wish I could meet with some amiable female companion, to take the tour of England with me, there are so few of one’s acquaintance that are desirable as intimate friends, that nothing can be more difficult than to obtain such a one as I am anxious to have: young ones we cannot meet with, and I cannot bear the idea of being plagued with the ridiculous fopperies of an old coquet; for I am not yet so much of a French woman as to think there is no difference in ages, and that a fine dressed and high coloured lady, though near to her grand climacteric, shall be indulged in all the expectations of youth and beauty.”

“Now, my dear Miss, you are exactly the lady that will suit my sister; it is not proper, at your age, that you should be buried here, otherwise it would be the greatest felicity in the world for me to enjoy your conversation.” “I certainly, madam, (answered Matilda) should think myself most fortunate in attending the Marchioness, but indeed my finances are so slender, and the necessaries I have are so trifling that I am unable to take a journey of consequence. When I left my uncle’s house I was so entirely ignorant of travelling expences, that I conceived I had plenty of money to last a considerable time, but I find myself much mistaken; my little stock is considerably diminished, and I must try, by my industry, soon to support poor Albert as well as myself.” “I am happy, (returned the lady) that I can obviate some of your objections. I have a large store of linen I never can wear in this place; I have a good deal of money by me, for I do not spend half the income allowed me; you must—you shall do me the favour to accept my little assistance, as from a mother to her child, I will not be denied.” “Your goodness, madam, (said Matilda) overpowers me, but, alas! poor Albert, I cannot forsake him.” “Nor shall you, my dear young lady; a faithful servant like him is an acquisition to any family: my sister, I am persuaded, will rejoice to receive him; tell me, therefore, you accept of my proposal, and I will write instantly: we shall then know when it will be absolutely necessary you should join her, that I may not be too soon deprived of the pleasure I now enjoy. I shall leave it to yourself to acquaint her, or not, as you please, with your story, “tis sufficient I recommend you as a friend of mine.” Matilda could form no objection to this kind offer in her desperate circumstances; and whilst she amused herself with a book, the lady wrote her letter, and having read it previous to its delivery to Joseph, her young friend express her warmest acknowledgements for the favourable manner in which she was mentioned in it. This business settled, the lady took her into the next apartment, the windows of which were also closed. “This room (said she) opens into the garden, where I walk occasionally of an evening, when not liable to observation. In these drawers, my dear Miss, there are plenty of necessaries, all at your service; to-morrow we will examine them.” “I cannot find language, madam, to express my gratitude.” “Do not attempt it, be assured your acceptance of my little assistance is a sufficient return for what you consider as an obligation. But pray tell me
how you came to venture visiting these apartments, which are generally believed to be haunted?" "As I never had my mind occupied by any ideas of ghosts, (answered Matilda) and could not conceive any actions of my life had subjected me to the terror of supernatural visitations, I believed there must be some other cause for the appearance of lights which I traced in the windows above, and for the noise I heard in the night, though I confess the latter did terrify me; I resolved therefore to visit these rooms, although I was told in one of them there was blood on the floor and horrid inscriptions on the windows." "Your information was true, (answered the lady, with a sigh she could not suppress) it is the room above which answers the description you have heard; another day, when I have related my melancholy story, you shall see it. I am much pleased with your courage, which proceeded from a right principle: when the mind is conscious of no evil actions, nor any deviations from rectitude, there is no cause for fear or apprehensions in a thinking sensible person, and I hope, my dear Miss Weimar, you will never want resolution on similar occasions; judge always for yourself, and never be guided by the opinions of weak minds." "You are very good, madam, (replied Matilda) inavouring me with your approbation; I shall think myself particularly fortunate if you will condescend to instruct me, for it is with shame I confess, more attention has been paid to external accomplishments than to the cultivation of my mind, or any information respecting those principles of virtue a young woman ought early to be acquainted with."

"You are truly good and amiable, (said the lady;) born with sentiments of virtue, and natural understanding pointed out the right path to happiness, pursue it through life, ever remember it is better to suffer from the follies or vices of others than to feel self-condemnation from a sense of your own: the one, time and patience may subdue, or at least blunt the sharp edge that wounds you; but, for the other there is no consolation, self-reproach admits no healing balm, that can enable us to stem the torrent of oppression, or the evils which arise from our own misconduct. You will pardon the freedom you have invited, my good young lady; when you know my story, you will find I am qualified to speak on the subject from very painful lessons, which I pray heaven you may ever be a stranger to". She now took her hand and led her to the other room, where refreshments and pleasing conversation made the two hours Matilda passed the most pleasing she had ever known. When she took leave they parted with regret, and proposed meeting at an early hour the following day; when the lady promised to relate the events that had compelled her to a seclusion from the world, and the motives which induced her to alarm every stranger that came to the Castle.

Matilda stept into the library, and selecting two or three books, returned to her friendly hostess, whose surprise and pleasure seemed equally gratified by seeing her in safety. Joseph came in soon after; he looked with increased respect and kindness, but was entirely silent as to their meeting in the lady’s apartment.

When the hour of retiring came, Matilda repaired to her room with great cheerfulness, and when Albert, with tears, entreated her to sleep below, she replied, “You may, my good Albert, if you chuse; but I shall sleep perfectly quiet above stairs; be under no apprehensions for me, (added she, smiling) I am no longer a stranger, and have not the smallest apprehensions of being molested this night.” She took up her candle and left them.

“Well, (cried Bertha) the Lord be good unto her, for sure she is the best and most courageous lady I ever saw in my life; I believe it would kill me if any harm was to happen to such a sweet creature.”
All now retired to rest, and Albert thought himself quite safe on the ground floor from the quality ghosts.

In the morning they met with great satisfaction; every one eagerly demanded of Matilda if she had slept undisturbed; she assured them she had, and was greatly refreshed. This account pleased them all. Albert went out to assist Joseph in the garden; and his mistress was preparing to visit her friend, when Jaqueline made her appearance from the kitchen with Bertha. Matilda was extremely glad to see the good woman, enquired after Pierre, and thanked her for the good accommodations she had procured for her in the Castle. “Dear me, (said Jaqueline) you cannot think how glad I am to see you, my lady; I was a-coming yesterday, but I was busy washing, and, Lord help me, this morning before day I was a-frightened out of my wits, for I heard some horses galloping by the door, and I thought I heard this lady screaming most piteously; so, says I, dear heart, Pierre, I am afraid some mischief has happened to young madam, so I’ll be sure to go to the Castle when I have hung out my clothes; so Pierre he went to sell wood, and I made all haste here, and glad to my heart I am to see you all safe.”

Matilda thanked the friendly woman for her attention, and after a little chat left the two gossips together, and hastened to the lady, telling them she was going to sit in the library. She crossed the apartment and descended the stairs, saw the lady’s room open, and walked in; no one was there, but a great appearance of disorder in the room, one of the stools thrown down, a candle on the floor, another burning on the table, and several things scattered about: she was surprised—she knocked, she called, she had no answer. Terrified beyond expression, she ventured into the other room, where the bed was; it was empty, but had the appearance of being laid on; a little cabinet, which stood on the drawers, was open and emptied of its contents. She returned; she went through the several rooms that were open, all were desolate; she once more went back to the ground floor. The candle was nearly extinguished, she took up and lighted the other, and, on looking round, she saw the door that opened from the bed room into the garden was a jar, and on trial it opened; she then readily conceived the lady must have been carried away through the garden, but by whom it was impossible to guess; robbers would never have incommoded themselves with females. She came in and was about to shut the garden door, when she thought the sound of footsteps reached her ears—she trembled and stopt, presently a door, the opposite side of the bed, opened, and Joseph appeared: she was overjoyed—he looked surprised; “O, Joseph, (cried she) what is become of our lady?” Astonished at the question, the poor fellow repeated her words, and added, “Good Lord, madam, has not your ladyship seen her?” “No, (replied she:) I have searched every room in vain, and found this garden door open.” “O, she is carried off then (cried he) and we are all undone—O, my dear, dear lady, you are betrayed at last.” Tears burst from his aged eyes; Matilda sunk into a chair, overcome with sorrow, “But, (said she, when able to speak) how could any one enter, there is no door forced?” “Yes, madam, there is, (answered Joseph) I found the kitchen door burst off its hinges, and came in trembling for fear of what had happened.” “From whence could any one come into the kitchen?” “Why, madam, there is a private passage underground, from the garden to the under apartments, which is unknown to every body, as I thought, but to the lady and myself; but it must be discovered by somebody, and we are all undone. Hasten, madam, out of this place, I will fasten up the doors and follow you.” “Joseph (said Matilda) can you meet me in the garden by and bye, I wish to speak with you.” “Directly after dinner, madam, I will wait upon your ladyship; I will look about a little, I
think no one will come here in the open day." Matilda retired, with trembling limbs and a beating heart, to her own apartment; here she ruminated on what had happened to her friend so recently gained, and so irrevocably lost—"Alas! poor lady (said she) who knows what evils she may have to encounter with; a stranger as I am to her story, I have no clue to guide me who may have carried her off, or by whom the cruel action was committed; doubtless it must have been her cries that alarmed Jaqueline—What will become of me? how are all my flattering prospects vanished?" With these bitter reflections she passed the hours 'till dinner time came; she then went down, but with a countenance so altered, that Bertha started back and cried out, "O, for a certain young madam has seen something and been frightened!" Albert looked with anxious curiosity, "Be not uneasy, my good friends, (said she;) I assure you neither ghosts nor noises have terrified me, but I am not very well; after dinner perhaps I may be better." "Heaven send it" (cried Bertha.) Albert joined in the wish; and Matilda, affected by their kindness, went into the parlour, where her dinner was served up, not in state or profusion indeed, but good wild fowls, eggs, sallads, and fruit. She waited impatiently until she thought Joseph had nearly dined, and then walked towards the garden; in a little time Joseph joined her, and walking before, conducted her to a distant part of it, where a small arbour in a shrubbery appeared almost chokeed with weeds; he led her into it, she sat down—"Now, Joseph, for heaven's sake, tell me every thing about the dear lady." "That I cannot do, (replied Joseph, shaking his head;) my oath will not permit me; but underneath this stone (said he, stamping his foot) is an underground passage, one end of which goes to that part of the castle, and opens into a private place behind the kitchen; the other end goes through to the end of the wood, I believe, for I never had courage to go so far on, but this morning, when I went down the passage, and came round, I found both doors forced off their hinges below, and was much afraid to come up, where I found you, madam: who it is that has been so wicked, I can only guess, and Lord have mercy on the poor lady, I fear no good will come to her." "But how come the garden door open; could they convey her through that into the road?" "Yes, (replied Joseph) that was the way, for after you went up stairs I went into the garden and the great gate, at the end, was unbolted just at the end of the wood, and I do suppose they had horses waiting there, or a carriage. The few jewels my poor lady had is taken from her little chest, but there are no locks broken on the drawers, and her pockets are left behind, on a stool, with every thing in them; 'twas no robbers, my lady, I fear." "I fear so too, (answered Matilda, with a deep sigh;) I dread that she is fallen into worse hands—" "Into worse than I fear has got her, (said Joseph) she cannot be fallen—Lord how I rejoiced she had got your ladyship with her." "Aye, Joseph (resumed Matilda) I grieve for her and feel my own loss;—Do you know her sister the Marchioness?'" "I saw her once after my lady was married; they say she is very happy—God help us, 'twas n't so here." "Your lady has wrote to the Marchioness relative to me; did not you take a letter yesterday?" "Yes, my lady, and if there be any answer to it I shall be sure to have it, and you may open it, you know, because the good lady never wrote to any one else." Poor Matilda knew not what to do; she was desirous of staying 'till this answer arrived. She was anxious to explore those apartments that were locked, and after some hesitation asked Joseph if he would meet her there, to-morrow morning. "Ay, sure, that I will (returned he) and as I left the lamps burning in the passage, if you like, I will go down this way with you now." "No, (said she) not now; I will meet you to-morrow in the library, and we may return this way, for I own I should like to see it, though 'tis plain the passage must be known."
They now separated, and Matilda found no possibility of gratifying her curiosity, Joseph’s oath being against her, and she too much respected her friend to urge a violation of it on any grounds.

She returned to her apartment and amused herself for a short time with a book; but the agitation of her mind would not admit of entertainment; she threw it aside and called for Albert; he instantly attended her. “My good friend, (said she) I propose remaining here a week or ten days, perhaps not so long, to refresh myself; how far are we from Zurich?” “About a day and a half’s journey, not much more.” “Well then, Albert, we will wait a few days until I am more in health, unless you are very anxious to get there.” “Me, my dear young lady, Lord bless you, I want to go only on your account, it’s all one to me where I am, if you are safe.” Matilda was pleased at this answer and express her gratitude for his kindness in such terms as brought tears into his eyes. “God bless you, madam, I’ll go with you all the world over.” He bowed and retired. “Good creature! (exclaimed Matilda) heaven has blest you with an honest feeling heart; how much superior are thy sentiments to those of better understanding and cultivated talents, when their minds are depraved by the indulgence of irregular passions!”

She sought to compose her spirits, and wait with patience for the expected letter, which she thought must determine her future destiny. She had recommended to Albert not to stir from the house, lest he might be seen by any one that knew him in passing the road, which caution she observed herself.

The following morning after breakfast she repaired to the library; ah! thought she, what transport, if I should find the dear lady returned! But no such happiness awaited her; she entered the apartments with a beating heart, and remained near ten minutes in the library before Joseph made his appearance. “Well, Joseph, (said she, hastily, on his entering the room) how are things below stairs?” “All the same as they were yesterday, madam; the doors were fast, and every thing as I left them.” “I have a very great desire, (said she) to see that room where the inscriptions are, and which I find is locked up, can you open it?” “Yes, I can; the key is below, but if I may speak my mind, I think you had better not go.” “Why so, (demanded she.) “Why, because, to my thinking, it’s a dismal place, and will put me in mind of sad doings.” “You make me more curious—pray indulge me, Joseph?” “Well, madam, I’ll go with you, but ‘tis sore against my mind.” He went down, and soon returned with two keys, but with evident reluctance in his countenance; “I believe one of these is the key (said he;) there used to hang three upon the peg, the other is gone, or left in the closet door perhaps yet: I don’t think my lady ever came up to open these rooms.” Whilst he was talking he was trying the keys; neither of them would open the first door, the second he unlocked presently; they entered; it was a dressing room, handsomely furnished; they tried the door which opened into the other room, it was fastened on the inside. “This is very strange, (said Joseph;) I will go down again and see if I can find the other key, if you are not afraid to stay alone.” “Not in the least.”(said Matilda, who was examining the room very carefully.) The windows were very high and grated with bars of iron, the hangings were dark green damask, every thing was handsome, yet the grated windows made it appear gloomy.

Joseph now returned with a countenance of horror and dismay—“O, my lady, I can find no key, but looking about the kitchen, behind the door I found a large knife, all over blood.” “Gracious heaven! (cried Matilda) what is it you tell me; I tremble with
apprehension; let us force that door, at all events." "I intend it, (answered Joseph) and have brought a bar with me for the purpose." The door in the dressing-room being the slightest, after a good deal of labour, the old man burst it open. What a scene presented itself! a woman on the bed weltering in blood! Both uttered a cry of horror, and ran to the bed; it was the elderly attendant of the lady dead, by a wound in her throat.

The sight was too much for poor Matilda, she sunk fainting into a chair: Joseph was frightened out of his wits; he flew down as fast as possible, and returned with water, he bathed her face and her hands, and she revived.

"O, Joseph! (cried she) the lady—the dear lady! what is become of her in such bloody hands?" "The Lord only knows, (answered he, looking with terror towards the closet.) Directed by his eye, Matilda arose and walked to the door; the key was in it; she unlocked it, and was about to enter, when casting her eyes on the floor, she saw it was all over stained with blood, dried into the floor—she started, and involuntarily retreated, but Joseph, who had looked round, said, "You may enter, madam, nothing is here." With trembling steps she entered the closet, her heart beating with terror; it was a large light closet, with a very high window, grated like the other, hung with dark green stuff; two stools covered with the same, and a large wardrobe in it. On the floor was plainly mark’d the shape of a hand and fingers traced in blood, which seemed to have flowed in great quantities. "Good heavens! (cried she) some person was doubtless murdered here too." "Intended to have been murdered (answered Joseph, wiping his eyes) but thank God she escaped then." He said no more. Matilda, extremely terrified, hastened out of the closet, when the poor creature on the bed met her eyes, "O, Joseph! (exclaimed she, turning with horror from the scene) what is to be done with this unfortunate woman?" "Dear, my lady, I can’t tell; I have neither strength to dig a grave, nor can I carry her down." "It is plain, (said Matilda) the wretches who have carried off the lady, murdered the servant to prevent discovery." "I fear, (cried Joseph) my turn will be next—my mouth will be stopt from the same fear." "God forbid, (said Matilda:) but as I have now no hopes of finding the lady, and it will be dangerous to entrust another person with the secret, I think, Joseph, if we can find a small trunk or chest, to fill it with the linen and necessaries your lady offered me, and convey it to one of the rooms in the other wing; I will write a line and leave on the table: yet, on second thought, it will be useless, should she escape, she can never think of coming here again: we will therefore lock and bolt up every door; you can take the keys of the places below to your own kitchen, and now and then come through the passage to see if all is safe." Poor Joseph, with a heavy heart, agreed to this.

They had now stayed some time, and thought it best to separate and meet again after dinner: they gladly left these horrid rooms, and returned by different ways to their own habitation.

When Matilda came to her apartment, the terror of her mind was unspeakable; all she had seen, all she had heard crowded upon her remembrance, and gave her the most horrible ideas. She could not think Joseph’s fears unreasonable: if he was supposed to be in the secret, his life was not safe, and in his fate the whole family might be involved: "What can I—what ought I to do? (cried she, shedding a torrent of tears) no friend to advise me, no certainty of a place to receive me, if I go from hence, and a probability that, if I stay, I may be murdered:—what a dreadful alternative is mine!"
After giving free vent to her tears, she endeavoured to compose her mind, by addressing the Almighty Power to protect her.

Sweet are the consolations which religion affords! In all our difficulties and distresses, when supplicating the Supreme Being with fervor and a perfect reliance on his goodness, we feel a resignation and confidence, that enable us to support present evils, and look forward with hope to happier days. Such were the feelings of Matilda: she rose from her knees with serenity; she recovered resolution and firmness; “I will not despair, (said she) the Almighty will preserve a friendless orphan, unconscious of guilt, that relies on his protection.” She dried up her tears, and met the family as usual.

When dinner was over, she returned to the library; Joseph soon joined her; they went down to the deferred parlour. Matilda could not help shuddering; Joseph found a trunk, the drawers were opened, and she took out such necessaries of every kind as she thought she must want, yet left plenty behind. In one drawer she found a purse, with a good deal of money in it; here she hesitated; the lady had told her she would supply her, yet she knew not to what amount: Joseph persuaded her to take the whole, “Be assured, madam, my dear lady will never return,” (cried he.) After much hesitation and reluctance, she at length divided it, and then taking a pen and ink, she took and inventory of the clothes and money, with an acknowledgement to repay it when able, and locked it in the drawer with the purse.

Having packed up those few things she had selected, and requested Joseph would take it, by and bye, to a room near hers, she said, “I cannot be easy under the idea, that the poor woman above should lie there to decay; is there no way to place her in a decent manner?” After some pause Joseph said, “there is a large chest in the back-kitchen, with old trumpery in it, if I take them out, perhaps we might get the body there, but I fear I have no strength to bring it down.” “Let us see the chest first, (replied Matilda) and then we will consider of the other.” She followed him into the back-kitchen, saw the chest, and its contents were soon tumbled into one corner. “Now, Joseph (said she) I will assist you to bring the body down.” “You, my lady!” (cried he, staring at her.) “Yes, (rejoined she;) let us go up.” She led the way and he followed; having unlocked and entered the room she could not help shuddering; yet took more observation of the gloomy apartment than she had been enabled to do in the morning; and recollecting what she had heard about inscriptions; she got upon a chair, and from thence to a kind of window seat very high from the ground: standing on this she examined the window; it looked out towards a sort of battlement, which surrounded the back part of the castle, the north wind blew full upon it, the only prospects were the walls and distant mountains. On the window she saw several lines apparently cut with a diamond; in one place she read,

“I am dumb, as solemn sorrow ought to be;
Could my griefs speak, my tale I’d tell to thee.”

In another place these lines were written;

“A wife, a mother—sweet endearing ties!
Torn from my arms, and heedless of my cries;
Here I am doomed to waste my wretched life,
No more a mother—a discarded wife.”
And again, in another place,

"Would you be happy, fly this hated room,
"For here the lost Victoria meets her doom.

"O sweet oblivion calm my tortur’d mind,
"To grief, to sorrow, to despair consigned.

"Let gentle sleep my heavy eye-lids close,
"Or friendly death, the cure for all our woes,
"By one kind stroke, give lasting sure repose."

Several other lines, expressive of misery, though not of poetical talents, were written in different places, that proved the unhappy writer sought to amuse her painful ideas by her melancholy employment.

Poor Matilda, concluded the wretched victim to some merciless man was sacrificed in that closet where the hand was deeply imprinted in blood on the floor; she viewed it with horror, and getting down from the window, as Joseph had wrapped the body in the counterpane which lay on one side; he tried to lift it, and found the weight less than he expected, “I can carry it myself, my lady,” and crept out of the room with it. Matilda, shutting the door hastily, followed him. They deposited the unfortunate woman in the chest, which was fastened down, and without speaking a single word returned to the parlour: here Matilda burst into tears, her resolution and spirits began to fail; the scenes she had witnessed, added to her own distresses, were indeed sufficient to wound and terrify a stouter heart than this young creature’s; little acquainted with the calamities of life, she had flown from approaching danger, without the least idea of the miseries she might encounter in her journey! Joseph sympathized in her sorrow, and waited without speaking ‘till she grew more composed; “Come, dear lady, let us leave this sorrowful place; I will take some oil and trim the lamps, for I shall come here every day, though, God knows, with very little hope of ever seeing my dear mistress again.” Matilda, opprest and languid, rose from her chair; he followed her with the box to the apartment next hers, and having deposited it, returned to lock up the doors and trim the lamps in the passage, assuring her he would call daily at the post to seek for letters, as all came directed to him.

She threw herself on the bed after his departure, and gave her mind up to the most melancholy reflections; “Good heavens! (cried she) what scenes of murder and atrocious crimes must have been perpetrated in this castle; how great is my curiosity to know more of the unhappy Victoria, so recently the cause of joy and sorrow, and her unfortunate attendant, but their fate is enveloped in mystery and horror, what mine may be, heaven only knows.”

When it grew near dark she went up stairs, but so altered by the agitations of her mind, that Bertha started and exclaimed, “Dear, my lady, are you ill.” “I am not very well, (replied Matilda;) I shall take an early supper, and retire to bed.” The poor woman, with great nimbleness prepared her supper, of which her guest ate but sparingly, and after sending for Albert, who appeared very sorrowful for her indisposition; she comforted him by an assurance of its being very trifling, and that she should be better
after a night’s rest; which was indeed verified; for having commended herself to the protection of the Father to the fatherless, she dropped into a soft slumber, and arose the following morning quite refreshed and composed.

For several days nothing particular occurred; her friends at the cottage called often to see her; Joseph visited the deserted apartments every day, all remained quiet; the uncertainty of the lady’s fate gave them great disquietude, but there was no hope of obtaining any information of an event which seemed buried in obscurity.

One day when Joseph returned from town, he whispered the lady to go into the garden; she walked thither it directly, he soon followed, and delivered to her the expected letter from the Marchioness; she made no scruple of opening it. After lamenting the unhappy situation of her sister, and expressing her wishes that she would quit her gloomy abode, she thanks her most cordially for her recommendation of the young lady, whose company will be highly acceptable to her, and assures her sister she will endeavour, by every kindness and attention in her power, to make the young lady’s situation agreeable, and shall esteem her acceptance of their protection as a very particular favor. She admires her resolution in visiting the apartments in the castle, and is only sorry her sister cannot participate in the pleasures of society. She concludes with requesting the young lady may join them at Paris, soon as possible, within a fortnight; and assure herself that her old and faithful servant will be received and retained in the family with kindness and ease to himself.

This letter, so gratifying to the wishes of Matilda, was read with transport; she determined to set forwards on her journey within two or three days. Joseph undertook to procure her a carriage from the next town, and she intended leaving the horse for his use, and take Albert in the chaise with her. The next consideration was in what manner to account to the latter for her sudden intention of going to Paris, and his reception in the family of the Marquis: after some deliberation, she returned to the kitchen, and calling Albert aside, told him, by the most fortunate and unexpected intelligence she had heard of an asylum for herself and him, at Paris, in the house of a worthy family, where she hoped they should both meet rest and happiness; and that it was her design to proceed on her journey the third day from that. Albert stared with wonder, but never interrupted her ‘till she stopt speaking, then, in a hesitating manner, “Paris is a long journey—I have no friends there; are you sure, madam?” “Yes, Albert, (said she) I am very sure we shall find friends there to receive us; I cannot explain every thing to you now, some time hence perhaps you shall be informed of every thing.” “God bless you, my dear young lady! (cried he) if you are satisfied I am sure I ought to be so, and will go with you when and wherever you please.” She was affected by his love and confidence; she assured him, she never should forget the obligations she owed to him, and that his ease and tranquillity would ever be her first care. The old man hurried from her with tears in his eyes. Bertha was next informed of her intended departure, and was truly sorry, because, as she said, ‘twas confortable to have some kind body in that lonely place, and because the lady having plenty of money, they had very good living now, which, to say truth, she was sorry to lose.

The day previous to her departure she sent for Pierre and Jaqueline: the honest couple were vexed to hear she was about to leave them. She gave them some money, and assured both families, whenever she had it in her power, she would remember their
kindness, and reward it in a more ample manner than she now could do. They bestowed a thousand blessings on her, and declared she had made them rich for life.

After they had left her Joseph acquainted Bertha, that a chaise would be there early the next morning, and desired she might have breakfast ready for the lady.

Matilda had but little rest; her journey, the circumstance of such an awkward situation, as a self-introduction amongst entire strangers, to one so little accustomed to company as she was, gave her much pain; yet on the other hand, she ought to consider that in her unfriended, unprotected state, an asylum, such as was now offered to her, must be desirable and advantageous; and that as in this life we seldom meet with pleasure or happiness, without some alloy, she ought to be thankful for the good, and submit to temporary inconveniences without murmuring. She arose early; her heart was depressed when she reflected on the uncertain fate of the lady to whose kindness she was indebted for her present hopes and expectations: “Ah! (cried she) heaven bless you, dearest lady, wherever you are, and may Providence one day restore you to felicity and your friends.” She quitted the apartment with a flood of tears, and coming, found the breakfast ready, and soon after a chaise at the gate; Joseph conveyed her portmanteau and box to the carriage; Albert stared a little at the latter, but said nothing.

She shook hands with the worthy couple, tears running down their cheeks at parting with so gentle a lady, she having liberally rewarded their kindness, and previously concerted a correspondence with Joseph, if any thing new occurred at the castle, and receiving advice from him how to manage at the post-houses about carriages and horses.

A few days after her departure, Joseph went to the neighbouring town, to procure a few necessaries, and, proud of his present, went upon the horse, instead of his old friend the ass. Whilst he was there, a gentleman came up to him, and, viewing the beast very attentively, asked him if the horse was his. Joseph answered in the affirmative. “Will you sell it?”(demanded he) “No, Sir, (replied the other) I cannot sell it.” “How long have you had it?” “Some time, (said Joseph, roughly, and rode off, not liking the stranger’s curiosity.) He was however followed at a distance, and had scarcely put the horse into the stable, and entered the kitchen, before a knocking at the door was heard, and Joseph saw the same gentleman who was so inquisitive, with another, who had the appearance of a servant, enter the room. “Do not be alarmed, (said the stranger) I want to ask you a few questions, which, if you answer truly, no harm shall happen to you, else you must look to the consequence; tell me from whom you had the horse I saw you ride, and how long it has been in your possession? At your peril answer me with truth.” Before Joseph could recollect himself to answer his demand Bertha fell on her knees, “O, Sir, do not hurt my poor husband, and I will tell you all.” “Be quiet, wife, (said Joseph) I will answer for myself. I had the horse from a man, a friend of mine.” “What was his name?” “Sir, I humbly think that is no concern of yours.” “Villain! (cried the gentleman) tell me this instant, or I will send you and your wife to prison, for the horse was stolen from me. ““O, the Lord be gracious unto us, (exclaimed Bertha) the man’s name was Albert, Sir; we are innocent, indeed we are.” “I believe it, (said the other, very mildly;) you look like an honest woman, and I will reward you handsomely, if you speak truth. William, take care of the man, I will go into another room with this goodwoman.” “Bertha!”(cried Joseph, as the stranger led her away into the parlour, she crying and begging no harm might happen to Joseph.) He quieted her fears on that head,
and then asked if Albert was in the house. “No, indeed, Sir, (answered she;) he went away four days ago, in a chaise with the young lady.” “Ah! (cried he) that is the very thing I wished to know; and where are they gone, my friend?” “Alack, Sir, I believe they be gone to Parish, or some place like that.” “The devil! (exclaimed he) to Paris. Well, and are they to return here?” “O, no, Sir, (returned Bertha;) no such good luck to us, for to be sure she was as generous as an empress.”

He then returned to the kitchen, where Joseph sat very sullen; “I tell you what, friend. I believe you may be innocent; but the lady you have had here is my niece, who has eloped from my care, and seduced my servant to steal the horse you rode to-day, and go off with her; I am now in search of her, and if I can find her, and she will return, I shall receive her with kindness and joy, and forgive every thing; therefore, if you can tell me where she is, you will do her a great piece of service, I assure you; some wicked person has persuaded her to run away.” “Sir, (said Joseph, firmly) I heard the lady say she was going to travel,—it was not my business to be impertinent and ask questions.” “But you know where she is.” “I do not, Sir, (answered he) I cannot tell where she is, nor the places she is going to travel through.” “You know she is gone to Paris?” “Yes, Sir; but I heard her say she should not stay there, but travel further; and this is all I know. As to the horse, if you can prove it yours, give me a receipt, and you may take it.” “No, my friend, (replied the gentleman) keep it for your use, but if you should ever hear from, or see Albert or the lady, and will let me know, I will give you a hundred crowns.” “O, the goodness (cried Bertha) bless you honour, you shall surely know.” “What say you, (said he, turning to Joseph.) “I say, Sir, money would not tempt me to do a wrong thing, but as you say it will be for the young lady’s advantage, to do her service I will obey you.”

The gentleman appeared satisfied, and writing his address, whilst he desired Joseph to get a little wine and water for him, he whispered Bertha, “Get every thing you can out of your husband, and I will make your fortune; my man shall call again to-morrow.”

Having drank his wine, he took a civil leave, and, giving Bertha two crowns, rode off.

“Lord! (cried she, when he was gone) what luck attends us! what a kind gentleman; how sorry I am he didn’t come before the poor lady went away.” “So am not I (answered Joseph;) I don’t like him at all; he has a smooth speech to be sure, but if he was good, neither madam nor Albert would have run away I dare say: however I shan’t ride the horse any more, ‘till I know to whom it does belong.” Bertha tried every way to find if he knew where the lady was gone, but he evaded all her questions, and though he loved his old woman dearly, yet he knew she could not be entrusted with a secret; not that she would discover from ill-nature, but from a garrulity natural to old age, and a desire of obliging any one who wanted information from her.

Joseph, in the early part of his life, had obtained a tolerable education, and had better expectations, but the wars had carried off his friends and little possessions; he was glad therefore, in a humble state, to earn his bread, and be contented with the situation Providence ordained for him; but his sentiments were above his condition, and he prized his word, and kept it when pledged with much more exactness that a fine gentleman does his honour, when given to a favourite lady, or a humble tradesman:
Joseph therefore persevered in his integrity, but thought there would be no harm in writing what had passed that day to the young lady, and take her directions how to conduct himself; for he had a perfect reliance on her truth, and thought only ill treatment could have induced her to quit an uncle’s house, without a friend to help her.

The following day the gentleman’s servant made his appearance, but to little purpose, for though Joseph was in the garden, Bertha had gained no information; but she told all she did know of the lady’s coming there, the ghosts disturbing her the first night, her subsequent courage, her kindness and sudden resolution to leave them, and that she heard her say something about going to travel to Parish, but she knew no more, and she was sure Joseph knew no more than she—“how should he? he never spoke twenty words to the lady.” He asked who was the owner of the castle, she told his name, and with a present of another crown he took leave. Bertha looked at the money, “Ah! (said she) what a pity now I can’t tell where she is; a hundred of these would make one happy for life.”

A very few days after this, the old couple were at dinner, when they heard the trampling of horses; they hastily opened the door, and beheld, to their great astonishment, a carriage with three attendants, and in the carriage Joseph saw his master, Count Wolfenbach: struck with wonder, he forgot to tender his services, but stood staring at him until he alighted. Being conducted into the parlour, one of the horsemen with him, “Friend Joseph, (said he) I have sold this estate, and next month another family will take possession of it.” “Good Lord! (cried Joseph) what will become of me and Bertha?” “Don’t be uneasy, friend Joseph, I shall take care of you; I have another estate in Suabia, a fine house and gardens, in perfect order; Bertha and you shall have the care of it, with a servant under her to keep it clean, and a man under you to work in the gardens—what say you to that?” “I am much obliged to your Lordship (answered the honest man;) ’tis rather late in life for me to travel, but I must obey your pleasure, and if you have not already got a man and woman there, I know a very industrious couple hard by, the only friends we have, who will be glad to go with us.” “By all means, (said the Count, eagerly) but pray are you pretty quiet now; do the ghosts trouble you, as has been foolishly talked of?” “I am seldom disturbed, my Lord, (answered Joseph;) I never saw nor heard any ghosts.” “I believe not, (said the Count;) the silly imagination of some people conjure up frightful fancies, and endeavor to impose them upon others as realities; but pray Joseph how soon can you leave this house? my man Peter will go with you to the other; you will find a much better habitation, and can take your friends with you.” “In about a week, my Lord, I shall be ready.” “Not sooner?” “I must speak to my friends; we must get our little domestic business put in order, and then we shall be fit to go comfortably, though ’tis a long journey for old folks, my Lord.” “Nothing at all—nothing at all, (said his Lordship;) Peter will see you safe. We shall be with you next week—use all the dispatch you can, for I have alterations to make in the house, before I give it up.”

The Count and his attendants mounted their horses and rode off, leaving Joseph in great perplexity. Bertha, ignorant of the events which caused his uneasiness, was well pleased to change her abode for a better one, and was in a violent hurry to call on Pierre and Jaqueline, but Joseph requested she would wait another day, ’till he had considered the matter. He well knew, that if the Count visited the other wing, he must be sensible that it had been lately inhabited. If he was innocent of his conjectures, and unconcerned in the late transactions, he would judge unfavourably of Joseph; if, on the contrary, he
had any hand in carrying off the lady and murdering her attendant, the removal of the
body would convince him some person must have been there; his suspicions would
naturally fall on himself, and perhaps he might be sacrificed also. These considerations
greatly distressed Joseph; every way he saw perplexity and vexation, and was afraid to
throw himself into the Count’s power, though he saw no chance of avoiding it. He had
been every day to the other apartments, except the preceding one, and found every thing
tranquil; but now that the Count was in the neighbourhood, he was afraid to go: yet he
thought the only way to avoid suspicion, or impending evils, would be to replace the
body on the bed, at all events.

Endeavouring to derive courage from necessity, he trembling ventured to the
private passage, but, to his surprise and horror, the lamps were all extinguished; he
knew they must have been put out, otherwise they would have lasted that day: he
therefore hastily turned back, and regained the house. After a little deliberation he went
up the staircase, and opening every apartment very softly till he came to the door which
led to the gallery of the other wing, he found it fastened on the other side. This
circumstance confirmed his fears: he listened some time, and plainly heard voices, but
could distinguish nothing; he then retreated with the same care, locking up all the doors
on the outside, for whether it was the Count and his servant, or a set of banditti, he
thought his situation equally dangerous.

Poor Joseph could not communicate his fears to Bertha, and therefore his
uneasiness passed off for indisposition, but he had a sleepless night.

The next morning he went to the post town, and, to his great joy, received a
letter from Matilda. She was safe at Paris; and the Marquis and his Lady, under the
greatest apprehensions for their sister; convinced she would never return to the Castle,
should she be alive, and grateful to their old friend Joseph, offered him and his wife an
asylum at their house, thinking they might one day or other be sacrificed to the Count’s
revenge.

Scarcely had he read this letter, when he saw Peter, the Count’s servant, coming
towards him; he had the paper still in his hand, “So, Joseph, you have been at the post, I
see.” “Yes, (answered he, with as much ease as he could assume;) I hear now and then
from a sister of mine, who is in service at Paris: but is my Lord here in this town,
Peter?” “Yes, (replied he) his Lordship is settling some business with his tenants.”
“Well, (said Joseph) next week we shall be ready to go, Peter.” “Very well,” (cried the
other, with a smile) and they parted.

On Joseph’s return to his house, he began to consider of his removal; he was
sure he could not depend on the Count, but how to get away without his knowledge was
the difficulty; after much deliberation, he took his resolution, and going to Bertha, told
her the Lady Matilda was in Paris, and had sent for them to live with her. She was out of
her wits with joy: “O, (cried she) that will be a thousand times better than living in the
Count’s house; yes, yes, let’s go, the sooner the better, say I.” “But, (said Joseph) you
must not say a word to the Count, or any body, for the world.” She promised secrecy,
and they began to contrive about taking away their little matters, and setting off in a day
or two.
That night Joseph thought to get some rest, though his fears still remained, and kept him waking for some hours: about midnight he dropped asleep, but was soon awakened by a great smoke and a terrible smell of fire. He hastily got up, and opening the door, the flames burst in upon him; he ran to the bed and called Bertha to follow him; she jumped out, as he thought, for that purpose: he got into the court, and saw the other wing also on fire, and presently the building he came out of fell in. He called Bertha; alas! she was smothered in the ruins. The whole building was now in flames. He ran to the stable, got the horse, and riding through the wood as fast as possible, a contrary way from the town, he stopp’d not till he came to the foot of a mountain; with difficulty he crept off his horse, and threw himself on the ground. “Bertha! my dear Bertha, I have lost thee for ever; I am now a poor forlorn creature, without a friend in the world: why did I fly,—why did I not perish in the fire with my wife? what a coward I am! O, that cursed Count, this is all his doings; I expected he would seek my death, but poor Bertha, she was unconscious of offence to the barbarian, yet she is gone, and I am left desolate who ought to have been the sufferer.” Exhausted by grief and lassitude the wretched old man lay almost motionless for some hours, when Providence conducted a carriage that way, with a lady and gentleman in it, and two attendants on horseback. Seeing the horse grazing and an elderly man lying on the ground, the gentleman stopt the carriage, and sent a servant to him: he explained his situation in a brief manner, which when the domestic informed his master of, he ordered he should be brought and put into the carriage, and the horse led on by the servant to their seat.

We will now return to Matilda, who with her faithful Albert, arrived at Paris without meeting any accident. They soon found the Hotel de Melfont, and Matilda writing a short billet to the Marchioness, reposed herself a little after the fatigue of her journey.

In less than three hours the Marchioness arrived in her carriage, and entered the room with that delight in her countenance which plainly testified the pleasure she expected to receive in the company of her young friend; she flew towards her, and embraced her with a warmth that affected the grateful heart of Matilda to tears. “Welcome, a thousand times welcome, my dear Miss Weimar; the friend of my poor little sister must be the friend of my heart! charming girl! (said she, gazing on her) that countenance needs no recommendation; what do I not owe my Victoria.” Matilda, in returning her caresses, involuntarily started and repeated Victoria! “Yes, my love, that is my sister’s name; you know her only as the unhappy Countess of Wolfenbach, I suppose: but let me see your faithful Albert, to whom I hear you are greatly indebted.” “I am indeed, madam, (replied Matilda) my whole life at present is and must be a state of obligation.” “Dismiss that idea, my dear Miss Weimar, and see that you have the power of obliging in your society those whose study it will be to convince how grateful they are for the favour you confer on them.” Matilda bowed and kissed the hand of the Marchioness, with an expression in her eyes that spoke volumes to the heart. Albert now entered the room; “My good friend, (said the Lady) I hope you are well; I wished to see you, to thank you for the services to this young lady.” “I humbly thank your Ladyship, (cried Albert) but I have only done my duty, and when you know my mistress you will think so, for she deserves all the world should serve her.” “I doubt it not, (replied the Lady) and after my first care to render your mistress happy, my second shall be to make the remainder of your days comfortable.” Neither Matilda nor Albert could refrain from tears. “Come, come, (said the Marchioness) let us be gone; my carriage waits; the Marquis is impatient to see you, and I have a thousand questions to ask about
my dear sister.” Ah! thought Matilda, how shall I unfold the dismal tale—how must I wound a bosom so tender and affectionate! This reflection threw her into a melancholy reverie, as the carriage drove on. The Marchioness observed it, and taking her hand, “We are not strangers, my dear Miss Weimar; I have only been to meet my younger sister and introduce her to my husband, already prepared to love her.” Matilda, overcome by a reception so kind, cried out, whilst sobs spoke the genuine feelings of her heart, “Dear madam, you oppress me with your generosity and goodness: O that I may be found, on further knowledge, to deserve your good opinion.” “I am persuaded of it, (replied the other) and if you please, (added she, with a smile) here ends the chapter of favours, obligations, and such kind of stuff, as I have an utter aversion to.”

By this time they were arrived at the hotel, and the Marchioness led her young friend to the saloon, where the Marquis sat expecting them. “Here, my Lord, permit me to introduce to you my younger sister; I bespeak your attention for her, and think you will find no difficulty in bestowing it.” “You judge right, my beloved Charlotte: your sister claims a double share of my esteem from her own merit, legible in her countenance, and your introduction.” Having saluted and led her to a chair: “I am charmed (added he) that our dear Victoria has procured us such a delightful companion; she must have sacrificed a great deal to give us pleasure, in losing your society.” Matilda, unable any longer to repress her feelings, burst into tears. Both were alarmed; the Marchioness, taking her hand, “Dear Miss Weimar, you have something on your spirits; tell me, pray tell me, did you leave my sister well? you have, I think, avoided mentioning her.” “Ah! madam, (she replied) I am very unfortunate that my introduction to you must occasion pain and sorrow; yet I trust the dear lady will be the care of Providence, though alas! I know not where she is.” “Not know where she is? (exclaimed the Marchioness) good heavens! has she then left the Castle?” Matilda then entered into a detail of every event that had happened at the Castle, the death of the attendant, and the absence of the Countess. Perceiving the agitation and distress of her auditors, she added, “I have little doubt of the poor Lady’s safety, from a persuasion that if any ill was intended towards her, they would have destroyed her, as well as the servant.” “You judge very properly, my dear Miss Weimar: be comforted, my Charlotte; your friend’s observation is founded on truth and reason; I hope, e’er long we shall hear from the injured sufferer, or else (said he, raising his voice) by heavens! neither oaths nor promises shall prevent me from publicly calling on the Count to produce her.” This threat alarmed his Lady, and suspended her grief. “Tell me, my sweet girl, are you in her confidence—do you know my sister’s story?” “Indeed, madam, I do not; Joseph, whom I have mentioned, is the only one acquainted with her woes, and he is bound by oath not to reveal them without her leave; unfortunately I postponed a recital which otherwise might have been a clue to trace her now.” “Dear unhappy sister! (cried the Marchioness) how severe has been your punishment! Another time, my beloved Miss Weimar, I will acquaint you with all I know relative to her situation: I trust heaven will protect her, and therefore I will not sadden your heart now, nor give you only sighs and tears for your reception, when we wish to make you cheerful and happy.” With a deep sigh, which she endeavoured, though in vain, to repress, she conducted Matilda to the apartments appropriated for her, and embracing her, “You are dearer to me than ever; the child of misfortune, as you just now styled yourself”, and the friend of my sister, has entire possession of my heart; love me but half as well as I feel inclined to do you, and I shall be very happy.” Matilda replied in the most affectionate and grateful terms. The Marchioness insisted upon her taking a few hours rest, previous to their meeting at supper.
When she was alone she began to reflect on her situation; a recollection of past distresses impeded the satisfaction she must otherwise have felt for the fervent reception she had met with. An unhappy orphan, thought she, without a single claim on the world, from affinity or natural affection—a dependent on the bounty of friends, even for my daily subsistence, and of which I am liable to be deprived by a hundred accidents; is it possible any one can be more unfortunately circumstanced than myself? yet, when I left my uncle’s house, could I have hoped for such a protection as I a now under? O, I will not despair, heaven will preserve me, if I persevere in virtue and integrity; if I can acquit myself of wilful error, and dare appeal to the rectitude of my sentiments, when misfortunes and distresses befall me, I will kiss the rod of correction, and submit with resignation to the Almighty will.

Composed a little in her mind, she dropt asleep for above three hours, and then rose, refreshed and with recruited spirits. She was received by her good friends with the greatest and most flattering marks of kindness, and her grateful heart impelled her to return them by every attention in her power. The Marquis said, it was time, from Albert’s age, that he should be laid up to rest; “his honesty and affection to Miss Weimar deserves reward, I shall therefore allow him something above the wages he has had, and only request he will superintend my stables, and see that they take proper care of my horses, but on no account to take active part in the business.” Matilda most gratefully acknowledged this kindness to her old friend, whose welfare was very near her heart. The Marchioness told her they had intended leaving Paris in about ten days, “now, (said she,) I shall feel great reluctance to quit France without obtaining some knowledge of my poor sister’s destiny; but as you expect to hear from Joseph, I will still try to flatter myself he will give you some information concerning her.” Matilda encouraged the hope as it appeared to compose her, but she thought it a very slender one.

Two days passed swiftly away. The Marchioness carried her young friend round the city, pointed out every place worth observation, or that could afford amusement. Matilda was in a new world: the polite and sensible conversation she now enjoyed was so different from every thing of the kind to which she had been accustomed, that she was mortified at her own deficiencies, and most assiduously endeavoured to profit by the good sense and elegant manners of her protectress.

The third day after her arrival the Marchioness was to have an assembly. Matilda requested she might not appear, as the clothes she had were by no means suitable to such an occasion. “Indeed, my love, I cannot excuse you; that objection shall soon be done away (said her friend.)” And presently some elegant silks, laces, linen, &c. were produced for her acceptance. “These things are for my younger sister; she must not presume to refuse a small testimony of affection from her elder one.” Before Matilda could reply several trades people came in, and the Marchioness gave orders every thing must be ready that evening; which was promised. When they were alone she kissed the hand of her benefactress, “O, madam, in what a gracious manner do you confer favors, without wounding the feelings of the person obliged.” “A truce, if you please, (said her friend) to your—Oh! and Ah! the favor, if any, is conferred on me by your acceptance; but once for all, I beg it may be understood, I acknowledge you as my sister by adoption; I have no children, therefore, in the rights of a sister, you have a claim to participate with me in every thing; you must only bring yourself to submit to the
commands of eldership, and let the words favor and obligation be blotted from your vocabulary.” Saying this, she hastened from her, and left Matilda overwhelmed with grateful emotions. Before she had recovered Albert appeared, “Pardon me, madam, for coming up, but I longed to tell you what a blessed family we are got into; such kindness as I am treated with! such good servants, all doating on their Lord and Lady! O, it was a happy day when we entered the gates of Paris! I hope my dear young lady, you think so too?” “I do indeed, my friend; I have a thousand obligations to this noble family; and ‘tis not the least of them, that they have provided for you, to whom I shall always think myself indebted for every good I enjoy.” Albert, overcome by this acknowledgement, hurried from her, tears of joy running down his cheeks.

In the evening Matilda’s clothes were brought home: the servant who was ordered particularly to wait on her, dressed her in the most fashionable style. When the Marchioness came into the room, she was charmed with her appearance. “My love, (said she) you will cause variety of emotions this evening; I foresee an abundance of admiration and envy, when I introduce my lovely relation, for such you are, remember; but there are two families I wish you to like; the Countess De Bouville and her daughter, and Madame de Nancy and her sister Mademoiselle De Bancre. You will receive a hundred professions of admiration and esteem from every one, but these ladies will speak from their hearts, and I trust they will thank me for the acquisition of a friend for their select parties.” “You leave me nothing to say, my dear madam, but a repetition of the same words, and the same feelings for your uncommon goodness; I will study to deserve your recommendation, and to render myself agreeable to the ladies, as the only proof I can give of my sensibility.”

The Marchioness conducted her to the saloon, and soon after a crowd of ladies and gentlemen made their appearance; to whom she was severally introduced, and a buzz of admiration, with a hundred audible compliments circulated through the room: at length two ladies addressed the Lady of the house with an affectionate freedom that told Matilda they were the persons who was bid to love; nor was she mistaken. “My dear Countess, (said the Marchioness) for this young lady I bespeak your friendship; not only because she is a relation of mine, but because I am persuaded Miss Weimar has merit on her own to recommend her to you esteem, and that of your charming daughter.” “You could not have paid us a greater compliment, (answered the Countess, saluting Matilda;) this young lady’s mind is legible in her countenance. Adelaide, (said she, turning to her daughter) I present you an amiable companion, whose esteem you must endeavour to merit.” She joined their hands. “You do me great honour, ladies, (said Matilda) in your approbation: it must be my care to merit the distinction which I already perceive will be necessary to my happiness.” The young ladies were indeed mutually struck with each other. Mademoiselle De Bouville was an only daughter, and, contrary to the general fashion in France, had been educated at home, under the eye of a respectable mother, who, though she submitted to the frivolities, the gaieties, and round of trifling amusements which engage the attention of that lively nation, yet found time to superintend and direct the education of her child, by which she avoided the stiff monastic air of a convent, and was equally unacquainted with the follies and vices which too generally prevail in those seminaries of education; for though they do not always incur general censure, yet it is extremely difficult to discriminate, as too often it is the punishment of profligacy to be confined in a cloyster; and what injury a person of that description may do amongst a number of young people,
some with weak heads, and others with bad hearts, cannot be expressed nor thought of without horror.

Adelaide De Bouville had a very pleasing person, great sweetness of temper, and a cultivated understanding; she was near twenty, and had been for some time addressed by Monsieur De Clermont, son to the Marquis of that name, an amiable and accomplished young man; and it was expected by their friends the union would take place when the young Count De Bouville returned from his travels; Adelaide being particularly fond of her brother, made a point of waiting till she could have his presence at an affair on which her happiness must entirely depend. She was charmed with the introduction of Miss Weimar to her acquaintance, and sought, by the most polite attention, to obtain her esteem. Matilda was equally delighted with her companion, and they soon after had an additional charm to their party by the arrival of Madame De Nancy and Mademoiselle De Bancre; the latter was near two and twenty, very handsome, a great share of good humour, and a most enchanting vivacity; her sister being sacrificed very early in life to an elderly man, every way unworthy of her, except by his immense fortune; he used her extremely ill, always out of humour and suspicious: she suffered under his tyranny five or six years; he then died, and left her mistress of a large independence, the expenditure of which did her great honor. Her sister, who had witnessed her bad treatment from an unworthy husband, determined never to marry; they resided together, equally beloved and respected.

Matilda was charmed with her new acquaintance; a swarm of beaus surrounded them, but she thought their conversation, their fopperies, and fulsome compliments truly disgusting, on a comparison with the sensible and elegant manners of her newly-acquired female friends.

When the company separated Matilda received numerous invitations, every one professing themselves delighted with the charming Miss Weimar; but those professions were not equally sincere. A Mademoiselle De Fontelle beheld her with envy and dislike: she was a young woman of family and large fortune, had been taken about two years from a convent, where she was placed on the death of her mother; and soon after that period her father also died suddenly, and left her solely to the care of an aunt, an old gay coquet, whom every body despised, yet every body visited, because she had large parties, elegant entertainments, and high play. Under the care, if it can be so called, of this ridiculous old woman, Mademoiselle De Fontelle had acquired all the follies and vanities incident to youth and beauty, when under no restrictions, no proper precepts or example. She detested handsome women, was desirous of engrossing universal admiration to herself, had a malignant heart, yet as far as a coquet’s affections could be engaged, hers were devoted to the young Count De Bouville; but as her attractions were not powerful enough to detain him from pursuing his travels, she flirted with every one that came in her way, to the utmost extent that French manners and customs would allow among young persons, where there is certainly more reserve than in any other country (Spain excepted.) Therefore ‘tis no uncommon thing for girls gladly to marry the man pointed out by the parents, if he is ever so old, ugly, or little known; the restraint laid upon them is so strict, and their conduct so narrowly observed, that to enjoy liberty they marry; from hence proceeds that levity for which the married ladies in France are so remarkable, and which has given rise to an almost general censure, which they do not always deserve: for those who have studied the characters and manners of the French ladies frequently declare, there is more the semblance than reality of vice in
them; and though many are profligate, like some in their neighbouring kingdom, who apparently carry more modesty and reserve in their outward deportments; yet there are very many amiable French women, who, under their national gaiety of heart and freedom of manners, are most truly respectable in every situation in life. But the old aunt of Mademoiselle De Fontelle was not one of these, nor had she instilled any such sentiments of respectability in her niece, consequently the young lady ventured to the utmost bounds custom or courtesy would allow: she no sooner saw Miss Weimar than she dreaded and hated her; being a stranger, beautiful and engaging, she obtained universal admiration; but when she observed the decided preference and selection of Mademoiselle De Bouville for her companion, she was outrageous. The Count was soon expected home; he would doubtless be attracted by this hateful stranger—the idea was dreadful, and from that moment she was the declared enemy of Miss Weimar, though resolved to cultivate the most violent intimacy with her; consequently when the party broke up, she advanced and solicited the young lady’s acquaintance, in the politest manner possible.

When the company had left the rooms Matilda thanked the Marchioness for the pleasure she had procured her, in the introduction to such charming young women as Mesdemoiselles De Bouville and De Bancre. “There was another lady, (said she) who paid me much attention, and invited my acquaintance.” “Yes, (answered the Marchioness) Mademoiselle De Fontelle; but beware of her, my dear Matilda; she is far from being a desirable intimate—I neither like her nor her aunt, Madame de Roch; but I know not how it is, one meets with them everywhere, and cannot avoid seeing them sometimes in public, but they are never of my private parties, therefore let common civility only pass between you.”

The young lady promised to observe her advice, and they separated to their respective apartments.

On Matilda’s table lay a letter, which the servant placed there, not to disturb her whilst in company. She hastily broke it open; it was from Joseph: he related the incident respecting the horse, mentioned the gentleman’s enquiries, and described his person. It was her uncle. She was terrified and shoked beyond measure, she sunk into a chair, and burst into a flood of tears: “Good heavens! (said she) if he should trace me here: yet so many days before him, I think I may be safe; Bertha was not in the secret, and Joseph I can, I know, depend upon not to betray me.” Under the most painful reflections, she retired to rest, but sleep forsook her pillow: the dread of falling again into the power of a man so abandoned gave her the most poignant affliction— “O, that we were in England, (said she) I should then, I think, be safe from his pursuit.”

She past a restless night, and in the morning met her friends, with a pale countenance and uneasy mind.

“My dear child, (exclaimed the Marchioness) what is the matter, are you ill?” Matilda gave her Joseph’s letter, and expressed her fears of being found in Paris by her uncle. Her friends requested she would compose her mind. The Marquis assured her of his protection. “You are not well enough, my love, to go out or see company this morning; we will retire to my dressing-room, and to amuse you from thinking of your own troubles, I will enter upon the story of my unfortunate sister, as far as I know of it, for great part is involved in mystery, and she has taken, she says, the most sacred oaths
never to divulge the rest, without permission of another person. My father, Baron Stielberg, inherited from his ancestors, a respectable name, a great share of family pride, and very small possessions, which by wars, and a struggle to keep up the family consequence, had been diminished greatly within the last fifty years. He had no son, a source of eternal regret to him, and two daughters, whom he determined should marry advantageously, or not at all. Our mother died when I was about ten, and my sister eight years of age. We were placed in a convent for six years, at the expiration of which time we were sent for home. Our father seemed satisfied with our improvements. We had the good fortune to please, and it was the fashion to admire us. In a few months after our return to the world the Marquis De Melfort, who was on his travels, stopt at Vienna; we met at an assembly, and a mutual approbation took place; he was introduced to my father; and, in short, not to be tedious, his addresses were allowed, for though my father would have preferred a German nobleman; yet the amiable character of the Marquis, his very large fortune, and an earnest desire to see me settled in his life time, prevailed on him to accede to the advantageous proposals made for me, and in a short time I became the happy wife of one of the best of men. We remained near six months at Vienna, but the Marquis began to express a wish of returning to Paris, having been absent above two years. I requested my father would permit my sister to accompany me; but to this he peremptorily objected. I took leave of my friends and my country with tears and reluctance. The dear Victoria was ready to expire—it was our first separation, and we had lived in the most perfect harmony with each other: she was my father’s favourite, and therefore he did not feel that grief on my leaving him, which might have been expected. I had a consolation—I accompanied a beloved husband, and was received by his friends with the most flattering attention. My sister and I constantly corresponded. In about eight months after my residence at Paris she wrote me, that at an assembly she had met with one of the most amiable men in the world, a Chevalier De Montreville, a gentleman of a noble family, but small fortune, secretary to the French ambassador. The manner in which she described this young man, convinced me she liked him: I was sorry for it, I knew he never would be countenanced by my father. She also added, that Count Wolfenbach was her very shadow—that she detested him, notwithstanding his immense fortune and prodigious stock of love. In my answer, I cautioned her against indulging a partiality for the Chevalier, as I well knew my father never would approve of it. A short time after I received a very melancholy letter. “Pity me, my dear sister, for I am miserable—I cannot deny my attachment to the most deserving of men: he has been rejected with contempt by my father, and yesterday I was commanded to receive Count Wolfenbach as my destined husband! I hate, I detest him—he is morose, savage, sneering, revengeful—Alas! what am I saying? this man may be my husband—O, my dear sister, death is far preferable to that situation.”

“These expressions filled me with extreme grief; my generous husband wrote my father immediately; he besought him not to sacrifice his child,—that if the want of fortune was his only objection to the Chevalier, he would gladly remove that deficiency, and he had both interest and inclination to procure him a handsome establishment: that from the affection he bore me and my sister, it was his earnest desire to see her happy, if at the expense of one-third of his fortune.”

“To this letter we received no answer within the expected time. I grew very uneasy, I wrote again to my sister. It was more than a month before I received any return. I have it now in my pocket book.”(the Marchioness took it out, and read as follows:)
COUNTESS OF WOLFBACH,
TO
THE MARCHIONESS.

My dearest Sister,

“JUST recovered from the jaws of death, the lost unhappy Victoria acknowledges
the receipt of you kind letter: alas! the contents have almost broken a heart already
exhausted by grief and despair. I have been a wife five weeks, near a month I was
confined to my bed; but if I can, I will be methodical in the relation of what has befallen
me. The letter your generous and respectable husband wrote, unfortunately was
delivered by the servant in the same moment with one from the Chevalier. My father
believed you acted in concert. Never shall I forget the fury of his countenance. “This
insolent Frenchman wants to degrade me into a dependence on him, and marry my
daughter to his beggarly countryman.” Ah! my father, (cried I) do not judge so unkindly
of my excellent brother, his views are for our general happiness.” “And that, (said he,
interrupting me furiously) can be accomplished without his interference; the Count has
a noble fortune, high birth, a title, and is a German—not another word, (added he,
seeing me about to speak) not a single objection: on Monday next you become his
wife—see that you obey without the least reluctance.” Saying this, he left the room, and
in a few minutes afterwards I fell senseless from my seat. How long I continued thus, I
know not, but on my recovery I found myself on my bed, and Therese with me; she was
bathing me with her tears. “Thank heaven, my young lady, you are alive still! O, what a
dismal day for me to see you thus.” I thanked the poor creature, her kindness was of
service,—I shed a copious flood of tears. Soon after my father sent to know how I did,
and to tell me I was expected in the library. I obeyed the summons with trembling steps.
The odious Count, I must call him so, was with him. My father advanced, and rudely
snatching my hand, “There, my Lord, I give her to you, your day shall be ours.” “This
day, this hour, (cried he, eagerly, kissing my hand,) do not delay my happiness.” A
sickness came over my heart—I sunk into a chair. “Victoria!” (cried my father, in an
angry voice.) I endeavoured to reply, but burst into tears. “Foolish girl, (said he) receive
the honor my Lord does you, in a manner more worthy of yourself and me.” He left the
room. The Count approached me with a malicious air, “Charming Victoria, am I so very
hateful; has the Chevalier so many advantages over me, as to engross all your
affection?” I started, but indignation roused my spirits,—“Whatever are his advantages,
my Lord, or whether he has any real superiority or not, for I make no invidious
comparisons; yet if you suppose he is the object of my affections, surely I am unworthy
the honour of being your wife; no man of spirit could bear a divided heart; but if he
growsse all, which I neither affirm nor deny, your Lordship will do well, both for your
own sake and mine, to renounce all thoughts of me.” “No, madam, (said he, in the
highest rage) your father has given me your hand, and you shall be mine, let the
consequence be what it may.” He flung out of the room with a look of vengeance. You
may conceive, I cannot describe my situation. In the evening my father told me the
Chevalier was gone to Switzerland. From the hour my father rejected him, I gave him
up to outward appearance: I wrote and conjured him, if he valued my peace, to think of
me no more. His answer almost broke my heart, “but my commands were sacred, my
peace all the good he sought for in his life.” When I heard he had quitted Vienna a
momentary pleasure seized hold of my heart; he would not be here when I was
sacrificed to his rival, nor until I had left the city. Not to tire you, my dear sister, the
Monday following I became a wife—spare me the repetition of the dreadful circumstances. The following day I was in a high fever, and continued ill for a month; I received but little attention from the Count—there was more of resentment than tenderness in his manner when he came into my apartment, and involuntarily I used to shrink from his view. However it pleased heaven to restore me to health. I am gaining strength daily, but as yet keep my own apartment;—to-morrow I have engaged to meet our father down stairs to dinner. Pray for me, advise me, dearest sister; depend upon my honour, I will deserve your love whatever becomes of me. Heavens bless you and my dear generous brother.

VICTORIA WOLFENBACH.”

“You must suppose, my dear Miss Weimar, (said the Marchioness) that this letter made us extremely unhappy; I wrote however, and, fearful the Count might have meanness enough to insist upon seeing her letters, I took little notice of her complaints, but congratulated her on the recovery of her health, desired she would pay attention to it, for the sake of her husband and friends; in short, it was an equivocal kind of a letter, and I thought could give no offence. After this I heard from her but seldom, and then there was an evident restraint in her style, which hurt me, but which I dared not take notice of. She had been married about eight months, when the Marquis received a letter from the Count, acquainting us that my father was dead, after only three days’ illness, giving an account of his effects, and inviting the Marquis over to see a proper division of them. I persuaded him to comply. He would not go without me, and I was not sorry for the opportunity offered me to see my sister. We got safe to Vienna. We met the Count and his lady, who had come from their country seat, about seven leagues from Vienna, for that purpose. We flew into each other’s arms, with tears of mingled joy and sorrow. Alas! it was but the shadow of the once blooming Victoria. I surveyed her with surprise and distress; she took no notice, but introduced me to her husband; the cause of the alteration I observed was then explained. Never surely was there a man with a more ferocious countenance; he inspired me with horror the moment I examined him: I felt for my sister, but tried to receive his cold civilities with politeness for her sake. After dinner we were glad to leave the gentlemen to business, and retire to ourselves. “My dearest Victoria, (cried I, embracing her) tell me—tell me all: you are not happy, your fragile form too plainly speaks it.” “I endeavor to be contented, (she replied:) my dear father thought happiness must be connected with splendour and riches; he sought to aggrandize his children; I respect the motive, however he has been deceived.” “The Count, I must own, (said I) is a disagreeable object.” “My dear Charlotte, (she cried) do not think so meanly of me, as to suppose his want of personal attractions weighs any thing with me—I should despise myself in that case; neither is it now any preference for another: I have never seen or heard from the Chevalier since my marriage. I will strictly fulfil every duty I have sworn to observe, perhaps time may do much for me; it will either soften the severity of the Count’s disposition, or habit will enable me to bear with less feeling, evils I cannot prevent. Ask me no questions, my dear sister, I am not at liberty to answer them; but if you regard my peace, meet my husband with good-humour and complaisance: and now tell me, (said she) of your comforts, your pleasures and mutual happiness—in your felicity I will find my own.” I was drowned in tears, her manner was so solemn, so touching, so resigned, that my heart was wrung with sorrow; and I could not speak. “Dear Charlotte, (continued she, wiping my eyes) spare me those tears, I cannot bear them: remember what I have told you, be cheerful when you return to company, or I shall be the sufferer. I met you with tears of joy, ’tis long since they
were shed for grief. Here, (putting her hand to her heart) here my sorrows are buried, too deep for that relief——but I have done, dear sister, let me enjoy pleasure now in your society.” She attempted to smile, it was a smile of woe; I tried however to suppress my emotions, and to divert her attention; asked a few questions relative to our old acquaintance, and in about an hour we returned tolerably composed. The Count examined my looks; I approached him with smiles, chatted about our journey, and I observed his features grew relaxed, and he behaved with great civility. We continued at Vienna a fortnight; he never asked us to his seat. Victoria conducted herself like an angel; she was attentive to every word and wish of his; her deportment was grave but perfectly obliging, so that it appeared more a natural disposition than arising from any particular cause. When all our business was finished, the Count one morning took occasion to observe his presence was much wanted in the country; that he had lately purchased an estate in Switzerland, and should go there soon, consequently had many affairs which required his inspection. We took the hint, and finding I must part with my sister, I was very ready to leave Vienna. The day previous to our departure an old friend of my father’s paid me a visit; after chatting some time, “My dear Marchioness, (said he) I sincerely lament the unhappy fate of your charming sister; she has certainly the worst husband in the world; she is shut up, denied all society; he is jealous, cruel, and revengeful; I am sorry to grieve you, but I tremble for her life—she cannot long support such wretchedness. The poor Chevalier, (added he) has been absent from hence ever since her marriage: I am told he is now daily expected; he will hear most afflicting news, for her happiness is the chief wish of his heart.” I answered this worthy man, and told him my sister’s reserve, as to her husband’s treatment of her: he praised her prudence, and added, “your father had two motives in obliging her to marry the Count; he was disappointed in both, for he was no stranger to her situation before he died.” “And what, Sir, was his other motive?” “An intention to marry a relation of the Count’s, but she absolutely refused him, and married another two months ago. You know, I suppose, (added he,) that the Count was a widower?” “No, Sir, I never heard that circumstance.” “Why, it is a black story, as it is reported: ‘tis said about three years ago he married a young lady, an orphan, of good family, but small fortune, at Bern, in Switzerland; that he treated her so ill as to cause her death, and left two children, who were put to nurse, afterwards taken from thence, without any one’s knowing what became of them; however your father told me the Count informed him they were both dead. Almost every person believes his wife and children came to an untimely end; but he is a man of such rank and large possessions, nobody chuses to say much. I hinted the affair to your father, but fortune and love were too powerful to be given up, he affected not to believe it; but after his own disappointment, he thought more of his daughter, and had he not been so suddenly cut off, I believe would have interfered; at least, I am sure, would have made some separate provision for her, independent of that bad man her husband.”

“You may conceive, my dear Miss Weimar, how much I was shocked at this relation. I trembled for my Victoria, in the hands of such a monster, but alas! we could do nothing. I entreated my good friend to watch the Count narrowly, and to give me information, from time to time, concerning her, who I considered a victim to a villain.

“The following day we took a heartbreaking leave. The Marquis entreated the Count to pay us a visit. “In another year perhaps he might.” My sister, dear unhappy creature, never shed a tear. “My Charlotte, my beloved sister, think no more of me, (said she, an hour before we parted;) my pilgrimage will be short; the hour which gives birth
to an unfortunate being (I had forgot to tell you she was with child) will, in all probability, give me everlasting peace: fortunate if the dear infant accompanies me to the grave, if not, O, my sister, consider it as the only remains of the wretched Victoria, who has, does, and ever will love you to her last hour.” I will not wound your heart, my dear Matilda, by any further recital of our conversation. When we parted, in presence of her husband, I could have struck a dagger to his heart. She embraced me with fervor, “Heavens bless you, my dear and happy sister! and you, my generous, my noble brother, may you both live to enjoy years of uninterrupted happiness.” “Doubtless they will, (said the Count, with a malicious smile;) surely you forget we are to meet again at Paris next year, and not taking leave for life.” “True, (returned the Marquis;) I thank you for the remembrance, Sir,—a few months hence, my valued friends, I hope to see you at Paris.” She tore herself from my arms, and I got into the carriage, more dead than alive. Not to enter into an unnecessary detail, we returned safe to Paris, and in a short time after I received a few lines from my sister, dated from their castle in Switzerland, telling me she was tolerably well, both in health and spirits, but hourly in expectation of an event which might affect both.

“Near three weeks after this letter we received two; one from the Count informing the Marquis, that, to his inexpressible grief, he had lost both wife and child; the other from the medical gentleman who attended her, informing me of the same event, and that my sister, in her last moments, requested she would write to express her affection and wishes for my happiness with her departing breath.

Though I had always apprehended this event, yet it caused me inexpressible misery; and there being no longer any ties to bind us to that detested Count, we never answered or took any further notice of him.

“About six weeks after the dreadful information we had received, a letter came to me, directed in an unknown hand; I opened it—judge what were my emotions in reading these words, deeply impressed upon my memory.

“Your sister lives, though dead to all the world but you; a solemn vow has passed her lips, never to disclose preceding events without permission—ask no questions, and you shall soon hear more, but more than one life depends upon your secrecy.

VICTORIA.”

“I flew to the Marquis with this billet; he was equally surprised and overjoyed, but naturally concluded we might have spies upon us, and that therefore we had better continue our mourning the usual time.

“It was upwards on a fortnight before I heard again, and I grew very impatient; at length I had another letter: this informed me she was confined, that she had reason to hope her child (a boy) was alive. Under that hope she lived, and, notwithstanding her confinement, was better in health than when I saw her last. I might write a few lines now and then, under cover to Joseph Kierman, in a vulgar disguised hand; that she perhaps might never see me more, and meet certain death if the secret was discovered.
“This letter, like the former, was in a different hand from hers. I answered it, and from that time, near eighteen years, we have corresponded about once in two months, never oftener, till our last epistles concerning you.

“The whole affair is certainly very strange: often has the Marquis vowed to apply either to the Count or courts of justice; but the letters we received were never written by her, we could adduce no actual proofs of his guilt, and she continually warned us to take no steps without her permission. Thus, in a most unaccountable manner we are prohibited from doing her justice, whilst all the world believes her dead: he lives chiefly at Vienna, a dissipated life; though from my friend I hear he is at times gloomy, and apparently unhappy: this gentleman however believes my sister and her child dead, nor dare I undeceive him.

“Thus, my dear Miss Weimar, you have before you all I know of this melancholy affair; what now is become of this hapless victim heaven only knows,—I cannot think of leaving Paris yet; the Marquis can scarcely be restrained from exerting himself, and, indeed, in a short time, if we gain no further information, I shall feel disposed to coincide with his wishes.”

Matilda returned the Marchioness thanks for the trouble she had taken in giving this painful relation: she felt deeply for the poor suffering Countess, and could not help joining in opinion, that some decisive step ought to be taken, if she was not heard of soon.

They both waited with impatience to have another letter from Joseph, as he promised to write again about the gentleman and his horse; and the Marquis and Marchioness requested Matilda to offer him and Bertha, in their name, an asylum at Paris, if they had any fears of remaining at the Castle.

Three or four days passed, and nothing new occurred. Mademoiselles De Bouville and De Bancre had frequently called on Miss Weimar, also Madame Le Brune and her niece.

On the fifth morning the first mentioned young lady entered the house, accompanied by a very elegant young man, whom she introduced to Matilda as her brother. The Marquis and his lady were rejoiced to see him and gave him the most cordial welcome.

Matilda was uncommonly struck by his appearance; she thought him, (and with justice) the most amiable man she had ever seen. The Count De Bouville was indeed deserving of approbation: he had all the elegance of French manners, without their frivolities, an excellent understanding, and a desire of improving it induced him to visit England, after his tour through Italy and Germany; he had gained knowledge from the different manners and customs of each nation, and returned a truly accomplished young man, with much good sense and polished manners, a strict integrity of heart, and the highest sense of duty and love for his mother and sister. He had always entertained great respect for the Marquis and Marchioness De Melfort, and that, added to his sister’s warm eulogiums on Miss Weimar’s perfections, brought him the morning after his return to make his compliments. He had never seen a young woman like Matilda; she was in truth the child of nature; for, though accomplished and well informed, having
been bred up in obscurity, never visiting nor being visited, a stranger to young men, to flattery, or even the praises of a chamber-maid, with a most beautiful face, an elegant shape, and many natural if not acquired graces; she was unconscious of her perfections—she knew not the art of displaying them to advantage—she had no vani

ty to gratify—thought but humbly of herself, and received every mark of admiration and respect as favors to which she had no pretensions. A character so new to the world, which was easily understood in a short visit, from the frankness and naïveté of her manners, could not fail of engaging the attention and esteem of the Count. Her person was charming; her conversation and unaffected sweetness insensibly gained upon the heart, and rendered it impossible to avoid bestowing that homage to which she made no claims. When the visit was over and an engagement made for the Melfort family to dine the following day at the Bouville’s. Matilda, with her usual candour, warmly praised the young Count: her friends smiled, but coincided with her sentiments, and expatiated on his good qualities with all the warmth of friendship and esteem. They were yet on the same subject, when a servant entered and delivered a letter to Matilda. “From Joseph, (said she, looking at the address.)” “O, pray open it, (cried the Marchioness.)” She did so, and perusing it hastily to herself was struck with horror at the contents. He was now at the seat of Baron Wolmar, from whence he writes an account of all the proceedings at the Castle. He concludes with telling her the Baron and his niece have given him an asylum, but that the Count’s story was still unknown; is desirous of receiving her commands, and bitterly regrets the loss of poor Bertha.

When she had looked it over, without a single comment she gave it to the Marchioness, but her looks prepared her friend for some dreadful intelligence. “Good heavens! (cried she) what a villain! every thing now is past a doubt—most certainly he has destroyed my sister, and by burning the castle, sought to make away with the person privy to his transactions.”

When the Marquis had read it, “By all means, (said he) let Joseph be sent for immediately, he will prove a material witness, and I am determined, if no news arrives from her shortly, to enter a process against the Count, and oblige him to produce her.

A servant was ordered to set off the following morning to bring Joseph, and the Marquis wrote to thank the Baron for protecting him.

Various and melancholy were their conjectures relative to the Countess, whose strange fate they all deplored. “I shall never forgive myself, (cried the Marquis) for not interfering in this business years ago. When I knew she was first confined, though we never understood so clearly the nature of that confinement till she wrote to us of the courage and resolution a young lady, driven by accident to the castle, had shewn, in exploring the way to her gloomy apartments. At the same time she was cautious in withholding any particular information as to the nature of her situation. Maria, her attendant, always wrote for her, nor was any name signed on either side.”

“Every circumstance (returned Matilda) convinces me her life is not in danger, for had that been determined on so many years would never have passed, and left her in possession of it.” “I hope and wish your observation may be verified, (said the Marchioness.)” “But pray, madam, (cried Matilda) what became of the poor Chevalier after her marriage and the subsequent report of her death?” “My friend at Vienna, (replied the Lady) informed me, he returned there soon after the Count carried my sister
to Switzerland, and in a short time quitted the ambassador, and talked of visiting Asia, and remaining abroad some years; since which we have never heard of him, whether he is living or not.”

Some company now broke in upon them; and an engagement in the evening prevented any particular conversation.

The following day they were to dine with the Countess De Bouville. Matilda, for the first time in her life, took some pains with her dress, and felt an anxiety about her appearance; yet, unconscious of her motives, she attributed them solely to a desire of pleasing the Marchioness. When they arrived at their hotel, the Count was ready to conduct and introduce them. The Countess received them with pleasure. “I know, (said she) my good friends, you rejoice with me on the return of my son. We are a family of love, (added she, turning to Matilda) therefore you must not be surprised to see us a little intoxicated with joy on meeting again after so long an absence.” “Indeed, madam, such affectionate feelings do you great honour.”

Adelaide was all transport, which was soon after rather checked by the introduction of the Marquis de Clermont and his son: the young men ran into each other’s arms. “A thousand welcomes, my dear De Bouville, I impatiently longed to see you.” “I believe it, (returned the other, with a smile;) you had powerful reasons, and I have shortened my stay in England considerably on your account.” “Apropos, (said the Marquis;) how do you like England, my young friend?” “So well, Sir, (replied the Count) that I could be contented to pass my life there in the bosom of my friends. I consider the English as the happiest people under the sun: they are naturally brave, friendly, and benevolent; they enjoy the blessings of a mild and free government; their personal safety is secured by the laws; no man can be punished for an imaginary crime, they have fair trials, confront their accusers, can even object to a partial jury; in short, as far as human judgment admits these can be deemed infallible. Very few, if any, suffer but for actual crimes, adduced from the clearest proofs. Their commerce extends all over the known world; their merchants are rich and respectable, the first nobility do not disdain an alliance with them, they are considered as the supporters of the kingdom: ‘tis incredible to think of the liberal sums subscribed by these opulent, respectable, generous people, on any popular occasion, or private benefaction, without astonishment. The men of fashion are many of them admirable orators, great politicians, and perfectly acquainted with the government of different nations, as much as of their own. The young men, I believe, are the same every where—fond of pleasure, expence, and intrigue; but the rock on which they most generally split is that spirit of gambling which pervades through almost all ranks of people, dissipates fortunes, distresses families, hardens the heart, depraves the mind, and renders useless all the good qualities they receive from nature and education. There are very strict laws against play, but those laws only awe the middling or poorer kind of people, the great infringe them with impunity.

“But I beg pardon (added the Count) for falling into the common mode of travellers, engrossing the attention of the company to myself.” “I desire you will go on, (said the Marquis;) I am pleased with your observations.” “And the ladies, dear brother, (cried Mademoiselle De Bouville) pray tell us something of the ladies.” “I shall punish your curiosity (said he, smiling) by and bye. What I most admire in the English, is the great encouragement given to all manufactories, and to all useful discoveries; there
ought not to be any poor, that is, I mean beggars, in England, such immense sums are raised for their support, such resources for industry, and so many hospitals for the sick and aged, that, if proper management was observed, none need complain of cold or hunger; yet in my life I never saw so many painful and disgusting objects as there are in the streets and environs of London. I admire the public buildings, the places of entertainment, and the performers at them; but sometimes, as will ever be the case, liberty degenerates into licentiousness, and the mob will rudely interrupt the performers, and carry their applause or censure in opposition to every effort of their betters: this certainly is an abuse of their freedom, but ‘tis an evil they know not how to remedy in a land of liberty.

“As for the ladies, my dear sister.” “Aye, brother, now for it;—I hate your English belles, they are such monopolizers when they make their appearance at Paris.” “And yet, Adelaide, I assure you, it is not often you see the most beautiful of them here, doubtless there are very many charming women among the first circles of fashion, who may dispute the palm of beauty with any court in the known world; but generally speaking, the middling ranks of people are by far the handsomest of both sexes, and I account for it in this manner. In fashionable circles they keep very late hours, play deep, enter into every scheme for amusement and dissipation, without regard to their health or complexions; hence they injure one, and destroy the other: no artificial resources can give brilliancy to the eyes, or health and vivacity to the figure; acquired bloom can never deceive, and the natural beautiful complexions of the English ladies are so delicate and transparant, that art may disguise, but never can improve them. Their ill hours, and deforming their lovely faces by the anxiety of avarice, envy, and passion, when at their midnight orgies, adoring and watching the effects of chance in their favour, destroys their beauty many years before age would have lessened their attractions; for I must confess, (added he, smiling at his sister) the English women, take them all in all, are more fascinating than any other nation I ever saw.” “And yet, (said she) you are returned heart-whole, brother?” “That is begging the question, my curious sister; but where there are so many charmers, men’s eyes involuntarily wander, and must consider it almost an insult upon the rest to select one, when there are such equal pretensions.”

“The English ladies are much obliged to you, Count, (said the Marquis de Melfort) and we shall soon have an opportunity of judging if your picture is over-charged, as we design visiting England within this month.”

This declaration conveyed no pleasure to any of the party. The De Bouville’s were already so much prejudiced in favour of Miss Weimar, that they were but hurt at the idea of parting: the Count particularly felt uneasy, though he could not express it upon so short an acquaintance.

Matilda was highly pleased with Monsieur De Clermont, her friend’s lover; he was polite, sensible and intelligent; the Marquis, his father, lively, chatty and attentive to ladies.

The dinner hours passed very agreeably, and they regretted that an assembly in the evening must break in upon their party.
The young folks had an hour to themselves: the Count paid Matilda the most marked attention; congratulated his sister on the acquisition of such a friend, and hoped some event, favourable to his wishes, might prevent their tour to England, though he acknowledged the hope a selfish one. After chatting on various subjects, the Count accidentally enquired of Matilda, if she liked Paris as well as she did Vienna? The question confused her, and she replied, with some hesitation, she had never seen Vienna. “I beg your pardon, madam, (said he) I understood you came from thence.” “No, brother, Miss Weimar resided in Switzerland.” “At Berne, madam? (asked he.)” “No, Sir, (answered she, still more confused) I chiefly resided in the country.” The Count saw by her manner he had been guilty of some impropriety, though he hardly knew of what nature; he was therefore silent, and she recovered from her embarrassment.

In the evening the company began to assemble; amongst the rest that eternal gad-about Madame le Brune, and her niece, Mademoiselle De Fontelle. The Count was obliged to pay his compliments, and receive their congratulations on his return; which done, he hastily returned to the side of Matilda.

The envious De Fontelle could not bear this; she made her way to them, took the hand of Matilda, called her her sweet friend, assured her they must be violently intimate, she was quite charmed with her; with a hundred such delusive compliments, as meant nothing, and to which the other replied with a cold civility. All at once, turning quickly to her, “Bless me, Miss Weimar, I forgot to ask if you have a relation of your name in Paris?” The roses forsook Matilda's cheek, she trembled, and could scarce stand; every one observed her confusion: the Count caught her arm. “Bless me! (cried Mademoiselle De Fontelle) has my question disordered you; I only asked because I was in company yesterday with a gentleman of your name, just arrived from Germany.”

This was enough for the unhappy girl—down she dropt, and had not the Count been attentive to her motions, and caught her in his arms, she must have fallen to the ground. Every body was alarmed, and crowded round her, the Marchioness particularly so; she was carried into another room, the Count still supporting her, and followed by his sister. It was some time before she returned to life. The first objects that struck her, were the Count, holding her in his arms, the Marchioness on her knees, applying salts, and Mademoiselle De Bouville pressing her hand. “O, madam! (cried she, eagerly and trembling) he is come—he is come.” “Compose yourself, my love, (said the Marchioness) no one is come that can hurt you.” “Yes, yes, (answered she, hardly knowing what she said) ‘tis he, he will carry me off, he will take me from you.”

Her friend still endeavoured to soothe and calm her spirits. The Count and his sister were surprised; they saw there was some mystery, but forebore any enquiries.

It was some time before she was perfectly restored: they urged her to return to the company—she felt a repugnance, “I fear that Miss ——” “Fear nothing, madam, (interrupted the Count;) you have friends who will protect you with their lives.” She looked at him with an expression of gratitude, but said nothing. She arose, and with feeble steps attended her friends into the saloon.
Mademoiselle De Fontelle officiously came to congratulate her return. The amiable De Bancre felt real concern, and expressed it with feeling, and without exaggeration.

Matilda, sensible of the kindness of her friends, and ashamed of the observation she had attracted, tried to acquire new spirits; but it was an endeavour only; her eyes were incessantly turned towards the door, she dreaded every moment she should see her uncle enter, and nothing could exceed her joy when the evening closed and they were seated in the Marquis’s carriage.

“O, madam! O, Sir! ‘tis assuredly my uncle—he will know where I am, and tear me from you.” “Do not afflict yourself, my dear Miss Weimar, (answered the Marquis;) if it should be him, he shall prove his pretensions before he gets any footing here, much less take you from our protection.”

Poor Matilda thanked him with a grateful heart, and retired to her bed, but not to sleep: her mind was greatly disturbed, “What a poor creature I am, (cried she;) no father, brother, or protector, not even the clothes I wear my own property; if this man, this uncle claims, who can dare detain me? what are the evils which may befall me?—whatever becomes of me, I will not embroil my friends. Happy, happy Miss De Bouville! (said she) you have a mother, a brother to protect you! such a brother! what an amiable man! O, I never knew my wretchedness ’till now, that I am humbled to the dust!” Under these melancholy impressions she past the night, and when morning came was in a high fever.

The servant who came to attend her was alarmed at her indisposition, and flew to inform the Marchioness, who instantly went to her apartment. She found her very ill. A physician was sent for, who ordered her to be bled and kept very quiet. About noon the Marchioness left her asleep, and had scarcely entered the parlour, when she was informed a gentleman requested to speak with her; she ordered his admittance.

A middle aged man, of respectable appearance, politely entered the room. “I must apologize to your Ladyship for my intrusion, without sending in my name, which I now avow to be Weimar, and I am uncle, I may say father, to a young lady of that name now in your house. I fear, madam, you have been strangely imposed upon to afford her protection; it is painful to a person so nearly connected as I am to that unhappy girl.” “I beg your pardon, Sir, for interrupting you, but I have no person under my roof that answers to your description; you are therefore, I presume, in an error as to the lady you allude to.” “I believe not, madam, (answered he, rather haughtily;) I come here to demand my niece, Matilda Weimar, and through her to discover a servant with whom she went off, after robbing me.” “Robbing you, Sir! take care what you say; you shall bring proofs of your assertions, and then we will answer you: at present Miss Weimar is safe in our protection, and you will find, Sir, she has powerful friends to guard her, and expose those who are her enemies.” “‘Tis well, madam, (replied he) you will hear from me in another manner.” He bowed and quitted the house.

She was glad he did not see the Marquis, at the same time she felt they were in an awkward predicament.
Soon after the Count De Bouville and his sister called on her. “My dear madam, (said the latter) how does our charming young friend? we have been quite unhappy for her indisposition.” “You are very obliging, my dear Adelaide; she well deserves your solicitude, and I am sorry to say she is really very ill this morning.” “Ill! (cried the Count, eagerly;) O, madam, has she any advice—has she a physician?” “Yes, (replied the Marchioness;) I hope there is no danger,—her spirits are hurried and she is a little feverish.”

The Count walked about the room. His sister said, “Will you pardon me, madam, if I tell you the strange reports we have heard this morning?” “I shall thank you for the communication, (replied the other;)” “This morning early Mademoiselle De Fontelle called on us, “O heavens! (said she, eagerly) no wonder Miss Weimar fainted last night; why she turns out to be an imposter, and a shocking creature.” “Who, Miss Weimar,(cried my brother) impossible, madam; go and circulate that envious tale some where else, there will be no credit given to it here.” “You are very ready, Sir, to insult your friends, and take the part of strangers; but I assure you (added she, haughtily) I have no cause to envy Miss Weimar, and should be extremely unhappy to be thought like her.” Seeing my brother smile contemptuously, “Well, (said she) ’tis of little consequence to me if her uncle is come in search of her; if she run away from his house with a servant, and jointly robbed him of his property, and now has contrived to impose herself upon the Marchioness for a different person; perhaps she may elope with one of her servants next, the thing is nothing to me, only people ought to be careful how they introduce improper persons into a circle, though they are beauties and objects of envy—envy indeed! I shall never forget the pretty idea.” She flung out of the room, leaving us almost petrified with astonishment. When my brother recovered, he said,” “What I say now, (cried the Count, interrupting her) that I will stake my life upon the honour and integrity of the young lady—that ingenious countenance speaks a heart which never knew deception.”

“You judge rightly, my dear Count (said the Marchioness;) I have not time to explain things now, but be assured she is truth and virtue itself; the servant, a worthy and very old man, who knew her from her infancy, is now in my house; he fled with her to save her from dishonour, from the wretch who now pursues her.” “Heaven and earth! (cried the Count) where is the miscreant, I will haunt him through the world for daring to asperse her character.” “Softly, my good friend, (returned she, smiling) your interference will do no good; the Marquis and myself take upon us to do her justice; mean time you may pay him a visit, and you sister shall just step up and see my patient, provided she is very silent.” “My best respects, Adelaide, (said he;)” “O, doubtless, (returned the Marchioness) we shall make abundance of compliments and fine speeches, but it will be by dumb show, for I prohibit talking.”

Being let blood, had checked the fever, and Matilda lay tolerably composed when her friends entered; she rejoiced to see them, and held out her hand. “Yes, (said the Marchioness) we can take hands, but you are only to tell us how you are.” “Much better, my dearest, best——” “Enough, enough, (said the Lady) that’s all we wanted to know, so now kiss and part—by and bye you may meet again.” “My brother, dear Miss Weimar, sends his best respects.” “Very well, that is sufficient. Heaven bless you, my love, go to sleep and compose your mind.”
The ladies returned to the parlour; the Marquis and Count were there, and expressed great joy to hear so favourable an account of Matilda’s health. The Marquis entered into a little detail of her story, and strongly engaged the affection and compassion of the Count and his sister. “I tell you this in secret, (said the Marquis) remember it goes no farther; we have powerful reasons not to extend our confidence, nor withdraw our protection from a friendless orphan recommended to us by a valued relation.” “I admire, I honour you (cried the Count, with earnestness;) do not give her up to this pretended uncle: but how shall we silence calumny, how stop the tongue of that malignant girl?” “We must act as circumstances shall require; I will call at Madame Le Brun’s myself, and assure them there is a mistake in the affair, and warn them not to speak ill of my protégée, for I will defend her with my life and fortune.”

They now separated; Mademoiselle De Bouville promised to return in the evening, and the Marchioness went out to pay a few visits, and see if the scandal was extended among her acquaintance; to her great mortification she was told of it everywhere, some condoled with her on being so greatly imposed upon, others affected to resent such a creature should have the assurance to get herself introduced into company, but all agreed, “They saw what she was, nothing but a little pretender, who was a stranger to good breeding; no body was deceived but the Marchioness, for every one could see art and duplicity in her face.”

Thus she, who the preceding evening was the most delightful, most engaging, most elegant girl in the world, by one stroke of slander, was deprived of every perfection, and admiration turned into contempt; so prone is the world to believe ill, and so little dependence is there to be placed on the breath of praise.

The Marchioness was exceedingly exasperated; she defended her young friend with warmth;—she congratulated the ladies on their ingenuity, in finding every virtue and every vice, every charm and deformity in the same person, within the space of eight and forty hours. “Their candour and good nature was highly commendable (she said) and the compliments they paid her judgment were certainly very flattering.”

In this ironical manner she treated the tittle-tattle of the envious and malicious; but, driving to Madame Le Brun’s, she met her niece, just arrived before her, from circulating her scandalous tale: a malignant joy danced in her eyes, though she was a little confused when she saw the Marchioness. “I beg the favour of speaking to you, Mademoiselle, (said the Lady; and taking her seat,) “I find I am to thank you for presuming to propagate reports to the disadvantage of my relation: you would do well to recollect, Mademoiselle, there is no character so truly despicable as the slanderer and tale bearer; you should also be well informed of the facts you relate, and of their origin in truth, before you asperse characters, or subject yourself to the mortification of being disappointed in your views, and of having the calumny retorted on yourself.” “What views do you mean, madam,—what is it to me whether Miss Weimar is the runaway niece of Mr. Weimar, or not?” “Your views, (answered the Marchioness,) are pretty evident; but permit me to observe the Count De Bouville’s esteem will never be obtained at the expence of veracity and generosity, and it would have been more becoming a young lady of liberal sentiments, in at least a doubtful case, to have suspended her judgment, and have inclined to the good-natured side of the question; but I am now to inform you, the whole tale you have, with so much avidity, related, is false; that Miss Weimar is as irreproachable as she is beautiful, and in a short time the
Marquis will severely punish and expose those who dare assert any thing to the prejudice of that young lady: you will do well, Mademoiselle, to profit by the information.” Saying this, she arose, with a look of contempt, and returned to her carriage.

When she met the Marquis at dinner she repeated what she had heard, and her behaviour in consequence. The Marquis applauded her proceedings.

“When I left you this morning, (said he) crossing the street St. Honore, I met Monsieur Du Versac, with another gentleman. “This is the Marquis De Melfort, (said he,) and immediately added), permit me to introduce to your Lordship, Mr. Weimar; we were going to your hotel.” “Has Mr. Weimar any business, Sir, with me?” “I have, Sir, (he replied, in a very calm tone of voice:) I had the pleasure to wait on the Marchioness, but there was a misunderstanding took place.” “Suppose we step home to my house, (said Du Versac.)” We agreed so to do. When seated, “Now, Sir, (addressing Mr. Weimar) I am prepared to hear whatever you please to say.” He then began a long story of taking Matilda from her infancy, after the death of her father and mother; the tenderness he had treated her with, the education he had given her, his design of giving her his moderate fortune; mentioned a variety of circumstances to prove his affection, and her subsequent flight with Albert, taking a horse from his stable, and deceiving him with false pretences. As her uncle, he had a right to claim her; her behaviour to him made her undeserving protection, but duty to his deceased brother called upon him to protect his child; and he would therefore forgive the error she had been drawn into, and receive her as kindly as ever. When he stopt, I replied, “Sir, there is much plausability, also, I believe, great truth in what you have related: you must not be offended if I also state facts exactly as Miss Weimar has related them to us.” I repeated her story; when I came to the circumstance of the conversation between him and Agatha in the summer-house, he started and turned pale, but quickly recovered. I added, that meeting accidentally with a relation of mine, she was recommended to our house as an asylum, which it was my determination to afford her, and I should suppose no uncle of hers could object to her situation with the Marchioness, who was desirous of considering her as an adopted daughter. “I am no longer at a loss to account for her conduct (replied he;) and so far from blaming, I must applaud her adherence to those ideas of virtue and propriety I had always inculcated in her mind; but she ought not to have taken up things lightly, nor have proceeded to such lengths upon hearing imperfectly a desultory conversation, which, if she had heard the whole, and its true meaning, she would have formed a very different judgment of; therefore, at the same time I applaud her discretion, I blame her precipitant decision: however, my Lord, I beg the favor of seeing my niece alone for an hour in your house, before I take any steps equally as disagreeable to myself as to her and your family.” I told him I would consult with Miss Weimar, without the least interference on my part, and transmit to him this evening her answer.

“This is indeed a very complex piece of business, (replied the Marchioness) but I really think she ought to see him, and I shall conceive it no breach of honor to be within hearing of their conversation; for although not a shadow of a doubt remains with me concerning her truth and innocence, yet I wish to have an investigation of the affair, that I may openly assert both, from a thorough conviction of it.”
When dinner was over she went to Matilda’s apartment. She was infinitely better, and proposed getting up in the evening. After a thousand expressions of kindness and assurances of protection, she mentioned the meeting between Mr. Weimar and the Marquis, related the conversation that took place, and his wish to see her.

Matilda clasped her hands, “Oh! I cannot, cannot see him! I could not be mistaken. His words,—his actions previous to the scene I overheard in the summer house, leaves no doubts upon my mind; yet I ought not, I cannot involve my benefactors in trouble: instruct me, tell me, dearest madam, what I ought to do, and that I will do,—your opinion shall decide for me.” “Why then, my dear Miss Weimar, I think you had best hear what he has to say.” “Not alone, madam.” “Mr. Weimar is desirous of being alone with you.” “No, my dearest lady, that cannot be; let me entreat the favor of your supporting presence.” “Since you are so desirous of it, (said the Marchioness) and think you can see him to-morrow, I will appoint him to attend you in the library, the closet adjoining having a very thin partition, I can distinctly hear your conversation, and he will then have no restraint on his words or behaviour.”

This plan being adopted, a note was dispatched by the Marquis to Mr. Weimar, signifying that the young lady would be glad to see him the next day, at twelve, if her health would permit.

Poor Matilda dreaded the interview, and the power he might exert over her, yet it was a justice due to her character and friends, that she should confront him; she therefore endeavoured to reconcile herself to the meeting, though she knew it would be extremely painful to her.

Mademoiselle De Bouville paid her a visit in the evening: she was sitting up, and, from the quantity of blood taken from her in the morning, and the little hectic which the fever occasioned, she looked uncommonly delicate and beautiful. After saluting her in the most affectionate manner, she said, “I am charged with a thousand compliments from my brother; he has been extremely uneasy, but if he was to see you this evening, I think he would have but little cause for it;—without any flattery, my dear Miss Weimar, you look quite enchanting.”

Matilda smiled, but it was not a smile of pleasure. Ah! thought she, if the Count, if Mademoiselle De Bouville knew me, for what I am, a poor dependant, without friends or family—I should have few pretensions to their notice.

Adelaide took notice of her dejection,—“Come, my sweet friend, recover your spirits. My brother will be anxious for my return; you must enable me to give a good report, if you are desirous he should have rest to-night.” “If I am desirous (replied poor Matilda;) is there any thing I more sincerely wish than happiness to you and your amiable brother?” “Well then, (answered Adelaide) you must make haste to be well.” “You are very obliging, (returned Matilda;) I am much better, and should be very ungrateful to my friends if I did not exert myself against trifling indispositions.”

Adelaide surveyed her with admiration and compassion, her generosity felt an increase of affection from the knowledge of her misfortunes, though she was cautious not to drop a word that might give the other any suspicion that she was acquainted with them.
They parted at night with mutual reluctance, and Matilda endeavoured to compose her spirits for the dreaded interview that was to take place the following day.

When the Marchioness entered her apartment next morning she found her dressing, and much better, which gave her great satisfaction: she encouraged and applauded the resolution she had assumed; but when the time came, and the name of Mr. Weimar was brought in, she could scarcely keep from fainting. The Marchioness retired to the closet, and he entered; Matilda rose to receive him, he hastily advanced and embraced her, “My dearest child, I rejoice to see you, cruelly as you have used me, miserable as I have been from apprehensions of your safety, I am happy to see you under such respectable protection.” He seated her and himself. “The Marquis De Melfort, (said he) has explained to me the cause of your absenting yourself from my house, therefore I am neither surprised nor angry; but surely you acted precipitantly, and judged on very slight grounds, the conversation you only partially heard and little understood.” “I heard enough, Sir, (said Matilda, with some spirit) to inform me I was not in safety in a house with a woman of Agatha’s principles.” “You entirely mistook the affair, (interrupted he) but before I explain myself farther, tell me, Matilda, is there no gratitude, no affection due to the man who has supported you from childhood, who took you, a helpless infant, without a friend to protect you from every evil incident to deserted infancy? did I not treat you, love you, as a blessing sent from heaven?”

Matilda was drowned in tears at this representation of her forlorn state; with a deep sigh she answered, “Yes, Sir, all this I acknowledge, and heaven can witness for me how grateful I was for your kindness, until my delicacy was alarmed by freedoms I thought improper from our near connexion.”

“One question more, (said he;) should you have been offended at those freedoms, (as you call very innocent attentions,) had they been offered by a man who designed to make you his wife?”

Matilda started, “His wife! ’tis a strange question, but I answer, yes, Sir, I should; for confined as my knowledge of mankind was, nature and decency had taught me the impropriety of such behaviour.”

“Perhaps, (said he) you carried your ideas of propriety too far; but doubtless you erred on the right side. But now, Matilda, I am going to disclose a secret, known only to Agatha, and which occasioned the conversation you misunderstood and misrepresented—I am not your uncle.” “Good God! (cried Matilda) who, or what am I then?” “That, (replied he) is a question I cannot resolve, I wish for your ease I could do so; but what I do know, I will repeat. One day I was in the garden, when Agatha came running to me with a bundle in her arm, “Lord, Sir, the strangest thing; I am sure I am as innocent as the babe itself, where it came from, or to whom it belongs, but Lord, Sir, here is a child sent you from God.” Very much surprised, I uncovered a cloth, and beheld the most beautiful infant I ever saw. I asked her how she came by it: this was her account; she heard a knocking at the door, and going to open it, saw a man at a distance, running very fast and a bundle at the gate; the man was soon out of sight; she took up the parcel, and found the child, wrapped in a dimity petticoat, and two or three cambrick handkerchiefs, but no clothes, and apparently just born; a bit of paper was pinned to the petticoat, on which was wrote, with a pencil, “Look on this child as committed to your
care by the hand of Providence; be careful of it, and you will not repent it.” I was very much struck (continued Mr. Weimar) by such an extraordinary circumstance, but resolved to do my duty: a nurse was provided in the house; I had it baptized and named it Matilda. I said it was my niece; having then no other servant but Agatha, and she being faithful to my wishes, as my niece the beloved adopted child was brought up, and had masters of every kind to instruct her. Years rolled away, no enquiry was ever made, and I began to see a thousand graces in this young creature, which insensibly warmed my heart, and taught it what it was to love, a lesson I had never learnt till then. When I returned from France my protegée was improved in beauty and statue; she knew little of men, and she was less known by them; I determined to acquaint her with the secret I have related, and to offer her my hand. I deliberated some time in what manner to disclose it, and was consulting with Agatha how to make the discovery when you overheard the conversation, mistook the purport of it, and in consequence of that mistake gave me inexpressible misery.”

Here Mr. Weimar stopt. Matilda, who sat almost breathless and stupified, fetched a deep sigh, “Then I am an outcast, a forsaken orphan, without friends or protectors! gracious heaven! the offspring of guilt perhaps, for who but guilty wretches would give up their child to strangers?” A friendly burst of tears relieved her beating heart.

“Take comfort, my dearest Matilda; permit me to offer you my hand, my heart, I will be your protector through life; I consent that you shall consult the Marquis and Marchioness; you shall make you own terms for Albert, whom I shall value for his fidelity to you. If I have mentioned you in Paris as my niece, it was to avoid disagreeable questions, and keep your secret. The marriage may be private or public, as you like, no one will dare interfere with my wife. Think of every thing; I will return tomorrow for your determination.” He arose, he kissed her hand, and left her motionless in the chair.

The moment he quitted the room the Marchioness entered, and, embracing the warm statue, as she called her, “I have heard all, my dear Matilda, and am equally astonished with yourself: his tale is plausible, perhaps true. Whoever were your parents, I should suppose them dead, from their not making enquiries during so many years after their child. Some praise is doubtless due to Mr. Weimar, for his care of you; his first motives were certainly benevolent ones; whether he latterly intended you honourable, or not, cannot be known; he offers to marry you now, in the face of your friends; ‘tis possible you might mistake the tenor of the conversation you overheard—at any rate he seems now ready to act with honour. All this I say for Mr. Weimar,—justice demands I should be impartial; now, on the other hand, if your heart is repugnant to his offers; if you cannot be reconciled in your own mind to the account he has given you; if the gratitude due to his care of you in early life is effaced from your heart by his subsequent conduct, and you cannot overcome the disgust it inspired, never think of accepting his hand, to render both wretched. I have adopted you, I love you as a child, and will protect you; in me you shall find the mother you have lost: fear not therefore, my dearest Matilda, to decide as your heart and judgment shall direct; do nothing hastily, take this day and night to reflect and determine with your whole heart tomorrow. I shall, with your permission, inform the Marquis of this extraordinary story, and I am sure his affection for you will coincide with mine.”
Whilst the Marchioness was speaking Matilda had time to recover herself from the astonishment she had been thrown into, and still more from the humiliating idea, that she was indeed a friendless orphan, and owed unbounded obligations to a man she had for some time past looked on with detestation.

When the Marchioness was silent the unhappy girl took her hand, and kissing it, with a flood of tears, “My dear, my generous benefactress, do you and the Marquis decide for me, I am incapable of judging for myself; I feel what I owe to Mr. Weimar’s humanity—I honour him for his benevolence and charity to a poor deserted infant; he is a good master, and beloved, as I have heard, by his tenants; I may have erred, I may have condemned him wrongfully, yet my heart, my judgment is not on his side. Condescend, dear madam, to direct me; I will take this day and night to reflect on every thing I have heard; have the goodness to inform me in the morning of your own and the Marquis’s opinion, and I hope I shall act so as not to forfeit the friendship you have honoured me with.”

The Marchioness embraced her with expressions of tenderness, and repaired to the Marquis, to whom she repeated the preceding conversation.

He was very much surprised and puzzled. “We cannot controvert any of the circumstances he has related, and his behaviour to her, from the moment she was thrown on his protection, deserves the greatest praise; one would scarcely believe a mind capable of such good actions could entertain designs so contrary to honour and the tenor of his former conduct; his offers now certainly prove his affection, but I own I should be sorry to see such a lovely young creature compelled to be sacrificed to a man older perhaps than her father: if there is a mystery in her birth, time yet may bring it to light; however she must determine for herself, but let it be free from the idea of necessity, for on our protection she may rely.”

The Count De Bouville, anxious for Matilda’s health, and the result of the expected conference, made the Marchioness an early visit; as he had been informed of the preceding circumstances, they made no scruple to relate every particular that had taken place that morning. The Count was very much shocked; he scarcely knew the nature of the sentiments he entertained for Matilda; ‘tis true, he admired and esteemed her, from the little observations he had found an opportunity of making on her character, but he possessed too much sense to be violently attached on so slender an acquaintance; yet he could still less bear the idea, that she should marry Mr. Weimar. A man of quality in France to marry an obscure young woman, without even knowing the authors of her being, would, he knew, incur everlasting contempt; yet, were the Germans less proud? but then Mr. Weimar was an elderly man, accountable to no one, lived in the country, detached from the world, and could do as he pleased. In short, he saw insuperable difficulties attending an attachment to Matilda from himself, and the certainty of it gave him more pain than in prudence he ought to have indulged. He had forgot himself, his long reverie surprised his friends; the Marquis interrupted it by asking his sentiments on the story he had heard? He said it was impossible for him to form an opinion; the account, with respect to her birth, was uncommon, yet nevertheless it might be true, such things had happened, and were not impossible; but if Mr. Weimar was just in every particular, although he had a claim upon her gratitude, he could not see he had any to her person, contrary to her inclinations. The Marquis said, “Your sentiments exactly coincide with mine, therefore the young lady must determine for
herself; for my own part I have little doubt but her birth is noble; her person, her figure, the extraordinary natural understanding she possesses confirms my opinion that so many graces seldom belong to a mean birth or dishonest connexions.” “There may be some truth in your observation, (said the Marchioness) but we have seen and heard of many instances where a noble soul has been inclosed within a vulgar body, and honour, fidelity, integrity and attachment are seen in a thousand examples among people of the lowest class, though I grant not it common to be met with; but then every one has not had the cultivation nor accomplishments of Matilda.” “Ah! (cried the Count) your remarks are undoubtedly very just; but there are so many natural graces in this lady, that I think with the Marquis, they never could spring from a mean or improper connexion.” “I think so too, (replied she) but be that as it may, she shall always command our friendship and protection.”

She had scarcely said this before a servant entered with a letter, she looked with surprise at the post-mark, and withdrew to the window, she had no sooner opened it and perused two or three lines, than she exclaimed, “Gracious Heaven! in England, O, my Lord, the Countess is safe in England?” The Count De Bouville instantly took leave, nor did they attempt to detain him, but engaged his return in the evening, with his mother and sister, if they were disengaged.

He had no sooner left the room, than she eagerly read the contents of her letter as follows:

“My dearest sister will, I know, rejoice when I tell her I have escaped from the worst of evils, perhaps from death, and am safe in the protection of a charming English Lady, Mrs. Courtney, at her villa about three miles from London. The uncertainty whether you have left France, or on your journey to England, prevents me from being more explicit; if you have not left France, write under cover to Mrs. Courtney, Harley-street, Cavendish-square. If this letter is sent after you, hasten to me, dearest sister,—O, what happiness I promise myself in embracing my dearest friends. I hope Miss Weimar is with you; the uncertainty has given me great concern. Do not delay an hour to satisfy you affectionate sister and friend.

VICTORIA.”

“Good God! I thank thee, (cried the Marchioness) this is blessed news indeed.” “I rejoice with you, my dearest love, (said the Marquis) but pray communicate the news to your lovely protegée.”

She hastened to Matilda; she was reclining on her arms, thrown across the table, and weeping bitterly. “My charming girl, do not give way to sorrow, heaven, in its own good time, will send you relief; here is an instance to prove it, (giving her the letter.) Poor Matilda raised her drooping head, and hastily looked it over, clasped her hands with joy, “O, my dearest madam, this is happiness indeed—let me not be so selfish to mourn on a day of joy like this.” “Let this, my dear young friend, be a lesson to yourself, never despair; to misfortunes and contradictions to our best wishes, we are all liable, and all must expect; none are exempt from the calamities incident to human nature; to bear those inevitable evils with patience, to acquire resolution and fortitude under them, and to look forward with hope, that you may one day be delivered from
them, will blunt the arrows of affliction, and enable you to support them with resignation.”

“My beloved, my charming monitress, (cried Matilda) I will try to profit by your advice; the Countess and yourself shall be my great examples—dear lady, how kind to think of the poor Matilda; I wish I could see her, but alas!—” “No sighs, (said the Marchioness, you must and shall be cheerful this day; hope, my dear girl, and all may be well yet.”

They descended to the parlour, and in the afternoon had the pleasure of hearing Joseph was just arrived with the servant. “Let him come in, (they all cried, as with one breath.) He entered; poor fellow, he fell on his knees and wept, it was difficult to say whether with joy or sorrow—he felt both; the sight of Miss Weimar remembered him of Bertha’s dreadful fate, though he rejoiced to see her safe. The Marchioness and Matilda ran to raise him. “Welcome, my good Joseph, (said the former) you are come on a happy day,” “My dear friend, (said the latter, pressing his hand) do not give way to grief; we have all our sorrows, but we have our pleasures too, and I have news for you, Joseph. Our good lady is alive, and safe from the power of her enemies.” “Heaven be thanked, (said the old man, wiping his eyes) this is blessed news indeed; and to see you safe too, my dear young madam, makes me happy, though I can’t forget poor Bertha: alas, your ladyship, she was a good and faithful wife; she knew nothing about my lady—poor soul, she kept no secrets from me.” He seemed to feel a reproach for his secrecy.

“My honest friend, (said the Marquis) your kindness and fidelity to our dear sister deserves reward; in this house you may rest free from care the remainder of your days, and I will settle two hundred livres\textsuperscript{12} on you yearly besides.”

Joseph again dropt on his knees, “God bless your honour! God bless the dear ladies!” And he hurried out of the room, tears of thankfulness running down his cheeks.

“Good creature! (cried Matilda, wiping her eyes) may the rest of your life be peaceful and happy.”

They now again returned to the subject of the Countess and her letter. The Marchioness expressed her wishes to set off with all possible expedition to England, and within ten days it was fixed they should depart. Matilda heard this determination with a sigh, which did not pass unobserved, though they forbore to notice it; they concluded however she should be left to herself until the next morning, that their opinions might not appear to influence her. For herself, the idea of her obscure birth was a severe mortification; she considered her friends De Bouville and De Bancre as so much her superiors, that she could no longer treat them with that easy familiarity she had been accustomed, though she little thought the former was acquainted with her whole story.

In the evening came the Countess of Bouville and her family, with Madame De Nancy and her sister. After the first compliments, “Bless me! (cried Mademoiselle De Bancre) what in the world, ladies, have you done to Mademoiselle De Fontelle; I met her this morning, and pleading an engagement here as a reason for refusing her invitation, she flew into a violent rage, accused the Marchioness of treating her with
rudeness unpardonable; and for Miss Weimar, she lavished such a torrent of abuse on her, that had I not known her fixed aversion to all handsome women, and a small predilection in favor of a certain person, whose attentions she is fearful of losing, I should have been at a loss to account for her acrimony.”

“If the lady has any dislike, or fears respecting me, (answered Matilda, with evident confusion) she does me great injustice; ’tis impossible I should ever injure her, or clash with any views she has formed.” “There is no saying what her views may be, (said the Count) but I will venture to assert, there can be no divided opinion concerning the merits of Miss Weimar and Mademoiselle De Fontelle; and the jealousy of a mean mind, when conscious of its deficiencies, is natural enough.” “Come, come, (said the Marchioness) no scandal, my good friends: we cannot be hurt by malice, any more than we can be gratified by undue praises at the expense of others.”

The uncommon spirits of the Marquis and Marchioness attracted observation, as well as the dejection of Matilda, which she attributed to ill health. The Count and his sister sympathized with her, and the former was so agitated for the event of the following day, that he did not dare ask himself why he was so much interested.

Matilda rejoiced when the evening concluded and she could retire to herself: she was far from well; her anxiety in what manner she should answer Mr. Weimar distracted her mind; she felt the strongest repugnance to become his wife—she was sure she could not be happy with him; if she had wronged him, he never could, she thought, cordially forgive, nor should she ever look up to him with confidence. She past a restless night, and arose ill and unrefreshed. She entreated her friends to be present; they at first objected, but she was so extremely unhappy at their refusal, that they at length consented to come in after his appearance, if she sent for them.

His name was at length announced, and he absolutely started at the alteration in her countenance. “The solemnity of your air, my charming Matilda, gives me great uneasiness; how great will be my transport to remove every cause of sorrow from your heart, and see cheerfulness restored to your features. Have you acquainted your friends here with my communications?” “I have, Sir, (replied she, endeavouring to collect some firmness) but they decline giving any opinion; have you any objection to their being present now?” He hesitated; “I see no necessity for it—but as you please.” She then rung the bell, and requested the Marquis and his lady would do them the favor of their company. They entered, and after mutual compliments, and they were seated, Matilda addressed herself to Mr. Weimar. “At the time, Sir, when you permitted me to believe I had the honour of being your niece, although sensible of your kindness, and conscious of my obligations to you, for the care of my infancy, I have often taken my heart to task, and upbraided its want of gratitude; what must I accuse myself of now, when I am informed that to your charity alone I am indebted for the advantages I possess. O, Sir, never, never can I return what I owe you—least of all, by becoming your wife; ’tis an honour I do not deserve—” “Pardon me for interrupting you, my dear Matilda: I disclaim the name of obligation; you owe me no gratitude but for my affection; consider how many years you have been the delight, the darling of my heart, and now, when my love is stronger than ever, am I to be thrown off at once; have you no feeling for the wretchedness you doom me to for the remainder of my life?” “Oh! Sir, what can I say (answered Matilda;) impressions once strongly conceived are difficult to eradicate; the conversation I overheard is ever present to my mind, and could I forget that, then my
reverence for my uncle would return, and I should shudder at the idea of a nearer connexion. When I think of it, and indeed, Sir, I have endeavoured to think of it, an unaccountable repugnance makes the idea horrible to me; yet after all, if you persist in wishing me to become your wife, I do not think myself at liberty absolutely to refuse, but I tell you candidly, I never can love you; that though I will obey you, and do my duty, I know I shall be miserable, and in that persuasion surely ‘tis impossible I can make you happy.” “I am sensible (said he) that my age is against me, I cannot expect to be loved like a young fellow, but my unremitting attentions to please will make me deserving your esteem.” “Well, Sir, (said Matilda, hastily) it is fit you should prefer your own happiness to mine, I have no right to refuse, nor any way of discharging the obligations I owe you for the care of my early life, but by the sacrifice of the maturer part of it.”

Unable any longer to struggle with the grief and horror that opprest her, she burst into tears. Her friends felt for her, but were as yet silent. Mr. Weimar took her hand and kissed it, “Cruel Matilda, is this the return for all my tenderness; but I do not prefer my own happiness to yours; consider, pardon me if I say, consider your situation; with all the charms you possess, such is the cruel prejudice against those who have neither friends nor family to protect and provide for them, that in France you could not hope or expect any proper establishment.” “Hold, Sir, (said she, with indignation) do not insult me; I know what I am, and since I am unworthy of an establishment in France, I never will have one in Germany. No, Sir, you have now convinced me, if I cannot honour you I ought not to degrade you. I will retire to a convent: I will become a lay-sister, ‘tis perhaps the line Providence intended for me; be that as it may, you have convinced me I ought not, nor I solemnly declare I never will be your wife.” She spoke with a force and spirit as surprised them all. “Do not be rash, Matilda; I offer you a handsome fortune; you shall no longer be confined in the country, as my wife, you shall have a house at Berne, at Lausanne, or where you please; every pleasure shall attend you; the Marquis himself shall secure your future fortune: do not be offended for trifles, and what never was intended as an insult; trust to my love to create an interest in your heart.” “No, Sir, (answered she) the die is cast; a little while since I thought, if you desired it, I ought to be yours; but if you can stoop to degrade yourself by a connexion with a friendless deserted orphan, I never will owe the obligation to any man, nor have the chance of being upbraided, that I belong to nobody. Pardon me, my good friends, the trouble I have given you, a few days hence I will hide myself for ever.” She arose to leave the room. “Stop, madam, (said Mr. Weimar;) since nothing can prevail on you to accept my hand, at least permit me to tell you, you have no right to dispose of yourself without my permission; you were committed to my care, every pleasure shall attend you; the Marquis himself shall secure your future fortune: do not be offended for trifles, and what never was intended as an insult; trust to my love to create an interest in your heart.” “No, Sir, (answered she) the die is cast; a little while since I thought, if you desired it, I ought to be yours; but if you can stoop to degrade yourself by a connexion with a friendless deserted orphan, I never will owe the obligation to any man, nor have the chance of being upbraided, that I belong to nobody. Pardon me, my good friends, the trouble I have given you, a few days hence I will hide myself for ever.” She arose to leave the room. “Stop, madam, (said Mr. Weimar;) since nothing can prevail on you to accept my hand, at least permit me to tell you, you have no right to dispose of yourself without my permission; you were committed to my care, doubtless by your parents; you may one day be reclaimed; I am answerable for the trust reposed in me, and with me I shall insist upon your remaining till those to whom you belong appear to claim you.”

Matilda sunk back in her chair, overwhelmed with horror; he looked furious with passion; the Marquis and his lady were perplexed and chagrined, at length the former said, “Without the smallest intent of contesting your rights, Sir, I have patiently attended to what has passed between this young lady and yourself; the Marchioness and I have been scrupulously exact not to give our opinion, much less advice on the subject; but now, since she has resolutely made up her mind, you certainly have too just a sense of what is owing to yourself, to persist in addressing her; taking that for granted, and that you think it improper she should become a nun, I request it as a favor, that Miss Matilda may be permitted to spend a few months with us; should any person appear to
claim her, I trust it will be no dishonour to have her found in my protection; and I
pledge my honor she shall form no marriage or engagement under our care, but return to
you as she now is.” “My Lord, (returned Mr. Weimar) I must consider of this request,
and she will do well to consider and repent her rash determination; if she does, I will
receive her with open arms. I trust her to your honor, and shall to-morrow wait on you
with my decided opinion.” With a polite, but general bow, he left the room.

The Marchioness was supporting Matilda’s head upon her shoulder. “Look up,
my dear girl, be composed, he is gone.” “Thank heaven! (said she) but my head is very
bad, and with your leave I will lay down an hour or two.” “Do so, my dear,” (replied her
friend;) and calling the servant to attend her, she was conducted to her apartment.

When she left the room the Marchioness said, “Mr. Weimar’s conduct appears
very strange, and unbecoming a man of his years; I know not what to think; had he not
injudiciously mentioned her birth she would certainly have accepted his hand, though I
own it would have given me pain had she done so.”

“For my part, (answered the Marquis) I marked him well during the whole
scene; that he is excessively fond of her, I believe, but I am not perfectly satisfied,
although I know not, what part to blame of his conduct; nevertheless she has now taken
her resolution, and only force shall compel me to withdraw my protection from a
friendless orphan, whose situation is really deplorable. If the circumstamces he related
of her birth are true, I have no doubt but one time or other a discovery will take place to
her advantage; all I wish at present is, that she may accompany you to England.” “Do
you not think, (said the Marchioness) the Count De Bouville is very fond of her?” “I
fear so, (replied he;) but you know Mr. Weimar’s observations with respect to the
obscenity of her birth are founded on truth, I would by no means encourage a dangerous
intimacy between them, which might be productive of misery to both; ‘tis for that
reason I should wish her to leave Paris whilst the liking which I think is mutual is in its
infancy.”

During the conversation of her generous friends, the unhappy Matilda gave
herself up to extreme sorrow. If Mr. Weimar chose to exert his right over her, she saw
no one to whom she could appeal for redress; but determined as she now was never to
become his wife, she was sensible she had little chance of becoming the wife of any
other man; to engage her benefactors in disputes and controversies with him was
equally repugnant to her inclinations, and without his consent it would be in vain to
think of accompanying her friends, as he might pursue her every where. She knew she
had many obligations to him, but she could not return them in the way he was desirous
of, which must make her miserable, and of course give no happiness to him. What then,
(cried she, weeping) am I to do? there is no alternative but Mr. Weimar or a convent;
the latter is my preferable choice, and if he persists to-morrow in exerting the authority
he claims over me, I will fly to that for protection.

Having now made up her mind, she dropt asleep, but her slumbers were broken
and disturbed; and in about three hours she returned to her friends, very little refreshed,
but was much gratified by their peculiar tenderness and attention, and an increased
respect in their manner proved they wished to restore her self-consequence, and make
her at ease with herself.
This is true benevolence; ‘tis the mode of conferring favours that either obliges or wounds a feeling heart. Many people are generous, but they forget how painful it is to ask favors, and think it quite sufficient if they give, let the manner of giving be ever so ungracious, and their superiority ever so ostentatiously displayed. Not so the Marquis and his lady—they endeavoured to persuade her, they were the persons obliged by her acceptance of their little civilities, and entered into all her concerns with the affection and anxiety of her nearest relatives.

Matilda’s grateful heart overflowed; speech indeed was not lent her, but her tears, her expressive looks forcibly conveyed the language she could not utter.

In the meantime Mademoiselle De Fontelle was not idle; scarce a person the Marchioness was acquainted with, but knew she had taken a girl under her protection, who had robbed and run away from her uncle, with a young handsome footman; and during two days circulation of the story Miss Weimar was detected by her uncle in several low intrigues, which he kindly forgave, ‘till quite abandoned and incorrigible, she had taken away all his gold and jewels, and came to Paris with this fellow, whom the Marchioness herself had taken into the house.

“Ciel, (cries one, shrugging her shoulders) a pretty story indeed; this is the discreet, the admirable Marchioness De Melfort, held up as a pattern to all the women in Paris.” “Yes, I thought she was a wonder, (said another;) abundance of art, to be sure she has; for I’ll answer for it, this intrigue with a footman is not the first by many; but, poor woman, her charms are in their wane now, so the man is a substitute for the master.” “What, (cries a third) has the Marchioness herself an intrigue?” “Lord, didn’t you hear that? why this girl is only a cover to her own amusements.” “Well, (said a fourth) I saw both the other night at Madame De Bouville’s, and I am sure they are both ugly enough, notwithstanding the men made such a fuss about them.”

‘Twas thus the scandal of Mademoiselle’s fabricating was increased and magnified among their generous and charitable acquaintance: like Sir Peter Teazle’s wound, it was in all parts of his body, and by a variety of murderous weapons, when the poor man was unconscious of having received any himself, and could scarcely obtain credit when he appeared in perfect health: so unwilling is the good-natured world to give up a story that is to the disadvantage of others.

It was in vain the Countess De Bouville, her son and daughter, Madame de Nancy and her sister, attempted to stop the scandalous tales; like lightning it flew from house to house, and every one who had no character to lose, and others of suspected reputation only rejoiced to level an amiable respectable woman with themselves.

The Count De Bouville was distracted; he flew from a set of envious wretches to the Marquis De Melforts; when he entered the room he met the eyes of the lovely dejected Matilda, with such an expression of grief and softness in them, that it pierced his heart: she blushed, and withdrew them, with a sigh she could not suppress. The Marquis had left the room, the Marchioness was holding her young friend’s hand with an affectionate tender air.

After the usual compliments he enquired particularly after Matilda’s health; she could not trust her voice just then to speak, the Marchioness answered, “She is better, only a dejection on her spirits, which you must assist in removing: I was trying to
persuade her to accompany me in a carriage to pay a few visits.” The Count, alarmed at
the intention, replied, “Paying visits might possibly be too fatiguing, but an airing
would surely be of service.” “Well then, (said the Marchioness, forgetful of her Lord’s
cautions,) you shall accompany us.” The carriage, which was in waiting, drawing up, he
gladly escorted the two ladies to it, and took his seat very quietly opposite to Matilda,
who had hitherto observed a profound silence. He contrived however to draw her into a
little conversation, and was charmed with her good sense and sweetness of manners.
The languor that pervaded her fine features, powerfully engaged the heart, and the
Count could not help thinking how happy that man must be who was destined to possess
so great a treasure! This reflection caused a sudden alteration in his countenance; he
grew thoughtful and uneasy, when he was disturbed in his reverie by an exclamation
from the Marchioness, “Good heavens! what insolence.” “What’s the matter, madam?”
“Bless me, didn’t you observe the two carriages that past, in one was Madame Remini
and her two daughters, in the other Madame Le Brun, her niece, and two others of my
acquaintance. As the carriage past, I bowed and kissed my hand; they one and all
returned a slight bow, and laughed in each other’s faces: upon my word I never saw
such rudeness.” The Count, who could too well account for this behaviour, was
however very much vexed. “Dear madam, (said he) such impertinent women are scarce
worth your notice, and only deserving contempt.” “That’s true, Count, (replied she) and
henceforth I shall treat them as they deserve.”

As neither of the parties were in high spirits, their airing was not a long one, and
they returned to the house as the Marquis entered it.

After they were seated the Marchioness was expressing her wishes to be in
England. “Does Miss Weimar accompany you? (asked the Count.) “I hope so, (replied
the Marchioness.) The Marquis giving the Count a glance, they retired to the library,
where the conversation of the morning, between Mr. Weimar and Matilda, was
repeated. The Count felt indignation, pity, and resentment; he was delighted with
Matilda’s spirit, yet most sincerely felt for her unhappy situation. “Good God, my dear
Marquis, what is to be done for this amiable girl?” “I hope, (he replied) we shall prevail
on him to leave her with us,—to-morrow will determine: but take it how he will, I have
this day made several persons acquainted with his being the guardian of Matilda, and
his offers of marriage in my presence: the circumstance of a young lady’s flying from
her guardian is nothing extraordinary, and will, I hope, do away the scandal that has
been propagated at her expence.” “You are very good, (returned the Count) and I am
sure she merits the esteem of all the world.” He took his leave under such a contrariety
of sentiments, and so much real concern for the unfortunate Matilda, that when he
returned to his sister she was quite alarmed, and asked a thousand questions relative to
her friend. When he had explained everything, the gentle Adelaide felt equal concern,
and lamented that her troubles were of a kind that placed it out of the power of their
friendship to afford her any consolation or relief.

Whilst they were expressing mutual regret Mademoiselle De Fontelle was
announced; she was received with a coldness that would have mortified any other
person, but putting on a gay air, “Ah! Count, so soon returned from your party; I did not
expect to find you here.” “Perhaps, madam, had I known your intended visit, I might
have been elsewhere.” “Very polite, upon my word, (said she, colouring deeply;) your
brother, my dear Bouville, has acquired the English roughness of manners, by his tour
to that country.” “I hope, madam, (replied he, significantly) I have acquired the sincerity
of that nation, at least, to speak as I think; and as a proof of it, were you not my sister’s guest, I should be free enough to say, I so much detest the fabricators of scandal, that I heartily rejoice when they are mortified by being obliged to hear the object of their envy is as much superior to them in every amiable quality of the mind, as she is in the beauty of her person, and that it will be her own fault only if she is not established in a more brilliant situation than her enemies can boast of.”

With these words he left the room, with a look of scorn she could not support, but burst into tears. “Your brother has cruelly insulted me, (said she.) “I am sorry for it, and for the occasion, (answered Mademoiselle De Bouville;) but indeed you have been too unguarded in your reports to the disadvantage of Miss Weimar.” “Name her not, (cried she) I hate her.” “That may be, (returned the other) nevertheless I hold it my duty to do her justice.” She then briefly mentioned Mr. Weimar was only her guardian, and that he was come after her to solicit her hand, the only thing for which she left him; his offers before the Marquis and his lady, and the very great justice he did her character. The malicious girl was ready to burst with spleen, but carried it off with an air. “Upon my word, (said she) Mr. Weimar was himself the person who first mentioned the affair to her disadvantage; and I suppose there is some point to carry, or some mystery in an affair where there are such contradictions, which I do not comprehend, and which, I dare say, will deceive nobody, though I would venture to swear, hardly any person will concern themselves about the Marchioness’s little protegé, or whether the German is uncle or not to one whom no body knows.” She arose, and desiring her respects to her very polite brother, flounced out of the room.

Neither her resentment nor absence was a subject of regret to Adelaide, who only visited her in compliance with the fashion of the times, which is to go every where with the rest of the world, and assist in forming a crowd, without knowing or caring for three-fourths of the company. 15

Meantime the remainder of the day was spent at the Marquis’s in the most affectionate endeavours to console Matilda, and the warmest assurances of love and attention to her interests. The all anxiously expected the return of Mr. Weimar next morning, as the crisis on which her future destiny appeared to depend.

At the appointed hour Mr. Weimar sent in his name; her friends had persuaded Matilda to receive him alone, and send for them when she thought it necessary. She had tried all the morning to reconcile herself to his displeasure, but she was resolved to persevere in the resolution she had formed of retiring to a convent, if he made it necessary.

He entered the room with an air of kindness and complacency, took her hand and kissed it, “Let me flatter myself, dearest Matilda, (said he) that you are in better health and disposition than when I left you yesterday. I have passed many uneasy hours lately, indeed I may say truly, from the day you were committed to my care, every hour of my life has been spent in anxiety on your account.” “Do not, Sir, (said she) for heaven’s sake, do not crush me with the weight of obligations I owe you: a poor forlorn being, without family or friends, as you have justly told me, is entitled to no one’s consideration; I am therefore beyond all possibility of return at present; indebted to you for every thing, for the life I enjoy, hard is the task upon me to refuse any thing you request, but as this meeting is to decide once for all, pardon me if I say I cannot marry
you, but this deference I owe to your fatherly care of me, I solemnly declare, that unless
the authors of my being claim my first reverence, I never will encourage marry man
without your permission; this, Sir, is all I can, or ever will promise in your favour.”
“Ungrateful girl! (cried he, raising his voice) and is this all, this all you owe to a man
who preserved your life, and bestowed his time and fortune to make you what you are?”
“Oh! that I had died, (cried Matilda, in an agony) rather than to live and be thus
upbraided for favours I never can return; but my mind tells me you will one day be
repaid for all;—yes, I have a pre-sentiment I am no base-born unworthy offspring; one
day, Sir, I may yet have the power to prove my sense of the obligations you reproach
me with, and it will be the happiest moment of my life.” She had spoken with such
vehemence as precluded interruption; he was surprised; “You are warm, Matilda, (said
he, very calmly.) “I cannot help it, Sir, you have made me desperate; I will seek peace
and quietness in a convent. You will not permit me to accompany the Marchioness,
(said she, softening, and tears running down her cheeks) and I think I owe you that
respect not to go without your leave; therefore I have no other asylum but a convent to
hope for.” “Have I not a house, Matilda?” “Yes, Sir; I might have resided in my uncle’s
house, but I cannot, with propriety, in yours, when I have no such claim to boast of.”
She arose and rang the bell; “Desire the Marquis and his lady to favour me with their
company.” When the servant retired, “You are then determined, madam?” “I am, Sir.”
“Then so am I, and you may take the consequence.”

Her friends now entered; after they were seated Matilda spoke, “I took the
liberty to request your presence, that you might be witness to my declaration for the last
time, That I never will be the wife of Mr. Weimar, nor without his consent, unless
commanded by my parents, ( alas! how unlikely at present that hope) never to marry any
other man.16 It would be the joy of my heart to have been permit to accept the honor
of the protection you have offered me, but as I fear that cannot be, I will retire into a
convent, ‘tis the only place of refuge for a poor unfortunate, friendless being, without
family, friends, or even a name.” She wept aloud, pronouncing those last words. The
Marchioness sympathized with her, and addressing Mr. Weimar, “Come, Sir, (said she)
let me prevail on you to accede to our request, we ask it as a favor; permit Miss Matilda
to be in our care for six months; I engage my honor she shall return by that time free
from every engagement.” He made no answer.

“Shall I entreat the favor of a few words in private, Sir, (said the Marquis.) They
arose and left the room. Within a short time they returned. Mr. Weimar, advancing to
Matilda, “I have consented to oblige you, too ungrateful girl; I permit you to remain
with the Marchioness, but conditionally, that you write me constantly every occurrence,
nor presume to enter into any engagement without my acquiescence.” “To these
conditions, (cried she, her eyes sparkling with joy) I most cheerfully subscribe.” He
looked full of resentment at her, but taking a polite leave, declined an invitation to stay
dinner, and hastily withdrew.

The moment he left the room Matilda arose, and throwing her arms round the
Marchioness, her grateful heart overflowing into tears, “Oh! my dearest, my generous
protectress, how shall I ever return your goodness?” “By loving me, my precious girl, as
affectionately as I do you, (answered she, embracing her.)” Observing the Marquis
seemed musing, “May I ask, my Lord, what occupies your thoughts?” “Yes, (replied
he;) it is fit you should know; to be plain then, I don’t like Mr. Weimar; I suspect he
means to deceive us.” “Good God, (cried Matilda, alarmed) how is that possible?” “Be
it as it may, (answered the Marquis) we will guard against any sinister design; let our young friend retire this night to some place of safety.” “You do not surely apprehend he will apply for a lettre de-cachet17? (said the Marchioness.) “I should not be surprised at it, (returned he.) “Then (said she) we will set off instantly on our journey; Louison and Antoine can attend us; Mariamme shall take care of all our baggage here, and follow us, with Pierre, in a day or two, or come with you.” “‘Tis a hasty, and rather an inconvenient scheme, (said he) but I have no other to offer at present.” “O, what trouble I occasion to my friends,” (cried Matilda.) “Go to your apartment, set about packing, my dear girl; we must take a few necessaries with us, and set off immediately after dinner.” She obeyed. The Marquis set about the arrangements for their journey, and promised to follow in four or five days.

Poor Joseph and Albert deplored their fate, in being too old to accompany the ladies, and were the only domestics left in the house who knew to what place they were going.

Every thing being settled in a few hours, it was given out in the family, they were going into the country for a short time; even Marianne and Pierre knew no more for the present; and the ladies, attended by Louison and Antoine, set off, with all expedition: fortunately, Antoine had been in England once before, with a former master; he was therefore acquainted with the roads and accommodations, and consequently extremely useful.

The Marquis found the following day he had been right in his conjectures. Two men came to his hotel, armed with authority, to demand a lady commonly known by the name of Matilda Weimar, with a description of her person, then under the protection of the Marquis de Melfort. The Marquis was not at home; the men were informed the young lady was gone, with their mistress, into the country. They searched the house, and being disappointed, waited till the Marquis returned; he gave them the same information, and drew up a paper, signifying, that having taken the young lady under his protection, by the consent of Mr. Weimar, who called himself her guardian, she had accompanied the Marchioness on a visit to some friends; that he pledged his honor for her safety, also to answer any charges that could be brought against her. With this declaration the men departed and returned no more; but a person was observed to watch the house for some days after.

The Marquis made no secret to the Bouville family of the past transactions, and though they felt great regret for the loss of their friends, they acknowledged the event had justified their prudence in the steps they had taken.

The Count felt more than he dared express, yet tried to subdue his feelings, from a consciousness of their impropriety to be indulged. His sister was to be married the following week to Monsieur De Clermont, and her establishment engrossed much of his time and attention.

The Marquis very soon arranged all his affairs, and within five days after the ladies left Paris, he followed them.

The Marchioness and her friend pursued their route, arrived at Calais, and crossed over to Dover, without meeting a single accident; here they determined to rest,
and wait for the Marquis. They were exceedingly fatigued with the expedition they had used, and were glad to sit down comfortably.

The Marchioness understood the English language perfectly well, and spoke enough to make herself comprehended in common matters; Antoine did the same, but as to Matilda and Louison, they knew not a single word ‘till the Marchioness taught them to name a few necessary articles, and write down common words.

Much sooner than they expected, they had the pleasure of embracing the Marquis, and then learned the danger Matilda had escaped, and the duplicity of Mr. Weimar. She shuddered to think how near she had been to misery, and her affection and gratitude to the worthy pair who protected her, was proportionably increased.

The following morning they left Dover, and by easy journies arrived at the Royal Hotel in Jermyn-street. A card was instantly sent off to Harley-street. The messenger returned, with a line only, from the Countess, that they should follow the bearer with all speed, and within ten minutes after the coach drew up. The Marquis hastened down to receive and conduct the ladies. The Countess was almost breathless with joy; she flew up stairs, and in a moment was in her sister’s arms. Their mutual joy, their tears of affection and transport excited sympathy in every one. The Countess, recovering, led her sister to Mrs. Courtney, “The two dearest friends I have on earth, (said she) love each other for my sake now, you have congenial hearts.” She then warmly embraced Matilda. “This is the first day of my life, (cried she, putting her hand to her heart;) I have all that I love in the world about me, at least, all that I know,”(added she, with a suppressed sigh.)

Matilda, whose grateful heart expanded with delight, to see all her friends happy, expressed her feelings with such a warmth of satisfaction as engaged all their affections. She was introduced also to Mrs. Courtney: and when the first tumults of joy were over, the Countess, taking that lady’s hand, said, “Behold, my dear sister and brother, the preserver of Victoria’s life; to her goodness I am indebted for all the happiness I now enjoy, a vast debt of gratitude, never to be repaid.” “You neither do me nor yourself justice, (answered Mrs. Courtney;) if you do not think I am a thousand times overpaid for any little services I have been so happy to render you, by the pleasure of your company, and the honor you have procured me, of knowing your respectable friends. “They all gratefully bowed to this compliment, and then began to talk of their future residence. The Marquis wished to have a ready furnished house, in the neighbourhood of Mrs. Courtney. She contended for the pleasure of accommodating them in hers; but this, for several reasons, they declined; and after a long and friendly contest it was decided, a house should be procured for them in her neighbourhood, but that they should spend every other week at Mrs. Courtney’s villa, and until a habitation was fixed on they would remain at the hotel, where they all supped together that evening.

“I know, (said the Countess) you must all be very anxious to understand by what means I obtained my present happy situation, and I am equally curious to know how my dear Miss Weimar conducted herself from the time we last met; but we will suspend curiosity for the present, nor cloud our happy meeting with a recital of painful events.” “You are right, my dear Countess, (said Mrs. Courtney;) we are now all happily met, and ‘tis of little consequence by what means it came about at present.”
They passed a most delightful evening, and parted with reluctance, after engaging to spend the following day in Harley-street, and Mrs. Courtney promising to search the neighbourhood for a house to accommodate them.

“What a charming woman is Mrs. Courtney,” (said the Marchioness.) “Ah! (cried Matilda) I wish I understood English, I should like to speak to that lady in her own language.” “You shall learn it, my love, when we are settled; but as the lady speaks French remarkably well, you have no cause for regret.”

They retired to rest, and the following morning had some trade’s people with them, who are always on the watch to attend foreigners at the hotels. They purchased a few trifles, but chose to have Mrs. Courtney’s judgment before they bought anything of consequence.

The Marquis, who had letters of credit on the house of Sir Thomas Herries, attended by the master of the hotel, went out to get cash, whilst the ladies attended to the business of the toilet, as they had engaged to be with their friends at a very early hour.

Soon after his return they drove to Harley-street, and were received with that affectionate cordiality, a thousand times more desirable than distant civility and respect: they met like old friends, with congenial minds, to enjoy the pleasures of society. Mrs. Courtney told them, she hoped she had already succeeded in her endeavours to procure a residence for them; “and, fortunately, (said she) only three doors from hence; if you are inclined, we can now look at it.” The proposal was accepted. The house and furniture, which had been all new within the twelvemonth, and belonged to Lord G——, who found it convenient to go abroad for his health; was now to be let for a year certain, at 400l. per annum. They were extremely well pleased with the house, and readily agreed to the terms. Within two or three days it would be ready for their reception.

This being settled, they returned in high spirits, and spent a most delightful day in a quiet family party.

The next day was appropriated to shopping and excursions round the town; and indeed, except sleeping hours, they passed their time solely together, Mrs. Courtney having shut her doors to all company, ’till they were settled in their new abode: for the same reason the Marquis deferred sending all his letters of recommendation, or waiting on the French Ambassador.

The fourth day after their arrival in England they took possession of their house; and having been fortunate enough to obtain a respectable woman, who was perfectly conversant in the French language, as housekeeper, they agreed to spend the following week in the country, previous to their being publicly announced in town.

Nothing particular occurred until their arrival at Bellvue, Mrs. Courtney’s little paradise: they were quite delighted with its situation, and charmed with its polite and friendly owner. The second morning after their residence here, the Countess entered the Marchioness’s dressing-room, (Matilda was with her;) “Mrs. Courtney has just got two or three neighbours with her; my presence not being necessary, I have seized the opportunity, to make our respective communications: I am sensible you must be very
curious, but I wish to hear my dear Miss Weimar’s story taken up from the visit she promised me, and I suppose intended paying me.” Matilda very readily gave an account of every event at the castle. The Countess shuddered, and heaved a sigh to the fate of poor Margarite, but did not interrupt ‘till she came to the letter received from Joseph, of the fire in the castle, Bertha’s miserable fate and his escape. “Good heavens! (cried she) of what atrocious wickedness is that man capable! poor wretch, what a long account has he one day to make—God grant him repentance!” Matilda proceeded, and related every circumstance until their safe arrival in London. The Countess embraced the lovely girl, who had betrayed a sense of mortification in recounting the particulars of her birth. “I thank my beloved sister (said she) for the attention she paid to my request, and I am persuaded your charming society has amply compensated her for the favor she did me.”

“You judge right, my dear Victoria; I am indeed the obliged person: but come, pray begin your narration, and take it up from the time you married that brute whose name you bear—” “But which I do not assume here (answered the Countess;) I pass for a Madame Le Roche, and as we neither go to court nor attend any public galas, I have never been particularly introduced, and am known among my dear Mrs. Courtney’s friends, as a widow of some fashion, but small fortune, on a visit to her, and not very desirous of much company; therefore you must get your lesson by heart against we return to town. Now, as to your request, you may possibly think I am too observant of my word toward an inhuman monster, when I declare that the sacred vows he drew from me still bind me to secrecy, as to what occasioned my being shut up in the Castle, and permitting the general belief of my death.” “Good God! sister, (cried the Marchioness) vows forced upon you, under such circumstances, have no power to bind; and you have sufficiently proved your truth and honour, by preserving them so many years from your dearest friends;—I am sure our confessor will absolve you.”

“May be so, (replied Madame Le Roche) and on our return to town I will consult him, till when I shall take up my story from the day Matilda left me. “Charmed that I was likely to procure and asylum for her, as I doubted not of your acceding to my request, I retired to bed at an early hour, but could not sleep; about midnight I thought I heard an uncommon noise at the outward doors; I listened, and, convinced it was not fancy, I called on Margarite; the noise had alarmed her, she ran to me in the same instant that we heard the door in the kitchen burst open, and the Count appeared with an ill-looking fellow. I was out of bed, and had thrown on a wrapping gown about me; I trembled from head to foot; he came up to me furiously; “Wretch, (cried he) you have broken your oath with me, and therefore mine is no longer binding—prepare to die.” Despair had given me courage—I was no longer the poor weak creature he had entangled some years before; my spirits returned, “Strike, barbarian, and complete your crimes, I fear not death, it will free me from all the miseries you have heaped upon me; but I will not suffer under imputed guilt—I have broken no vows, I have kept the fatal oath you extorted from me in the hour of terror.” “How dare you persist in falsehoods, (cried he;) you have had a woman here—you see and converse with Joseph daily; dare you deny those charges?” “I do not, (answered I) but still I have preserved my faith; the woman came here by accident, unawed by the terrors Joseph and I endeavoured to inspire, but she knew not who I was, nor any thing relative to my situation, and goes from hence in a few days: as to Joseph, the poor fellow, when he brings my provisions, enters into a little chat with Margarite, and sometimes I speak to him, and where is the mighty crime? You must know your diabolical secret is too well kept, or I need not be here in your power.” He paused a few minutes, then withdrew to the window, and spoke to the man in a low tone; then came again towards me, and I expected instant death, but they locked the doors, and stopping the mouth of poor Margarite, dragged her out of the room, still locking the door after
them. The apprehensions I was under for that poor creature, overcame the courage I assumed, and I swooned; how long I was deprived of my senses, I know not, but I recovered by cold water they threw in my face. “O, what have you done with my poor nurse?” “She is safe from betraying secrets, (replied he:) come, madam, put on your clothes, and I shall bestow you safely too.” “If you design my death, (said I) let me die here.” “Do as I command, (cried he, furiously) or I shall carry you off as you are.” I threw on my clothes, as well as my terror would permit; meantime he broke the locks of my cabinet, although he could have had the keys, took out what valuables belonged to me; and then taking me between them, they led me through a thicket to the skirts of the wood; it was but faint star light; I saw two horses fastened; I was immediately put upon one, though I made some resistance, expecting they intended carrying me into the thick part of the wood, and murder me there,—and I think it was so designed. The man held me fast; we passed a small cottage, but all was quiet, and soon after entered another part of the wood, when suddenly the Count’s horse fell and threw him over his head; he lay motionless; the man held me rode up to him; he did not move. “I must see what hurt he has,” (cried he;) and jumping off, left me on the horse; at the same instant I gave him a kick, and the animal set off full speed through the wood. I must inevitably have been killed, had it pursued its way through the thickets, but providentially he made towards the road, and being tired, slackened his pace. Unable any longer to support the fatigue; my head giddy, and dreadfully galled with the saddle, I slipped off on a small hillock, on one side, and lay quite exhausted, expecting every moment to be overtaken and murdered. I had been there but a few minutes before a carriage appeared, with two or three horsemen; I uttered a cry; the carriage stopt—a servant came up, “Who are you—what is the matter?”(said he.) I replied, feebly, “An unfortunate woman, escaped from being murdered, for God’s sake save me.” The man went to the carriage, it drew up, the door was opened, and I was put in. The sudden joy added to the terror and fatigue I had gone through overpowered my senses, and I fainted; I was soon restored by the help of the lady’s salts; I was able to look up, by my side sat the charming Mrs. Courtney, supporting me; opposite was a middle aged gentleman, and a young one about seventeen or eighteen; I tried to speak, and kissed her hand. “Be composed, dear lady, (said she) your spirits are already too much exhausted; (seeing me look with terror then on one side and then another) you fear being pursued, (she continued;) we shall stop very soon, but as the day appears the blinds shall be drawn up.” This was accordingly done: ‘tis needless to tell you our conversation. My heart expanded with gratitude to heaven for my deliverance. I was unable to give a satisfactory account of myself, only so far as related to my escape from the wood; I mentioned you, my sister, and your intended journey to England, and the uncertainty how soon you might depart, and therefore my wishes to join you. Mrs. Courtney told me she was immediately going there, and as I was apprehensive of being known, it would be much better to accompany her, and write my sister from England. Before I could reply to this obliging proposal, we stopt at the post-house, changed horses, and pursued our journey with rapidity ‘till about noon, when we drew up to a very fine old castle, which I found belonged to a friend of theirs, and where they proposed passing the night. I was shocked at my appearance; my clothes thrown on in a hurry, discomposed by the flight of the horse, and not one article about me calculated for travelling. My amiable preserver requested I would make myself easy; “Fortunately, (said she) we are nearly of a size; I have another habit in my trunk, with which I can accommodate you, and my woman will soon make your appearance decent, and reconcile your feelings, which I see are much oppressed.” The moment we alighted, “My friend has been ill, (said she) and is in dishabille, will you shew her an apartment, that she may alter her dress?” The lady’s woman instantly
attended me to an elegant room, whilst Mrs. Courtney’s got the trunk opened and
procured me necessaries. I was soon equipped; my charming friend came to conduct me
to the company; I was received with kindness and attention by an elderly gentleman and
lady, the owners of the castle, and passed a comfortable night. The next day we pursued
our journey, though much pressed to stay, and arrived at Lausanne. I found the
gentleman with us was uncle to Mrs. Courtney, and was come over to place his son at
Lausanne, to finish his education; but having formerly resided some years in
Switzerland, he had been paying a few visits to his friends, and was returning from one
of them, when I was so fortunate to obtain their protection. We stayed a week at
Lausanne. I kept very close in my apartment, in a constant dread of being discovered; I
was heartily rejoiced when we pursued our journey, much more so when we arrived in
England. Mrs. Courtney’s kindness cannot be described; she treats me like her dearest
sister, and her uncle, who lives not far from us in Cavendish-square, appears to make no
difference between us; he is a nobleman, a widower, about forty; has an only son, and is
one of the most amiable men I ever knew. Judge how much happiness is now my lot
with such friends, and blest with the company of my dearest relations. Sometimes,
(continued she) I thought it possible the Count might have been killed by his fall; at
other times, that he might be only senseless; in short, I had a hundred conjectures about
him, but ’tis plain he was not much hurt, since he could return to the Castle and contrive
more mischief. Now, in this land of liberty, should he ever appear to persecute me
again, I shall make no scruple to open the whole scenes of wickedness he has been
guilty of;—there is one corroding care that hangs about my heart, but of that hereafter.”
She arose in visible emotion, “Come, let us take a ramble in the garden after my tedious
narrative.” They accompanied her.

“I think, my dear sister, (said the Marquis) ’tis a justice you owe yourself and
friends to institute a process against this monster.” “I shall think of it, (said she) but I
have many objections; at present let us drop the subject.” They acquiesced.

Mrs. Courtney joined them in the garden; “Lord bless me! (said she, laughing)
how eager and persevering is curiosity; here I have had three ladies dying to see the
French family with me; asking ten thousand questions about their dress and their
persons, their fashions, and many other matters equally important. They made a most
tedious visit, and as I discovered the motive, I was at length obliged to inform them my
Parisian friends saw no company until they had been introduced in town: this effectually
did the business,—they rose all together, made their congées21, and put an end to their
tiresome enquiries.”

A week was spent at Bellvue, in all the delights of love and friendship, in little
excursions round the neighbourhood, and in viewing the delightful prospects the Surry
hills afforded them.

Persons of good sense, like the present party, were never at a loss for national
amusement when at home, and on their return to the metropolis they separated with
reluctance, though so near to each other.

Two days after their arrival the Marquis received a letter from the Count De
Bouville, informing him of his sister’s marriage, and that three days subsequent to an
event which had given them so much joy, they had been exceedingly alarmed by the
sudden illness of their respectable mother, who continued in a dangerous way, which
was the reason Madame De Clermont had not written to Matilda, whose health they were extremely anxious to hear of: he further said, he had made some secret enquiries about Mr. Weimar, and learnt, that after remaining in Paris near a week, he had disappeared, but whether returned to Germany or not, they could not tell; that great prejudice was still entertained against Matilda, in consequence of which their family had declined seeing Madame Le Brun and her envious niece.

The Marquis communicated this letter to his friends, but as Matilda was ignorant of the scandal circulated at her expence, what related to Mademoiselle De Fontelle was omitted. She shuddered at the name of Mr. Weimar, and dreaded lest he might have pursued her to England. But this, the Marchioness said, was by no means to be apprehended, as it could answer no purpose.

The Marquis and his lady now prepared for their presentation at court, and had sent their friend’s introductory letters to several persons of fashion.

On Thursday they were at the drawing room with the French Ambassador, and returned highly gratified with the politeness and affability of the king and queen, and equally charmed with the princesses. The following day they received abundance of visits from the nobility, both English and foreign, and very readily coincided with the sentiments of the Count De Bouville, as to the attention and charms of the English ladies.

They were now obliged to be in public, and both pay and receive a number of visits, consequently Matilda spent most of her time with Madame Le Roche and Mrs. Courtney; both ladies were extremely fond of her; they sometimes accompanied her to the play, and as she studied the language with care, she hoped in time to have her ears equally gratified with her eyes.

Lord Delby, Mrs. Courtney’s uncle, was always of their parties, and his great partiality and admiration of Madame Le Roche was evident to the whole family; she was sometimes rallied about it; the subject gave her pain. “Compassion is the only claim I can have to his Lordship’s notice, (said she, one day;) do not, my dear friends, suggest an idea which would make me very miserable.” “I see not, (answered the Marquis) why you are to give up every pleasure in life, and compel youself to refuse the blessings of love and friendship, through any dread of a villain who deserves the severest punishments; but I will send another person to talk with you to-morrow, for I really will not permit you to live in a situation so unworthy of yourself and friends.”

The following day Doctor Demouriez, the Ambassador’s Chaplain, called at Mrs. Courtney’s, and had above three hours conversation with her. He returned to the Marquis. “I have heard a tale of horror, (said he;) and having subdued all your sister’s scruples respecting her compulsory vows, she has confessed every thing to me, and will this evening, she says, repeat each circumstance to you, after which we must consult what steps will be necessary to pursue.”

They all anxiously expected the hour of meeting in the evening; and after they had dined, and retired to the drawing-room, the Marchioness eagerly claimed her sister’s promise. “I will obey you, my dear sister, though you little think what it costs me to make such a painful relation.
You well know the reluctance with which I married the Count, my subsequent illness and recovery. When my health was restored I began seriously to consider my situation, and the sacrament I had vowed to observe: I determined to do my duty; and if I could not love the Count, at least, to esteem and oblige him. I was then a stranger to his real disposition; I thought him severe and stern, but I soon found he was gloomy, suspicious, and revengeful. Whilst my father lived he observed some little decency towards me, but after his death, and you had quitted Vienna, my sufferings, from his causeless ill-humour, cannot be described. I was now far advanced in my pregnancy, an event I looked forward to as the end of all my troubles; for I had lost my spirits, my strength, and appetite. One day he returned at night in a most horrid temper. "Prepare yourself, (said he) for a journey to Switzerland, the day after to-morrow." "Good God, to Switzerland, in my situation?" "Yes, (he replied;) you can bear the journey very well, and Margarite, who is to be your nurse, shall attend you." "Indeed I am very unable to travel so far," (said I.) "I know better, (he replied;) but the reasons you have for declining, madam, make me the more anxious for it." "Well, Sir, I have no more to say, but to obey you." "You do well, madam; for any thing you could urge will have no effect upon me." I was silent; I withdrew, and passed a wretched night. The next day poor Margarite and I were employed in packing our clothes and other necessaries, and the following day, soon as it was light, we set off on our journey. We at length arrived at the old Castle which Matilda has described to you. My blood chilled when I entered the gates. I was conducted to the right hand wing, which had then a door into the court, though it was afterwards bricked up. The furniture was handsome, but antique even then. "This, madam, is your apartment, and I think the Chevalier will have good luck to obtain entrance here." "Chevalier! what Chevalier, (repeated I?) "Your Chevalier, madam; don't suppose I was ignorant of his return to Vienna, and sauntering about my grounds." "I don't know, Sir, what you mean; there is no Chevalier belongs to me, nor do I know of any man sauntering, as you call it, in your grounds. My heart justifies me, that ever since I became your wife, I have strictly fulfilled the duties of that situation." "Your conscience, madam, is mighty convenient to your wishes; I don't doubt: but I am not to be duped by either. This is your habitation; the other parts of the house are not so good, but with them you need have no communications; they are occupied by the gardener." My bed room was the horrid one where Miss Weimar saw poor Margarite murdered, and very gloomy it was then, though without iron bars. I wept almost incessantly; my nurse was still more miserable, but she had been brought up from a child in the Count’s family, and was obsequious to his will.

I had been in the Castle about three weeks, when, one evening, as I was sitting in my room, at the close of the day I heard a little noise at the window. I was startled, but recovering myself, I took a chair and got upon the window seat; I saw the figure of a man, I shrunk down; again the window rattled, I recovered and looked up; presently I distinctly perceived a man, who, with a diamond, was cutting a small strip out of a pane of glass; he accomplished his work, thrust a letter in, and disappeared behind the battlements in a moment; I secured the letter, with a beating heart, and on opening it, found it came from the Chevalier De Montreville. I was surprised and agitated; I perused this fatal letter; it was filled with the tenderest expressions of regret at my unhappy fate. His own misery he could have borne, he said, had I been happy; but to see the woman he adored treated so unworthily, was more pain than he had philosophy to support; he entreated I would write a few lines, to tell him in what manner my husband behaved to me, and if there was a possibility of his doing me either service or pleasure. I
shed floods of tears over this epistle: I found, though I had suppressed, I had not subdued my affection for him; yet what would it avail to encourage a correspondence I felt was improper: I hesitated.—I considered for some time whether I should write or not; at length I took up my pen. I acknowledged myself obliged for the interest he took in my happiness, but at the same time assured him any attentions of his could never do me service; on the contrary, I had reason to believe the Count was very jealous of him, and that possibly all his motions might be watched; I therefore besought him to return to Vienna, and leave me to my destiny. The following day, nearly at the same hour, I heard the noise at the window repeated; trembling for fear of interruption, I hastily got up, and slid my answer through, resolved at the same time to run no such risques, nor receive any more letters,—happy had it been could I have kept my resolution. The next evening I did not go to my room till accompanied by Margarite: I trembled every moment, lest the signal should be repeated, but I heard nothing. The next day I was peevish and dissatisfied; the Count gloomy and sullen. After dinner, as usual, he went out among the people he had at work in the wood: involuntarily I hastened to my apartment; I will own the truth, I wished, though I dreaded hearing the signal. Towards the close of the day the sounds at the window were repeated: scarce knowing what I did, I got on the window-seat, and secured the letter: fancying I heard footsteps coming up stairs, I too hastily stopt back on the chair, which gave way, and I came with violence to the ground; at the same instant my door opened: I had received a dreadful blow on the side of my head, though it did not altogether deprive me of life, yet I was unable to speak. The Count ran to me, he snatched the fatal paper from my hand, and then rang for assistance; Margarite came up. With his help I was placed on the bed; she bathed my head, gave me drops and water, and I was soon restored to sense and misery. He ordered the nurse out of the room, and then coming up to me, “Wretch! (cried he, furiously) behold a proof of thy guilt and falsehood: I could sacrifice thee to my vengeance, but I will have more exquisite satisfaction, and complete revenge, such as shall strike thee with remorse and endless sorrow.” I besought him to hear me; I repeated what I have told you, and added it was the last I ever intended to receive. He smiled with disdain, “Doubtless it was, and I take upon me to say it will be the last you shall ever receive from him.” He never left me the whole evening, but used every cruel malicious expression it was possible to conceive. I continued very ill and agitated that night and great part of the day. In the afternoon my persecutor left me, but Margarite remained; I got up, and was under the most dreadful apprehensions of what might happen; my eyes were continually turned to the window; I suffered the most agonizing terrors, when in a moment they were realized beyond whatever I could conceive of horror. A violent noise was heard on the stairs, like persons struggling, and in a moment the door was burst open; the Count and his man appeared, dragging in the Chevalier, with his mouth bound, his hands tied, and every mark of cruel treatment; I screamed, and clasped my hands, but could not speak; he made several desperate efforts to free himself— alas! to little purpose. Let me hasten over the dreadful catastrophe. “Now, (said the cruel Count) you have your minion where you wished him to be, in your bed-chamber, nor shall he ever quit it alive.” I tried to speak, I threw myself on my knees, Spare, O spare! was all I could say, and fell senseless, but I was soon recovered by the officious Margarite, to still greater horror. “We have waited your recovery (said the barbarian;) I would not deprive you of so great a pleasure as seeing your lover’s last breath expire for you.” He was then dragged into the closet opposite to where I sat, and immediately repeated stabs were given with a short dagger, by the Count, through several parts of his body; his blood flowed in torrents, and with groans he fell on his face and expired. Great God! (cried she) here the scene never will be absent from my remembrance. I sat like one petrified; I neither
spoke, shrieked, or groaned, but with my eyes fixed on the closet I appeared insensible to every thing. The inhuman Count was not satisfied; he came and dragged me to the closet, and seated me by the side of the body, the blood flowing round me. “Now, (said he) clasp your beloved Chevalier—now despise the old and cross-looking Count (words I had once said in his hearing, long before I was married) and now enjoy the company of him for whom you despised your husband.” Saying this, he ordered Margarite and Peter to leave the room; and finding I was unable to speak or move, he pushed me farther into the closet, locked the door and left me. How long I continued in this state, I know not; I believe I swooned, for it was day-light when I found myself on the floor, my clothes covered with blood, and the unhappy murdered Chevalier dead before me. “Tis impossible to describe the horror of that moment; I found myself seized with violent pains; I began to think the monster had poisoned me—the idea gave me pleasure, and I endeavoured to bear my pangs without a groan; nature however asserted its claims; I became so very ill, I could be silent no longer, I groaned, I cried aloud. Presently the door was unlocked,—the Count and Margarite appeared; they saw me in agonies; “I am dying, barbarian; you will be satisfied, you have murdered a worthy man who never injured you—you have killed an innocent wife.” I could say no more. Margarite cried out, “My Lord, my dear mistress is in labour, for God’s sake assist her to her apartment.” He seemed to hesitate, but she urging her request, between them I was conveyed to the bed, and without any other assistance than hers delivered of a boy. When a little recovered, the Count entered the room, Peter with him. “I do not design to destroy you; no, you may live a life of horror, but dead to all the world; yet your infant shall be sacrificed.” I screamed,—I cried for mercy to my child and instant death to me. He paused and I expected the welcome stroke at last; “On one condition your child may live.” “Oh! name it, (I said;) any conditions.” “Remember what you say: you shall join with these two persons, in taking a solemn oath, with the sacrament, that without my permission, you will never reveal the transactions of this night and day—never mention the Chevalier’s name, nor ever presume to contradict the report I shall make of your death to the world.” I shuddered, but alas! there was no alternative; he fetched a prayer-book, and making the two poor creatures kneel, we all joined in the solemn oath, and received the sacrament from his polluted hands. Methinks at this moment I tremble at the impiety of that horrid wretch. My child was delivered to me; Peter was ordered to assist Margarite in making a fire and getting necessaries for me. How I survived such horrors is astonishing! The curtains were drawn, and that night the body was removed, but where it was carried to, heaven only knows, for Margarite never was informed. A coffin and every necessary for a funeral was bespoke and brought home. It was given out I had died in child-bed, and therefore in decency my own women only could attend me. A figure or bundle, wrapt in a sheet, was placed in the coffin (Margarite used to think it was the Chevalier’s body) and the whole ceremony took place without any one’s presuming to doubt the truth. Judge what must have been my feelings, and what an excellent constitution I must have had, to bear such dreadful scenes without dying of distraction. In a few days I was removed to another room, and, as I heard, the fatal closet was cleaned out by Peter; the rooms locked up, and order given no one should enter them. The Count never appeared before me until I was up, and able to walk about the room; one morning he entered, just as I had done breakfast. I forgot to tell you I had no sustenance for my poor babe, consequently it was brought up by hand. The dear infant was laying on my lap; I started with surprise and terror. “Come, madam, (said he, with a look that made me tremble) come and view your former apartment.” “Good God! (I cried) why must I return there?” “‘Tis my pleasure,’(answered he;) then bidding Margarite take the child, he ordered me to follow him. I tottered across the gallery, and
on entering the room saw the windows barricaded with iron bars, the pictures and toilet taken away, and the whole appearance gloomy to excess. “This is once more your bed-chamber; no more Chevaliers (said he, with horrid grin) can convey letters here—here you are to reside for ever.” “Oh! kill me! (I cried) rather than shut me up here—death is far more desirable.” “That is the reason I chuse you shall live, to repent every hour of your life the wrongs you have done me: and now hear me—your child you will see no more.” At these words, overcome with the unexpected shock, I dropped senseless on the floor; I was soon recalled to life. “Your oath, (I cried;) O, spare my child!” “I do not mean to hurt its life; I will have it properly taken care of, but the indulgence is too great for you to enjoy. I here swear, that as long as you remain confined in this castle, and observe your oath, never to reveal the Chevalier’s murder, nor undeceive the world respecting your fate, so long your boy’s life is safe; I will take care of him, and one day or other, there is a possibility, you may see him again; but if you ever escape from hence, or divulge these particulars, without my permission, instant death awaits you both, for I shall have a constant spy.” To these conditions, dreadful as they were, I was compelled to subscribe. Margarite was ordered into confinement with me, for he found she was my friend. That night the child was conveyed away: dear and precious boy! alas, heaven only knows whether I shall ever see him more; unconscious he has a mother, if he lives, we may remain strangers to each other! We were locked in, and for three days the Count himself brought our scanty fare; the fourth, he entered with Joseph, who was the under gardener. I was startled to see a stranger,—he appeared equally shocked at seeing me. “Here you both are, remember your oath, madam, for on it more than one life depends. And you, (said he, turning to Joseph) tremble, if you dare break your solemn vow, never to let any person know this woman is alive, never to suffer her to pass from these apartments, without my permission, to hold no conversation with her, but when you bring her food, and in fine, to obey every command of mine and not hers.” “I will obey your Lordship,”(cried the man, trembling) “‘Tis well, then you will preserve her life, and gain my favor. No strangers must be permitted to remain here, should chance or inclination engage any one to visit this castle. Remember this side of it must never be seen, ‘tis haunted—do you understand me?” “I do, my Lord, (answered Joseph) and I promise you, these apartments shall never be looked into.” “On that depends her existence and yours.” They now quitted my room, and left me scarcely able to breathe. The following day the Count and Peter left the Castle. Every other day Joseph came with necessaries, and Margarite was permitted to go down, accompanied by Joseph, to carry up and down water and other conveniencies. In this state I lived two years, if living it could be called, having no other consolation than now and then hearing from my sister; for I had so far gained upon Joseph to permit Margarite’s letters, after shewing them to him, to pass under cover to him, and as he found I carefully preserved my secret from others, the poor fellow granted me that indulgence. At the expiration of two years, the Count unexpectedly made his appearance. I shrunk from his sight; he viewed me some time with great emotion; “I am satisfied with your conduct, (said he) and am come to extend my indulgence to you.” “O, my child! (I cried out.) “No, (answered he) that cannot be granted; but you shall have permission to live in the rooms below, and if you swear to enter the garden only at night, the door into it shall be opened.” I joyfully agreed to this, and was once more led to the rooms below. Peter was still with him; a bed was brought from another room, and placed in a small parlour, also one for Margarite. The apartments above were again locked up. I tried to soften the Count; he sometimes appeared moved and affected, then again stern and cruel; he staid near a week—the day he left the Castle he came to visit me. “Once more I leave you, but as there is some danger that strangers may come here, I charge you, by every thing
that is sacred, by your child’s life and your own, should any person sleep in this Castle, that you go to the gallery or next apartments, rattle a chain I shall leave for that purpose, groan, and make such kind of noises as may appal those who come here, and drive them hence, under an idea of the Castle’s being haunted: I have already sworn Joseph, do you promise the same.” “Ah! Sir, (cried I) why all these oaths, why all these persecutions, which must give you a world of pains, to punish an innocent woman?” “Because, (said he, furiously) because I prefer revenge to my own quiet; because I will be feared, and make your destiny hang on my pleasure.” I could say no more, I wept bitterly, but nothing could soften his heart; he made me renew my vows, still threatening the life of my child, if I failed—he told me it was well, and carefully attended. I was compelled to acquiesce with his request, or rather command, and he once more left me. He regularly came once in two years, for some time, but latterly it was above four years since I had seen him, till the fatal night he carried me off. ‘Tis plain he was well informed of every thing, and knew of Matilda’s being at the Castle.

“I dragged on a wretched existence, in a daily hope, that from his own words, “There might be a possibility I should see my child again;” and that time might soften his heart, or death deprive him of all power over me. Margarite, who at first hardly brooked her confinement, grew more reconciled, and awed by the dreadful oaths we had taken, we submitted to what we could not prevent, being always in terror of being watched, and that nothing in the Castle passed unnoticed. This was our situation when Matilda came. Joseph came to me late in the evening, the day she arrived at the Castle, acquainting me with the circumstance, and in consequence of our vows we were obliged to conform to our orders,—he to give hints of what might happen, and myself and Margarite try to frighten her from thence—you know the consequence. Had Joseph been at home, probably she would hardly have obtained permission to sleep in the Castle, but Bertha knew nothing of me, and was prevented by her fears from ever venturing through the apartments. The rest you know. I intended to have placed a confidence in Matilda, as far as being brought to the Castle, but beyond that I dared not violate my oath. At your request, my dear brother, I consulted our good Dr. Demouriez, and he absolved me from my vows, which were compulsatory, and made under such horrid circumstances; I have therefore complied with your wishes, and now pray tell me what I can do, or what I ought to do? I cannot disclose to the world what I have related, without bringing the Count to condign punishment, for the death of the unfortunate and ever-lamented Chevalier, and perhaps may irritate him never to inform me whether my child exists or not—Alas! every way I turn is replete with difficulties and horror.”

Here the Countess stopt, leaving her auditors overcome with astonishment and terror.

“Good heavens! (said the Marquis) I never could have supposed it possible a man should carry jealousy and revenge to such frightful guilty lengths, and the whole story appears incredible and almost impossible, that he should proceed so far, trust so many with his secret, and that you should remain such a number of years a victim to his diabolical passions, when there was always open to you the means for escaping and appealing to your friends.”

“Consider, my good brother, (said she) the difficulties, the oaths I had taken never to leave the Castle without his permission, the fate of my child, the certainty that every step I took was known, otherwise I could have offered Matilda an asylum with
me, but he assured me I was constantly watched, and therefore any attempts I might make to free myself, would, too probably, accelerate the events I dreaded, and my life (as I doubt not was intended, when he carried me to the wood) would have been the sacrifice. If you look back, you will observe his cunning: when he afterwards came to the Castle and saw Joseph, he did not mention my name, and to be sure expected that he would have told him of my being carried away by some banditti, as he doubtless intended Joseph should believe, but the old man being silent, he supposed he was suspected as the author of the outrage, and therefore determined to put that witness out of the way——”

“What a villain! (cried Mrs. Courtney) and what a wretched life that man must have endured, with such fears of detection, and conscious of such complicated wickedness.”

“It is ever the fate of villainy (said the Marchioness) to plunge deeper into vice, and suffer tenfold the miseries they inflict, from the apprehensions of a discovery, which they know seldom fails at some time or other to overtake them, and Providence has so ordered it, that we generally see the very means they take to hide their crimes from a knowledge of the world, are productive of such events as lead to their detection. I sincerely lament the fate of the poor Chevalier——”

“Ah! sister, (cried the Countess) never shall I cease reproaching myself on that account; had I with firmness refused to receive his second letter, and avoided going to that room alone, perhaps his life, and all my subsequent miseries would have been spared: I failed in the duty I owed my husband and myself, in permitting a clandestine correspondence, although I did not intend to continue it; and one false step, you see, brought on irreparable evils and eternal remorse!”

“I will not pretend, my dear Victoria, (answered the Marchioness) to exculpate you, as entirely free from blame, but if we consider the ill-treatment you received from the Count, previous to the Chevalier’s attempts to see you, and the sudden surprise of the moment, when the first letter was conveyed to you, doubtless some allowance ought to be made in your favor; and had you positively refused to receive a second, you would, ‘tis possible, have escaped much bitter reflection, but the worst that can be said of you, in my opinion, is, that, in your difficult and unpleasant situation, it was an error of judgment, for I am well assured in you there was no depravity of heart.”

The poor Countess was drowned in tears. “Be comforted, my dearest sister, (said the Marquis, kissing her hand, whilst the ladies tenderly embraced her) you are, thank heaven, and that good lady, restored to your friends; I will consult Dr. Demouriez, as to our future proceedings, for I will do nothing rashly, and for your sake, would avoid dragging your husband’s crimes into public view.”

END OF VOL. I
The ladies proposed an airing, to divert the Countess from dwelling on past events, and Matilda from apprehensions of future ones. The carriage was ordered, and they drove as far as Hampstead. The evening was uncommonly beautiful, and when they returned, the moon, which was in its meridian, shone with all its splendour. Just as the carriage stopped in Harley-street, Matilda, who sat next the door, saw two gentlemen pass slowly and look into the coach; she plainly perceived one of them was Mr. Weimar: she met his eyes, and he turned his hastily from her; she gave a faint shriek, and hid her head behind Mrs. Courtney. Her friends were alarmed, but hastened her into the house; she ran into the dining-parlour, and, in inconceivable terror, cried out, “He is come – he is come!” “Who, who?” (exclaimed the Countess.) “Mr. Weimar, (answered she;) did you not see him?” “No, (replied the Marchioness) and I hope your fears deceived you.” “Too sure they did not (said Matilda) and I am convinced also that he knew me.” “Fear nothing, (said Mrs. Courtney;) you are in the power of your friends; he must prove his right to you before he can take you from us: here are no lettres de-cachet, the laws will protect you from injury; compose yourself, therefore, my dear girl—in England no violence can be offered to you in any shape.”

This kind and seasonable assurance calmed the terrors of the trembling Matilda; but when she retired to rest, and reflected on her cruel destiny, she shed floods of tears, and passed a sleepless night.

The following day was appointed for their return to Mrs. Courtney’s villa, to spend a week or two, previous to the preparations for the birth-day, after which the whole party, with Lord Delby, proposed going to Scarborough.

The Countess and Matilda bore evident marks in their features and pale looks, of the uneasy state of their minds; their amiable friends sought to raise their spirits, and they felt too much gratitude to their kindness not to make the effort, though their smiles were clouded with sorrow.

They had a pleasant excursion to Mrs. Courtney’s house, and its delightful situation, with the cheerful hospitality of its charming owner, could not fail of making those happy who had the honor of her friendship.

The Countess, who was known in public only as Madame Le Roche, and by which name her friends always called her in company, found in the sympathy of Matilda more consolation than the conversation of strangers or any amusements could afford her; they generally contrived to steal from company and ramble in the gardens, relating past sorrows, and mutually endeavoring to inspire each other with hopes of happier days, though despairing of any to themselves.

A few days after they had been in the country, the Marquis received another packet from the Count De Bouville, enclosing a letter from Madame de Clermont, to Matilda. They learnt, with much sorrow, that the Countess died three days after the Count’s first letter; that their affliction had been very great, and preyed much on the
spirits of her affectionate daughter, in consequence of which she had been advised to visit Aix, and from thence to the Spa; their departure was fixed for the end of that week—Madame De Nancy and her amiable sister De Bancre were going with them. Madame De Clermont requested the correspondence of Matilda, and charged her to take great care of her brother. This charge Matilda did not comprehend, until the Marquis congratulated the party on the agreeable addition they might daily expect from the company of the Count De Bouville, who had written to him, that his sister having a party of her own going to Aix, he had no inclination to visit that place, and therefore should gratify his wishes, by returning to England for a few months, and hoped to enjoy additional satisfaction by the pleasures of their society.

Every one appeared gratified by this information, except Matilda. She felt her heart flutter at his name; she was convinced he was more interesting to her than any other man, and that in her circumstances she ought not to indulge a preference which never could be returned. Ah! thought she, where is the sorrows that can equal mine? Scarce a wretch that breathes but has some connexion, some relation to own them and sympathise in their troubles, I alone am destitute of family, or fortune; I can carry only disgrace to the arms of a husband, and am therefore an outcast—a being without any natural ties, and must despair of procuring any other protection but what charity and benevolence affords me! She felt the full force of these melancholy reflections, and it threw such a sad impression on her features that everyone was touched with compassion, though they knew not the cause, and sought by kindness and attention to render her more cheerful.

Within three days after this letter, which had occasioned so much pleasure and pain to different parties, the Marquis, by a note, was informed of the Count’s arrival in London. Mrs. Courtney entreated the honor of his company, and Lord Delby offered to accompany the Marquis and escort him to their friends. This offer was too obliging to be declined; they set off that evening, and the following morning returned with the Count.

Matilda spent the intermediate time in laying down rules for her behaviour. She still suffered under the apprehensions that Mr. Weimar had pursued, and would occasion more trouble to her; she therefore resolved to avail herself of that fear, keep as much in her apartment as possible, and avoid mixing in all the little pleasurable parties where the Count might make one.

The company received the Count with the politest attention. His amiable person, his polished manners, and enchanting vivacity, could not fail of engaging the esteem of every one who had taste and discernment. After he had been introduced to the lady of the mansion, to the marchioness, and to Madame Le Roche, whom he knew not, he advanced to Matilda; she trembled; he took her hand, and bowing on it, “I am charged, (said he) with a thousand expressions of kindness and friendship from my sister and mademoiselle De Bancre, to the charming Miss Matilda; but you must take them upon trust now, and permit me to express my own happiness in seeing my lovely friend well, and situated in the midst of a society so delightful as this.” She attempted to speak, her voice, her powers failed her; “Your Lordship does me honor,” was all she could utter. The conversation became general and sprightly, but she had no share in it; the day appeared uncommonly long, and she rejoiced when night came, that she could escape to her apartment and enjoy her own reflections.
The Count, who had observed her emotions, her silence and melancholy air, felt himself much concerned for the unfortunate girl; he thought her more lovely, more interesting than ever: the soft melancholy which pervaded her fine features could not fail of touching a susceptible heart; and the Count soon found the tender interest he had formerly taken in Matilda’s misfortunes, revive with more solicitude than ever. He seized an opportunity the following morning, to enquire some particulars respecting the cause of her distress. The Marquis told him of her alarm on seeing a gentleman she believed to be, and possibly, said he, might be, Mr. Weimar. “I am really (added he) unhappy about this charming young woman; we all love her exceedingly; beauty is her least merit; she has every amiable quality, joined to an excellent understanding, that can adorn a human being; I could not love my own child better; but she has too much sensibility to be happy—she feels her dependent and unprotected state too keenly,—it preys upon her mind and injures her health. Consulting with the Marchioness on this subject last night, I intend this day to write, and order a deed to be drawn, agreeable to our design of making her independent; at the same time, I wish not to burthen her feelings with too high a sense of obligation, by settling any very large sum on her: four hundred a year, English money, paid her quarterly, will enable her to live genteelly, should she ever wish to separate from us, and will be a handsome provision for pocket expenses, if she does us the favour of continuing under our protection.”

“Will you permit me, (said the Count, eagerly) to add another two hundred to her income?” “Indeed I will not, (replied the Marquis;) I think myself as much the guardian of Matilda’s honor and delicacy as of her person: no young man shall boast any claims upon her, nor shall she be humbled by receiving favors which, if known, might subject her to censure—say no more, my dear Count, (added he, observing he was about to reply;) the Marchioness will not have her protégée under any obligations but to herself.” “Shall I be sincere with you, Marquis?” (demanded the Count.) “Doubtless, my Lord, you may, and assure yourself of my secrery, if necessary.” “Well then, (resumed the Count) I confess to you, that with the Marchioness’s protégée, as you call her, I should be the happiest of men: I feel, and acknowledge, that she has more than beauty—she has a soul; she has those virtues, those amiable qualities, which must render any man happy: but, my dear Marquis, her birth—the scandalous stories promulgated of her in Paris: ah! what can do away these objections which rise hourly before me, and bar me from happiness and Matilda?” “Since you do me the honor of your confidence, my Lord, ’tis my duty to be candid and explicit. That I entertain the highest opinion of Matilda, is most certain—that I think whoever the man is, who is honored with her hand, will be a happy one, I also acknowledge; but, my Lord, family and society have great claims upon us: we ought not to injure the one, nor disregard the other. Could you bear to see your wife treated with contempt, as one whom nobody knew, as one who had no claims to distinction, but what your very great friends might allow her? Could you support the idea, that she whose genuine merit might entitle her to the first society, should be refused admittance among such, as in real worth she very far surpassed? No; I know you would feel such a degradation most painfully; and, though young men, in the moment of passion, think they could sacrifice every thing to the object of it; yet, believe me, passion is but short-lived, and though your wife may yet retain your love and esteem, you will regret the loss of society—you will feel the insults offered to your wife, and you will both be unhappy.”

“Ah! my dear Marquis, (cried the Count) say no more. How happy are Englishmen! free from all those false prejudices, they can confer honor on whom they
please, and the want of noble birth is no degradation where merit and character deserve esteem; but we are the victims to false notions, and from thence originates all that levity and vice for which we are censured by other nations.” He walked away with a melancholy air: the Marquis felt for him, but national honor was in his opinion of more consequence than the gratification of a private individual, how great soever the merit of the object.

The Count walked into the garden, his arms folded, his mind distrest, unknowing what he should, what he ought to do. Turning into a small alcove, he beheld Matilda, her head reclining on one hand, whilst with the other she dried the tears which fell on her face: they both started; she rose from her seat; he advanced, prevented her going and seated himself by her. Both were silent for a moment, at length Matilda, making a second effort to rise, exclaimed in a faint voice, “Bless me! I dare say I have made the family wait breakfast,” and attempted to pass him. “Stay, Miss Weimar, I beseech you; tell me why I behold you a prey to sorrow and grief?” “Because, Sir, (said she, withdrawing her hand) I am the child of sorrow; I never knew another parent; poor, forlorn, proscribed and dependant, I never can belong to any one.” She snatched her hand, which he endeavoured to retain, from him, and flew like lightning towards the house; the Count followed, full of admiration and grief. He entered the breakfast room; every one was seated, and rallied him on his passion for morning rambles: his natural vivacity returned, and he tried to make himself agreeable and pleasant.

They had scarce finished breakfast when the Marquis received a letter from the French Ambassador, requesting he might see him in town immediately, on an important affair. The Marquis was surprised, but gave orders for his horses to be ready. The Countess trembled, Matilda was terrified; each thought herself concerned, and when the Marquis quitted the house, retired together.

“Ah! (cried the Countess) the Count has discovered me!” “No, no, madam, (replied Matilda) ’tis, I am discovered and shall be torn from you.” Both burst into tears, equally for herself and friend.

The Marchioness, who saw him depart, now entered the room; “As I supposed, (said she) you retired to frighten each other, but that I shall not allow, so ladies, if you please, throw on your cloaks; I have made up two parties this morning for an airing: in my coach goes Lord Delby, the Count, my sister, and Miss Matilda; I accompany Mrs. Courtney, in her chariot;—so pray hasten directly, the carriages wait.”

She withdrew on saying these words, and left them no power to frame excuses, and consequently they were obliged to follow, though with aching hearts.

They were disposed of according to the Marchioness’s arrangements, but for some minutes after the carriage proceeded all were silent. Lord Delby first spoke, and regretted the party did not seem to accord with the wishes of the ladies, if he might judge from their averted looks. “Indeed, my Lord, (replied the Countess) you do me particular injustice; I entertain the highest respect for every person here; to your Lordship I owe obligations never to be forgotten; I infinitely esteem the Count, as a friend, and this young lady I love with the affection of a sister. I have been a little agitated by the sudden departure of the Marquis, and my uneasiness has communicated
itself to my friend; we beg your pardon, and will endeavor to be better company”. After this the conversation became more general and amusing.

The Marquis proceeded to town, and instantly waited on the Ambassador. “I am sorry, my dear Lord, (said his Excellency) to have broken in upon your retirement, and must mention the visit I received yesterday as my apology. A German gentleman, who sent in his name as Mr. Weimar, requested permission to wait on me; he was consequently admitted: he entered upon a long story of an orphan he had preserved from perishing, of a paper fastened to the child, deputing him the guardian of it ’till claimed by its parents; and in short, that despairing, from the number of years past, that those parents had any existence, he resolved to marry the young lady, that he might provide for her without injury to her reputation; that, from what motives he knew not, she had been induced to fly from his house, seducing a servant of his to go with her; and she was now detained from him by you, notwithstanding he had a lettre de-cachet, which he produced, commanding you to give her up; consequently, by virtue of that order, he requested I would compel you to deliver the young lady to his care. Now, my dear Marquis, I am prepared to hear you on the subject, for it is a delicate affair, and I am convinced you would be sorry it should be noised abroad.” “No otherwise, Sir, (replied the Marquis) than as it might wound the young lady’s delicacy to be publicly talked off. I am obliged to your Excellency for your communications, and must trespass on your patience to elucidate the affair properly.” He then recapitulated the whole of Matilda’s story, concealing every thing relative to the Countess at that time; and having deduced it down to the present period, he besought his Excellency to protect an amiable young woman, under the most unfortunate circumstances.

“I am really (he replied) much interested for her, and perfectly disposed to comply with your wishes, but the whole affair is replete with so many extraordinary circumstances, that I think we had best consult the German Ambassador before any thing can be determined on.”

The carriage was ordered, and his Excellency took the Marquis with him. They most fortunately found the German Minister at home, and after some deliberation it was settled Matilda should remain under the protection of the Marquis for one year, he to be answerable for her; during that interval advertisements should be sent to the different kingdoms, in quest of her parents; and if in the course of one twelvemonth no such persons appeared, Mr. Weimar was the natural protector of the young lady, but could not oblige her to marry him—neither could he prevent her retiring to a convent, though she might be accountable to him for her choice of such a retirement.

The Marquis was obliged to be contented with this decision, and returning with the Ambassador, he said, “I shall in all probability have to trouble you again soon, on a still more extraordinary affair, and relative to one more dear and nearer to me than this young lady.” “Upon my word, Marquis, (replied the Minister, smiling) you are quite a knight-errant, to protect distressed damsels.” “A very honourable employment, (answered the other, in the same tone;) but though these are not the days of romance, yet I have met with such extraordinary incidents lately as carry much the face of the wonderful stories we have heard of former times: but as the development of this business will be attended with serious consequences, I must consider a few days before I make the discovery.” “Very well, (said his Excellency;) you have excited my curiosity, and, if I am not too old to join in a Quixote-like expedition, behold me ready to assist in
the defence of the fair.” The Marquis smiled, thanked him, and declining an invitation
to dine at his house, got into his own carriage, and drove back with all speed, rightly
conceiving every one would entertain uneasy conjectures.

The party were but just returned from a long morning’s drive when the Marquis
arrived; every one met him with anxiety in their looks—he accosted them with a
smiling countenance; “A truce to interrogatories at present, (said he) I have good news
for all, but I am really faint for want of refreshment; order something for me, and then I
shall give an account of my proceedings.”

Every one flew to the bells, and in a moment he had chocolate, jellies, wine, and
biscuits set before him.

“Ah! (said he, laughing) nothing like giving a little spur to curiosity, I see; this is
an excellent lesson for me how to be well served.”

When he had taken his repast, which he maliciously prolonged ’till the
Marchioness in a pet rang the bell, and declared he should eat no more, the things taken
away, and the servants withdrawn. “Now listen, ladies, and thank me for having
procured, in the person of our gallant Ambassador, a Don Quixote, ready to fight in
your defence.” He then, in a more serious tone, repeated the particulars which have been
already related.

Poor Matilda felt but a gleam of satisfaction; “A twelvemonth,” (cried she.) “A
twelvemonth, (repeated Mrs. Courtney;) why, do you consider, my dear girl, how many
strange events may happen in that time?” “Yes, (answered she, sighing) I consider and
hope death will free me from his power long before that period expires.”

The Count of Bouville rose and left the room to conceal his emotions.

“I will not forgive you, my dear child, (said the Marchioness) if you indulge
such desponding ideas; depend upon it happier days await you—trust in Providence,
and rejoice you are now free from anxiety: equally under the protection of the
ambassadors and the Marquis, Mr. Weimar will not dare to molest you.”

The ladies all congratulated Matilda; and, the Marchioness taking her hand,
“Come with me into the garden, I must chide you, but I will not do it publicly, though
you deserve it.” She led her to a little temple, at one end of the garden, and when seated
she said to the still silent Matilda. “You do not consider the advantages we have
gained.” “O, my dear madam, (cried the other, interrupting her) how sensible I am of
that kind we have gained!” “Well, well, (resumed the Marchioness) hear me out. We
can now take public methods to enquire, if there yet exists a being who has any claim to
you, without fear of Mr. Weimar; a twelvemonth may make great alterations in his
sentiments; should it appear you have no particular relations, he has no legal claim upon
you, but from his expenditure for your maintenance and clothes—let him bring in his
bill, he shall be paid to the uttermost farthing; you are my adopted child; consider
yourself as such, and dare not refuse that trifle for your future expences;—if you utter
any ohs! or ahs! if you ever talk of obligations, I will never pardon you: to be cheerful
and happy is the only return you can make or I accept.” She then placed the deed
mentioned by the Marquis, with a fifty pound note, upon the lap of the astonished Matilda, and hastened away to the house.

It was some moments before she recovered herself enough to examine the papers. The contents overwhelmed her with gratitude; she burst into a flood of tears, the papers in her hand, when unexpectedly the Count stood before her. “Good heavens! (he cried) what means this distress, these tears?” “O, my Lord, (answered she) they are tears of sensibility and gratitude.” “I rejoice to hear it, (replied the Count) heaven forbid they should ever flow from any other cause.” He seated himself by her, she dried her eyes, and put the papers in her pocket. “I congratulate you, madam, (resumed he) on the happy turn in your affairs, which the Marquis has informed me of.” “You know me then for an unhappy deserted orphan?” (said she, blushing and mortified.) “I know you (replied he, eagerly) for the most amiable of your sex; no adventitious advantages of birth or fortune can add to those claims your own merit gives you to universal esteem.” “Ah, my Lord, (said she) to generous spirits like yours and this family’s, misfortunes are a recommendation to kindness and attention, but with the generality of mankind I have not to learn it must be otherwise. Stranger as I am to the manners and customs of the world, I am sensible birth and fortune have superior advantages, and that without them, though with liberal minds we may obtain compassion, we can never hope for consideration or respect.” “Pardon me, madam, (replied the Count) if I presume to say you judge erroneously; she who with merit, with good sense, delicacy, and refined sentiments can command respect, is a thousand times superior to those whose inferiority of mind disgraces a rank which the other would ennable.” “You are very kind, Sir, (said Matilda, rising, and unable to support a conversation which she feared might grow too interesting for her peace:) you are truly friendly, in endeavouring to reconcile me to myself; and I have no way of deserving your favorable judgment, but by constantly remembering what I am, that I may at least preserve my humility.” She courtesied and walked fast towards the house, and to the apartment of the Countess. That lady was alone, her head resting on her hand, and seemed buried in thought. Matilda would have withdrawn, the other entreated her return; “Come in, my dear girl, (said she) my own thoughts are the worst company you could leave me in at present.” “I come to tell you, my dear madam, (cried her young friend) that my heart is bursting with gratitude: the Marchioness will not hear me, but I must have vent for my feelings, or I shall be opprest to death.” She burst into tears. “My dear April girl, (said the Countess) no more of those showers,—you have too much sensibility; I know what you want to tell me, therefore spare yourself the trouble, and let me acquaint you, that I am indebted to my generous brother, for a settlement of treble the value of what he has given you, yet I make no fuss about the matter.” “But, dear madam, (cried Matilda) sure there is great difference in our situations,—you have too much sensibility; I know what you want to tell me, therefore spare yourself the trouble, and let me acquaint you, that I am indebted to my generous brother, for a settlement of treble the value of what he has given you, yet I make no fuss about the matter.” “A natural claim (repeated the Countess;) the best claim to a generous mind, is being unfortunate with merit that deserves a better fate. I think little of those favours which are bestowed from claims of affinity only; since family pride, the censure of the world, and many cause, may unlock a heart to support their own consequence in their connexions, but the truly benificent mind looks upon every child of sorrow as their relation, and entitled to their assistance; but when beauty and virtue suffer, from whatsoever cause, believe me, dear Matilda, they receive a superior gratification that have the power of relieving sorrows, than the receiver can in accepting the favors.” “I believe, my dear madam, (replied Matilda, her heart warmed by the idea) I believe you are right; for if there is a human being I could envy, it would be the one who can raise the desponding heart to hope and peace.” “With that conviction, (resumed the Countess) feel as if you conferred a favor, without the
A question so mal-à-propos, when poor Matilda’s heart bore testimony to his merit, threw her into the greatest confusion, she was unable to speak.

The Countess observed her emotion, but was too delicate to notice it; she therefore added, “‘Tis a needless question; I feel your sentiments correspond with mine; but your spirits are low, child—in truth mine are not high, so let us seek for better company.” She arose, and taking Matilda’s passive hand, led her to the drawing-room, where the company was assembled.

Matilda could not see her benefactors without being visibly affected, which the Marchioness observing, “Come, ladies, (said she) give me your votes, I am collecting them for a party to Windsor to-morrow.” “O, doubtless you may command ours (replied the Countess;) novelty has always its charms for us females.” “Very well, (said the Marquis) then it’s a settled business.”

The excursion to Windsor, and several other places, in the fortnight they staid at Mrs, Courtney’s jumbled the Count and Matilda so frequently together, and he had so many opportunities of admiring her strong understanding and polished manners, that his affection was insensibly engaged beyond all power of resistance, and he determined to brave the censures of the world, and marry her, if he could obtain her heart. From the moment this resolution took place, he treated her with that insinuating tenderness in his voice and manners, which seldom fails of communicating the infection to a susceptible mind. Matilda’s feelings alarmed her; she was conscious of the impropriety of indulging them, and felt the necessity of avoiding the Count as much as possible. He quickly observed the alteration in her behaviour, and was determined to come to an immediate explanation; justly conceiving nothing could be more wounding to a delicate mind than suspense under such circumstances.

She so carefully shunned him, that it was not easy to find her alone; but in the morning, when it was intended to return in the evening to London, chance afforded him an opportunity. The Marchioness, Matilda, and the Count were in the garden; the Marquis came to them and requested to speak a few words to his Lady; she disengaged her arm from her companion, and went with him to the house. Matilda turned with an intention to follow; the Count took her hand, “Let me entreat you, madam, to pursue your walk; I wish to speak a few words, on an affair of consequence, that will not detain you long from your friends.” She trembled, and without speaking, suffered him to conduct her to an alcove at the bottom of the garden. They were both seated for a
minute before he could assume courage to speak, at length, “I believe from the first hour I had the happiness of being introduced to you, my admiration was very visible, but it was that admiration which a beautiful person naturally inspires,—I knew not then it was your least perfection. Your story, which the Marquis related, convinced me you had every virtue which should adorn your sex, joined with a courage and perseverance, through difficulties which might do honor even to ours. Since I have been admitted a visitor in this house, I have been confirmed in the exalted opinion I entertained of your superiority to most women, and under this conviction I may justly fear you will condemn my presumption, in offering myself and fortune to your disposal.” “How, my Lord (cried Matilda, recovering from her confusion, and interrupting him) do you consider who and what I am?” “Yes, madam, (replied he) I have already told you, I think you one of the most perfect of your sex, and as to any other consideration ’tis beneath my notice: if you will deign to accept of me, it shall be the study of my life to make you amends for the injustice of fortune, who blindly bestows her favors on the unworthy.” “You will pardon me, my Lord, (said she) for interrupting you a second time, but I cannot suffer you to proceed in error; I entreat you, therefore, to hear me with patience, and believe that the sentiments I express are the genuine feelings of my heart, from which no persuasions, no temptations shall ever make me depart. I acknowledge, with a grateful mind, the honor you offer me is far beyond any expectations I can ever form in life, and such as affords me both pride and pleasure, that I am not deemed unworthy your esteem. At the same time, although you can generously resolve to forego the respect you owe to yourself and family, my duty to myself obliges me to remember it: without family and connexions, without even a name—perhaps the offspring of poor, or still worse, of infamous parents, brought up and supported by charity; shall I intrude myself into a noble family, contaminate its lustre, reflect indelible disgrace on the author of my undeserved elevation, and live despised and reproached, as the artful creature who had taken advantage of your generosity and compassion? No, my Lord, permit me to say on such terms I never would condescend to be the wife of a prince. I shrink at my own littleness; I am in a state of obligation for my support, but I never will incur my own contempt, by deserving it from others. My mind is indeed, I hope, superior to my situation: I will preserve a rectitude of principles under every evil that may befall me; those principles impel me to avow, with the greatest solemnity in the face of heaven, that under the disgraceful circumstances in which my fate seems enveloped, I never will be yours.” “Hold, hold, madam, (cried the Count, endeavouring to interrupt her) great God! what have you vowed!” “What duty to myself and you required of me, (said she;) and now, my Lord, let this subject never be renewed. If it can afford you any consolation, (added she, softened by the disorder and distress of his appearance) be assured, my Lord, that as I never can be yours, I never will be another’s; and if my happiness is as dear to you as yours will ever be to me, you will from this moment cease to think of me but as an unfortunate girl, deprived of all power to return obligations, and therefore with too much pride and spirit to receive them, but from this worthy family, where I conceive it no disgrace to hold myself dependent.”

As she ended these words she rose. “Stop one moment, madam, (exclaimed the Count;) unless you would drive me to madness, afford me one gleam of hope, distant as it may be: your cruel vow precludes me from bliss, yet tell me, too lovely Matilda, that you do not hate me, that if—— ”
“Ah! Sir, (said she, involuntarily) hate you! Heaven is my witness, that did my birth and rank equal yours it would be my glory, to accept your hand; but as there exists not a possibility of that, I beseech you to spare me and yourself unnecessary pain; from this instant determine to avoid me, and I will esteem you as the most exalted of men.”

Without giving him time to reply, she darted like lightning towards the house, leaving him overwhelmed with admiration, grief, and despair.

“What are the advantages of birth and rank, (cried he) which this sweet girl does not possess? A dignity of sentiment, a rectitude of heart;—how greatly superior to that wretch Fontelle, whose malicious stories have so much injured her reputation, and whose birth and fortune only render her the more despicable; as mine must be to me of no value, when considered as bars to happiness and Matilda.”

He walked slowly to the house and met the Marquis. “Dear Count, (said he) what have you done or said to my amiable protegée; I met her running up stairs, out of breath, and tears trembling in her eyes?” The Count, without the least reserve, repeated the preceding conversation. “And did you really make such an offer, (cried he) and did she refuse it?” “‘Tis very true,” (replied the Count.) “Why then (said the Marquis) you are two of the noblest creatures under heaven; that you, my worthy friend, should step beyond the prejudices of your country—that you should resolve to brave the censure, the malevolent whispers and contemptuous neglect of your equals, and support the insolent derision of your inferiors, in favour of a young woman under such peculiarly distressing circumstances, excites my wonder and admiration: but I scarce know any words that can do justice to my sentiments, when I reflect that this very young woman, without friends or fortune, from a sense of rectitude, and a loftiness of sentiment which would do honor to the highest rank, could peremptorily refuse a situation and prospects so brilliant—do violence to her own heart, and prefer a dependence her soul is much superior to, rather than incur self-reproach for your degradation. Indeed, my Lord, I know not any language sufficiently expressive of my feelings: you must admire her more than ever.” “Doubt not, (answered the Count, in a melancholy tone) of my more than admiration—my adoration; but, alas! she is inflexible—she has sworn never to be mine—she has charged me to see her, to think of her, no more.” “Do her justice, my Lord, and obey her; prove your esteem for such an extraordinary exertion of virtue and prudence, imitate an example for deserving praise, and be assured the trial, however severe at present, will afford you satisfaction hereafter, in subduing love, though your highest esteem she has a right to challenge.” Say no more, Marquis, (cried the Count;) I must cease to think of her before I can cease to love, for this day has riveted my chains more firmly than ever. I will not however be an inmate of your house; though I cannot relinquish the charms of her society altogether, yet I promise you I will indulge in no more dangerous tete-à-tetes, but I must see her sometimes.” “Ah! Count,” (said the Marquis, shaking his head.) “Trust my honour and discretion, (replied he, to his significant looks;) “you may, for that angelic girl will never put them to the proof.”

They proceeded to the house, and the carriages drawing up, the party was collected together. Matilda contrived to accompany the Marquis, his Lady, and Mrs. Courtney. The two latter kept up a sprightly conversation with the Marquis, and but once or twice broke in upon her reveries; yet she appeared easy and cheerful; in truth, the delight of being dear to the amiable Count, and a consciousness of having performed
her duty, gave that peace and serenity to her mind which never fails of communicating itself to the countenance.

On their arrival in Harley-street the party separated, and the Count was compelled to accept an invitation from Lord Delby, to reside with him. “The Marquis, (said his Lordship) has his family party, but I am alone, and therefore you will do me particular honor and pleasure in complying with my wishes.”

As the Count could not reside with the Marquis, this was certainly the next best situation, for his Lordship was himself too fond of the “family party” to be long absent from them; he therefore gladly accompanied him to Cavendish-square.

They had been now near a fortnight in town, enjoying its variety of amusements, and preparing for their journey to Scarborough, which was now to take place in four days. The birth-day being arrived, the Marquis, his Lady and the Count proposed paying their compliments at court, with Lord Delby: the Count had been previously presented. The Countess (still known even by the Count only as Madame Le Roche), Mrs. Courtney, and Matilda, contented themselves with attending the ball, at night, in the Lord Chamberlain’s box. They were accordingly accommodated with an excellent situation, and were extremely charmed with the beauty and splendor of the British court.

Matilda’s eyes were so intently fixed on the Royal family, she had scarce thought of looking round her, until some audible whispers in French reached her ear; turning her head quickly, her eyes met those of Mademoiselle De Fontelle. A stranger to the malice of that young lady, she bowed with a smile, being rather too distant to speak; the lady gave her a look of contempt, and speaking low to the person next her; before Matilda could recover from her surprise and confusion, she observed three or four persons look full at her, with scorn and disdain strongly marked in their features. Shocked beyond measure at this to her unaccountable behaviour, she turned sick and faint, was obliged to have recourse to her salts, and heard a laughing whisper on one side of her, whilst the Countess on the other was eagerly enquiring the cause of her illness. Her salts, and natural dignity of mind soon enabled her to recover. She evaded the curiosity of her friend, by complaining of the heat, and declaring herself better. She then turned her head towards Fontelle and her companions; she viewed them with a steady air of the highest contempt and indifference, ’till even the eyes of that malicious girl fell under hers, and she was evidently confused. Matilda then returned to the amusements below her, and, though her mind was not easy, she appeared to enjoy uncommon satisfaction.

When the Royal Family had withdrawn, and they were about to quit their seats, they perceived Lord Delby and the Count making way to assist them in getting out. The latter had no eyes but for Matilda, ’till a sudden exclamation, and his name, caught his ear in the moment he had presented his hand to her; quickly turning, he saw Mademoiselle De Fontelle and her aunt Madame Le Brune. Surprised and vexed, he darted at them a look of scorn, and with an air of the highest respect and attention, assisted Matilda into the room, joined her friends, and they were safely conveyed through the crowd to their carriage,—Lord Delby and himself following in theirs.

When they alighted in Harley-street, Matilda, who had suppressed her feelings in the ball room, and had been likewise deeply affected by the Count’s attentions, scarcely
entered the drawing room before she fainted: every one was alarmed, but the Count was
distracted; his behaviour discovered the secrets of his heart to all the company, and
when she recovered, she saw him on his knees, holding one of her hands, whilst his air
of distraction was but too expressive of his feelings; she withdrew her hand, and he
arose; she apologized to the company, and imputed her disorder to the heat of the room,
and the sudden chill she felt in getting out of the carriage. Her friends, glad to see her
recovered, enquired no further, but the Count drew the Marquis out of the room, and in
much agitation, cried out, “That persecuting fiend in a female form, is the cause of her
illness.” “Who do you mean?” (demanded the Marquis.) “Who should I mean,
(answered he, warmly) but that malicious Fontelle; I saw her not far from Matilda, and I
dare say she insulted her; but, by heavens! if she propagates her infamous falsehoods
here, she shall repent it, however she may trust to my honor.”

The Marquis was a little surprised at this sally, but without appearing to observe
it, said, “You know, Count, we shall leave town three days hence, and consequently be
out of her malice. I wonder what brought her to England.” “Spite and envy (replied he;)
but does the amiable girl know how much Mademoiselle De Fontelle is her enemy?”
“No, certainly, (answered the Marquis;) you do not suppose we would wound her
feelings, by repeating the disagreeable reports spread among our acquaintance at Paris.”
“I am glad of it, (said the Count) yet I cannot but think the other affronted her.” “We
shall know to-morrow, but let us return and eat our supper now.”

They went down to the supper room, and were much pleased in beholding
Matilda cheerful and perfectly well.

When the company separated, and she was retired to her apartment, she gave
way to her own reflections; she could no otherwise account for the impertinence of
Mademoiselle De Fontelle, but by supposing she was acquainted with her birth; “Ah!
said she) I doubt not but Mr. Weimar published it at Paris, from motives of revenge,
and she, who as a relation to the Marchioness, received a thousand civilities, is now
despised as an imposter, an orphan, and a dependent of charity; nay, even my
benefactors may suffer in the opinion of their friends for introducing me! Good
heavens! (cried she) why should I continue in the world—why assume a character and
appearance I have no pretensions to? what blameable pride, what meanness, in
accepting gifts which draw upon me contempt and derision—I will no longer support
it.”

Tormented all night by the distress of her situation, she arose unrefreshed, pale,
feeble and agitated.

The Marchioness, alarmed at her appearance, insisted upon sending for a
physician; the Marquis was going to pull the bell. “Stay, my dear friends, (cried she) I
beseech you; 'tis my mind, not my body, that is disordered, and you only have the
power to heal it.” “Speak your wishes, my dear child, (said the Marchioness;) be
assured, if in our power, you may command the grant of them.” “On that promise, my
dearest benefactress, your poor Matilda founds her hopes of peace.” She then repeated
the affronts of the preceding evening, and her own conjectures upon it. “I am humbled,
my dearest madam, as all false pretenders ought to be, (added she;) I can no longer
support the upbraiding of my heart; a false pride, a despicable vanity induced me to lay
hold of your sentiments in my favour, which, after the discovery of my original
meanness, I ought to have blushed at your condescension, and sought some humble situation, or retired to a convent, where, unknowing and unknown, I might have pursued the lowly path Providence seems to have pointed out for me. I have been punished for my presumption and duplicity—it has made me look into myself; doubtless, out of this family, every one beholds me with the scorn and contempt I have justly incurred from Mademoiselle De Fontelle, and all who know my doubtful origin. O, my beloved friends, (cried she, wringing her hands, tears running down her cheeks) save me from future insults, save me from self-reproach! Complete your generosity and goodness, and let me retire to a convent. My poor endeavours to amuse you as a companion are no longer necessary; the Countess is restored to you, and I have only been a source of vexation and trouble ever since the hour you first condescended to receive me;—a convent is the only asylum I ought to wish for, and there only I can find rest.” Here she stopt, overwhelmed with the most painful emotions.

The Marquis was affected, the Marchioness drowned in tears. “My dear, but too susceptible girl, (said she, when able to speak) why will you thus unnecessarily torment yourself; what is Fontelle and her opinions to us? We are going to Scarborough; you have friends who will protect you from every insult,—who will treat you with increased respect, from a conviction that your mind is superior to all the advantages which birth and fortune have given to Mademoiselle De Fontelle, or a thousand such: besides, depend upon my assertions,—you sprung not from humble or dishonest parents,—the virtues you possess are hereditary ones, doubt it not, my dear Matilda; if nobleness of birth can add any lustre to qualities like yours, you will one day possess that advantage.”

’Tis impossible to express the agitations of Matilda, on hearing such kind and consoling sentiments; but her resolution to retire from the world was unconquerable; she found her heart too tenderly attached to the Count—she knew the impossibility that she should ever be his; she was convinced her story was known, her friends had not attempted to deny it; in whatever public place she might visit, it was very possible to meet persons who had heard it, and she might be exposed to similar insults, which her spirit could not brook.

The Marquis and his lady made use of persuasions, arguments, and even reproaches, but she had so much resolution and fortitude, when once she had formed a design, approved by her judgment, as could not be easily shaken; and though her heart was wounded with sorrow, and her mind impressed with grief, in being obliged to resist the kindness of her friends, yet she still persevered.

“Well, Matilda, (said the Marchioness, in a reproachful tone) since you are inflexible to our wishes, I must insist upon your going with me to Mrs. Courtney’s: what will she, what will my sister think, but that I have treated you ill, and you can no longer remain with one you have ceased to love.”

“Kill me not, (cried she, in agony) with such reproaches; let me fly to the Countess and disclose my reasons—ah! surely she will do more justice to my heart: oh! madam, that you could see it—that you could read the love, the admiration and respect indelibly imprinted there, with your image, never, never to be erased whilst it beats within my bosom.”
Overcome with these sensations, she wept aloud; the Marchioness embraced and soothed her.

The carriage was ordered, and they drove to Mrs. Courtney’s, the Marquis setting them down, and going on to Lord Delby’s.

It is needless to repeat what passed at Mrs. Courtney’s, since it was only a repetition of every argument and persuasion which her protectors had before used in vain. Nothing could shake her resolution; and all the favour they could obtain, was to permit Louison and Antoine to accompany her to Boulogne, and remain in a convent there, ’till her friends returned to France, and the twelvemonth expired Mr. Weimar had allowed her to remain under the care of the Marquis.

Whilst every countenance spoke pity, grief, and admiration, the gentlemen suddenly entered the room, the Count with an air of wildness and distress. The moment Matilda saw him she trembled violently, and could with difficulty keep her seat. “Ah! madam, (said he) what is it I hear—is it possible you mean to abandon your friends, to distress the most affectionate hearts in the world, to give up society, and, from romantic notions, bury yourself in a convent? Hear me thus publicly, (cried he, throwing himself at her feet, with a frantic look) hear me avow myself your lover, your protector, and if you will condescend to accept of me, your husband; yes, that is the enviable distinction I aspire to; plead for me, my friends,—soften the obdurate heart that would consign me to everlasting misery. Oh! Matilda, cruel, unfeeling girl, has a proud and unrelenting spirit subdued every tender and compassionate sentiment,—has neither love nor friendship any claims upon your heart?” His emotions were violent.

The ladies, ’till now, strangers to his sentiments, sat mute with wonder.

Matilda had covered her face with her handkerchief; when he stopt she withdrew it; it was wet with tears: he snatched it from her trembling hand, kissed it, and thrust it into his bosom. “I beseech you, Sir, to rise, (said she, when able to speak) this posture is unbecoming of yourself and me. The resolution I have formed is such as my reason approves, and my particular circumstances call upon me to adopt; I ought to have done it long ago, and blush at my own folly in delaying it.” “But, good God! madam, (interrupted the Count) can the ridiculous behaviour, or unjust prejudices of one worthless woman weigh against the affections, the esteem of so many respectable friends? what have we done to deserve being rendered miserable through her envy and malice?” “Could the warmest love, gratitude and respect, which I owe to every one here (answered she;) could the arguments of the most condescending kindness, deeply imprinted here (putting her hand to her heart) could these avail to alter my purpose, I might not be able to withstand your persuasions; but, my Lord, when I have had fortitude sufficient to deny those who are dearer to me than life, you cannot be offended, that ’tis impossible for me to oblige you; and here, in the presence of those who have been witnesses to the honors you have offered me, I release you from every vow, every obligation your too ardent love has conferred on me, and from this hour beseech you to think of me as a friend, zealous for your honor and happiness, for your fame, and the respect you owe to your family; but equally jealous of every duty I owe myself, and therefore determined to see you no more.” She rose quickly from her chair, and ran into Mrs. Courtney’s dressing-room, giving way to a violent burst of tears. The
astonished Count, who had not the power to prevent her departure, threw himself into a chair, without speaking. The Countess had followed Matilda.

“This is really (said Mrs. Courtney) the most extraordinary young woman I ever met with; I wonder not at your attachment, my dear Count, but after this public declaration, you have nothing to hope for: imitate her example of fortitude and self-denial, and suffer not your mind to be depressed, when it is necessary you should exert man’s boasted superiority of reason and firmness.” The Count replied not.

The Marchioness looked with a little surprise at Mrs. Courtney, who she thought appeared less affected than she ought for her young friend.

Lord Delby was warm in her praise, and offered to be her escort to Boulogne, as he thought it highly improper she should be accompanied by servants only.

This offer was thankfully accepted by Marchioness. “She has absolutely prohibited the Marquis and myself, (said she) but I hope will make no objections to the honor you intend her.”

The Count, making a slight apology, withdrew, and every one joined in pitying the necessity for a separation of two persons so worthy of each other. “Was fortune the only obstacle her delicacy could raise, (said the Marquis) there are those who would rejoice to remove it; but when we consider the particular disadvantages of her situation—the disgrace and insults which would attend the Count, from her want of birth, however great her merit: unjust as I know those prejudices are, yet I confess it would have given me pain, had she acted otherwise. I applaud, I admire, I love her more than ever, but I do not wish to see her the Count’s wife, unless those bars could be removed, which now appear next to an impossibility.” “No! (cried the Marchioness, briskly) no! I will not believe, merit like Matilda’s is born to wither in the shade; I will hope to see her one day in a conspicuous point of view, that may reflect honor on all who are connected with her, either by blood or friendship.”

“You are romantic, my dear madam, (said Mrs. Courtney, with a smile;) but suppose we go to your young favorite, and see how the poor thing does after her heroics.”

This was said with so little feeling, that the Marchioness was surprised; and a sudden idea darting into the mind of the Marquis, he could not suppress a smile, whilst Lord Delby looked offended with his sister’s light manner of speaking.

Under these different impressions they entered the dressing-room, and found poor Matilda reclining her head on the Countess, and both weeping. “Fie, fie, my good friend, (said Mrs. Courtney) is this the way to comfort the young lady, for the sacrifices she has made to honor and principle.” “I adore your sensibility, madam, (cried Lord Delby, hastily;) in my opinion, whoever loves Miss Matilda does honor to their own heart.”

Both ladies bowed to his Lordship, though unable to speak; but endeavouring to recover themselves, the Countess said, “This dear obstinate girl proposes setting off the
day after to-morrow.” “Well, and if she is so determined, what hinders us from all
taking a trip to Dover, previous to our Scarborough journey?” (said Lord Delby.)

Every one agreed to the proposal, after which they sought to amuse their minds,
by talking on different subjects.

The Countess and Mrs. Courtney accompanied the Marchioness home to dinner,
but Lord Delby excused himself, that he might attend to the Count. On his return to
Cavendish-square he was informed his guest was in the library. He found him writing,
and would have retired; The Count requested he would sit down: the conversation
naturally turned on the recent occurrences in Harley-street. “Don’t think meanly of me,
my dear Lord, (said the Count) if I cannot help gratifying a little malice and revenge; I
have just finished a few lines to Mademoiselle De Fontelle; I will, at least, make her
remember she is in my power, and tremble every moment, lest I should put my threats
in execution; I will plant a thorn in her bosom, if she is capable of feeling, though, alas!
I can never draw the one from my breast she has been the cause of transfixing there for
life! I shall send to the Ambassador’s, to procure her address, as doubtless from old
acquaintance Madame Le Brune has been to pay her respects to his lady, and that is the
only cue at present I have to find her.”

When Lord Delby acquainted him the day was fixed for Matilda’s departure, and
their intended jaunt with her, “Ah! (said he) how hard, that the person most interested in
that event should be precluded from being a witness of it, though I know I could not
stand the shock.” If my sister does not accompany us, which I rather doubt, as one
coach cannot hold them, and I intend going on horseback, there being no necessity for
great expedition, I shall consign her to your care, my dear Count, in our absence.” “If
Mrs. Courtney will accept the attendance of such a spiritless being as myself, (answered
he) I shall be honoured by permission to wait upon her.”

Not to dwell on the melancholy circumstances of parting, when nothing new or
particular occurred, ’tis sufficient to say both parties were overwhelmed with grief, and
Matilda submitted, with much reluctance, to Lord Delby’s going in the packet with her;
but her friends all protesting, if she refused, every one would go, she was obliged to
acquiesce; and embracing the two ladies a thousand times, with streaming eyes, she tore
herself from them and embarked.

The wind was fair; they reached Boulogne in seven hours; and whilst they
partook of some refreshment at the hotel, Louison and Antoine walked to the Ursuline
Convent, in the high town, and having acquainted the porteress with their errand, found,
to their great mortification, they took no ladies in chamber, or high pensioners. They
were directed to the Annunciate Convent, and there soon procured admission, and
accommodations for Matilda, and Louison, who gladly attended her, thinking it would
be only for a short time, ’till her lady came from England.

Within a few hours Matilda was received and settled. She took leave of Lord
Delby with tears of gratitude. “Ah! (said he, much moved) not one word of
remembrance to my worthy guest?” “Yes, Sir, (said she, raising her voice) tell him I
admire, I esteem him—that his happiness is the first wish of my heart. Take care, my
dear Lord, of the worthy Count: teach him to forget me, and if ever he should be united
to an amiable woman, deserving and possessing his affection, I will then boldly claim
his esteem—'till then we must be for ever separated.”

She entered the gates, unable to say more, and when they were shut upon her,
Lord Delby, overcome with pity and admiration, returned to the hotel; that same
evening reembarked for Dover, and joined his friends before nine the next morning.

Spiritless and unhappy, they arrived in Harley-street the following evening, and
sending a messenger to Mrs. Courtney, that lady shortly after entered the house, the
Count with her; she cheerful and lively, he looking pale and dejected. She enquired,
with an air of indifference, the particulars of their journey, but seemed little interested in
it; not so the Count, he asked a thousand questions. “I have a message to you from the
amiable Matilda,” (said Lord Delby.) “For me, (said the Count, eagerly;) O! why have
you delayed it?” His Lordship repeated her last words. “Sweet angelic girl! (cried he) is
my happiness dear to her! but why should I doubt it? She is truth and goodness itself;
my esteem, my love, must ever be hers, for no other woman shall ever possess that heart
she condescended to prize, and never will I marry, if Matilda cannot be my wife.” “Lord
bless me! (exclaimed Mrs. Courtney) let’s have no more dismals; I declare these last
five days have vapoured me to death: I hope our journey to Scarborough will teem with
more pleasant incidents than yours to Dover seems to have produced.” “I am sure so
(answered the Count;) the world does not abound with characters like Matilda’s to
lament.”

No more was said; supper was announced, and more general conversation
introduced during the remainder of the evening, though every one appeared absent and
uneasy.

After the company had left them the Marchioness took notice of Mrs. Courtney’s
behaviour. “Surely she has taken some pique against Matilda,” (said she.) “Yes, (replied
the Marquis) the pique natural to a jealous woman.” “Jealous! (repeated the
Marchioness) why, surely you do not think she is fond of the Count?” “Indeed, but I do
(replied he;) nay, I am certain of it, from many observations I lately made on her
conduct.” ‘Bless me! (returned she) why Mrs. Courtney is seven or eight and thirty, the
Count only two and twenty.” “That’s true, (said he, smiling) but my love, ladies have
various ways of concealing their age, and the depredations of time; besides, vanity
never forsakes them; and to do Mrs. Courtney justice, she is an agreeable woman.”
“Yes, and a sensible woman, (returned she;) I never can suppose her guilty of such a
weakness; I rather think her prejudiced against Matilda, by some falsehoods or other.”
“Very well, (replied the Marquis) be it so: I am always more gratified by your favorable
opinion of your own sex, than a readiness to condemn them; the one shews a generous
mind, free from guile itself—the other, a malignant spirit, desirous of acquiring merit
from the deficiencies of others.” “But, pray, (said the Marchioness) how will you
account to Mr. Weimar for the retirement of Matilda, should he hear of it, and apply to
you?” “By the simplest truth, (replied he) except what relates to Bouville. He must
thank himself for all the stories Mademoiselle De Fontelle has repeated to her
disadvantage, and from whence originated her sudden determination. She is now safe;
the letter I procured from the Ambassador, addressed to any convent, at least, the
superior of it, will always protect her, since mine is the only claim she is subject to.”
Tranquillised by this, the Marchioness recommended her young friend to the care of Providence, and retired to rest with a virtuous heart, and an easy mind, which could not fail of producing quiet and refreshing slumbers.

The Count, Lord Delby, and Mrs. Courtney, were not equally happy. The former, more sensible every hour of Matilda’s worth, cursed the pride of birth, which stood between him and happiness, and determined to live only for her. Lord Delby had been many years a widower; he had only one son, whom he carried to Switzerland, at the time the Countess so fortunately obtained his protection: he was then extremely struck with her appearance; beauty in distress has a thousand claims upon a susceptible mind; but the Countess had good sense, sweetness of temper, and delicacy of manners to recommend her; and though the first bloom of beauty was worn off, she had sufficient charms both of mind and body to procure for her the admiration of any man. Lord Delby conceived a very warm affection for her, though he knew it was entirely hopeless, unless death should rid her of her persecutor; he was therefore condemned to silence on a subject nearest his heart, and felt the restraint very painfully. Mrs. Courtney, from the first moment she beheld the Count, was charmed with his person and manners. She had been a widow four years: when about three and twenty, at the request of her father, Lord Delby, and the temptations of a very capital fortune, superb carriages, fine jewels, and those other avenues to the heart of a young and fashionable female, she gave her hand to Mr. Courtney, who was struck with her person, and thinking it right to have an heir to his immense possessions, suspended for a time the delights of Newmarket, and his favorite sprightly, to attend the laws of Hymen; but in a very few weeks his former propensity returned; his young bride was forsaken for the pleasures of the turf; Newmarket, its jockeys, its tumultuous pursuits, deep bets, and jovial companions, engrossed all his time and attention. His lady, happily for her, was not doatingly fond of her husband; she was possessed of every appendage proper for a female in fashionable life, and outshone two-thirds of her acquaintance in jewels, plate, carriages, and dress; she was therefore extremely easy about the absence of her husband, and whilst he neither contracted her expenses, nor deprived her of the amusements she liked, she was perfectly disposed to shew him the same complaisance. This very modish pair lived some years together, without feeling either pleasure or pain, from their different engagements. Mr. Courtney was at first much disappointed by not having an heir, but time reconciled him to an event he could not remove; and having determined to make a distant relation, who was to inherit his estate, take his name by Act of Parliament, he ceased giving himself any further concern about the matter. They had been married upwards of ten years, when unfortunately taking cold, after very hard riding, a violent fever terminated his life in six days, and his disconsolate widow was left to undergo all the forms and ceremonies of deep mourning, and to wear odious black for three months. This state of mortification being rubbed through, she found herself mistress of all her former finery, and a very noble jointure, to live as she pleased. Mrs. Courtney was good-natured, not from principle but constitution; she hated trouble of any sort, therefore bore any thing, rather than have the fatigue of being out of humour; she was polite and friendly where she had no temptation to be otherwise; in short, she had many negative virtues, without any active ones. Such was Mrs. Courtney, when she appeared in this book first. All men were indifferent alike, 'till she saw the engaging Count; a few interviews decided her fate; she found she loved to excess, and hated Matilda in proportion; she discovered his partiality in favor; she discovered his partiality in favor; long before it was publicly known, and sought to recommend herself to his notice, by paying attention to his favorite; but finding all her endeavours ineffectual, she began to dislike the innocent
object of her jealousy, and was casting about in her mind how to get rid of her, when
Matilda unexpectedly declared her intention of going into a convent. The Count’s
subsequent behaviour, his public declaration and protestations, were mortifying
circumstances, 'tis true, but she depended upon time, absence, and her own endeavours,
to conquer a passion he could not but look upon as hopeless. The Countess, so many
years secluded from the world, at first felt only the warmest gratitude to Mrs. Courtney
and her brother, for their generous protection; but the polite attention, the mark’d
kindness of Lord Delby, inspired her with the most perfect esteem for him,—and
though, from the melancholy circumstances which attended her early prepossession, her
heart was dead to love, she yet experienced all that partiality in his Lordship’s favor
which her heart was capable of feeling.

Such was the state and sentiments of the party, now about to set off for
Scarborough. The day previous to which, after a consultation between the Marquis, his
Lady, and the Countess, on the entrance of the Count, to pay his morning compliments,
the Marquis led him to the Countess, “My dear friend, you have hitherto known this
lady only as Madame Le Roche, the name she bears in England; I now introduce you to
her as our dearest sister, the Countess of Wolfenbach, whose death you have heard us
often lament.”

The Count started with surprise; “Good heavens! (said he, after saluting her)
how is this possible?”

The Marquis gave him a brief recital of her confinement, and promised him the
particulars another day. “I could no longer keep our secret from you, but she must still
retain her former name, until the whole affair is brought forward. The Ambassador was
made acquainted with it yesterday; he will take some private steps, at first, if possible,
to do us justice; and when we return to London for the winter, we shall use decisive
measures; mean time, I have written to a friend, as has likewise my sister, to procure
Joseph’s testimony, as far as his knowledge extends, lest, as he is old, we should lose a
witness of some consequence.”

The Count entered warmly into the business; his life and fortune was at the
service of his friends: they embraced and thanked him.

The following day they left town, after writing the most affectionate letters to
their beloved Matilda, whose absence they most sincerely regretted.

Matilda, on her first residence in the convent, found it replete with many
inconveniences she did not expect. For the first week she cried incessantly, and poor
Louison, not happier, continually prest her to return. “Ah, mon Dieu! (cried she) if my
good master and lady, if the dear charming Count De Bouville knew how miserable you
are, they would fly to bring you out again. Ah! the good Count, the morning before we
came away, gave me ten English guineas; the tears were in his eyes; “Take care of your
charming mistress, Louison, (said he) and I will always be your friend.”—Dear, dear
gentleman! O, that he was but here!”

This little anecdote, which one might have supposed would have added to
Matilda’s grief, proved a most salutary remedy for it: she instantly dried her eyes.
“Amiable, generous man! (said she) shall I repine, that I have devoted myself to
retirement to preserve a mind like his from repentance and self-reproach, and from the
disdain of those low-minded people, incapable of the nobleness of heart which would
prompt him to forget his own dignity, to raise a friendless orphan. No; I will at least
prove deserving of his esteem, by my own self-denial; I will support every
inconvenience, every trial with resignation—happy, if, in sacrificing the trifling
amusements the world affords, I can promote his peace, and secure his future
happiness."

Fortified by these generous sentiments, she no longer wept or sighed; she sought
consolation in the practice of her religious duties, which strengthened her mind and
composed her spirits: she found in the uniform observance of piety, charity, and
compassion towards the sick and unfortunate, that peace which the world could not
give, and that serenity of mind which no recollection of misfortunes could deprive her
of.

She became the admiration of the whole community; every one was desirous of
her favor, but Matilda, blest with uncommon penetration, and capable of the nicest
discrimination, was at no loss to distinguish the selfish and fulsome attentions of the
officious, from the approbation of the worthy and humble few who looked on her with
eyes of kindness, but never intruded; from these few, to whom she paid particular
civility, her heart selected mother St. Magdalene; she was about eight and twenty, and
had been a nun nearly ten years; she was one of those very elegant forms you cannot
behold without admiration; her face was more expressive than beautiful, yet more
engaging than a lifeless set of features without an animation, however perfect or blooming,
could possibly be; she was pious without ostentation, kind and affectionate to her
sisterhood, and courteous, without design or meanness, to the pensioners.

This charming woman soon attracted the notice of Matilda,—she sought her
company and conversation—she received her attentions with particular complacency.

Mother Magdalene was sensible of her civilities—she plainly comprehended the
value of them, but from peculiar notions of delicacy, and to avoid giving umbrage to the
sisterhood, she rather repressed than encouraged her particular kindness. Matilda,
however, would not be repulsed, and Magdalene was at length compelled to be her
"Dear Mother."

They were frequently together, and by her example Matilda was encouraged to
the perseverance in every moral and religious duty.

Letters from her two friends, the Marchioness and Countess, were the only
things she permitted to break in upon them, and those letters were a continual
stimulation to a sense of gratitude and generosity, which she found herself called upon
to exert.

Whilst Matilda had thus happily reconciled her mind to her situation, her friends
were enjoying the amusements that Scarborough afforded.

The Count was always the attendant on Mrs. Courtney; and though his passion
was as fervent as ever, and his regrets as powerful for the loss of Matilda, he could not
be always in company with an amiable woman who paid him such particular attention,
without being gratified by it, and sometimes shewing those little marks of gallantry which all women expect.

The Count, though he had a more than common share of solidity and stability, with the most refined understanding and integrity of heart, yet he was still a Frenchman—still possessed a natural gaiety of heart, the greatest politeness and attention to the fair sex, and sometimes fell into the hyperbolical compliments so natural to his countrymen, when addressing the ladies. Mrs. Courtney, too ready to believe every thing to be as she wished, gave him every encouragement, and contrived frequently to draw him into situations and expressions which were rather equivocal, but by which he meant nothing, though the lady thought otherwise.

They had been near three weeks at Scarborough; the ladies had heard twice from Matilda, but as she requested her name might never be mentioned to the Count, but from necessity, they only answered his eager enquiries, by saying she was well, and appeared to be much pleased with her situation. He saw there was a reserve in their manner, and justly supposed it owing to her restrictions: he did justice to her greatness of mind, which only served to increase his love and regrets.

One morning Mrs. Courtney, entering the Marchioness’s dressing-room, flung herself into a chair, “Bless me! (said she) what shall I do with your friend, the Count? he has drawn me into a pretty scrape,—I never intended marrying again, but he is so pressing, so irresistible—” “Who, (cried the Marchioness, surprised) the Count? he pressing?” “Why, yes, (answered she;) surely you must have observed his particular devoirs for some time past.” “Not I, upon my honor (answered the Marchioness;) I never supposed his attentions to you wore the face of particularity.” “Then you can have observed nothing, (said she, peevishly.) Pray, what think you, my dear madam?” (turning to the Countess.) “Upon my word, I am equally surprised (replied she;) but if you can settle the matter agreeably between yourselves, I shall certainly rejoice at it, because I am very sure Matilda will keep her resolution, in refusing his addresses.”

Those last words, which were spoken undesignedly, piqued Mrs. Courtney a good deal. “I do not think ’tis of much consequence, (said she, haughtily) whether she keeps her resolution or not;—I believe by this time he is very sensible of the impropriety of his offer—— but I forget, I appointed him to meet me at a friend’s, in the next street,—bon jour, ladies,” (said she, with a forced gaiety, and ran out of the room, leaving them looking at each other with astonishment.)

“Can this be Mrs. Courtney? (cried the Countess) my God, what a change!” “But is there, can there, be any truth, (said the Marchioness) in the Count’s attentions?” “Heaven knows, (said she) but if it is so, I shall never depend upon man again.”

Some company coming in, prevented further conversation; but at dinner, when they all met, the ladies observed the Count appeared to be thoughtful and uneasy, Mrs. Courtney gay and lively, Lord Delby rather attentive to both; in short, it was the first dinner in which the party seemed collected within themselves, and forgot their friends, except Mrs. Courtney, who behaved with remarkable politeness and sweetness to all.

When the ladies retired to the drawing-room the Count addressed the Marquis in the following manner. “I believe, my dear Sir, you are sufficiently acquainted with me,
to know that I am equally incapable of a dishonourable thought or action to any one, much less towards a lady for whom I entertain the highest respect, and the sister of my hospitable entertainer.” “For heaven’s sake, (cried the Marquis) what is all this,—who dares accuse you?” “A misapprehension only, I hope, (said the Count, in a calm tone) not an accusation. Both you and all our friends are perfectly acquainted with my attachment to the amiable Matilda,—an attachment (added he, raising his voice) that will be as lasting as my life, for I never shall love any other woman: but unhappily the respect and attentions I have paid to the merits of Mrs. Courtney, have been misconceived; I have been upbraided with seeking to gain her affections, and with having given colour to suppose mine were also devoted to her: the highest respect, nay, even admiration of her many amiable qualities, I have undoubtedly expressed, but not one word beyond what friendship would warrant, from a man who made no scruple to own his love for another, though perhaps that other never can be his. My heart, my honor, does not reproach me with the least duplicity or mean design. Can you, my dear Marquis, from the whole tenor of my conduct, suppose I could be a trifling coxcomb, much less a deliberate villain, for I must hold any man as such who could seek to gain the affections of an amiable woman, to gratify his vanity only?” “I am equally surprised and concerned (said the Marquis) that such misapprehensions should have taken place—” “And I (interrupted Lord Delby) equally displeased and mortified, at being made a party in the business; but there is no accounting for the vanity of women, and how very readily they entertain ideas they wish to indulge. I am very sorry, Count, I have been drawn into this foolish affair, for I observed at first it was very unaccountable, that a man should make his court to one woman, and avowedly profess his admiration of another; I shall however talk to my sister, and I beg the subject may drop and go no further.” “I feel myself extremely at a loss how to behave (said the Count;) I think I had better leave Scarborough.” “By no means, (said his Lordship, hastily;) behave as usual to Mrs. Courtney, in public, but avoid tete-à-tetes;—if she is wise, she will herself approve this method, to escape observation.”

The Count reluctantly submitted, knowing after what had passed, he must appear very awkward in his civilities, which had been so misconceived.

They attended the ladies in the drawing-room, and it being proposed to go to the theatre, the Count, as usual, offered his hand to Mrs. Courtney, though with a look of confusion and reserve; she accepted it with a polite and tender air.

Lord Delby, not knowing she had exposed herself to the ladies, requested the Marquis would not mention the affair to them.

The evening past off very well, and at supper they were more cheerful and talkative than usual. The following day however Mrs. Courtney appeared with a new face; she looked pensive and unhappy, complained of a pain in her breast, ate little, sighed frequently, and in short, engaged that particular attention we naturally pay to those we love, and see indisposed. The Count looked the image of despair; he addressed her one moment, with an air of tenderness, the next he studiously seemed to avoid her; his behaviour was unequal, confused, and evidently perplexed.

Things continued in this state for some days,—Mrs. Courtney more melancholy, the Count more distressed; when one day, as they were at table, the Marquis received an express from London. Every one was alarmed; it came from the German Ambassador,
requesting the Marquis would instantly come to town, the Count of Wolfenbach being 
dangerously ill, and desirous of making all possible reparation to the Countess.

This news suspended all the new schemes. The Countess could scarcely be kept 
alive; she was apprehensive of some fresh plots, and dreaded the idea of being again 
within his power. “Fear not, madam, (cried Lord Delby;) the monster shall never see 
you without your friends to protect you.” “Besides, sister, (urged the Marchioness) the 
Ambassador is himself a pledge of your safety, and tells us he is dangerously ill,— 
perhaps the poor wretch cannot die in peace without your pardon.” “O, my God! (said 
she, starting up) let me go this instant!—alas! he has need of forgiveness; his crimes are 
great, yet if they were the consequence of his love for me, ’tis my duty to speak peace 
and pardon; grant heaven! (cried she, lifting up her hands) I may not come too late! I 
will set off this very hour.” “Be composed, my dear sister, (said the Marquis) we will go 
this evening; the Marchioness and I will attend you.” “And I,” (exclaimed the Count.) 
“We will all accompany you,” (said Lord Delby.) “Ah! my Lord, (answered the 
Countess) why should I so suddenly call you from the amusements of this place: you 
proposed staying three months, we have only been here a little better than one.” 
“Wherever my friends are, (replied Lord Delby) is to me the desirable place; I have no 
local attachments without their presence; and I dare answer for my sister, she has no 
objections, as I think the air of Scarborough has been of little use to her health.” “You 
judge very right, my Lord, I shall certainly accompany our friends, (said she, in a 
languid tone, adding) their happiness must constitute mine.”

The Count, who took every thing literally which betrayed generosity of 
sentiment, could not help saying, “’Tis impossible to doubt Mrs. Courtney’s 
concurrence in every scheme productive of pleasure to those she honors with her 
esteeem.” This compliment made her eyes dance with pleasure.

Their women were called and desired to set about packing immediately. Every 
thing was hurried on, and at five the next morning they were all on their return to 
London.

About a week previous to this Matilda received a letter from an unknown hand, 
and without a name, signifying that the Count De Bouville was paying his addresses to 
Mrs. Courtney; that he was extremely fond of her, but that she hesitated on account of 
his vows to Matilda, that he was extremely fond of her, but that she hesitated on account of 
his vows to Matilda, which made him very unhappy.

She read this letter with composure,—she felt some pangs at her heart,—she 
tried to overcome them: “Why should I be uneasy. (said she) have not I wished the 
Count might make a suitable alliance?—did I not release him from his vows? Alas! I 
have neither claims nor expectations,—let him marry, I can then renounce the world, 
and settle here for life,—when lost to him I have only this asylum to bury myself in for 
ever.” The tears would flow, but she quickly dried them. “From whence this sorrow, 
(said she again) had I any hopes? O, no! all is despair and bitterness on my side, but I 
will rejoice in the happiness of the amiable Count, whatever befalls myself.”

Within three days after this, she received a letter from Mrs. Courtney; these were 
the contents:

*My dear Miss Matilda,*
“Honor, sentiment, and generosity impel me to address you; I am well acquainted with the nobleness of your heart, and can confide in its integrity. You have refused the Count De Bouville, publicly refused him: was there a shadow of hope you ever could be his, I would have been silent; but as I deem that impossible, I trust to your generosity and fortitude, when I tell you, he has for some time past paid his addresses to me, with the warm approbation of all our friends. I at first made objections on your account; he pleaded, you had publicly rejected him; and, as I did not feel satisfied, he offered to write you, and procure his release: but knowing men have great duplicity, when they wish to carry a point, I declined his offer and chose to write myself; and I conjure you, my dear Matilda, to believe I will not consent to what he calls his happiness, without your permission. If you have any hopes or expectations; if you think his love may ever return to you, and that different situations may give a countenance to his addresses, and admit of your claims upon him, depend upon it I will dismiss him, however unhappy he may be; for I would not wound your peace, by acceding to his wishes, be the consequence what it may. Your friends, who are mine also, choose to be entirely silent on the subject; nor will they take notice of it, until settled between you and me. Look on me as your friend, dear Matilda,—be explicit,—do not consider the Count or myself; speak your wishes, your hopes, and be assured that your felicity is my first wish, whatever it may cost me.

I am my dear Matilda’s sincere friend
And obedient servant,

MARIA COURTNEY.”

Prepared as Matilda had been, by the anonymous letter, to expect such intelligence, no words can express her feelings at receiving this letter; overcome with grief, she retired to her apartment and gave loose to the painful emotions that oppressed her. After a little time she grew more composed: “Is a heart like this worth regretting? (cried she.) Could he, if his love had been founded on esteem, so soon have offered his addresses to another? O, no! it was only a transient affection, not imprinted on the heart, but vanished with my person: how fortunate then our hands were not joined; how miserable should I have found myself, if united for life to so fickle a disposition.”

Whilst this impression was strong upon her, she took up her pen and wrote the following answer.

“Dear madam,

“Accept, I beseech you, my warmest acknowledgments for your very friendly and obliging letter: your candid communications and consideration for my peace, I feel in the most sensible manner; but I beg leave to assure you, madam, neither my happiness nor peace depend now upon the Count De Bouville. I shall always think myself obliged for the affection he offered me, but as it is impossible we should ever meet on those terms, I hope reason has entirely subdued an improper sentiment, and if we ever should meet again, which is not likely, we shall behold each other with the indifference of common acquaintances. I am exceedingly happy here, and, if at the expiration of the twelvemonth Mr. Weimar allowed me, my friends will accede to my wishes, and permit my stay in this convent, I trust I shall be happy for the remainder of my life.
“I hope this will prove satisfactory to your very friendly offers respecting the Count, who has my sincerest wishes for his happiness, with any other woman but her who is, my dear madam,

Your much obliged humble servant,

MATILDA.”

After she had sealed and sent off this letter her spirits grew more tranquillised; she tried to conquer her feelings, and consider only the fickleness of men’s dispositions. “Yet why should I upbraid him, (thought she); he has a family, a name to support, and ought to marry: Mrs. Courtney is amiable, has a large independent fortune, respectable friends, and a noble origin to boast of;—what am I in a comparative view with her? Ah! (cried she, bursting into tears) the retrospection humbles and subdues both my pride and regret: what have I to do but to submit to the lowly state I am placed in, and bless at a distance those generous spirits that have enabled me to procure such an asylum as this.”

Mother Magdalene entered as she was wiping the tears from her cheeks; taking her hand affectionately between hers, “My dear young lady, why those tears? spare me the pain of seeing you unhappy; remember this is but a short and transitory life; our pilgrimage through it is painful, no doubt: thorns are strewed in our paths, sorrows planted in our bosoms; but if planted and strewed by others, where is the sting to afflict our own hearts? Believe me, dear lady, reason can subdue every affliction but what arises from a condemnation within; with a self-approving conscience, we can look forward with hope; and if turbulent and ungracious spirits are too powerful for us to contend with here, we can trust to our Heavenly Father, that our sufferings and patience will meet with a recompence hereafter, far superior to the brightest expectations that can be formed in this life.” “My dear friend and comforter, (said Matilda, kissing her hand) be you my monitress if I grieve for temporal evils; yet, alas! my misfortunes are not common ones.” “You think so (answered Mother Magdalene;) we are all apt to magnify our own troubles, and think them superior to what others feel; but, my dear child, you are yet a novice in affliction; when you know more of the world you will know also that there are varieties of misery which assail the human frame,—and ’tis our own feelings that constitute great part of our distress.”

Matilda sighed, and after a little pause, “That I may not appear impatient, nor grieved at trifles, I will unbosom myself to you, and perhaps from you obtain that consolation I have hitherto sought in vain.”

She then related every part of her story, except the name of the Countess and situation of the Castle.

Her gentle friend sympathized with her, and confessed, for so young a woman, her trials were very great. “But still, my dear lady, (said she) I bid you hope; you have a Father and Protector, trust in him, and you will one day assuredly be happy. Another time you shall know my sad story, and will then confess, of the two, I have been most wretched; and, though I cannot entirely exclude a painful remembrance sometimes, yet I am now comparatively happy,—my troubles no longer exist, and religion has restored peace to my mind. Adieu, my dear child,—take hope to your bosom and compose your spirits.” “Yes, (cried Matilda) I will at least try to conquer one cause of my distress, and in destroying this fatal letter of Mrs. Courtney’s, lose all remembrance of the Count: surely after having so solemnly renounced him, I have no right either to complain of
him or grieve for myself,—'tis an unpardonable folly, for every way he is dead to me.” She threw the letter into the fire and walked into the garden.

In the evening she received another visit from her good mother, who was much pleased to see her so tranquil. Matilda reminded her of her promise to relate her history.

“My story, my dear child, is not a long one, but replete with many melancholy circumstances. My father was a merchant at Dunkirk; he married a very amiable woman, and had a numerous family—five girls and four boys; few people lived more respectably than they did, but they were not rich; a large family, liberal minds, and hearts always disposed to relieve the wants of others, precluded affluence, though they had a decent competence. The failure of a very capital house in England, with whom my father was materially connected, obliged him to go over, without loss of time; he embarked from Dunkirk. Alas! my dear child, we saw him no more! a storm overtook them, as 'tis supposed, and all on board perished, for the packet was never but once seen or heard of after. When this dreadful news arrived, my mother was weeping over a letter just received from a friend in London, with the intelligence, that the house which had failed could not pay a shilling in the pound, and from some particular connexions between them and my father, all his effects would be seized, and he was likewise declared, or included in the bankruptcy. One of those unhappy gossiping persons, fond of telling every thing, without considering the consequences, called upon my mother, as she was in an agony over the contents of this letter; “Ah! my dear madam, (cried she) I see you have received the fatal news?” “Yes, (answered my mother, wringing her hands) we are all undone for ever!” “But who (said she again) could write you about it, for only the boat that is just come in saw the packet go down.” “What packet?” (cried my mother, starting.)" "Why the packet your good husband was in.”

“She heard no more, but fell senseless on the floor. I had been out upon business, and entered the room just as this officious newsmonger and the servants were trying to raise and recover my wretched parent. A stranger to all the circumstances, I was frightened to death almost, and teased every one to know what had happened, no one answered. It was some time before she was brought to life. With a look of horror I shall never forget, she cried, “Hermine, you have no longer a father, a friend, nor a home!” "Great God! (I exclaimed) what is all this?” “Tis misery in extreme,” (said she, still with a fixed look and a dried eye;) your father is drowned, and I hourly expect every thing to be seized. Well, (cried she, rather wildly) let it be complete! ruin should not come by degrees.” Two or three of the younger children came into the room; the moment she saw them she gave a violent shriek and fell into convulsions. Scarce in my senses, I flew about the house and by my screams drew several persons to me. We got my mother up to her apartment, a physician was sent for, but it was many hours before she was restored; she lay three days at the point of death, the fourth the fever abated, and hopes were entertained of her life. This day a person came and took possession of the house and all our effects. By the interposition of a friend we were allowed to remain in it ten days. Judge, my dear young friend, what must have been my situation; a father dead, a mother scarcely alive, our whole property seized,—eight children younger than myself, I only fifteen, and all unprovided for—obliged to be the comforter, the supporter of all.

Out of the numerous set of acquaintances we had, two only appeared as friends in our distress; one an old gentleman of small fortune, the other a young merchant, who
had for some months paid particular attention to me, young as I was. These two persons interested themselves a good deal for us. My mother grew better, but her nerves were so shattered, that a kind of partial palsy took effect upon her speech, she spoke thick and scarcely intelligible; a sort of convulsive cry succeeded every attempt to talk; in short, her situation was most truly deplorable. Within a few days we were removed to the house of the old gentleman, without any one thing we could call our own, but clothes. This good and worthy man placed out my sisters in a convent, put my brothers to school, raised a subscription for their support, his own fortune being insufficient to maintain us all, and in fine, did every thing a father and friend could do, for the whole family. Not one of my mother’s former gay acquaintance ever concerned themselves about her; she was poor and afflicted with sickness, “they could not bear to see a woman they esteemed in so miserable a situation, and therefore were obliged to give her up.” Oh! my dear lady, of all the worldly evils that can befall us, surely there is nothing so painful to support as the ingratitude and contumely of those who once thought themselves honoured in your acquaintance: mere butterflies of the day! they bask in the sunshine of your prosperity, but when night shuts in, and sorrows assail you, they fly elsewhere, in search of those sweets you can no longer afford them, and despise what they once coveted and admired. Young, at that time, almost a stranger to mankind, I felt indignation and astonishment when I met any of our former friends—friends! let me not profane the name of friendship! I mean intimates and companions; my civilities were repressed with scorn; my appearance glanced over with a look of contempt, and “poor souls, they are supported by charity, I pity them to my heart,” said aloud in my hearing, with features expressive of every thing but pity.

“I will not dwell on things so common as ingratitude and hardness of heart; stings which you, my young friend, have never yet experienced,—heaven grant you never may, for ’tis a bitter cup to taste of. We lived in the manner I have described for near eight months, my poor mother so ill and helpless I could not leave her. The young gentleman I have mentioned paid me the same attention, and scrupled not to acquaint our good friend, it was his design, in a short time, to make me his wife. “If you do, (said he, one day) you shall have a father’s blessing with her when I die; whilst I live I will support the children: but Hermine is a good girl—she who can, at her time of life, give herself up to the care of a sick parent, and find delight in her duty, will make a good wife.”

“One morning, when the old gentleman was in my mother’s room, he was suddenly seized with an apoplexy, and dropt senseless from his chair: my screams soon brought assistance—a surgeon was sent for;—alas! he was gone for ever. My mother was, in consequence of her fright, taken in a shivering fit, which in a few moments turned to a stroke of the palsy, and deprived her entirely of speech and the use of her limbs on the left side. That I preserved my senses at such a time, was wonderful. I sent for my lover, in an agony no words can describe; the news flew through the town, and two or three of our late friend’s relations hastened to the house; they were rich and wanted nothing, however they began to assume an air of authority, when my lover interfered, told them he was convinced there was a will, and that I was the appointed heir. This enraged them greatly; the will was eagerly called for, and by all parties earnestly sought for: alas! no such thing was to be found. The unfeeling women ordered me to remove my mother and my trumpery the following morning. My lover was almost beside himself with vexation and disappointment: I was stupid with sorrow; I hung over my almost lifeless parent, without speaking, and unable to shed a tear. After some time,
those women quitted the room, leaving orders with a woman servant, to watch me, that I took nothing but my own, and to take care I quitted their house next day. When they were gone, this poor woman in circumstances, but rich (oh! how much richer than her employers!) in goodness of heart, approached the bed, and, gently raising me, she gave me some drops and water that rouzed me from the stupor which had seized upon my faculties, when, looking round the room for my departed friend, and then on my helpless parent, I burst into a flood of tears. “Thank God! (said the good creature) that you can weep: don’t be unhappy, my dear Miss, Providence will provide for you: I have a sister, who lives in a very humble style indeed, and keeps a little shop; her husband was formerly an under clerk to your father; he loves the whole family dearly, and I dare say, if you will condescend to stay under their mean roof ’till you are better suited, they will wait upon you with joy.” “Ah! where is Mr.—?” meaning my lover. “I know not, madam, (answered she) but I think he followed the ladies.” “Good heavens! (I cried) could he leave me under such a complication of horrid circumstances; this is bitterness indeed, if deserted by him,—but it cannot be,—he is doubtless gone to fetch a physician.” In this vain hope I passed several hours, no lover, no physician appeared; I was in a state of distraction: the servant sent for her sister and brother; they came, and offered me their services with a heartiness which spoke their sincerity. I was incapable of determining; I sent to my lover, “he was particularly engaged, but would see me some time to-morrow.” “O, let me begone! (cried I, in a frenzy) I will take my dear mother in my arms—we will die together.” With difficulty they separated me from her: the dear saint was sensible, though incapable of speaking; her eyes told me all she felt—O! the expression in them can never be forgotten,—what a night was that! In the morning my dear mother was put into a kind of litter, and we were conveyed to the humble dwelling of this charitable pair. She was laid in a decent bed and dropt a sleep: I was kneeling at the side of it when the door opened, and the man who called himself my lover appeared before me. I felt undescribable emotions; he took my hand, and placing me in a chair, still unable to speak, he said, “I came to you, my love, the first moment of leisure; last night I was engaged; but you shall not stay in this poor place, I will take a decent lodging for you and your mother, and will be answerable for all expences; I will daily be your visitor, and I hope in a little time you will recover your spirits.” At first my heart bounded with joy at his kindness; then again I thought there was a something wrong, though I hardly knew what; at last, “I think, (replied I) that I ought not to put you to such great expences, nor would it be proper you should maintain me, unless—“ There I stopt. “Unless what?” (said he, earnestly.) “Unless I had a claim to your protection,” (said I, blushing.) “I will be very sincere with you, dear Hermine: had your old friend performed his promise, and left you his fortune, though but a small one, I would have married you; but I am young, and only entering into life; a wife without a fortune, a mother in such a situation, and a family of young relations, would soon ruin me, and of course you: I must prove my love another way; an old rich widow has been recommended to me; I will marry her; I shall then be enabled to support you all in affluence, and have no ill consequences to dread. What say you, my dearest Hermine, may I hope your sentiments concur with mine?” You will wonder, my dear child, at my patience and silence during this proposal; in truth I wondered at myself; heaven, no doubt, supported me, and gave me, at that trying moment, superior resolution. “Of my opinion, Sir, and of the sentiments you have avowed, you must collect my thoughts, when I tell you, that so far from living a life of obligation with such a man, were you this moment possessed of millions, and would offer to marry me, I would prefer poverty and want—I would starve, with this dear insulted woman, before I could condescend to marry a man of such infamous principles!—Leave me, Sir, for ever; presume not to
enter the habitation of virtuous poverty, and blush at your own littleness, when you enjoy the house of wealth and magnificence.” He attempted to speak. “I hear you no longer, Sir; you are more mean and contemptible in my eyes than the poorest reptile that crawls upon the earth.” I stampt with my foot, and Mrs. Bouté came up. I never saw a countenance so expressive of wonder and disappointment when she entered. “I am sorry to say, madam, you do not know your best friends; but should your mind alter upon consideration, you know where to find me, and I shall be always happy to attend your commands.” I gave him no answer, but a look of contempt, and he left the room.

“The spirit and indignation which had supported me through this scene, now subsided; I shed a flood of tears. I saw no one being to whom I could look up with any hope or prospect of comfort. Mrs. Bouté, who sympathized with me, said, “Ah! madam, if Madame De Raikfort, if Madame De Creponiere were acquainted with your sorrows, I am sure you would find friends; they always assist the unfortunate, and particularly persons like you, born to higher expectations.” I took my resolution immediately; I wrote to both, describing my past and present situation. From the latter lady I received an almost immediate visit: she condoled with me; she entered into my concerns with a kindness and delicacy peculiar to herself, as I then thought; I knew not that the principles of charity and benevolence were the same in every well informed mind and good heart. I received the same kind attentions from the other family: Madame De Raikfort sent me every comfort and convenience I could want for my poor mother. In short, to those good ladies I was indebted for my chief support during her existence. A fortnight, exactly, from the death of our good old friend, she expired. There was no apparent alteration till within a few hours of her death; and she went off without a sigh or groan. Though the shock was dreadful, yet I had so long expected it, and in her melancholy situation it was rather to be wished for, that I found myself, though grieved at my irreparable loss, yet rejoiced that she escaped from the evils of this life, to awake in a blessed immortality. The benevolent ladies I have mentioned, did not forsake me; they paid the last sad duties to my parent; they undertook to educate and place my younger brothers and sisters to get their living decently; they asked what were my views and wishes? I frankly answered, “To be a nun.” Had I any choice of a convent? I named this; a young lady, a friend of my juvenile days, previous to my misfortunes, had professed here. The ladies told me I should enter upon my noviciate, but on no terms to be persuaded to assume the veil; it was by no means their wish; and the first summons from me they would take me out and provide for me in the world: that they rather complied with my wishes than their own inclinations—which would be more gratified in my residence with them. I thanked my generous benefactresses, but persisted in my desire of quitting the world. The day before I intended leaving Dunkirk, I received a letter from my quondam lover, expressing regret for his behaviour, and an unequivocal offer of marriage. I put his letter under a cover, with these lines: “The man who presumes to insult the feelings of a virtuous female, and when he fails in his purpose, concedes to solicit pardon, and offers to raise that ill-treated woman to a level with himself, lowers her more, by such an offer, than the bitterest poverty can inflict: but the person to whom this letter is addressed is fortunately beyond the reach of insult or indigence; she therefore rejects the proposal with her whole heart, and with the highest contempt.”

“Having seen my brothers and sisters safe under the protection of those worthy ladies, and received from them every pecuniary assistance I could want, with letters of warm recommendation I arrived here; and here, in a short time, recovered tranquillity
and ease: leaving nothing in the world to regret, I studied the duties of my situation, and, at the expiration of the time allowed to consider, I gave my decided choice of a monastic life, and took the veil. I hear often from my generous friends. Two of my sisters are well married; the rest of my family have every prospect of success.

“Now, my dear young lady, I have related my history, tell me candidly, have your troubles ever equalled mine?”

“Oh! no, (cried Matilda;) I am ashamed of my own impatience and inquietude. Good heavens! if such are the evils to be expected in life; if misfortunes are so frequent, ingratitude and malignancy so prevalent, men so abandoned, and the good and benevolent allotted so small a share in the proportion of the world, the only asylum for the unfortunate is a convent.” “Not always, (answered Mother Magdalene;) there are situations and difficulties in life, from which even the unfortunate may extract hope and comfort; yours is such: ’tis possible you have parents still living, who may one day fold you to their bosoms; ’tis likewise not impossible you may one day be united to the man you prefer. In short, your situation is not hopeless, like mine: I saw the downfall of every expectation I could form, and had no one hope or engagement to the world; you have many; you have no right to dispose of your future destiny, whilst there is the least probable chance you may be reclaimed. Reside here as a boarder, my dear child; but under your doubtful circumstances, never take the veil, for the mind should be entirely disengaged from all worldly hopes, before it can renounce it properly.”

From this day Matilda grew entirely resigned; she derived wisdom and comfort from her good mother’s conversation, nor suffered anticipation of evils to disturb her serenity.

The Scarborough party were now arrived in London. The marquis immediately waited on the Ambassador. His Excellency told him the Count Wolfenbach was alive, but past all hopes of recovery. “He knows you are hourly expected, and is anxious to see you.”

The Marquis, taking his address in Dover-street, hastened thither, and sent up his name. He waited some time for the servant’s return, at length he was desired to walk up, and on entering the room, scarce could he trace any recollection of the object in the bed before him. It was some years since he had seen the Count; he was not then young; but age, anxiety and conscious guilt, with the disorder that now oppressed him, had indeed greatly altered him. When the Marquis drew near, he was for a moment silent; then, addressing him, “I am told, my Lord, you requested my presence.” “I did (replied the Count.) Pray, is your sister with you?” “Not in the house, (answered the Marquis) but she is in town, and will soon attend, if it is your wish to see her.” “Yes, (said the Count) let her come; I can tell my story but once, ’tis fit she should be present.”

The marquis instantly dispatched a messenger for his wife and sister. In the interim the Count desired to be informed in what manner the Countess effected her escape through the wood and got to England. The Marquis recounted every particular. “There was a fate in it, no doubt (said the Count;) Providence intervened, to prevent me from the commission of the crime I intended, and preserved her life.”
Word was brought up that the Countess and Marchioness were below. They were desired to enter. When they came into the room the Countess involuntarily shrunk back. "Approach, madam, do not fear; the discovery is now made, and in a very short time I shall have nothing to hope for, nor you any thing to dread." The Countess advanced, trembling, and seated herself by the bed. "I now (said he) entertain your forgiveness of all the wrongs my cruel jealousy heaped upon you; say, speak, can you pardon me? Tell me that, before I begin my narrative, lest I should be cut off e'er I have finished." "I do indeed, (replied the Countess;) I pardon you from my soul, and may the God of mercy pardon you likewise." "I am satisfied, (said he) and now attend to my confessions.—I was well aware, before I married, of the affection subsisting between Victoria and the Chevalier; I was not blind to the difference in our persons and ages, and hatred him in proportion to the advantages in his favor. I was resolved to carry my point, to gratify both passions; her father seconded my wishes, and she became mine. From that hour I never knew a peaceful moment. I doated on her to distraction; jealousy kept pace with love. Her conduct gave me no right to complain; yet she loved me not, and I feared the Chevalier was the object of her partiality and regret. My temper, naturally impetuous and furious, grew daily worse; for what hell can give torments equal to what a jealous man feels? One day I had been at Vienna, and was informed of the Chevalier’s return: desperate and alarmed, I came home. In the Park I met Peter. He had lived some years with me; was blindly devoted to my service, and had been employed by me to watch the Countess. He told me a gentleman had been walking round the park, examining the house, and on his going to him, and enquiring what he wanted, he answered, yes, he walked hastily away. This information was a dagger to my soul: I resolved to carry her to my castle in Switzerland, secretly. I pursued my design. I had been there but a short time before I heard a man, disguised, had been about the grounds, who made off when any person came near him; I concluded 'twas the Chevalier, and resolved to have him watched, determined he should die; at the same time that I thought it impossible he should come at the Countess in her apartment. One day going to her room, I heard a sudden noise, found her on the floor, with a paper in her hand, and saw a figure glance from the window. I was struck with rage and astonishment. After confining and upbraiding her, as she may inform you, I closeted Peter, and by promises of present reward and future prospects, he took a solemn oath to assist in my revenge, and to be secret. We took our stand the following night by the wall, and saw him advance to climb up the battlements; we sallied out, knocked him down, bound and gagged him, and, determined to have complete revenge, we dragged him to the Countess’s apartment.” “Spare the repetition of what passed there (cried she;) it was a scene of horror; repeat only what were your transactions out of my sight.” “You shall be obeyed (answered he.) It was in vain she protested innocence. I gave no credit. My first intention was to murder both; and when I locked her in the closet with the dead body, I hoped terror and fright would have done my business. In the morning we heard her groans; we entered; the sight of her agonies for a moment disarmed my rage, and I consented Margarite should assist her. After she was delivered, and the curtains fastened, Peter and myself took the body and carried it to one end of the subterraneous passage, dug a hole in the earth, on one side, and threw it in. I now grew irresolute with respect to my wife’s death; my revenge cooled, but I knew it was impossible but she must hate and detest me. One day I went to her, uncertain whether to destroy her and the child or not, to prevent a discovery. She knows what followed. I felt a thousand soft emotions at the sight of the child, and both loved and hated her to madness. I resolved at last to confine her for life, and to preserve the child. Joseph, the under gardener, the
only man who lived in the castle, I was obliged to confide in. I told him my wife had
been detected in an intrigue, and I had intended to murder her, but she recovered of her
wounds, and now I should only confine her for life. I swore him to secrecy, and vowed,
if ever he betrayed her place of residence, or life, to any one, I would murder both. The
poor fellow swore faithfully to obey me. The rest she can inform you.”

“But my child! my child!” (cried the Countess, eagerly.) “Is alive, and an officer
now in the Emperor’s service.” “Great God! I thank thee! (said she, falling on her
knees;) and in this posture, when I return thanks to my Heavenly father, for his
preservation, I also forgive and bless you, for the care of my child; may every evil deed
be forgiven, and may you enjoy peace in your last moments, and everlasting happiness
hereafter!”

The hard heart of the Count was softened into tears by the warmth of her
expressions: he held out his hand; she kissed it, in token of peace. “May your prayers be
heard (said he;) but I have more vices yet to confess. I took the child to Vienna, brought
it up, as the son of a friend, very privately. At a certain age he was placed in the military
school, and about six months ago I procured for him a commission. But to return. Once
in two years I generally visited the Castle. Her resignation and obedience to my orders
sometimes moved me in her favor, and every visit my heart grew more and more
softened; yet I dared not liberate her, her death had been so universally believed for
many years; how could I account for my conduct, or her appearance, without incurring
suspicions against myself? Distracted in my mind, I neither enjoyed peace nor rest;—
 alas! there is neither for the wicked, however we may disguise our crimes to the
world—however we meet with respect and approbation from mankind, the man
conscious of his wickedness, with doubt and terror gnawing at his heart, is the most
miserable of human beings: we may swear to secrecy, we may silence every thing but
conscience—there is the sting that for ever wounds—there the monitor no bribes can
suppress. Life became a burthen to me, yet I feared to die; I feared daily a discovery of
my crimes; I resolved to forbear my visits, but to send Peter every six months, to gain
intelligence and see all was safe. On his return from his last errand of that kind he
informed me, that calling at a woodcutter’s cottage, near the Castle, who knew him not,
from a curiosity to hear if they were acquainted with Joseph (of whose fidelity he was
always doubtful) the woman told him a story of a young lady’s coming there, being
recommended to the Castle; and that she had so much courage as to go to the haunted
rooms (for I had taken care to have it supposed that wing was haunted) and that very
day was there several hours. Alarmed at this intelligence, Peter flew to me, then on a
visit about seven leagues from the Castle, frightened out of his senses. After a little
consultation we resolved to go in the night, break open the doors, if locked, and murder
both Victoria and Margarite, and after that fall upon some method to silence the young
lady and Joseph in the same manner. We succeeded in our attempt: we dispatched
Margarite, and came down to do the same by her mistress, but Providence, who
counteracts the designs of wicked men, and turns those very measures we take to secure
ourselves to our destruction, suggested to me to take her into the wood and destroy her,
that Joseph, if he came in the morning, might think it was a gang of banditti who had
carried them off; for which reason, I thought my being concerned would never be
suspected. This foolish concerted scheme we pursued; the Countess remembers I was
thrown from my horse, and she took that opportunity to escape. When I recovered my
senses I found I had some bruises on my head and shoulder. I looked round, “Where,
where is the Countess?” “Ah! (cried Peter) I fear we are undone; the horse flew away
with her as I alighted, and your horse also ran off.” “Villain! (I cried) find her this moment, or I will murder you.” “Tis impossible to pursue her on foot; ’tis most likely she may be dashed to pieces in the wood; mean time, Sir, creep, if possible, to the town, have some assistance; I will borrow another horse and make all possible search.” I had no alternative; distracted with pain and horror, I got with difficulty to the town, and was put to bed very ill. Peter rode off immediately; he was wanting a day and a night: I suffered a thousand tortures: I began to think he had betrayed me. ’Tis the curse attendant on villains always to be suspicious of each other: for what vows or ties can bind a man you know would commit the most atrocious crimes for money. In my conjectures, however, I wronged Peter; he returned. He had searched the wood, and every part of the adjacent neighbourhood, without gaining any intelligence, but that two or three persons had seen a horse saddled, galloping furiously in the wood: he had called at the cottage—nothing had transpired there. In short, we began to hope, as our only security, that she was killed some where in the road, and the body carried away by passengers. In a few days I got well, determined to visit the Castle, and either destroy Joseph, or decoy him away to some remote place. In short, my schemes were so many and unsettled by fear that I fixed on no positive plan. We arrived at the Castle; we saw no appearance of any lady; but Peter, taking an opportunity to speak to Bertha, was informed there had been a lady, but she had left them three or four days earlier. This was another stroke: the lady, we knew, had seen the Countess; she might betray the secret, where could she be gone, or who was she? Peter enquired again, Bertha knew only that she talked of going to Paris. We were now distracted; the sword seemed suspended over our heads, and we every moment feared detection. That night we met in the Countess’s apartments, and searched thoroughly; in a drawer we found a purse with some money; and a paper signed Matilda, giving an account of sundry articles taken from the drawers. This convinced us we had reasons for our apprehensions: the death of Joseph would rid us of one witness—I secretly determined to destroy another. We went to the town the following morning—I procured from the different medical persons some laudanum.27 We agreed the best way would be to get Joseph and his wife to my other castle, and destroy them there, where they were unknown. I deceived Peter by this foolish scheme, having taken a different resolution. I told him we would return that night to the castle, take the remaining valuables, money, &c. which should all be his, previous to our departure. He joyfully consented. I took an opportunity to give him the opium in the evening; by the time we got to the apartment he grew very heavy, and during his search among the drawers, dropt down in a heavy sleep; I put him upon the bed, fastened every window and door, set fire to the curtains and counterpane, and went out, locking the door after me; I then hastily proceeded to the wood house which joined Joseph’s kitchen, and soon had that in a blaze; bringing some dry stubble, I lighted it against the door and window shutters, and seeing the whole take fire in both wings, I went to the stable, took my own horse, which was there fastened up, ready saddled, as we left them, and riding off to the town, went to the inn I had been ill at, and waited patiently for news. Within a few hours I was called up: my Castle was discovered by some wood-cutters to be in flames, and before assistance could be procured was entirely destroyed. I pretended great vexation and distress; rode to the spot; it was a dreadful night; my soul shuddered—I was in agony. The people imputed it to a different cause. I asked, had nobody seen Joseph nor his wife. No, was the general answer, and the fire imputed to their carelessness. Some of the neighbouring gentlemen rode over; every one condoled with me, and offered me accommodations; I returned with the gentleman to whom I had first been on a visit. When retired to my apartment, a retrospection of all my crimes forced itself on my remembrance. I tried to sleep, alas! there was no sleep
befriended me; ten thousand horrid images swam before my sight; I threw myself out of bed; it was moonlight; my room commanded a view of the distant wood, I shrunk at the sight—there lies my wretched wife! then the Chevalier, Joseph, Bertha and Peter, all seemed to walk before me;—Great God! what were my sufferings that night, never to be effaced from my memory. When daylight came, I went down stairs to the garden; here I first thought of destroying myself—my boy shot across my mind—I took my resolution at once. I sat off that day for Vienna. On my arrival I sent for Frederic, and after some preparation acknowledged him as my son, acquainted him his mother died in childbirth, and I had particular reasons, immaterial to him, for not owing him sooner; I made my will, secured my whole fortune to him, by proper testimonials, that I acknowledged him my son, and then resolved to retire from the world, repent of my sins, and try to make my peace with heaven. All Vienna was astonished at my resolution; my son sought every argument to divert me from my purpose,—his tenderness, goodness and virtue were daggers to my heart; I fell very ill, and earnestly prayed for the hour of death; heaven thought fit to spare me, that I might receive some comfort before the fatal hour arrived. I began to get better, though weak and declining, when, to my inexpressible surprise, I received a letter from our Minister in England, with a brief account of the Countess, the deposition of the Marquis, and requesting I would acknowledge the lady, and not permit such black transactions to appear before the public as the Countess said she had the power of disclosing. At first I thought this letter was all illusion; but when I considered the possibility of her escape from death, and the application of the Marquis to the Ambassador, I was convinced the whole was founded on truth. What a mountain was taken from my bosom! I wrote immediately, I would follow the letter. In three days my strength mended greatly, yet I was obliged to take very easy journeys, and by the time I arrived in England fatigue had quite exhausted me. His Excellency sent off an express to you. I now thank heaven that both you and Joseph are alive, and adore the ways of Providence, who extracts good out of evil, and made the very crimes I intended to perpetrate the means of deliverance to you both. The death of the unfortunate Chevalier I bitterly repent, and can only observe here, that when a man gives himself up to unrestrained passions of what nature soever, one vicious indulgence leads to another, crimes succeed each other, and to veil one, and avoid discoveries, we are drawn insensibly to the commission of such detestable actions as once we most abhorred the idea of: for, although my temper was not good, and my passions always violent, had not love and jealousy urged me to desperation, and deprived me of reason, my soul would have shrunk at the thoughts of murders, which grew at last necessary for my preservation.” Here the Count stopped, exhausted and fatigued; indeed he had made several pauses in his relation, from weakness, and it was very visible he had not many days to live.

The Countess could not restrain her tears. “Ah! (said she) I have been the unhappy cause of all—” “Do not reproach yourself, (cried he, hastily;) I am now convinced of your innocence; indeed I long believed it, even when I designed your death the second time; only innocence could have supported you to bear my cruelties, and your horrid confinement with resignation: I knew too well the terrors of guilt; for let not the unhappy wretch, who forgets his duties towards God and man, who gives himself up to the indulgence of his passions, and wrongs the innocent, think, if he escapes detection, he can be happy: alas! remorse and sorrow will one day assail him; he will find he cannot hide his crimes for himself, and his own conscience will prove his bitterest punishment.”
The Countess, extremely rejoiced to find him so sensible of his guilt, said every thing in her power to ease and calm his mind.

After he had a little recovered, he turned to the Marquis. “I sent for you, my Lord, not only to hear my confession, but to direct me in what manner I must do my wife justice; if it be you pleasure, I will repeat my story, or at least assent to a drawn up confession before witnesses.” “By no means, (answered the Marquis;) it will be perfectly sufficient if one part of the story, nearly what relates to her confinement, so as to authenticate her person, is related.”

After some consultation the Marquis attended the German Minister. A paper was drawn up, signifying the jealousy of the Count, without naming any particular object, in consequence of which he shut up his lady in the Castle, after her delivery, and gave out a report of her death; that he had brought up her son, now an officer, who was lately acquainted with his real birth, and to whom his estates were secured: that the lady, after many years’ confinement, had found means to escape to her brother and sister, with whom she resided. The Count having accidentally heard of her residence, was come to England, with a view to obtain her pardon and do her justice; that he acknowledged her innocence in the strongest terms, and desired, in case of his death, she might enjoy every advantage settled on her when married to him, in the fullest extent.

This paper was signed in presence of the Ambassador, his Chaplain, and all the friends of the Countess,—Lord Delby among the rest.

Not a word was said relative to the Chevalier, Margarite, or Peter: the former had been so many years given up, as dead by his relations, though they never guessed in what manner he died, that it would have been the height of cruelty to have awakened sorrow so long dormant, had it been necessary, but as no such occasion appeared to demand an investigation, every thing relative to him and the other victims was buried in oblivion.

The Count survived nearly a week after their arrival in town, and then expired with more resignation and composure than could have been hoped for. Two days previous to his death he wrote to his son a few lines, referring him to the testimony he had given the Countess, and requesting he would, by his duty and tenderness, atone for the cruelties of his father; bid him remember the awful lesson placed before him, and restrain those passions, the indulgence of which had brought sorrow and shame on his guilty parent, whom, nevertheless, he had the comfort to tell him was a truly penitent one.

The Marquis, taking upon him to direct every thing for preserving the body, and having it carried into Germany within a fortnight, a few days after the necessary orders were completed, told the Countess he thought it highly proper she should go in person to make her claim. She, who was impatient to see and embrace her son, received the proposition with joy. The Marchioness, Lord Delby and Mrs. Courtney accepted an invitation to accompany her with pleasure. The former had written to Matilda the late unexpected and agreeable turn in the affairs of the Countess, and again pressed her return to them. The latter, Mrs. Courtney, still persevered in her soft melancholy, her tender looks, and attentions to the Count, who, when he found the party fixed for
Vienna, excused himself from attending them, but promised, if the Marquis and his family did not return to France before Christmas, he would join them early in the spring.

This declaration was a thunderbolt to Mrs. Courtney. She seized an opportunity of speaking to him alone. “How, my Lord, (cried she) is it possible you can think of separating yourself from your friends,—will you not go to Germany?” “It is not in my power, madam,” (answered he.) “Say rather not your inclination, (said she, warmly:) you pique yourself on speaking truth, you know.” “I wish to do so always, (replied he) but the ladies will not always permit me.” “I beg your pardon, Sir, for contradicting you; I, at least, gave you credit for truth and sincerity, when you unpardonably sought to gain those affections you have since cruelly trifled with.” “Such a change from Mrs. Courtney (said he) has too much severity in it, not to call for a serious answer; I therefore protest, madam, I never sought—I never wished to gain the affections of any woman but Matilda: my love for her is no secret to my friends,—I glory in it. For you, madam, I entertained the highest respect; I thought it my duty to shew you every possible attention a man of politeness was bound to offer to an amiable woman; more I never intended—I never could be thought to intend, with a heart avowedly devoted to another.” “And do you call this politeness? (cried she, highly enraged) I must tell you, Sir, you have (if you please to call it so) trifled too much with my peace, by your gallantry; and was I not completely revenged by the entire indifference of your idol, I should resent it in a very different manner. There, Sir, (tossing Matilda’s letter to him) there see how much you are beloved or regretted by an insensible paltry girl.” The Count had caught up the letter, and in his eagerness to read, scarcely heard her last words. He devoured every line with his eager eyes; and when he came to the conclusion, “happier with another woman.” “O, Matilda! never, never! You may indeed forget me; mine is a common character, but there are few like yours in the world.” 

Then looking at it again, and turning to Mrs. Courtney, who looked full of fury and malice, “May I be permitted to ask, madam, on what occasion you wrote this young lady, and of what nature those offers of service were, made in my name by you.” Mrs. Courtney blushed, and was in the highest confusion. “Shall I interpret your looks, madam?” (asked he again.) “No, Sir, I can speak their language myself. I wrote to know her sentiments, at the time you were amusing yourself at the expence of my folly, as I had too much honor to give you encouragement, if she had any hopes of you.” “So then, (said he, in a rage) she believes I was paying my addresses to you, madam.” (She smiled contemptuously.) No wonder she renounces me; if such ideas took possession of her mind, she must think me the most contemptible of men.” “And of what signification are her thoughts to you? are there not insuperable difficulties to a connexion with her?” (asked she.) “Not on my side, madam; this hour, this instant, I would receive her hand with gratitude and transport; her dignity of sentiment, her true greatness of mind are the bars to my happiness.” “Well, but if there are bars——” “I beg pardon for interrupting you, madam; I know what you would say; and it is far from my design to be rude to any lady, but you must permit me to declare, I am resolved to wait weeks, months, or years, to have a chance for the removal of those impediments; and if I do not succeed at last, in all probability I shall never marry at all.” As he ended this speech he withdrew, with a respectful, but reserved air. “Heavens! (said she, peevishly) is this the gallant, polite Frenchman! I see ’tis all over; I can make nothing of him, and I will gratify his vanity no longer; on the contrary, treat him with levity and contempt.” Pride stepped in to her aid, and produced that change of sentiment which reason, honor, and good sense had failed to do: so true is the poet’s observation,
“Pride saves men oft, and women too, from falling.”

She determined, however, not to accompany her friends; being so lately returned from the Continent, she had no inclination to revisit it, without a powerful inducement, such as she had no chance of.

The Count’s motives for refusing were of a similar nature.

The Marchioness had heard from Matilda. She declined being of their party, and entreated to remain in the convent ’till that lady returned to France. She wrote a letter of congratulation to her dear Countess, on the great change in her situation, but gave, what she thought, very satisfactory reasons for not going into Germany. Lord Delby, however, could not resist his desire of attending the Countess, though so recently returned from thence. He entreated the Count to accept his house, but he had previously accepted a similar offer from the Marquis.

In a few days the party separated; the Marquis, his Lady, the Countess, and Lord Delby for Germany; the Count, to avoid attendance on Mrs. Courtney, went to Bath, and that lady soon after accompanied a party of friends to Tunbridge.

From the time that Mr. Weimar had agreed, before the Ambassador, to permit Matilda’s residence twelve months with the Marquis, her friends had sent advertisements to all the different courts in Europe, describing the particular circumstances attending her birth, without mentioning names. No intelligence arrived, nor enquiries had yet been made on the subject, though they still entertained hopes of one day meeting with success. As to the young lady herself, she had none; resigned to her misfortunes, her only wish was to remain in the convent, free from the persecutions, and exempt from the temptations, of the world. She heard of her friend’s unexpected restoration to her family and fortune, with real delight; and no mention being made of the Count or Mrs. Courtney, in the letter she received from the Marchioness, she concluded they were either married, or soon to be; and though a few sighs would follow the idea, she supported herself with fortitude and resolution.

She was one day sitting in her apartment, and ruminating on past events, when the superior of the convent came in, and with a look of regret, “Ah! madam, (said she) I am grieved to be the messenger of ill news to you, and sorrow to the whole community.” “Bless me! (cried Matilda) what is the matter?” “Alas! my dear child, I have received an order from the king to deliver you to a Mr. Weimar, and another gentleman, waiting to receive you.”

The unhappy girl repeated faintly the name of Weimar, and fell back, almost senseless in her chair. The good mother ran to her assistance; she soon recovered. “Oh! madam, (said she) save me, keep me here; I wish to be a nun—I will not go into the world again.” “Would it were possible for me to protect you (answered she, shrugging her shoulders) but we have no power to retain you from the king’s order; you must go, we dare not keep you.”

At this moment entered St. Magdalene, all in tears.
“Well, madam, (said Matilda, endeavouring to collect fortitude from despair) have the goodness to inform the gentlemen I will presently wait on them.” The superior appeared rather unwilling to leave her with her favourite, but however she withdrew.

Her good mother advised her instantly to write a few lines to the Marquis, and likewise to the Countess at Vienna. “Give me the first letter, (said she) I will endeavour to have it conveyed; take the chance of leaving the other at some inn on the road: but make haste, for we have no time.”

Poor Matilda, more dead than alive, soon executed her task, and the other assisting in packing, she was just ready when a messenger came to hasten her. With a resolution that astonished her friend, she followed the persons who came for her trunks, and went down to take leave of the community. Every one was affected, for she was generally beloved; but when she kissed the hand of her good mother, both burst into a flood of tears. “Farewell, my dear, my amiable friend, (said she;) farewell, my good mother: if my wishes are gratified, and I have ever any power over my own actions, I will return to reside with you for ever.” “To the protection of heaven I leave you (said mother Magdalene;) persevere in virtue and goodness, trust in God, and doubt not of being the object of his care; for he is a Father to the fatherless, and will never forsake the virtuous.”

With streaming eyes Matilda followed her conductor. The porteress opened the gates; there stood Mr. Weimar and his friend. He seemed at first to shrink from her view; but recovering himself, advanced and took her hand. “Well, ungrateful run-away, (said he) you are once more in the custody of your true and natural protector.” She made no answer, nor any resistance; she was placed in the carriage between them. Mr. Weimar was hurt at her silence, “You are sullen, you are ungrateful, Matilda.” “No, Sir, I am neither: I am grateful for past benefits, and if I do not speak, ’tis because my sincerity or sentiments cannot be pleasing.” “You are mistaken (said he;) I wish you to speak with sincerity; to tell me why you forsook the friend of your youth,—the man who offered to make you his by every holy tie, to fly with an acquaintance of a day, and who, after all his professions, at last placed you in a convent?” “It was my own voluntary choice, Sir, and very distressing to my friends, that I persisted in choosing a retirement from the world. To the first part of your question ’tis not necessary for me to answer: you know my motives for quitting your house, and for the subsequent offer of your hand, if you really were sincere, I must confess I think circumstances more that inclination prompted you to it. How you mean to dispose of me, or by what right you assume yourself to be master of my destiny, I know not; but of this you may be assured, no force shall prevail upon me to act contrary to my own inclinations and judgment; and since I am not your niece, you have no legal authority over me.”

Weimar looked confounded at her spirit, the other stared with surprise; all were mute for some time, at length he said, “You have taken up unjust prejudices, Matilda; but you will find I am still your best friend.” “Then (replied she) I shall truly rejoice, for it is grievous to me to think ill of any one, much more of him, whom, for many years, I was accustomed to think my nearest relation and protector. If you are sincere, permit me to write to the Marchioness that I am in your care, to dispel the anxiety she will naturally feel on my account.” “We will think of that (said he) when we are settled.”

This evasion proved to her, she had not much favour to expect.
She was entirely ignorant of the road they took; she knew it was different from the Paris route, and had no opportunity of asking a single question, much less of dropping her letter; as the chaise being their own, they sat in it whilst they procured horses at the different post-houses, and at night stopt at a miserable hut, where they got only a few eggs and a little milk; no beds were to be had, and they were obliged to remain four hours in the chaise, until they could enter the next town. The distress of mind, with fatigue and want of rest, overpowered Matilda; as they were changing horses, she fainted. Weimar was frightened; he had her taken out of the carriage, laid upon a bed, and every method used to restore her. It was a long time before she recovered, and then she was so weak and exhausted, that he was at a loss how to get her on. Some wine and toasted bread was given to her, and he quitted the room a moment, to order refreshments into the chaise: she seized the opportunity; taking the letter and a louis’d’or out of her pocket, “If you have charity (said she) let that letter be sent to the post.” The woman, surprised, took the letter and money, and going to speak, Matilda heard his footsteps; she put her finger to her lips; the other understood, and thrust both into her bosom. Joy and hope gave her spirits, and when he told her she must pursue her journey, she arose with difficulty, but without speaking, and was rather carried than walked to the chaise. When they drove off she recollected she had forgot to ask the name of the town; she put the question to him. “Faith I have forgot,” was his answer. She said no more.

The two gentlemen talked of indifferent matters, which afforded her no information; she therefore resigned herself to her own contemplations until they arrived at a sea-port town.

She was astonished when he told her they were to embark on board a vessel. “Where are you going to carry me to?” (said she, trembling.) “To Germany, doubtless,” (replied he.) “By water?” “Yes, by water: but ask no questions, Matilda; I am once more your uncle during this voyage, to preserve your character.” “And do you think, Sir, (said she, assuming courage under a palpitating heart) do you think I will give a sanction to your falsehoods, and permit myself be made a slave of?” “You will find, (answered he) you can have no voice to alter my determinations; but I will now make you a fair proposal, if you will consent to marry me, I will, in this very town, receive your hand, and without scruple then carry you to join your friends: if your refuse, I will not part with you, but where I propose carrying you, shall be entire matter of your destiny. The old story is propagated by my servant, that you are my niece, and I am saving you from a shameful marriage with a footman.” “Good God! (cried she) is my character thus traduced? And do you suppose such methods will oblige me to become your wife? No! Sir, I will die first.” “Very well, (answered he, calmly) you have had your choice—I shall pursue mine.”

Presently they were informed the vessel was ready. She was lifted out of the chaise, and notwithstanding her resistance, and cries for help, she was carried on board and down to the room below.

“You are now safe in my possession (said he.) I am sorry you made force necessary; but you must be convinced ’tis now in vain to contend with me.” Matilda sat stupidly gazing at him; but the vessel beginning to move, she turned very sick: without any female on board to assist her, she was compelled to let him place her on the bed;
and then requesting to be alone, he retired, and left her to her own very painful reflections.

All hope of assistance from the Marquis was now at an end; she knew not the place of her destination; she saw no probability of escaping from Mr. Weimar; yet she felt an unconquerable repugnance to become his wife—a man capable of such duplicity and cruelty; “O, no! (cried she, weeping) sooner will I plunge into a watery grave than unite myself for life to a man I must hate and despise.” She continued extremely sick and ill. They had been two days at sea, when she was alarmed by an uncommon noise over her head; voices very loud, and every thing in much agitation: soon after she heard the firing of guns, and Mr. Weimar entered with an air of distraction. “I am undone, (cried he) unfortunate girl; you have been my ruin and your own, but I will prevent both.” He instantly drew a large case knife, stabbed her and then himself. At the same instant a number of strange men burst into the cabin, Weimar’s friend with them. The Turks, (for they were taken by a Barbary corsair) highly enraged with the bloody scene before them, were about to dispatch Weimar, who lay on the floor, when Matilda faintly cried, “Spare him, spare him.” One of them who understood French, stopped their hands: he ordered him to be taken care of, and approached Matilda, who, growing faint with loss of blood, could with difficulty say, “My arm.” The clothes being stript off, it was found the wound was indeed through her arm, which being laid across her breast, received the blow which he was in to much confusion to direct as he intended. The humane Turk soon staunched the blood; and having with him necessaries for dressing wounds, he sent on board his own ship for them. He requested the lady to make herself easy, no insult should be offered to her person. Meantime Weimar was carried on board the Turkish vessel, and carefully guarded. His wound was a dangerous one, and the person who drest it gave but little hopes of his life; it continued however in a fluctuating state ’till their arrival at Tunis. 31

Matilda was out of all danger, but a prey to the most dismal apprehensions of what might befall her.

On their arrival she was taken on shore to the Captain’s house, where a very amiable woman received her with complacency, though they could not understand each other. Weimar was likewise brought on shore; and his situation growing more desperate, he requested to know if there was any hopes of his recovery, and being answered in the negative, the poor wretch, after many apparent convulsive struggles, asked if there was any French or German priest in the city? and being informed there was none, he requested to see Matilda, in presence of the Captain and his friend, but that friend had been carried to a country house, to work in the gardens; the Captain and lady however attended him. When he saw her he groaned most bitterly, nor could she behold the man to whom she had owed so many obligations in her juvenile days, reduced to a situation so wretched, without being inexpressibly shocked. He saw her emotions, and keenly felt how little he deserved them. “Matilda, (he cried) I shall soon be past the power of persecuting you myself, but when I think where and in whose hands I leave you, I suffer torments worse than death can inflict.” “Let not the situation of the lady grieve you, (said the generous Turk;) though I pursue an employment I am weary of, I never injure women; if she has friends, they may recover her.” “O, Matilda! (said the dying man) I will not deceive you, your death would to me have been the greatest comfort; I cannot bear the idea, another should possess you. Swear to me, (added he, eagerly) that you will become a nun—that you will take the veil.” She was terrified by
his vehemence; and though she both wished and designed it, hesitated. The Captain
said, “How dare you, so near death, compel an oath foreign to her heart; no such vow
shall pass in my hearing, be your affinity to her what it may.” “No, Mr. Weimar,
(answered she) I will not swear, though it is at present my intention so to do,” “Then I
am dumb (said he;) I will not be the victim to procure happiness for others.”

It was in vain Matilda and the Captain urged him to speak, he was resolutely
silent. The Turk whispered her to withdraw; she obeyed; and in about half an hour was
desired to return. “I am conquered (said Mr. Weimar;) this man, this generous enemy
has prevailed. Prepare to hear a story will pierce you to the heart. I am your uncle, but
not a German, nor is my name Weimar.” “O, tell me, (cried Matilda) have I a father,
have I a mother living?” “Not a father, (answered he, sighing) perhaps a mother you
may have, but I have not heard for many years.” She clasped her hands and burst into
tears. “O, tell me—tell me all, for I am prepared to hear a tale of horror.” “Horror,
indeed! (repeated he) but I will confess all. Your father, the Count Berniti—” “My
father a Count! (cried she, in an accent of joy.)” “Yes, but do not interrupt me. Your
father was a Neapolitan nobleman, I was his younger brother; he had every good and
amiable quality that could dignify human nature. From my earliest remembrance, I
hated him; his virtue procured him the love of our parents and the esteem of our friends;
I was envious, malicious, crafty and dissipated. My parents saw my early propensity to
wickedness, but entirely taken up with their darling boy, I must say that they neglected
to eradicate those seeds of vice in my nature, which an early and proper attention might
have done; but given up to the care of profligate servants, never received but with
frowns and scorn; my learning, my dress, my company, all left to myself, and treated in
general as a disgrace to the family: I soon grew hardened in wickedness, and hated my
relations in proportion to their neglect of me. Parents would do well to consider this
lesson: unjust, or even deserved partialities, visibly bestowed on one child, whilst others
are neglected, too generally creates hatred to that child, and a carelessness in performing
their duties, which they see are little attended to. It lays a foundation for much future
misery in the family; creates every vice which envy and malice can give birth to, and
the darling object is generally the victim. But here I will do my brother justice; the only
kindness I ever received was from him, and often with tears he has supplicated favours
for me, which were the only ones that ever met with a refusal, all others he could
command. I grew at last so desperate that I formed an association with the most
abandoned youth of the city, and was universally despised. About this time my father
died, leaving his whole fortune to my brother, except a very trifling pittance, weekly, to
me. This disgrace affected me beyond all bounds of patience. My brother sent for me;
with a heart bursting with rage, I went. The moment I appeared, he rose and embraced
me, with tears. “My dear brother, (said he) I have now the power to make your life more
comfortable; evil-minded persons set my father against you, nor could I ever remove the
prejudice: henceforth we are brothers, more than ever; use this house as your own; give
up your idle acquaintance—I will introduce you to the good and worthy, and those only
shall be my friends that are my brother’s also.” A reception so unexpected for a few
moments warmed my heart to virtue, but the impression soon wore off; I accepted his
offer, nevertheless, and for some time endeavoured to keep within bounds, and to be as
private in my vices as possible. I found it easy to deceive my brother; whilst I preserved
a semblance of goodness before him, no suspicion entered his breast. I had so long
accustomed myself to behold him with hatred and envy, that every proof of his
kindness, which carried with it an obligation, I could not support; rendered him more
hateful in my eyes, because I knew it was undeserved. One morning the Count asked
what I thought of the Count Morlini’s daughter? (at that time esteemed the most beautiful woman in Naples, and whom I had long looked at with desiring eyes.) I spoke my opinion freely. “I am glad (returned my brother) your sentiments correspond with mine; she is good as well as beautiful, and I hope in a short time will become my wife.” This was a dagger to my heart: I knew she never could be mine, and therefore had suppressed my wishes, but the idea of her being my brother’s wife threw me into a rage little short of madness; I hastened from him to vent my passion alone. Every plan which malice could suggest, I thought on, to prevent the marriage, but my plots proved abortive, and the union took place. The day previous to the marriage, my noble brother presented me with a deed, which secured a handsome annuity to me for life; assuring me his house was still my home—his country seat the same, but he chose to make me independent. From that day I was truly miserable: I adored the Countess, I hated my brother. She treated me with sweetness and civility, which increased my passion. In short, I grew so fond of her, that I neglected my old associates, and lived almost at home for ever. The deluded pair were delighted with my reformation, and behaved with redoubled kindness. Here I must pause (said Mr. Weimar) for I am much fatigued.”

Matilda, whose eager curiosity could ill support any interruption of the narrative, hastened to give him a cordial, and some drops to recruit his spirits.

“Before I proceed any further (said Mr. Weimar) ’tis fit an instrument should be drawn and signed by me and proper witnesses, proving that I acknowledge Matilda to be the only child and heiress to the late Count Berniti’s estates, which I have unjustly withheld; let this be done, lest the hand of death should cut me off, as I every hour expect.”

The generous Captain lost no time in procuring the instrument to be drawn and properly attested. Matilda withdrew mean time to reflect on what she had already heard, and in trembling expectation of what was to follow. A painful thought obtruded itself. “Ah! had I known, (cried she) some time ago, that my birth was noble, happiness might have been my portion—it is now too late!” She was soon recalled to the sick room; and every thing being settled as the unhappy repentant Weimar desired, he lay a short time composed and then resumed his narrative.

“For some months I lived in the house, a torment to myself, and concerting schemes to ruin the happiness of others. The Countess advanced in her pregnancy: my brother was overjoyed—I affected to be the same. There was at this time a young woman in the city whom I had seduced, and who was likewise with child; I knew I could bring her to any terms I pleased; I laid my plan accordingly: she went to live near my brother’s country house, and passed for a young widow, greatly distressed. We contrived my sister should hear of her; the consequence was, as we expected, she was sent for, and told a plausible tale; was relieved, and engaged as a nurse for the Countess’s child. She was brought to bed three weeks before that lady, of a girl. The Countess was delivered of Matilda. Agatha, for it was she, Matilda, whom you well remember, attended her and received the child. As soon as the Countess could be moved with safety, we all went to the house in the country. It was close to the sea, and at the back a beautiful wood, where my brother frequently amused himself by having little vistas cut. It was in this place I designed to execute the horrid plan I had long concerted. I had privately procured a disguise, which lay concealed at one part of the wood. I knew he generally walked in the evening, and proceeded accordingly. Taking a
horse one morning, I pretended to go into the city: I did so; and returned about the hour I supposed my brother in the wood: I fastened my horse at the entrance of it, changed my dress, put a mask on my face, and crept on towards the lower part; I distinguished him through trees—let me hasten from the remembrance!—I suddenly came upon him, and by repeated stabs, laid him dead at my feet.” Matilda uttered a cry of horror. “I do not wonder at your emotion, (said he) since at this moment I tremble at my own crimes! I rifled his pockets of every thing valuable, to make it believed he had been dispatched by robbers. I returned and dug a hole, at a distant part, where my horse was, hid the clothes, mounted the beast, returned to the public road, and came on horseback to the door; previous to which I had thrown his watch and money into the sea. I had executed a few little commissions for my sister, in the city, and appeared before her in good spirits, with the trifles she had sent for. We waited for my brother’s return, at the usual time, to supper; the hour elapsed—she grew alarmed. I made light of her fears for some time; at length I joined in her apprehensions, and calling the two men servants, proposed to search for him. She thankfully accepted the offer. We went to the wood, calling on him aloud, and for some time a pursued a contrary path to the one I knew he laid in; at last we came to the dreadful spot, where we all stood aghast; I made most moving lamentations. We found he had been robbed and murdered. The poor fellows took up the body, and we proceeded to the house. I bid them go the back way, whilst I prepared my sister. Villain, and hardened as I was in wickedness, I trembled at this task, and the agitations of my mind, on entering her room, told the dreadful tale for me. “O, heavens! (cried she,) what is become of the Count? He is dead! he is dead!” (she repeated) as I was silent to the question. I drew out my handkerchief, and turned from her. She gave two or three heavy groans and fell to the ground.”

Poor Matilda again gave way to the most lively emotions of grief. Weimar seemed much affected, and was some moments before he could proceed.

“I will not dwell on a scene so horrid. An express was sent into the city, search made for the murderer, but no traces appeared that could lead to a discovery. My sister continued very ill for many days, and my brother was universally regretted. My melancholy was observed by every one, and kindly noticed by the Countess, who desired I would act for her without reserve: this proof of her confidence gave me great credit, and not one suspicion, I believe, ever glanced on me. It was my first intention to have destroyed the child, but the deed I had done filled my mind with such horror, I could not imbue my hands a second time in blood. I was some time unresolved in what manner to act. The Countess still kept her bed, in a very languid state. One morning, going to Agatha’s room, I found her in tears; her child had died that night, in convulsions; it was in the cradle and the features much distorted. A thought darted instantly into my head, to change the children: I proposed it to Agatha, and promised her great rewards; she readily agreed to every thing I proposed; the dresses were changed in a moment, and the children being only six weeks old, had been little seen. I left the room. Soon after, a servant came to the Countess’s apartment, (where I then was, to pay my morning respects, a custom I always observed) and requested me to step out on business. “O, Sir! (cried she) we are all undone—the poor nurse is frantic—the sweet child, the young Countess, is dead! expired an hour ago, in convulsions, whilst poor Agatha thought it in a sweet sleep.” I pretended to be most exceedingly shocked; exclaimed against the nurse, sent for a physician—would have the body examined, I did so; I ran to Agatha’s apartment, the other end of the house, abused her for her carelessness; she, who was really grieved for the loss of her own child, shed torrents of
tears. The physician came; he examined the child; he said, it was really sudden convulsions had carried it off and no fault in the nurse, the disorder being common among infants. This satisfied every one; nobody troubled themselves about Agatha’s child. I sent off to the Count Morlini’s, who had left us the day before, intending to return the following one. He came immediately; I detained the physician. The Count made very minute enquiries, and was, or appeared to be contented with the physician’s deposition. “Alas! my Lord, (cried I) who shall break this melancholy accident to the Countess? I cannot, I dare not do it. Unhappy lady! (I exclaimed) how great are your sorrows! my own share in them is lost, when I consider yours.” The Count shook my hand in a friendly manner, but spoke not.” He went from me to his daughter; I retired to my own apartment. I was now my brother’s heir to his title and estates; every thing promised to give me an undisputed right; and I enjoyed, by anticipation, the pleasures which fortune and rank would bestow.” Here Mr. Weimar stopt. “I cannot proceed now, I am fatigued and exhausted.” He was quite faint, and they were obliged to give him a respite for the present, and administer cordials. He promised to proceed and finish his story in the evening. Matilda withdrew, overwhelmed with grief, horror, and a painful curiosity for the subsequent events which might have befallen her unhappy mother. Some time after she was in her apartment, the Captain came in. “The surgeon (said he) has just examined Mr. Weimar’s wound, and makes a much better report of it than in the morning. This last dressing has abated the inflammation, and the fever is not so violent.” “If his repentance is sincere, heaven grant he may recover,” (said she.)

In the evening, at Mr. Weimar’s request, Matilda and the Captain went to his apartment; he appeared much more easy and composed. After recollecting himself a little, he went on as follows.

“The Count took upon him to acquaint the Countess with the loss of the child; but notwithstanding all his precaution, it had a dreadful effect upon her. She was for some weeks deprived of reason, and when recovered, the disorder turned to a settled melancholy nothing could remove. Having some relations at Florence, the Count proposed taking her there to change the scene. What had been secured to her by marriage, was of course hers. From an affected generosity, I presented her with the house and furniture in the city; and under a pretence I could no longer stay where such melancholy accidents had taken place, and having no relations living, I disposed of my estates, and said I would travel to Turky and Egypt, without assuming any title. In truth, I was ever in fear some unforeseen events might bring my evil deeds to light: for ’tis the fate of villainy never to be secure; and the constant apprehension of detection embitters every hour of their lives who once plunge into guilt. I had persuaded Agatha, with the child, to embark on board a French vessel, bound to Dieppe, and there wait for me; having engaged the Captain to take care of her, though I secretly wished the waves might swallow them up; at the same time I had no resolution to destroy them. After the vessel sailed, I set off from Naples, glad to escape from a place I could not behold without shuddering. Whether any suspicions were entertained of me, I know not; for I kept no correspondence there. I travelled into France, and arrived at Dieppe, where I found Agatha and the infant. I had a great inclination to settle in Switzerland, and determined to go through the country, and find a habitation. Leaving the woman at Dieppe, I went first to Paris, invested great part of my property there, in the name of Weimar; and from thence I went through Germany and Switzerland. Between Lausanne and Lucerne, I heard of a estate to be sold. I saw and liked it; the purchase was soon made, and every thing quickly settled. I sent for Agatha; she came part of the way by
water, the rest, to Lausanne, by land; there I met her, and conducted her to my house. We now resumed our former intimacy, but she had no more children. I endeavoured, by my care of Matilda, to atone for the crimes I had been guilty of, in destroying her father, and robbing her of her fortune—a fortune I was afraid to enjoy, and a rank I dared not assume, always apprehensive my villainy would be discovered. I kept but little company. Agatha, who was my housekeeper, and directed every thing, many times I was tempted to destroy, but fear preserved her life. As Matilda grew up, I became passionately fond of her; my love increased with her years, and I determined to possess her. Agatha had too much cunning not to perceive my inclination; and having long ceased having any particular attachment to me, she blindly fell in with my desires, and encouraged me to proceed. The conversation you overheard, Matilda, was such as you apprehended; she persuaded me to say I was not your uncle, and the story I told you in Paris, was the one we had fabricated to deceive you. I did not at first intend marrying; I had an aversion to that tie, and therefore a different plan was proposed, which, overhearing, drove you from my house. 'Tis needless to tell you what ensued on discovering you had left me: I resolved to find you, if possible, and traced you to Paris. I thought to have deceived the Marquis; he was too cunning for me: but I obtained knowledge of your being in England through the means of Mademoiselle De Fontelle; a servant to hers having met the Marchioness and you at Calais. I still followed you. You know the concession I made to the Ambassador, which I never intended to observe, having intelligence the Count De Bouville was your lover. I had every step watched, and no sooner found you were at a convent than I repaired to Paris, told my own story, and obtained an order for your delivery. I found letters at Paris, from my steward, informing me of the death of Agatha, almost suddenly. This was a most agreeable piece of news; there was now no one living that could accuse me. Blind, infatuated mortals! we forget there is an all-seeing eye, that sooner or later brings us to justice, when most we think ourselves secure! I went to Brest, I hired a vessel to carry me to Venice, determined to reside there with you. With the order in my pocket, and a person who had attended me, more like a confidential friend than a servant, I came to Boulogne, and obtained your delivery to me. The rest you know. It was my intention to have married you, unless you rejected me—in that case you must take the consequence. When I saw the Turkish vessel I gave all up for lost; and when they boarded us, expecting you would be sacrificed to their desires, and myself made a slave, I resolved to prevent both: Providence preserved you—what I have suffered, and the near prospect of death, determined me to confess all my crimes—crimes that have embittered every hour of my life, and which have led me into a thousand inconsistencies, from fears and terrors, only created by guilt. Thus it is with the wicked; early plunged into vice, they proceed from one bad action to another; afraid to look back, unable to repent, they go on to fill up the measure of their crimes, 'till their best concerted schemes prove their ruin. Had not the hand of death overtaken me, this confession never would have been made; yet even at this moment I adore Matilda. Pardon me, dear unhappy girl, the evils I have caused you; let me die forgiven by you, and join in supplicating that mercy I have so little room to hope for, but from Divine goodness to the truly penitent.”

Matilda assured him of her forgiveness, and implored heaven’s mercy on him. “But tell me, Sir, (said she) did you never hear of my mother?” “Only once, and by accident, eight years ago; she was then at Naples, with her family.” “Grant heaven! (said Matilda) she may be there still; O, what happiness, if I should ever embrace a mother!” Tears stopt her utterance; her uncle was affected. “O, Matilda! leave me, I
cannot bear your tears, they reproach me too deeply; and I have much to repent of before I leave you for ever.”

She quitted the room, oppressed with the most painful sensations: the tragical end of her father, the melancholy situation of her mother, the crimes of her uncle, and her own present distressed and forlorn state, altogether gave her unutterable pangs: yet a gleam of joy darted through the gloom that pervaded her fate—she was of noble birth; no unlawful offspring, no child of poverty: then she thought of the Count—“Ah! (cried she) he is now the husband of Mrs. Courtney; in all probability I shall never see him more.” A sigh followed the reflection, which she strove to place on another score.

She was soon after joined by the Captain. “The surgeon came in as you left the room, madam; and notwithstanding the sick man’s agitation, in telling his story, he says, he is undoubtedly better, and he begins to entertain hopes, if no change happens for the worse.” “I am glad to hear it, (replied she) may he live to repent.” “Meantime, madam, (said he) if you wish to write your friends, I will take care your letters shall be conveyed by the quickest dispatch possible.”

She accepted his generous offer, and retired to write the Marchioness and Countess what had befallen her; but recollecting that she could not wish to be in France until she had visited Naples, she left her letters unfinished, to consult the Captain the following morning. She retired to rest, but the agitations of her mind precluded sleep; alternate joy and sorrow, hopes and fears, created such different ideas, that she passed the night without closing her eyes, and arose, at break of day, resolved to write and address a letter to her grandfather with her story. “If he lives, (said she) he will be overjoyed; if not, if I have no such relation, no dear mother alive, some one of the family will doubtless write and inform me.”

When the Captain came to breakfast, she imparted her different thoughts to him. She had no way of paying court to his amiable wife, but by kissing her hand, whilst the other pressed hers to her bosom, with tender affection, her husband having related the lady’s story to her.

The Captain, after some deliberation, said, “I told you once, madam, the employment I am, or rather was engaged in, by no means suited me. I was not originally accustomed to this kind of life; my wife’s father always was; he persuaded me to follow it. I sailed with him three years; we made a good deal of money. He died six months ago. This last voyage was the first I ever made for myself. I am disgusted at the service, and mean to quit it: my wife wishes me to do so; she is a good woman; we have enough; I do not want a plurality of wives—I am content with her. My mother was an English woman—I imbibe her sentiments. I have not disposed of my vessel; I will take you to Naples, or even to France, if you wish it, under neutral colours, which I can procure. This will be better than engaging your friends to come here. I have no enemy but the Russians to fear, and those I can provide against.” “You are very kind, Sir, (said she :) I really am at a loss how to proceed, and will consult Mr. Weimar,” (she could not reconcile herself to call him uncle.) She did so: he approved of the Captain’s advice, but thought she had best write her friends of her safety and situation, also of her intention to go to Naples, from whence they might expect to hear her decisive plan; previous to which the Captain could write to some persons, to know if any of her relations were
living. This being agreed upon, as the best methods to be taken, Matilda resigned herself to patience 'till answers could be obtained, which must necessarily take up some time.

We must now return to the Countess and her friends, who arrived at Vienna without meeting any accident.

Their first step was to deliver the German Minister’s letters to the English Ambassador; his Excellency having sent dispatches to his own court of this extraordinary affair.

The Countess found but little difficulty in being acknowledged and put in possession of her rights. Her story engrossed the public attention at Vienna, and she received a thousand visits and congratulations from every person of distinction. Though abundantly gratified by their civilities, she was too anxious to see her son for her mind to be at ease. A messenger had been sent to his quarters, by the Marquis, with leave from the Emperor for his return, and preparing him, by degrees, for the agreeable surprise of finding some near and dear relations. The youth had been apprised of his father’s death, but not having read the Count’s letter, was a stranger to all the circumstances relative to it. He made no difficulty of obeying the order, and set off for his father’s seat directly.

One day, when every heart beat high with expectation, a travelling carriage was seen driving through the park. “My son, my son!” (cried the Countess, starting up.) The Marquis ran out to meet him. In a moment a tall elegant youth, about sixteen, entered the room, with looks of eager expectation. The Countess flew towards him, threw her arms round him; attempted to speak, but overpowered by tender emotions, ’till then a stranger to her breast, she fainted in his arms. The young gentleman, alarmed, and equally agitated, assisted, in silence, to convey her to a seat; and whilst the Marchioness was busy in her endeavours to restore her sister, he kissed her hand eagerly, and cried to the Marquis, “Tell me, Sir, who is this dear lady?” “It is—(said the other, with a little pause) she is your mother, Sir.” “Mother! (repeated he, dropping on his knees) Great God! have I a mother? My own mother!” “Yes, (replied the Marquis) she is indeed your parent, for very many years believed to be dead.”

Young Frederic was now in a state very little better than the Countess: surprise, joy, the soft emotions that at once assailed him, rendered him speechless and immoveable. 34

It was some time before they were both sufficiently recovered to be sensible of their felicity. The Countess embraced him with tears of expressive tenderness; he, on his knees, kissing her hands with ardour. “My mother! my dear mother!” was all he could utter for a long time. The Marchioness at length separated them. “My dear Frederic, (said she) you have other duties to pay, besides your present delightful one—I claim you as my nephew; this gentleman is my husband, consequently your uncle.” He flew and embraced both. “Gracious heaven! (cried he) what happiness. A few months ago I supposed myself without family or friends, dependent on the Count’s bounty; then I was agreeably surprised with being acknowledged as his son, then suddenly separated, and only ten days since informed of his death—again I was an orphan, and knew not what claims I could or ought to make; but now this unexpected tide of joy and happiness—to find a mother! O, the blessed sound! to find a mother, uncle, aunt, all dear and honoured
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relations! Great God, I adore thy bounty, make me deserving of thy favours.” He again threw himself at the feet of the Countess, who had hung with rapture on his words, and now embraced him with the highest delight.

After this tumult of pleasure was a little subsided, he eagerly enquired the particulars of her story, which the Marquis repeated, as had been agreed upon, glossing over the Count’s crimes, as much as possibly could be done, to exculpate the Countess. No mention was made of the Chevalier’s death; but the youth heard sufficient to comprehend his mother had been cruelly used, and his features bore testimony of his emotions. “Dearest madam, (cried he) how great have been your sufferings! henceforth it shall be the study of my life to make you forget them in your future happiness.”

Lord Delby, who had been rambling in the park, now entered the room. Young Frederic was introduced to him, and the foregoing scene slightly described by the Marchioness. “I am glad, (said his Lordship) I was not present; for though I adore sensibility, such a meeting would have been too much for me.”

Growing more rational together, his relations were delighted with the young officer. “It must be confessed, (said the Marquis) the Count paid particular attention to Frederic’s education.” “Yes, my Lord, (answered the youth) it would have been my fault, if I had not profited by the instructions I received; but I thought my debt of gratitude so great for such uncommon kindness from a stranger, on whom I had no claims, that I strove to exert my small abilities, and by diligence and application, evince my sense of his favours, as the only return in my power.” “The deception, as far as related to you, (said the Marchioness) proved a happy one; it laid the foundation for virtue, humility and gratitude, which perhaps happier circumstances and legal claims might never have called forth. Thus sometimes good springs out of evil.”

The following day, when the happy party was assembled, and projecting pleasurable schemes, the Marquis received the letter, which the good Mother Magdalene had found means to send off from Matilda. He started, with an exclamation of surprise. All were eager to know the contents. “Prepare yourselves for some regret, on account of your young friend,” (said he.) “What! Matilda?” (cried both in a breath.) “Yes, I am sorry to tell you she is again in her uncle’s power; he has again claimed her as his niece.” He then read the letter, and all were equally grieved at the unfortunate destiny of this deserving young woman.

Frederic, with the warm enthusiasm of youth, cried out, “Is there no clue to trace them?–I will myself pursue them.” “Alas! my son, (answered the Countess) ‘tis impossible to say where he may have carried her to; but let us hope, as she found means to send this letter, she will find an opportunity to write again; at all events, she has a protector, to whose care we must trust her, until we can obtain further intelligence.”

This letter threw a damp on the general joy.

Her story was repeated to Frederic, whose ardour was again raised to deliver the unhappy girl from her prosecutor.

The Marquis, who was that day writing to the Count the happy event of their journey, and meeting with his nephew, could not resist throwing in a postscript. “My
dear Bouville, (added he,) we are thrown into the greatest consternation, by a letter from Matilda. She is again in the power of that villain, Weimar; who, contrary to his engagements, has produced an order from the king, and carried her off, we know not where. We wait with patience to hear further."

This letter from the Marquis found the Count De Bouville at Bath; where he vainly sought amusement, to remove the anguish which preyed upon his mind, arising from the impossibility of ever calling Matilda his. He viewed the gay females of fashion, with birth, beauty, and accomplishments to boast of, with perfect indifference. Ah! thought he, where is the modest retiring sweetness of Matilda? where those unaffected charms—those natural graces of her deportment? Never shall I meet with a woman that I can admire or love, after knowing that lovely girl, whose very virtues preclude my happiness. He was in one of these reveries when the letter from the Marquis was delivered to him. The happiness of his friends gave him infinite delight; but how changed were his emotions on reading the postscript: his rage exceeded all bounds; he determined to leave Bath instantly. "I will hunt the villain through the world (cried he;) I will find her, if she is on earth, and no power shall ever take her from me again. O, Matilda! too scrupulous girl, you have undone us both, and ruined my peace for ever." He called his servants, and ordered the necessary arrangements for leaving Bath that night. He went out to call on some friends he had formed an engagement with, and to whom he thought more than a card was due. Crossing the parade, he saw, coming towards him, Madame Le Brune, Mademoiselle De Fontelle, and Mrs. Courtney, who had arrived from Tunbridge together the preceding evening. Nothing could have happened more unfortunate than this meeting. His temper irritated before, at the sight of the two ladies together, both of whom he considered as enemies to Matilda, his passion increased beyond the bounds of politeness to restrain. "I congratulate you, ladies, on an intimacy, minds like yours naturally create. For you, madam, (turning to Mademoiselle De Fontelle, who was pale with fear, observing his violence) you were never an object of my esteem, and long since of my aversion and contempt: your diabolical falsehoods have deprived me of happiness for ever; but vengeance will one day overtake you—I promise you it shall, (said he, in a voice that made her tremble and unable to go on.) For you, madam, (turning to Mrs. Courtney) I have still some respect: you have many good qualities; but your malice and dislike of an unoffending and excellent young woman, is inexcusable, and very evidently pursued, by attaching yourself to one you know all your and her friends despise; malice only is the cement of your intimacy. Take my advice, madam,—break it off, and entitle yourself to the respect and esteem of those who are the friends of yourself and Lord Delby."

He was going to leave them, but Mrs. Courtney, struck by his manner and words, still partial to him, cried out, "Stop, my Lord,—tell me how long you remain in Bath?" "This night I leave it, (said he) and a day or two hence I shall quit England." "For heaven’s sake! (cried she) let me see you for five minutes, and hour hence;—do not deny me, ‘tis the last favour I will ever ask." Seeing he hesitated, "At No. II, on the South Parade—I will expect you."

She hastily followed her companions, who had gladly removed a few paces from them, and left the Count irresolute, whether he should oblige her or not: but recollecting the civilities he had receive at her house and Lord Delby’s, he thought gratitude and honour required his obedience.
He called on his friends, and at the appointed hour attended Mrs. Courtney. When introduced, she was alone, and very melancholy, but rose to receive him with evident pleasure. “I thank you for this visit, (said she) which I scarcely dared flatter myself with receiving, from your abrupt behaviour to me this morning.” “You saw, me, madam, very much ruffled; and the company I saw you in was not calculated to put me in better humour. You will pardon me, if I behaved any way rudely; but I really have too much respect for Mrs. Courtney, to whose hospitality and kindness I am under so many obligations, to see her in company with a dissolve woman, whose want of chastity is perhaps her least crime; she is unprincipled in every respect, with a base and malignant heart.” “Good God! Count, (cried Mrs. Courtney) I did not know Mademoiselle De Fontelle was charged with any other faults than a dislike to Matilda.” “That of itself, (replied he) would to me be a sufficient proof of a bad mind; for only those who dislike virtue and goodness can be enemies to her: but independent of that, Fontelle is a profligate young woman, and by no means a fit companion for a lady of your respectability, though, being unknown, she may be received into company. I hope, madam, you will deem this an apology for my abrupt behaviour; and now favour me with your commands.” “Commands! (repeated she) dear Count, are you obliged to leave Bath so very soon?” “I am, madam; and I will frankly tell you the cause.” He repeated the Marquis’s letter. “The amiable Matilda ever was, and ever will be dear to me; tho’ her superior greatness of mind will not permit her to accept my hand, I neither can nor will marry any other woman; nor shall she, if I can help it, be subject to the power of any man on earth.” “But, (said she) without knowledge even of the road they travelled, how can you pursue them?” “It matters not, (answered he) I will not rest till I do obtain information.” “This is really a Quixote expedition (said she;) travelling the world through to deliver distressed damsels.” “It may appear so, (replied he, gravely) but don’t let me think Mrs. Courtney possessed of so little feeling, as to be indifferent about the fate of an amiable girl, who esteemed and respected her. But have you any commands for me, madam,—I am really hurried at present?” “Well, Sir, (answered she) if you are determined to go, I must own I wish to preserve your esteem, at least, and therefore I promise you I will profit by your advice, and give up the French ladies.” “You will entitle yourself to respect, madam, by so doing. Every French woman is not a Marchioness De Melfort, nor, I hope, a Mademoiselle De Fontelle; but ‘tis necessary ladies should discriminate in their acquaintance.” Then rising and kissing her hand, “Accept, madam, my grateful thanks for the favours you have honored me with. If I ever return to England, I shall again pay my respects to you, if you will permit me; and, if I am ever happily settled in France, I shall think myself highly honoured by a visit from Mrs. Courtney, and her worthy uncle, Lord Delby.” Mrs. Courtney’s pride forsook her at this polite address, she burst into tears, “Adieu, my dear Count; may happiness attend you, though you leave me a prey to regret and sorrow.” He hastened from her with some emotion. That woman, thought he, has many amiable qualities, but she wants steadiness and respect for herself: an imbecility of mind makes her resign herself up to her passions, from the want of resolution or fortitude to subdue them; she has naturally a good and generous heart, but she is easily led aside by others more artful than herself. He thought however he had done his duty by warning her against Mademoiselle De Fontelle; and returned to his lodging with satisfaction to himself.

Every thing being ready, the Count quitted Bath that night; slept a few hours on the road, and arrived in town the next day.
He pursued his route to Dover, and from thence to Boulogne. He went to the convent, to gain intelligence; the porteress very readily answered his questions, but that afforded him not the least clue to guide his search, as she knew nothing of the road taken. She told him that Matilda had left money to convey Louison to Paris, who had been gone upwards of a fortnight.

Although the Count scarcely supposed Weimar would carry her to his own house, yet he determined to go there. He wrote the Marquis, and proposed being at Vienna, should he prove unsuccessful in Switzerland.

It would be tedious to follow the Count thro’ his journey. He made all possible enquiries through the different towns, without obtaining any information. He arrived at Mr. Weimar’s; they had not heard from him since he left England. Disappointed and mortified, he went from Switzerland to Vienna, and from thence to the villa of Countess. He was received with transport. The Countess eagerly exclaimed, “She is found, we have a letter—O, such good news!”

The Count had hardly patience to go through the ceremony of introduction, before he begged to know the good news!

The Marchioness had two days before received the letter Matilda had written from Tunis—she gave it him to read.

Matilda had briefly given an account of her voyage and arrival at Tunis, the civilities of the Captain, and dangerous state of Mr. Weimar. She mentioned, that she had reason to suppose she was descended from a noble family, in Naples; that a short time would relieve her doubts; and, at any rate, she would write again, if not join them, in a very little while.

Lovers, who are ever industrious to torment themselves, would perhaps, like the Count, have conjured up a thousand fears to distract their minds. “Is this all your good news? (cried he) alas! I see little to depend upon here; “she has hopes” she belongs to some noble family,—a scheme of that villain Weimar, to keep her easy ‘till he recovers; besides, what dependence can be placed on a corsair? Ah! if these are all your hopes of safety, they are small indeed.” “Upon my word, Count, (said the Marchioness) you are very cruel, to destroy the pleasing illusion we entertained of her safety; for my own part, I see no cause to doubt the kindness of the Captain, who, ’tis plain, must have permitted her to write; and for the other, he can have no power, in his circumstances, whether ill or well.” “I hope, madam, (replied the Count) your conjectures are founded on truth and reason,—I shall rejoice to find my fears are groundless; but, be that as it may, I am determined to go immediately to Tunis.” “You are right, my dear Sir, (cried the young Count, Frederic;) could I disengage my mind from superior duties, I would, with pleasure, accompany you.” “Ah! the knight errantry of youthful folks! (said the Marquis, smiling) but I assure you, my good friend, we are all here equally interested in the fate of Matilda, and equally desirous of promoting any plan conducive to her safety.” “I am sure of it, (answered the Count) and therefore hope you will not take it ill, if I leave you to-morrow, for I am resolved to go to Tunis, if a vessel can be hired.”

They saw it was in vain to oppose his resolution, and were therefore silent.
He was delighted with the warmth of the young Count, and praised his spirit in the most lively terms.

He took leave of them the following morning, to pursue his plan, with the earnest good wishes of the whole family.

Meantime every thing succeeded at Tunis, to Matilda’s wishes. Mr. Weimar daily grew better. At first his recovery seemed rather a matter of regret to him; but when she assured him of her entire forgiveness, that she never would betray the secret of her father’s death, and that the restitution of her estates would sufficiently prove his penitence for the intended wrong done to her, he grew more reconciled, and by degrees, her sensible and pious observations wrought such a change in him, that he determined, when he got well, the Captain giving him his liberty, he would enter into a monastery for the rest of his days. Matilda encouraged him in the design.

The Captain, who was present at many of their conversations, said, one night, that his dislike to the cruel business he had been engaged in was considerably strengthened by Matilda’s dissertation on virtue and vice; he was resolved never to make another voyage; and, though he could not but think the faith of Mahomet the true faith, yet, for her sake, he would always respect Christians; because the two best women he knew, exclusive of his wife, were both Europeans and Christians.

Matilda impatiently expected an answer from Naples. The Captain at last received one. The good Count Morlini had been dead three years; the Countess, his daughter, was alive, though in a languid state of health, and was gone with another family to Nice, to stay two or three months.

This intelligence was delightful to Matilda: she was anxious to set off as soon as possible.

Mr. Weimar was now well enough to bear the voyage. He made a deed of gift to his niece, of all he possessed; having greatly improved the original fortune, from a fear of exciting too much notice and enquiry if he had lived otherwise; and told her, his intention was to enter into the order of poverty, as the proper retribution for his inordinate desire of wealth, which had induced him to commit such horrid crimes. She would have persuaded him to have chosen an order of less severity; but nothing could alter his resolutions.35

The Captain having hastened his preparations, the day was appointed for sailing.

Matilda could not take leave of the Captain’s amiable wife without feeling a very sincere regret; for, though they did not understand each other’s language, yet the expression of the heart was comprehended by both, and engaged mutual esteem and tenderness.

The friend, or rather confidant of Mr. Weimar, was sent for from the country, his liberty given him, and Matilda, at her uncle’s request, promised to pay him the sum agreed upon in France, for his assistance to carry her off.

They set sail with a prosperous gale, but with hearts very differently agitated.
Much about the same time the Count De Bouville had taken leave of his friends; and having hired a vessel at the first sea-port, he proceeded on his voyage to Tunis, and, without any accident or interruption, safely arrived there six days after Matilda had left it. He was soon on shore, procured an interpreter, and hastened to the Captain's house. His heart beat fast with hope, fear and expectation; but who can describe his emotions when informed of their departure for Nice. He asked a thousand questions—could scarcely be persuaded but some sinister design was again practised against her, and it was with much difficulty he at length grew more reconciled and satisfied with the account he received.

He had nothing now to do but to follow her to Nice; but as water and some provisions were wanting for the vessel, he was obliged to bridle in his impatience, and remain there three or four days, which were ages in his calculation.

Matilda, meantime, safely arrived at Nice. Mr. Weimar instantly left the place, promising to write his niece, under cover to the Marquis De Melfort, soon as he was settled in a monastery. The Captain conducted Matilda to a hotel, and they consulted how to act. It must be confessed her situation was a very distressing one; no female companion, no one to introduce her, she might be supposed an impostor, notwithstanding the testimony of Mr. Weimar, signed before the Captain. In short, they found themselves at a loss how to proceed. The first step was to know if the Countess Berniti was there; of this they were soon informed, she was, accompanied by the Count and Countess Marsilini. After much deliberation the Captain proposed waiting on the Count, telling him a lady just arrived from Tunis requested the favour of seeing him, to enquire after some very particular friends and relations she had at Naples. This scheme was adopted and put into execution. The Count was surprised at the message, but curiosity carried him immediately to the hotel, and he was introduced to Matilda. He was extremely struck with her figure and appearance. She trembled, and for some moments was incapable of speaking; but endeavouring to collect fortitude from necessity, she thus addressed him, “The liberty I have taken in requesting the honour of seeing your Lordship here requires many apologies, but I am in a very singular and distressing situation. Will your Lordship permit me to ask you how long you have known the Countess Berniti?” The Count started at the question. “Almost from a child, madam; we were brought up in an intimacy from our youth.” “You knew her unfortunate husband then, and his brother, (said she) and possibly may recollect it was supposed the infant daughter of the Countess died in convulsions?” “Supposed! (repeated he) good God! what can you mean, madam?” “To recall to your mind, Sir, those circumstances, on the developing of which my future happiness depends. I see your surprise, my Lord, and to elucidate my meaning, I must entreat the favour of you to peruse these papers, the confession of a dying man, once brother to the late Count Berniti.” The Count took the papers with the most eager curiosity.

Matilda, affected with hopes, doubts and fears, could not suppress her tears: on this important moment her fate seemed suspended.

The Count made two or three exclamations, but when he came to the murder of his friend, he smote his breast, “Unparalleled wickedness and ingratitude!” (cried he.) Hastily proceeding in the narrative, he no sooner came to the exchange of the children,
than throwing his eyes on Matilda, “My heart, and your striking resemblance to the charming Countess, tell me, you are her child.”

“I am! I am! (replied Matilda, weeping, and strongly agitated) if she will vouchsafe to own me!” He folded her to his bosom, “Own you! O, what transport to recover such a daughter! Compose yourself, my dear young lady; I am little less affected than you are,—but let me finish this interesting confession of a miserable wretch. He went through the whole without any further interruption.

At the conclusion, the Captain related the events at Tunis, and the result of their enquiries at Naples, which had brought them to Nice.

“Doubt not, my dear lady, but all your troubles are over: behold the hand of Providence in every event; had not your wretched uncle taken you from France; had you not fallen into the power, perhaps of the only man who would have treated his captives with honor and compassion, unknown in general to people of his profession,—forgive me, Sir, the observation; (the Captain bowed) had not the dread of death and everlasting punishments terrified the guilty wretch; had not all these singular events happened, through Divine permission, you might, to this hour, have been ignorant of your birth, and my amiable friend deprived of the joy and transport that await her in your arms. The Count again warmly embraced her. He paid a thousand polite compliments to the Captain; and though he regretted leaving them, he was anxious to consult his lady in what manner to convey this delightful intelligence to the Countess.

When he returned to his lady she saw he was greatly agitated, and knowing the message he had received, was very curious to hear the result of his visit. She fortunately happened to be alone; he therefore related the whole story, read the papers, and spoke in raptures of Matilda’s person, and engaging manners. Nothing could equal the astonishment of the Lady Marsillini. She anticipated the joy of her friend, yet was at a loss how to inform her of an event so entirely unexpected. They knew it must recall to her mind the horrid circumstances of her husband’s murder, which neither time nor reason had ever reconciled her to support with any fortitude. “Yet, (said the Count) to recover such a child; to have a hold, a connexion in life so desirable and so unlooked for, must surely greatly overbalance the affliction of a painful remembrance, at least weakened, though not subdued.

They went to the apartment of the Countess. She was at her toilet. Her woman being dismissed, “Well Count, (asked she) have you seen the lady from Tunis,—is she a Turkish woman?” “No, madam, she was brought up in Germany; she is a charming young creature, and you may be proud of the compliment (added he, smiling) when I assure you she very strongly resembles your ladyship.” “You are very polite, my good friend, (answered she, in the same tone) but I am neither young nor handsome, and you say this lady is both;—but, pray, is she acquainted with any of our friends?” “Yes, but by name only; she has no personal knowledge of any one in Naples; she was very particular in her enquiries after you.” “Of me! (said the Countess, surprised;) how could she know any thing of me?” “You remember the Chevalier N——, who went abroad so many years since?” “Ah! (said she, with a sigh) I do indeed remember him; is he alive,—does this lady belong to him?” “He is not living, (answered the Count, for Matilda permitted him to suppose he was dead, without asserting it;) this young lady was in some degree related to him,”
“Heavens! my dear Count, you surprise me! I know not of any female relation I can possibly have.” “She is certainly a near relation, however, (replied the Count) and you must prepare yourself for a most agreeable surprise, as I am convinced you will love her dearly.” “Indeed, my good Count, (exclaimed the Countess) you have given me violent emotions; my heart palpitates, and my whole frame trembles; for God’s sake, do not keep me in suspense—who can this lady be?” “Before we answer you, my dear friend, (said the Count’s Lady) let me persuade you to take a few drops, in water, the agreeable flutter of your spirits will require them.” “All this preparation terrifies me; I will take any thing, but pray be explicit at once.” “Then, my dear lady, bear the joyful recital, I am about to give you with resolution.”

He took up the story, at a French vessel, captured by the Corsair, and a gentleman on board, attempting to destroy himself and a lady, described the subsequent events, and then began the narrative. When in his address to Matilda, he said, “The Count Berniti was your father,” the Countess started from her chair, “Gracious God! What do I hear; but no,—I can have no interest in it.” She was silent. He proceeded, whilst she hung her head, drowned in tears at the mention of her husband, whose death he slightly passed over, ‘till he came to the circumstances of the children. She gave a shriek, and throwing her arms around her friend, “If this is true, great God! if this is true, I may yet have a child. “ O! say, (cried she, looking wildly at him) tell me at once, have I a child?” “You have, (said the Count, approaching her) you have a daughter, my dear Countess, whom heaven has preserved to bless the remainder of your days.” “Tis too much, too much, (said she, putting her hand to her bosom, and instantly fainted in the arms of her friend.) Having drops and water at hand, she was soon recovered; and after a few sighs, that removed the oppression from her heart, she said, “Tell me, if it is the illusion of my senses only, or if indeed I have a child ?” “No, my dear lady, you are not deceived—we have told you truth.” “Then, where is she? (cried the Countess, eagerly) let me see her—I die with impatience!” “Recover your spirits (answered the Count;) collect your fortitude, and I will immediately fetch her to your arms.” “O, hasten! hasten! (cried she, dissolving in tears, which they were glad to see.) And the Count, with joy, flew to the hotel, where poor Matilda waited in all the agonies of suspense. “The discovery is made, my dear young lady; your mother is impatient to receive and bless you.”

This intelligence, though so anxiously wished for, gave her inexpressible agitations; she got up and sat down, two or three times, without speaking, or being able to move 37; and at length, with trembling knees, was conveyed to the carriage, the Captain, at the request of the Count, accompanying them. When arrived at the house, and conducted to a room, she had a glass of wine to raise her spirits, whilst the Count announced her arrival. In a few minutes he returned, and took her hand. The Captain wished not to be present at the first interview. With a tremor through her whole frame she gave her hand; the door opened; she saw a lady, at the top of the room, who appeared to be in tears. Matilda saw no more, she sprung from the Count, threw herself on her knees before her, and without uttering one word, sunk into insensibility. The friends hastened to her relief. The Countess sat stupid, gazing wildly on her, without moving. When Matilda’s senses were a little restored she looked up, she exclaimed, “My mother! O, have I a mother?” That word recalled the Countess to sense and feeling; she clasped her in her arms, “Blessed! blessed sound! (she cried) my child, my dearest daughter! heaven be thanked.” She dropped on her knees and lifted her hands and eyes to heaven, then again embraced her child, whose soft and tender emotions were too
powerful to admit of speech, nor is it possible to describe the tumultuous joy of both for many minutes. The unhappy widow, the childless parent, dead to every hope of comfort, to embrace a child, adorned with every grace, to feel those delightful sensations to which her breast had been a stranger, and which mothers only can conceive,—a blessing so great, so unexpected, no language can describe. What then must be the feelings of Matilda, after suffering such a variety of sorrows, to find herself in the arms of a parent? O, sweet and undefinable emotions, when reciprocal between a mother and a child! who can speak the rapture of each tender bosom, when parental and filial love unite!

After the first transports were a little abated, the Captain was introduced. The Countess welcomed him as the preserver of her child. He was struck with the perfect resemblance between the mother and daughter, and extremely gratified by the affectionate attention of every one present.

In the evening Matilda promised to relate the particulars of her whole story, and the following day to write to her friends.

The Count now pursued his voyage to Nice, still doubtful of Matilda’s safety, and the sincerity of Mr. Weimar’s repentance.

The wind was not favourable to his impatience, and the passage was a tedious one; at last, however, he was landed at Nice, and, after many enquiries, learnt there was a Turkish vessel on the point of sailing. He flew to the ship; the Captain was on board; without reserve the Count acquainted him with his errand, and search after Matilda. “Indeed, Sir, (said the Captain) I pity you; ‘tis peculiarly unfortunate, that they have quitted Nice three days, on their way to Vienna.”

The poor Count was struck dumb with vexation and disappointment; the Captain, however, related to him the whole story, as he recollected, in Matilda’s narrative, he was mentioned as a particular friend. “When, (added he) the Countess was acquainted with the extent of her daughter’s obligations to the ladies in Germany, she instantly proposed going to Vienna, which being correspondent to Matilda’s wishes, their friends consented to accompany them, and the happy party sat off three days ago. Me, (said the Captain) they have rewarded with unbounded generosity much beyond my wishes or deserts; I shall now return, to live in the bosom of my family, and give up the sea for ever.”

The Count applauded his resolution; and taking a ring from his finger, of value, “Wear this, my dear Sir, as a testimony of my esteem for the friend of Matilda, and remember, that in the Count de Bouville you will ever find one, upon any future occasion.”

The Captain could not refuse so polite a compliment, though he was already amply gratified for the services he had done.

Thus we see a just and generous action scarcely ever fails of being properly recompensed.

The Count had now nothing to do but follow his mistress. He remembered Mrs. Courtney telling him he was going on a Quixote expedition. What would she say now,
thought he, how exult at my disappointed knight-errantry? Then, when he thought of the discovery of Matilda’s birth, “Ah! (said he) should I no longer be dear to her, of what use is my pursuit? she will now be introduced to the great world, and my pretensions may be distanced by a thousand pretenders of more merit and superior fortune! Nevertheless, I will not give her up until from herself I receive my doom.” Accordingly the following morning, a little recovered from his fatigue, he set off for Vienna.

Meantime the Countess, her daughter, the Count and Countess Marfallini, with their attendants, were safely arrived at Vienna, from whence Matilda wrote to her beloved friends, and earnestly requested the favour of seeing them.

‘Tis impossible to describe the transports which her letter occasioned. They lost no time in setting off, and that very same evening their names were announced, Lord Delby and the young Count restraining their impatience till the following day.

The mutual joy, congratulations and expressions of obligation which took place on their meeting may be easier conceived than described. The Countess Berniti was never weary of pouring forth her acknowledgements to the friends and preservers of her child, whilst they, on the other hand, could not help admiring the wonderful chain of events which had gradually led the way to such a happy discovery, both for her and the Countess of Wolfenbach.

“To-morrow, (said the Marquis) we shall beg leave to introduce our friend Lord Delby, and the young Count, my sister’s son. I assure you, (said he, addressing Matilda) when we first heard of your being forced from the convent, our young Frederic, though only sixteen years old, had the gallantry to offer himself as your champion, to pursue and deliver you.” “Can I wonder at his generosity and heroism, my dear Sir, (answered she) born of such a mother, and possessing doubtless the virtues of his family? No; I am already prepossessed in his favor; I know he must resemble my charming Countess.”

She forebore speaking of Lord Delby, that she might not be obliged to ask for the Countess, his sister, as she concluded the marriage must have taken place long ago.

They spent a most delightful evening together, and engaged to accompany the Countess of Wolfenbach to her seat, in three days from the present, that lady next day sending orders to prepare for the reception of her noble guests.

Matilda longed to see young Frederic, and her ideas of him were all confirmed when she beheld him: his elegant form and polished manners, in some measure, reconciled her to his late father, for having done his son so much justice in his education. Every one was charmed with him; and lord Delby was received with all the respect due to his rank and merit.

As both the Countess Berniti and her daughter were silent respecting the Count, the others were equally cautious not to name him, lest they might say more than Matilda chose to have known; and there being no opportunities for private conversation, the Marchioness earnestly wished to be in the country, that they might enjoy a few uninterrupted tete-à-tetes.

At the appointed time they all quitted Vienna, and arrived at the Countess’s villa.
They were just seated at the dinner table when the Count De Bouville’s name was announced. The Marchioness gave a cry of joy; the knife and fork dropped from Matilda’s hand, and it was with difficulty she kept her seat when he entered the room. The Marquis introduced him to the strangers as his particular friend: as they had never heard his named mentioned, they received him with the politeness due to that recommendation only: but when he advanced to Matilda she changed colour, and trembled so violently as to attract her mother’s observation, although she was too attentive just then to speak, for the Count’s agitations were visibly greater than hers; he bowed upon her hand and said a few words, but they were not intelligible. The Marquis hurried him through the rest of the company, and then placed him between Lord Delby and himself, saying, “Now, if you please, let us have our dinner; I put a negative to all compliments and questions for this hour to come—‘tis plain we are all very glad to see each other.”

In consequence of this seasonable order the conversation became general, and the Count and Matilda had time to recover themselves. She wondered indeed no one asked for his lady, nor that she appeared to be of the party. He cannot help being a little confused, thought she, and did not expect to find me here, I suppose: well, I must try to exert my fortitude, and, amidst so many blessings, I ought not to repine that one is withheld from my possession. Occupied by these reflections, she ate very little, nor attended to the conversation.

The Countess, her mother, who had been an attentive observer both of the Count and her daughter, said, “My love, Matilda, you eat nothing.” She almost started, but replied, “I beg your pardon, madam, I am doing extremely well.”

Bouville, who had been at no loss to discover Matilda’s mother, as well from the likeness as the tender looks of the latter, now paid that lady particular attention.

When the dinner and servants were removed, the Marchioness complained of a trifling head-ach, and said she would go for a few minutes into the air. “Will you step out with me, Matilda?” “With pleasure, my dear madam, (answered she, rising quickly from her chair, and gad to escape.)

The two friends walked to the garden. “My dear Matilda, (cried the Marchioness) I could rein in my impatience no longer; I was eager to congratulate you on the arrival of the Count, and on your happiness, in having now all your friends about you.” “You are ever good and kind to me, my dear madam. I have indeed met with so many great and undeserved blessings, that my heart bounds in gratitude to heaven for its goodness towards one who, a short time since, thought herself the most unhappy of her sex.” “You will remember, my dear, (said the Marchioness) it was my constant lesson to you, never to despair. Providence has now brought you out of all your troubles; a reliance on its justice and mercy, and an humble and grateful heart for the blessings you enjoy, will henceforth make your happiness permanent. But, my dear Matilda, I can perceive your confidence in your charming mother has not been quite unreserved; I plainly see she is a stranger even to the name of the Count De Bouville; how comes that to the case?” “As all possibility of any connexion between the Count and myself was at an end, I conceived there would be an indelicacy in mentioning his former offers to my mother; yet perhaps I was wrong, and ought to have done justice to the sentiments he
then honoured me with, as they proved his generosity and nobleness of mind. If I have been wrong, (said she, with a sigh) 'tis not too late to repair the fault, though it can be of no consequence to him now.” “Your words astonish me, (cried the Marchioness;) what has the Count De Bouville done to have forfeited your esteem?” “Nothing, madam, (replied she, confused;) he has done nothing to lessen his merit or virtues in my estimation.” “I think indeed, (resumed her friend) you must be strangely altered. If it should be so, for I thought you always an enthusiast in gratitude, and surely the man who made you an unreserved offer of his hand, and though rejected, still preserved his affection through many temptations—who has traversed lands and seas in search of you.” “Of me, madam! (exclaimed Matilda, surprised;) pardon my interruption, but did you say the Count had been in search of me?” “Doubtless I did, (replied her friend;) can that surprise you; could you suppose we did not inform him, you were in the power of Weimar? or that he knowing it, would not range through the world to find you? I am sorry you do him so little justice, Matilda, for certainly he is entitled to your warmest gratitude, if your heart no longer speaks in his favour.” Astonishment overpowered the sense of Matilda for a moment. “He is not then married to Mrs. Courtney?” (said she, faintly,) “To Mrs. Courtney! good God! no; how came you to entertain such a ridiculous idea?”

Joy, transport and unexpected relief from the painful thoughts she long had entertained were now too powerful for her feelings: with difficulty she tottered to a seat, and leaning her head on her friend’s shoulder, burst into a flood of tears, which preserved her from fainting.

“My dear Matilda, (cried the Marchioness) I now clearly comprehend the whole; but, at the same time that I give you joy of your doubts being removed, I could beat you for presuming to wrong my amiable friend by entertaining them; see that you excuse yourself well, or depend upon my displeasure.”

Matilda, after taking some time to recover her spirits, mentioned the anonymous letter; also, nearly as she could recollect, the contents of Mrs. Courtney’s, written to her whilst she was in the convent; she repeated her answer. “After which (added Matilda) your journey taking place, when you kindly sent to invite me of your party, the Count was not mentioned; I therefore naturally concluded he was married, and remained with his lady, and that, from considerate motives you declined giving me the information.” “How industrious some spirits are to torment themselves, (exclaimed the Marchioness) yet I own you had some little cause for your conclusion; but I am most inconceivably surprised Mrs. Courtney should have taken such a step; that she was very partial to him, I believe, and might wish for a return from him, is also very probable, but I am convinced the Count never did make, nor ever thought of making the smallest pretensions to her favour, any more than common politeness required; and so, my little credulous, jealous friend, I desire you will return to the company, make the Count one of your best courtesies, and pay him the highest attention, otherwise I will certainly put him out of the pain that now oppresses him, by telling the whole story.”

Matilda, who felt her heart uncommonly light, readily promised to behave very well, and requested the Marchioness would take an opportunity to acquaint her mother with the Count’s generosity and affection for her.
This being agreed on, the ladies returned to the dessert, with so much satisfaction in their countenances as excited the attention of their friends.

“I do not ask after the head-ach, (said the Marquis, smiling) a tete-à-tete seems to have driven it away.” “You are right, (answered his lady, in the same tone;) it sometimes cures both the head and the heart; but come, give us some fruit, it must be confessed you have done pretty well in our absence.

The Countess Berniti was delighted to see her daughter look cheerful; and as the Count De Bouville had engaged her in conversation, Matilda joined in it now and then with great complaisance towards him, which elevated his spirits to the highest pitch; and every thing relative to her being full in his mind, he observed what an uncommon generous Turk the Captain of the corsair was.

“Why, do you know him, my Lord?” (asked the Countess.)

He was struck mute; Matilda hung her head, evidently confused.

“Ah! Count, Count, (said the Marquis) when men get tipsy, whether with wine or joy, out pops all their secrets; but I see you are dumb—I will answer for you. Yes, madam, (added he, addressing the Countess) I believe the Count does know the Captain, for he has been taken a prisoner too.” “Indeed! (cried she) what, at the same time my daughter was?” “I will not take upon me to say, (answered he, smiling archly at Matilda) that it was exactly at the same time, but I believe it was pretty nearly so.”

The Marchioness and her sister could not help laughing at this equivocation, which added to the confusion of Matilda.

“Come, come, (cried the Countess, her friend) none of your pleasantry, my Lord; the Count shall tell his own story to the ladies another time, and I will assist him where he fails to do himself justice.”

The Count bowed; “You are very good to me, madam; I am only afraid I shall have occasion for troubling you and the Marchioness to prove your partiality for me, at the expence of your judgment.” “Very well, Count, (said the Marquis) I am thrown out, I see. Faith, you are in the right; a young handsome fellow seldom fails of engaging the ladies, whilst no such dust is thrown in our eyes, to blind our judgment, or obtain a partial testimony.” “Be quiet, Marquis, (said his sister;) you are really malicious.”

The company arose soon after, and going into the garden, divided into little parties. The Marchioness and the two Countesses went towards an alcove; the lady of the house, with Matilda, the Count, Lord Delby and Frederic took another path; the Marquis and Count Marcellini strolled into a different one.

Matilda now took an opportunity to atone for the omission she had been guilty of, by asking Lord Delby after Mrs. Courtney and his son. Meantime the Marchioness explained to the Countess the sentiments of the Count De Bouville; his early affection for Matilda, his repeated offers of marriage, an her noble refusal openly, grounded on the uncertainty of her birth, since she did not deny a preferable esteem for him. She also repeated his long and tedious searches after her, as far as she knew of them, and
concluded with observing, his rank and fortune, elevated as both were, fell far short of his merit and amiable disposition. When she had finished, “I own to you, madam, (said the Countess) your relation has broken in upon my favourite plan. I hoped to have carried my daughter to Naples, and to have seen her married and settled there for life. Ah! (said she) to what purpose did I find her, if we are to be separated again?” “But where is the necessity for a separation? (said the Countess Marcillini) cannot you alternately visit each other every year?” “No, (replied she;) when she marries there will be many things to prevent it. Indeed, (added she, in tears) good and amiable as the Count is, I wish Matilda had never known him.” “Possibly, madam, (answered the Marchioness, very gravely) she might then never have seen the convent, never have been carried off, and you still ignorant you had such a daughter living, whose generous self-denial deserves some praise, as the Count’s disinterested and uncommon passion is entitled to some consideration: but I beg your ladyship’s pardon; I have only done my duty making this communication; the Lady, Matilda, will doubtless conform herself to your wishes.”

The Countess, struck with her words and manner of speaking them, caught her hand, and kissing it, “Pardon me, dearest madam, (said she) if I have appeared petulant and ungrateful, my heart is not so, but consider how natural it is for a mother, just in possession of a treasure so long and painfully regretted as entirely lost, to be jealous of a superior attachment, and unhappy at the idea of parting from an object so entwined about her heart.” “It is natural, my dear madam, (answered the Marchioness) and if I did not hope some method might be found out to obviate the objection, I believe the Count would have little chance of succeeding with——” “Your and my Matilda, (said the Countess, eagerly.) That “Lady Matilda” struck me to the heart.” “She is indeed mine, (replied the Marchioness) my adopted child; and had the want of fortune only prevented her union with the Count, we offered largely to remove it; but her objections proceeded from an elevation of soul, a greatness of mind, that would not disgrace the man she married, whilst the Count thought she would dignify any rank, and honour any man to whom she gave her hand.” “Amiable, good young people! (said the Lady Marcellini.) O! my dear Countess, they ought not to be separated.” “Nor shall they, (answered she) if I find their affection is still mutual: I will have a private conversation with Matilda tomorrow, and you, madam, shall immediately know the result.”

They now walked towards the house, and were soon joined by the rest of their party.

Notwithstanding every one wished to appear pleasing, the evening was not a gay one. The Countess Berniti seemed collected within herself: Matilda was confused and apprehensive; the Count De Bouville distracted with doubts, drew unfavourable omens from the looks of the mother and daughter, and therefore was very silent. They separated at an early hour, and sought in sleep a forgetfulness of care.

The following morning, the Countess and Matilda being alone in their dressing room, the former said, “How comes it, my dear child, that, in relating your story to me, you never mentioned the particular obligations you owed to the Count De Bouville, for his generous offers?” “Because, madam, (answered Matilda, blushing) I thought it would appear to give myself a consequence I did not wish to arrogate, for merely doing my duty in declining them. Another reason was, I had been misled into a belief, that the Count had married an English lady, a sister of Lord Delby’s; and therefore supposing he
never could be any thing to me, I judged it of no consequence, for the present, at least, to say any thing about him.” “You have answered with candour and sincerity (said the Countess) and I expect the same to the following question: do you love the Count De Bouville?” “If, madam, (replied she, hesitating a little) to prefer him to any other man I ever saw; if to confess that I think him deserving of the highest esteem from every one he honours with his acquaintance; if this is to be called love, I must answer in the affirmative.” “You are not quite so ready and explicit in this answer, (said the Countess, with a smile) nevertheless I believe your sentiments in his favour are pretty decisive; and if my conjectures are right, what part am I to act, and how be expected to give a sanction to your union, which, in all probability, will part us for ever?” “Never, my dear mother, (answered she, in a firm tone) never; no power on earth shall part us again: how great soever my affection for the Count may be, be assured my duty, my love for you will greatly over-balance it; and if the alternative must be to part with one, behold me ready to give him up, without the least degree of hesitation.” “Now, my dear Matilda, (said the Countess, extremely moved by the firmness of her voice, and the expression in her eyes) now you have found the way to subdue me at once: you shall make no such sacrifices for me, my child; and I will think of some method to reconcile your duty and inclination to my wishes.” Matilda kissed her mother’s hand with the warmest affection, and some of their friends coming into the room precluded further conversation. She went in search of the Marchioness. She was told that lady was in the garden, and thither she repaired, when, coming to an alcove, she saw her seated in earnest conversation with the Count De Bouville. She would have turned back, but the Count ran, caught her hand, and led her to the Marchioness. “I am rejoiced to see you, (said she) my dear child; do, pray, take this troublesome young man off my hands, for I declare he has been making down right love to me.” “Who, I?” (said the Count.) “Yes, (answered she) you know you have—as a proxy; and, as I am quite tired of being only a substitute, I leave Matilda to supply my place for the present.” She got up and walked away, Matilda being too much confused to have the resolution to prevent her.

The Count seized this moment to know his doom. He besought her attention for a few moments; briefly ran over the affair between Mrs. Courtney and him, as a mere bagatelle, without wounding the lady’s consequence. His distress and pursuit of her through France, Switzerland, Germany, from thence to Tunis and back again. He described the fervency of his love and the tortures of suspense; called upon her in the tenderest manner, to remember the time when she had said, “If her rank and fortune equalled his, she would, with pleasure, give him her hand.” “And now, madam, (added he) that hour so much wished for by you, though of little consequence, in my estimation, when thrown into the scale with unequalled merit and dignity of mind; that hour is arrived, deign, my beloved Matilda, to tell me, if I still can boast a share in your esteem; tell me, if I may presume to hope, that, however changed your situation, your heart, faithful to your other friends, has not withdrawn itself from him who lives only for you, and depends on you for happiness or misery in extreme?”

Matilda endeavoured to assume a composure she did not feel, for after the conversation with her mother she thought she was not at liberty to act for herself. Being silent a few moments she replied, “Believe me, Sir, my heart is still unchanged, still the same grateful and affectionate sentiments predominate in my mind: the Count De Bouville possesses my esteem, if possible, more than ever, for my obligations to him are increased; but—I have a mother; no longer mistress of my own destiny, she must
determine for me. I will not scruple to confess, that it will be to me the happiest moment in my life, if my duty and affection to her coincide with your wishes.”

The Count, transported with joy, kissed her hand in expressive silence, whilst Matilda rose from her seat and hurried to the house, rejoiced that this interview was over. She returned to her mother’s apartment. The ladies were with her. The Marchioness smiled a little maliciously at her, but observing she looked rather agitated, she asked, “What is become of the gentlemen this morning? have you seen the Marquis and his friends, my love?” “No, madam, (replied she) I suppose they are rambling in the grounds.”

Just then the Marquis entered. “Ah! ladies, (said he) I am happy to see you together: I have undertaken to bring a cause before your tribunal to-day, against one of your coterie, and I expect an impartial judgment. What say you, ladies, dare you promise to be just and sincere?” “Your impertinent question is so affronting to us, (replied the Countess) that I think we ought to decline hearing your cause.” “Conscience, conscience, my dear sister, (cried he, smiling) nevertheless, I will open my brief. A gentleman of rank, fortune and unquestionable merit (here Matilda trembled) has, for some time, entertained the warmest affection and respect for an amiable woman. When first he knew and admired her she was in a situation that precluded hope, he was therefore condemned to silence; that situation is changed; he has no obstacles to combat but the lady’s over-strained delicacy: she owns a preferable esteem, but—she cannot approve of a second marriage.” Here all eyes were glanced at the Countess, who was confused. Matilda began to respire. “Tell me, ladies, (resumed the Marquis, ingenuously) should so futile an objection preclude her from making a worthy man happy, gratifying her own partiality in his favour, and giving a dear and valuable additional relation to her friends? You see I put the case simply and plainly. Will you, madam, (addressing the Countess Berniti) have the goodness to speak first?” “I am not an advocate, Sir, (she answered) for second marriages; on the contrary, I think there are but very few cases that can justify them. If a woman is left with a family she is anxious to provide for, and has an eligible offer, that will enable her to do so, duty to them should make her accept it; gratitude to the generous man, should render her a good and affectionate wife. If a woman has had a bad husband, who has used her ill, and unworthy of her merit, I conceive she owes no respect to his memory, but may, without any imputation whatever, reward the affection of a deserving object, and find her own happiness in so doing.” The Countess Marcellini, said, “My sentiments exactly correspond with my amiable friend’s.” “And mine, also, (cried the Marchioness) only I must be permitted to add, that if a woman so situated declines the offer, from over-delicacy, which is no delicacy at all, and by so doing renders a worthy man wretched, and refines away her own happiness at the same time, I think her quite inexcusable, and deserving reproach from her friends.” “Thank you, my love, (said the Marquis;) and now, sister, your opinion, if you please.”

“Mine, (answered she, in some confusion) you are no stranger to, otherwise whence this appeal? but to convince you I am neither obstinate nor perverse, but open to conviction and the advice of my best friends, I will frankly subscribe to the opinion and judgment of these ladies.” “Now, (said the Marquis) you have redeemed my love and esteem. I will not apply to our sweet Matilda here; she is unqualified, at present, to judge; and I fear her trial is not far off from an accusation something similar, though not on account of a second marriage; however I shall now rejoice my client with
intelligence, that he has gained his cause.” He bowed with a smiling air, and left the room.

“My dear sister, (said the Marchioness) accept my congratulations: Lord Delby is a most worthy nobleman, and offers to reside in whatever country you please; wherever you are will be his home.”

The ladies all congratulated the Countess.

“I own, (said she) I have a very preferable regard for Lord Delby, and am, in all probability, indebted to him for my life and present happiness: it shall henceforth be my study to return those obligations.”

This matter being settled, the ladies retired to dress; and, after a little hesitation in her voice, Matilda informed her mother of the preceding conversation, between herself and the Count. “I have referred him to you, madam, and I beg previously to observe, I will implicitly, and without a murmur, abide by your decision. I never will be separated from you; and if my union with the Count must be attended with so great a sacrifice, no consideration whatever shall induce me to marry him. I have already shewn I can resign him, when I think it my duty to do so.” “You are an extraordinary good girl, (answered the Countess) but I will make no promises; when I have heard the Count, I shall be the better able to determine what I ought to do.”

This day a cheerfulness pervaded through the whole party. Young Frederic, extremely attached to Lord Delby, was delighted with the prospect of a nearer connexion. He was charmed with the Count De Bouville; but his young heart felt a little degree of envy when he considered him as the favoured lover of Matilda, whom he admired so exceedingly, that his extreme youth only prevented him from being a formidable rival.

In the evening, when they took their usual walk, the Count requested the honour of a quarter of an hour’s conversation with the Countess Berniti, and they retired to an alcove.

Matilda, who was leaning on the Lady Marcellini’s arm, trembled so exceedingly, that she pressed her hand, and said, “Fear nothing, my good girl, and hope every thing.” This a little re-assured her, and they pursued their walk.

The Marquis suddenly joined them, and observing her companion engaged in chat, drew her gently aside, “There is a letter for you, under my cover, and I suspect, from Weimar.” They walked aside, and Matilda, hastily opening it, found it was really from him. He had entered among the Carthusians, at Paris. He pathetically laments all his past crimes, and acknowledges the justice and mercy of God: calls upon her to forgive and pray for him; cautions her against the allurements of the world, and takes an everlasting leave of her; meaning, from the hour he receives one line from her, to inform him, that she has recovered a mother, and is happy in her present prospects, to shut up his correspondence and connexion with the world for ever.”

This letter affected Matilda greatly; she remembered the care he had taken of her youth, though she shuddered when she considered him as the murderer of her father.
“Unhappy man, (cried she) may God afford him penitence and peace in this life, and endless happiness in the world to come!” She promised the Marquis to write an answer the following morning, and he undertook to enclose it.

She joined her friends; but the letter had given so melancholy a turn to her thoughts, that every one took notice of her dejection; and judging it to arise from another cause, every one was anxious to dispel it, and raise her spirits.

At supper they all met. Matilda glanced her eyes once towards the Count, and observed joy seemed to animate his whole frame; from thence she derived hope, that he was not very displeasing to her mother.

When they retired for the night, the Countess was silent; Matilda of course asked no questions.

The next morning the Countess held a long conversation with her two Neapolitan friends; at the conclusion of which, the Count and her daughter were sent for. They attended, both visibly agitated. After they were seated, the Countess addressed herself to her child: “My dear Matilda, the Count has done you the honour to express a very warm attachment to you, and has requested me to authorize his addresses, without which permission you have refused to listen to him. I expect you answer me with sincerity; will my consent, my sanction to his addresses meet your wishes? or, can you renounce him, and follow me to Naples, if I desire it?” “Certainly I will, madam, there, or any where you command; at the same time, I should make a very poor return for the obligations I owe the Count De Bouville, if I hesitated to own, that had his addresses been favoured with the approbation of my mother, I could have preferred him to all men living; but no preference whatever shall militate against the superior obligations I am under to a parent.” “Come to my arms, my dear children, (cried the Countess, extending them) I know not which is most dear to me.”

They threw themselves at her feet; she blessed them with tears of joy and joined their hands. Both were speechless, but language was not necessary to prove their mutual transports. She raised them, and presented them to her friends, “Love my children, (said she) I think they deserve it.”

When a little recovered from their joy, and seated by her, “Now listen to me, (said the Countess;) I will not repeat the conversation I had with the Count last evening, ‘tis sufficient to say his offer were beyond my hopes or expectations: he frankly of himself requested my daughter and self should never be separated, for he would settle in Naples. That intention of his did away the only objection I could make. I consented to his wishes, but reserved to myself the pleasure of telling Matilda so. Last night, when I came to reflect on the sacrifice the Count was about to make, of his country, his friends, the injury his fortune must sustain, and the uncommon affection he manifested for my daughter, in paying me so great a compliment, I felt myself little in my own eyes for my acceptance of his generous offer. Dissatisfied and uneasy, I said nothing to you, my love, of our conversation. This morning I consulted my friends; they were equally struck with myself at the Count’s attention to my happiness; their opinion coincided with my own—that it became my character not to accept such a resignation.” “My dear mother!” (exclaimed Matilda.) “Patience, my love; those generous friends, I presume to flatter myself, decided against their own inclinations. In one word, they approved that I
should renounce Naples; that your country, (turning to the Count) should be my country; and that the satisfaction of entertaining the friends of my youth, who offer to pay me a triennial visit, should be the only favour I ought to ask, or you consistently can grant. Yes, my dear children, (added she) I will accompany you to France, and end my days under your roof.”

Never was delight equal to what the Count felt at this unexpected turn in his favour; for it could not be supposed he could renounce his country and friends without a pang; on the contrary, only his superior love for Matilda, and respect for the feelings of her mother, could have induced him to offer so great a sacrifice. He thanked her, in transports of joy. He embraced the Count and Countess. “Complete your goodness, (cried he) and add to my obligations, by making this your first visit,—go with us to France, and let there be no drawback on my happiness.

The Countess and Matilda urging the same request, they consented to spend three months with them.

“Now, young folks, (said the Countess, smiling) you may take a walk and congratulate each other, conscious that you deserve the happiness that awaits you, from nobleness of mind, and a generous self-denial, which preferred the satisfaction of others to your own gratification.”

The Count availed himself of this permission, and led Matilda to the garden, whilst the delighted mother sent for the rest of the family and repeated the preceding scene.

Pleasure shone on every face—all were equally happy; and even Frederic, with a repressed sigh, said, “They were deserving of each other.”

Within a week from that day the Countess of Wolfenbach gave her hand to Lord Delby at Vienna, after a mutual agreement, that they should divide their time equally between Germany and England, with sometimes a visit to their friends in Paris, which was promised, on all sides, should be reciprocal.

The Count De Bouville wrote to his sister, Madame De Clermont, who was returned to Paris, with restored health, on the happy turn of his affairs, and requested she would make every magnificent preparation for the reception of his guests, the Count and Countess Marcellini; the Countess Berniti and Matilda accompanying the Marchioness until proper arrangements should take place for their marriage, which all were desirous should be publicly performed at Paris, to confute the odium Mademoiselle De Fontelle had thrown upon Matilda’s character.

Lord Delby and his lady had written to Mrs. Courtney, of the different events which had taken place, and requested a visit from her to Germany; the Marchioness and Matilda wrote, also, and entreated the same favour.

These letters a little discomposed her at first; but as she had given up all hopes of the Count, and was not of a disposition to fret herself long on any subject, being naturally of an easy temper, she answered their letters with perfect good-humour,
congratulated them on the happiness before them, and promised to visit all parties the following spring.

The parting of the friends from the Countess and Lord Delby was very painful: they were strongly entreated to accompany them, but Frederic having only another month’s leave of absence, to remain with his mother, the time was too short to admit of his going to Paris, and the Countess could not be persuaded to leave him; they were therefore obliged to be contented with the assurance of an early visit to the Count De Bouville, in the spring, when they would come to meet Mrs. Courtney.

The Paris travellers, though much affected by taking leave, as they proceeded on their journey, recovered their spirits, and arrived without meeting any accident at Paris.

Madame De Clermont, her husband, Madame De Nancy, and Mademoiselle De Bancre waited to receive them. Great was the joy of all parties: a thousand embraces and felicitations passed between the Count’s sister, Mademoiselle De Bancre and Matilda; and when the latter called to her remembrance the difference of her feelings now, and when before she had felt herself humbled by their caresses, as passing upon them in a false light, she bent herself, with a grateful adoration, to the Divine Being, who had protected her, and by such unforeseen, and apparently, untoward accidents, brought her to such unexpected happiness.

The Count Marcellini waited on the Neapolitan Minister, who came and paid his compliments to the ladies, congratulating the Countess on the recovery of such a daughter, and requesting he might have the honour of introducing them at court.

Three days after the Marchioness gave a superb entertainment: all the foreign ministers were invited, an extensive circle of friends, and among the rest, Madame Le Brun and her niece, who were just returned from England. Conscious as they were of their ill conduct, they had not the resolution to refuse being present at an entertainment where all the great world was invited, and appeared with much effrontery. When they entered, the Marchioness led them to the Countess Berniti, “The Countess Berniti, ladies, mother to the Lady Matilda, whom you had the honour of seeing with me a few months ago, as my relation.” They bowed, paid their compliments, in a confused manner, and hurried on; but the Marchioness had not done with them; she observed the Imperial and Neapolitan Ambassadors were conversing with Matilda; they rather shrunk back; “Nay, ladies, (said she) you must pay your respects to the queen of the day.” Mademoiselle felt extremely confused, yet resolved to put a good face on the matter; she assumed a gay and affectionate air as she advanced. The Marchioness having introduced Madame Le Brun, “And now, (said she, to Fontelle) let me present you to Lady Matilda Berniti, one of the first families in Naples, as his Excellency can bear witness; and to your Ladyship I beg leave to say, this is Mademoiselle De Fontelle, the envious traducer of your character; the despicable young woman, who, incapable of practising virtue, from the depravity of her own mind, naturally hates the good and exalted characters of those who entitle themselves to the respect and admiration of the world, and who now meets with that contempt and mortification worthless and censorious characters like hers deserve.”

The struggles of Fontelle, to free her hand from the Marchioness, and the elevated voice of that lady, had drawn a large circle round her. “Go, Mademoiselle,
(added she) leave the presence of those you can never see without self-accusation; and may your example teach others how cautious they ought to be in judging of persons and appearances from the malignancy of their own hearts. Candour and good nature (said she, smiling) will give beauty to the most indifferent faces, whilst envy and malice will render the most beautiful persons truly contemptible.

Matilda, who had not expected this denouement, was extremely confused, and felt for the mortified Fontelle, but the numbers who crowded round her, and expressed their satisfaction, though in some degree abated her regret, induced her to think there was little dependence on the applauses of the multitude; these very people, thought she, a few months ago encouraged the persons they now reprobate; let me not be vain of respect which only circumstances create!

Matilda thought justly; since every day’s experience must convince her, fortuitous circumstances will engage the shew of esteem and respect, which the next moment of misfortune will as assuredly deprive is of, among those who are not capable of discriminating, and attach themselves only to persons gifted by fortune, and are incapable of giving merit, if in obscurity, the praise it deserves.

The two ladies having left the room, boiling with rage and indignation, and leaving a useful lesson to the envious and ill-natured, harmony was restored; every one exerted themselves for the entertainment of others, and every one agreed it was the most delightful evening they had ever spent; though many of them called on Mademoiselle De Fontelle the following morning, expressed their sorrow for the ill treatment she suffered, and assured her it was the most horrid entertainment; the Lady Matilda, the idol of the evening, the most vain, impertinent, conceited creature they had ever seen.

Such is the progress of envy, such the hatred of virtue, in bad minds, and such you meet with in all public circles.

In less than a fortnight after their arrival in Paris, the Count De Bouville, who had been indefatigable in his endeavours to hasten all the elegant arrangements he had projected for the reception of his bride, had the pleasure of seeing every thing in proper order, and by the approbation of all their joint relations and friends, received the hand and heart of his Matilda, who all acknowledged was the only one deserving the entire affection of the accomplished and respectable Count De Bouville.

Thus, after a variety of strange and melancholy incidents, Matilda received the reward of her steadiness, fortitude, and virtuous self-denial. A consciousness of performing her several duties ensured her happiness; and when she wrote her beloved Mother St. Magdalene the happy conclusion of her adventures, “From you, (said she) I learned resignation, and a dependence on that Being who never forsakes the virtuous; from you I learned never to despair; to your precepts and prevention I am indebted for not taking the veil; and I trust, called into an elevated situation, I shall ever remember the unfortunate have claims upon the hearts of those whom God has blessed with affluence; and that, through your means, reserved to experience every blessing of life, I shall feel it my duty, by active virtues, to extend, to the utmost of my abilities, those blessings to others less fortunate than myself.”

FINIS
EXPLANATORY NOTES

1 *Portmanteau:* An alternative spelling of portmanteau, “a case or bag for carrying clothing and other necessaries when travelling” (SOED).

2 *a great Baron:* Bertha seems to confuse titles here, since the castle belongs to the Count of Wolfenbach.

3 *the day before yesterday was the second day of our travelling from Zurich:* They must have been travelling to, and not from, Zurich.

4 *Coquet:* The spelling “coquet” was both masculine and feminine at the time; the modern spelling for the feminine is “coquette”.

5 *it must be discovered by somebody, and we are all undone:* The perfect form, “must have been”, seems to make it clearer that the passage was used by whoever kidnapped the Countess.

6 *‘twas n’t:* We have retained this irregular position of the apostrophe (n’t) to preserve the two contractions

7 *the child of misfortune, as you just now styled yourself:* We do not hear Matilda describe herself thus, so this lack of reference could be due to a revision of the text. Another possibility is that Matilda uses this expression in her recital of everything that has happened at the castle, where she may have included a repetition of her own story, and therefore these would indeed be Matilda’s words, even though we cannot hear them.

8 *Madame de Roch:* Mademoiselle de Fontelle’s aunt is later called Madame le Brune.

9 *Maria, her attendant:* The Countess’ companion in her captivity is later on called Margarite.

10 *from the quantity of blood...you look quite enchanting:* In the late eighteenth century, a sickly appearance, indeed consumptive-looking, was glamorized. Novels reflected and encouraged the association between pallor, thinness and languor with delicacy and sensibility.

11 *‘tis possible you might mistake the tenor of the conversation you overheard:* “Might mistake” has a future sense, so “might have mistaken” or “might be mistaking” could be more accurate options.

12 *livre:* an old French currency, divided into 20 sols (or sous), about equal to the franc (SOED). It is significant that the Marquis talks about livres for Joseph’s settlement, but shifts into English pounds (a currency, after all, from a country foreign to his) to refer to Matilda’s. It points out to the necessity to quantify Matilda’s independency for the readers, supporting the claim that an increasing interest in defining exactly the income of the heroines can be perceived from the 1780s, when England began to suffer the effects of escalating inflation and cost of living (Copeland:161-2).

13 *Germany:* Germany and Switzerland are often used interchangeably to refer to Matilda’s origin (for instance, on p. 125 she is introduced as a young lady “brought up in Germany”, whereas on p.41 the Count is informed that “she resided in Switzerland”). Mr.Weimar, on the other hand, is consistently introduced as a German.

14 *like Sir Peter Teazle’s wound...in perfect health:* Sir Peter Teazle is one of the protagonists in R.B. Sheridan’s comedy *The School for Scandal*, first performed at Drury Lane Theatre on May 18, 1777. The whole scene of the gossips enlarging and aggravating the rumour about Matilda
and the Marchioness echoes Act V, Scene II of the comedy, in which a group of scandalmongers speculate about Sir Peter Teazle’s being involved in a duel. They even mistake a friend of Sir Peter’s, Sir Oliver, for a doctor, and disconcert him with questions about Sir Peter’s state of health, and the way in which he received his (at this point) deadly wounds. The scene culminates with Sir Peter Teazle entering the room, ignorant of what had been discussed. The criticism of hearsay, which in this novel takes a serious, moralistic tone, is eminently humorous in the play, best synthesised by Sir Oliver’s ironic remark: “My good friend, you are certainly mad to walk about in this condition; you should go to bed, you that have had a sword thro’ your small guts, and a bullet lodged in your thorax”.

15 which is to go…: The use of the present tense in this sentence seems to support the claim that the novel is set in the late eighteenth century.

16 That I never will be…to marry any other man: The capital letter to begin Matilda’s declaration could indicate that it is intended as a solemn vow.

17 Lettre de cachet: French, translates as “letter of the sign [or seal]”. According to the EB, a letter signed by the king and countersigned by a secretary of state and used mainly to authorize someone’s imprisonment. They were so extensively used that the complaints against them became part of the list of grievances presented to the Estates-General of 1789. When Matilda flies to England, “a land of liberty”, as the Count describes it (p.39), The Marchioness soothes her by explaining that “[Mr. Weimar] must prove his right to you before he can take you from us: here are no lettres de-cachet, the laws will protect you from injury; compose yourself, therefore, my dear girl—in England no violence can be offered to you in any shape” (p.71). As the novel goes on, the contrast between freedom in England and oppression in France becomes sharper, the lettre de cachet ultimately symbolizing the tyranny of absolutist monarchy, on the side of the villain, Mr. Weimar.

18 had letters of credit on the house of Sir Thomas Herries: The letter of credit was a system that enabled travellers to draw money in different countries by means of an arrangement between two bankers. The house of Sir Thomas Herries may refer here to one of the banks established by Sir Robert Herries, father or several innovations in travellers’ money: the London Exchange Banking Company, established around 1769, or Sir Robert Herries and Company, which originated from a new partnership in the 1790s (Symes).

19 dishabillé: “the state of being dressed in a negligent style” (SOED)

20 I think, my dear sister…against this monster: From this intervention from the Marquis, it seems that he was present while the Countess told her story; however, she was speaking to the Marchioness and Matilda in the Marchioness’s dressing room, a site for female conversation in the novel, where it is improbable that the Marquis should have found himself. The possibility that there has been a time lapse in which the Marchioness has reported the story minutely to her husband does not seem satisfactory either.

21 made their congées: took leave ceremoniously (SOED).

22 the princesses: The reference must be to the daughters of George III: Princess Royal, Charlotte Augusta Matilda (1766-1828), Augusta Sophia (1768-1840), Elizabeth (1770-1840), Mary (1776-1857), Sophia (1777-1848), and Amelia (1783-1810).

23 Great God! (cried she) here the scene…: Interventions on the part of the narrator are rare in inset narratives of the novel, where the character takes up the narrative for pages, uninterrupted and often as a continuum, with hardly any paragraphing.
she had been advised to visit Aix, and from thence to the Spa: These could be references to two of the most popular watering places for the French at the time: Aix-les-Bains, in Savoy, and Spa, then part of the Austrian Netherlands (Mackaman).

Four hundred a year, English money...under our protection: Taking into account the evolution of the purchasing power of the pound, this yearly settlement would be equivalent to between £36500 (Officer, 2008) and £40000 (House of Commons, 2005) nowadays, a sum that would allow her to “live genteelly” indeed.

They receive a superior gratification...in accepting the favors: The sentence is less obscure if “that” is read as “who”. Thus, “those who have the power of relieving sorrows receive a superior gratification than the receiver can in accepting the favours”.

laudanum: an opiate widely prescribed by doctors during the 18th and 19th centuries, on the grounds of its effectiveness as a painkiller and narcotic. Many physicians disregarding or denying its side-effects, the consumption of laudanum spread, and so did addiction to it. It was most commonly administered as a liquid mixture, usually infused in alcoholic drinks (Porter:398-412; Blair et al.:36).

Pride saves men oft, and women too, from falling: Slightly misquoted from George Farquhar’s comedy The Beaux’s Stratagem (first performed in 1707), II.ii:

And whatsoe’er the sages charge on pride,
The angel’s fall, and twenty faults beside;
On earth, I’m sure ’mong us of mortal calling,
Pride saves man oft, and woman too, from falling.

In a few days the party separated... to Tunbridge: Bath and Tunbridge Wells were fashionable watering resorts, which assembled great part of the national tourists, who went there either looking for therapeutic springs or for social assemblies and entertainment. By making the Count muse upon the differences between the modest Matilda and the “gay females of fashion” he encounters in Bath, the author intimates the image of superfluous amusement these places projected, and which Austen would later wonderfully depict in Northanger Abbey.

louis’or: The louis d’or, or louis, was the gold coin that circulated in France before the French Revolution. Named after the king Louis XIII, under whom it first appeared in 1640, it was replaced by the 20-franc gold piece in the time of Napoleon. It was similar in size to the English guinea, and, values not being stamped on silver and gold coins at that time, its rating is estimated at around 24 livres at the end of the eighteenth century (Requard:156; Pond:184).

their arrival at Tunis: Since its incorporation into the Ottoman Empire in 1574, Tunisia managed to maintain a high degree of autonomy from the Turkish rule until it became a French protectorate in the 19th century (BE).

The Countess advanced in her pregnancy: Pregnancies appear to be difficult to mention for the first time in inset stories in the novel. In this case, Mr. Weimar simply tells us that the Countess “advanced in her pregnancy” without any previous allusions to the fact that she was pregnant. In the Marchioness’s account of her sister’s story she interrupts the narration to explain, “(I had forgot to tell you she was with child)”, p.35.

a beautiful wood, where my brother frequently amused himself by having little vistas cut: The most appreciated type of English garden at the time would be one combining trim vistas with stretches of wild-looking land (often created artificially to imitate natural landscape, Bell:471).
The Count Berniti seems to be keen on this style of garden, although he has the chance to spruce up some corners of his wood instead of imitating the wood in a garden.

34 rendered him speechless and immoveable: Immoveable has the sense of “immutable”, “unshakable”. The convention of display of heightened emotions, however, would demand this word to mean “immobile” or “motionless”, so it is possible that the author may have resorted to the suffix –able to signify inability to move.

35 His intention was to enter... alter his resolution: Although Mr. Weimar resolves to join the order of poverty (the Franciscan Order), he later on is reported to have entered a Carthusian monastery in France. Parsons probably had in mind the rule of the latter when she mentions its severity, the Carthusian Order being conspicuous for the eremitic lifestyle of its monks, who live in individual cells and only meet their partners once a week, and their family once a year (EB).

36 You remember the Chevalier N——... related to him: The only Chevalier mentioned who could have any connection to Matilda is the Chevalier de Montreville, the Countess of Wolfenbach’s suitor. He seems to be the person they allude to, because Matilda was “in some degree related to him”, and she implies that he is dead without overtly saying so. Against this supposition we find that the Chevalier’s name starts with an M, and not an N, as the Count Marcellini calls him, although he could well be referring to his first name. Furthermore, it looks far-fetched that Matilda should be introduced to her mother through a character so foreign to her own story, which would answer to no other purpose than to bring virtuous characters together (in this case, the Chevalier and Matilda’s mother) by making them old acquaintances.

37 she got up and sat down, two or three times, without speaking, or being able to move: Not being able to move seems to be here a mere expression of her intense emotion at that moment, since she has got up and sat down several times. The most plausible explanation is that the convention demands that she be speechless and unable to move, while her nervousness is represented by her getting up and sitting down repeatedly.

38 The Marchioness and the two Countesses: Actually, there is another Countess in the party (the Countess of Wolfenbach), who in this case is simply referred to as “the lady of the house”. The two Countesses who stroll with the Marchioness, then, are Matilda’s mother, Countess Berniti, and her friend, Countess Marcellini.